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 General introduction 

High carbon emissions in the atmosphere, causing climate change, are notably caused by the 

combustion of fossil fuels, to produce energy for a growing world population. An increase of renewable 

energy sources into the energy mix is one of the envisaged responses to this climate and energy crisis. 

Among renewable technologies, solar energy technologies have a significant role to play to reduce the 

consumption of fossil fuels while meeting the worldwide energy demand. Indeed, the incoming solar 

energy on Earth amounts to 437,850 TWh annually, four times the annual global energy consumption 

of 111,756 TWh. Moreover, increased investment in renewable technologies has led to a fall in the 

levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) from these technologies, making them economically competitive 

with fossil fuels. For instance, electricity produced from solar energy is now often cheaper than 

electricity produced from fossil fuels. 

Solar energy technologies comprise Photovoltaics (PV) technologies for direct electricity production, 

and Solar Thermal (ST) technologies which convert solar energy into heat. This heat can be used to 

produce domestic hot water and heating, and in many industrial processes where heat is required, in 

place of consuming electricity to produce heat. When concentrating the incoming solar energy using 

highly reflective materials as mirrors, the increased amount of heat extracted can be further converted 

into electricity. This is the principle used in Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plants, where the incoming 

solar irradiance can be multiplied up to the level of several hundreds of suns. This concentrated solar 

energy is sent to a solar receiver that converts it into heat and transfers the latter to a heat transfer 

fluid (HTF), to be used in a thermodynamic cycle and produce electricity. One of the main advantages 

of CSP compared to PV is the possibility to easily store the extracted heat before its conversion into 

electricity, thus allowing for an adjustment of the electricity production to the demands of the 

electricity market, without suffering from the solar intermittence. 

In most cases, solar receivers are made of pipes or flat panels of metallic alloys (e.g. stainless steels or 

nickel-based high temperature alloys) below which the HTF flows to extract the produced heat. Such 

materials have desirably high mechanical properties and thermal conductivity. However, their partly 

reflective intrinsic properties are not suitable for solar absorption. Therefore, their surface can be 

covered with coatings presenting high solar absorptance in the solar region (0.28 – 2.5 µm), such as 

black paints. Ideally, these coatings should also have a low thermal emittance in the infrared region 

(typically above 2 µm), to limit radiative thermal losses and increase their solar-to-heat conversion 

efficiency. Such functional coatings are called solar selective absorber coatings (SSACs), as they present 

a spectral selectivity. 

In CSP technologies, solar absorber components suffer harsh working conditions for long durations, 

typically 25 years: high concentrated solar irradiation (30 to 1000 suns), significant temperature levels 

and temperature variations (several hundreds of °C in seconds/minutes), air, water vapor, pollutants, 

aerosols, depending on the location and proximity to the sea. Moreover, to make these technologies 

more economically viable implies the further increase of the working temperature of CSP plants. These 

working conditions are very demanding for solar absorber materials, especially for coatings. They 

represent potentially damaging sources of degradation, that may cause their premature aging and 

degrade the overall efficiency of the plant. The maintenance of the receiver represents a high cost that 

can be significantly reduced using a highly stable absorber surface, able to maintain its optical 

performance for long durations.  
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Therefore, before they can be used in CSP plants, the behavior of solar selective absorber coatings 

under these harsh working conditions needs to be studied thoroughly to validate their performance 

and durability. Aging protocols and facilities can be found in the literature for the study of the aging 

behavior of SSACs. However, these aging procedures need to be further analyzed, adapted and 

standardized, to offer more reliable and more comparable aging and durability assessment, with the 

objective that standardized aging procedures can eventually be used as a tool for coating developers 

to compare the performance of their materials, and for the overall improvement of SSAC technologies. 

 

In this context, this work proposes a critical and extensive literature review of existing aging protocols, 

aging facilities and aging phenomena used for the study of SSACs, further supported by the 

experimental application of classical aging protocols (purely thermal aging) and original aging protocols 

under solar concentration (solar aging), on three different types of SSACs, using two original 

experimental set-ups that enable to partly decorrelate the effect of the different sources of 

degradation representative of CSP applications. 

To present the work, this manuscript is divided into five chapters. The first chapter demonstrates the 

principles of concentrated solar energy and its current deployment in the electricity production 

market. The different technologies of CSP plants and solar receivers are explained. The optical and 

thermal behavior of solar absorbers are described, considering solar absorptance, thermal emittance 

and the principle of solar spectral selectivity. The chapter continues with a description of the different 

types of solar selective absorber coatings and the current research state on each type of absorber, 

ending with current commercial absorbers used for medium-temperature CSP plants. 

The second chapter starts by describing the expected improvements in the next generation of CSP 

technologies, considering the two most relevant improvements related to the receiver, the increase of 

the working temperature and the capability of working in atmospheric conditions for long durations. 

The rest of this chapter is based on an analysis of the scientific literature. From this analysis, the main 

sources of degradation are identified and described considering the potential impact on CSP receivers, 

and subsequent aging mechanisms are explained in details. Existing aging procedures, methodologies 

and tools for failure analysis, that can be applied to SSACs, are then presented and commented. A 

global scheme linking these different aspects is finally proposed in the conclusions of this chapter.  

The following chapters are centered on the experimental application of some of these existing aging 

protocols, as well as more original ones, on three typical SSACs, with the purpose of evaluating the 

pertinence of said aging protocols and draw general tendencies regarding the aging behavior of SSACs. 

The third chapter presents the materials, facilities and methodologies used for this complementary 

experimental study. The chapter starts by presenting the three types of SSACs that were tested, looking 

at their constitutive materials, absorber architecture and manufacturing process in each case. Then 

are presented the characterization techniques and equipment used to assess the coatings properties, 

in terms of their optical behavior and microstructure, before and after aging tests. Finally, the global 

aging methodology and the aging tools used in this study are presented, with detailed descriptions of 

the experimental set-ups. 

The fourth chapter first exposes an analysis of the equivalence of the different samples of each type 

of absorber in their as-deposited state. Indeed, the equivalence between samples of the same type is 

essential for a suitable comparability of aging results when applying different protocols. Then a study 

on purely thermal aging protocols in an electrical furnace begins with the application of aging tests at 

a typical CSP working temperature, first for short duration tests, as the first step applied to each 
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absorber, followed by long duration tests as a way of checking the thermal stability under more 

representative CSP working conditions. Accelerated aging at higher temperatures is then applied to 

the absorbers with good thermal stability at working temperature. The influence of other aging 

parameters such as thermal cycling and aging atmosphere are also studied. Correlations between tests 

in representative aging and accelerated aging are established in an attempt to understand the 

degradation behavior and the more suitable way of applying purely thermal aging. 

The fifth and last chapter deals with the application of solar aging using a unique solar aging facility. 

First, adaptations of the existing solar aging facility are proposed to allow for a more generalized 

application of solar aging procedures on SSACs samples. The chapter continues with a comparison of 

the effects of purely thermal aging and solar thermal aging, in an attempt to decorrelate the impact of 

the presence of concentrated solar irradiance at similar levels of temperature. The main differences 

between the two types of aging, particularly in terms of temperature and irradiation profiles, are also 

discussed. Then the influence of other sources of degradation in solar aging, such as solar irradiance 

levels and cycling amplitude, are studied with the aim of observing which of these sources have a more 

significant impact on the aging behavior of SSACs. Finally, a discussion on the pertinence of applying 

solar aging in addition to purely thermal aging for more representative aging studies, as well as 

recommendations for applying solar aging procedures, are provided. 

 

Overall, this work confronts the existing state of the art on the aging behavior assessment of solar 

selective absorber coatings with the experimental application of classical (purely thermal) and original 

(solar) aging procedures, using original aging facilities and typical R&D solar absorber coating 

configurations, in view of helping in the development of a more broadly applicable test standard for 

the prediction of thermal stability, reliability and service life of solar selective absorber coatings 

operating at high temperatures under atmospheric conditions. 
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1. Introduction and context 

1.1. Climate change 

The evidence of climate change in our daily life is ever clearer, with devastating events around the 

world. Extreme weather conditions are observed when and where they are not expected, as in 2018, 

with remarkable icy storms in Europe and the north-eastern US and an increase of 20°C of average 

temperatures in the Arctic [1]. This situation creates dry areas and also some even more humid areas. 

One of the main reasons of this problem is the increase of greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions toward 

the atmosphere, caused mainly by human activities. 

According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), there has been an increase of almost 20% in the 

concentration of carbon dioxide (CO₂) emissions from 1980 to 2017, with current values of 404.98 ppm 

(parts per million) of CO₂ and an average growth of 2 ppm/year in the last ten years [2]. In addition, 

there has been a significant increase in the levels of methane (CH₄) and nitrous oxide (N₂O). These 

increases can be linked to the ever-intensifying anthropogenic activities following the Industrial 

Revolution. 

One of the clearest evidence of these CO2 emissions being produced by human activity has been shown 

recently with the COVID-19 pandemic that drastically altered the energy demand due to the 

confinement of most of the world population. The daily global CO2 emissions then decreased by 17% 

by early April 2020, compared to the previous year [3]. 

Looking at the figures by sectors, the energy sector (electricity and heat generation, and 

transportation) accounts for approximately two-thirds (68%) of total green-house gas emissions 

through the combustion of fossil fuels, and around 80% of CO₂ total emissions [4]. Indeed, the 

generation of electricity and heat worldwide still relies heavily on coal, the most carbon-intensive fossil 

fuel.  This therefore makes the energy sector one of the major sectors contributing to such a global 

situation. Meanwhile, there is an increasing demand for energy coming from worldwide economic 

growth and development, with a growth of 150% between 1971 and 2015 [4].  

This state of affairs has attracted considerable attention from major players. The engagement of the 

industrialized and developing countries is very important for national and global GHG mitigation. This 

was formalized by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 

Conference of the Parties (COP), to support countries through the provision of energy and emissions 

statistics, and the training of countries officials in policy, modelling and energy statistics, with the final 

objective of stabilizing GHG concentrations in the atmosphere. In 2015, China contributed 28% of the 

total CO₂ emissions (9,084 MtCO₂), the United States 17% (4,998 MtCO₂), Europe 16% (5,080 MtCO₂) 

and India 6.5% (2,066 MtCO₂) [4].  

A state of transition has started towards a clean, sustainable, affordable and accessible global energy 

system. To this day, non-fossil energy (without GHG emissions) accounts for 26.3% of the global energy 

production share (not including hydroelectricity), with 1.01 terawatts of installed renewable capacity 

[5]. In the wake of COP 21, most nations across the world agreed to accelerate their reductions in 

carbon emissions, namely through renewable electricity production and lower carbon-emitting 

transportation. Renewable energy is indeed at the center of the transition to a less carbon-intensive 

and more sustainable energy system, and represented almost two-thirds of new net electricity capacity 

additions in 2016 with almost 165 GWe 
 [6]. Renewable energy has indeed grown rapidly in recent 

years, accompanied by sharp cost reductions for solar PV and wind power in particular. The IEA expects 

renewable electricity generation to increase by more than one-third by 2022 to over 8000 TWh. 
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In this global context, solar energy is a most valuable candidate. It is predicted that solar energy can 

produce up to 27% of global electricity by 2050 (16% from solar photovoltaic systems and 11% from 

solar thermal electricity), and become the top source of electricity as early as 2040 [7].  

1.2. Potential of solar energy 

Solar energy is the most abundant energy resource on Earth, with about 885 millions of TWh reaching 

the surface of the planet every year, which means 8,100 times the primary energy consumed by 

humankind in 2015 [8] (the world final energy consumption was 109,135 TWh in 2015). It is abundant 

in many parts of the world [9]. Figure 1 shows the direct normal irradiance (DNI) levels around the 

globe. This irradiance is the relevant irradiance for the concentration of solar energy, and is measured 

on surfaces normal to the direct sunbeams. 

 
Figure 1. Global map showing the DNI levels for each location [9] 

It can play a major role as an alternative energy resource, producing heat or electricity by capturing 

the radiation of the Sun. Indeed, solar radiation can be captured by photovoltaic devices using 

semiconductor materials that convert sunlight directly into electricity, or using solar thermal devices 

that convert the solar radiation into heat. These solar thermal devices can work at large and small 

scale. The small scale is used to heat water or air at low temperatures (T < 300°C) for buildings 

(domestic hot water, heating and cooling) and industries (mining, food, textile, etc.). The large scale is 

used to produce steam for electricity generation at higher temperature in solar power plants. This 

configuration is obtained by using mirrors to concentrate sunlight, transfer heat at high temperature 

to a fluid to produce steam then electricity via a steam turbine. These types of systems using solar 

concentration are called Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) technologies. 

In the following section, the principles of CSP technologies, the current commercial technologies 

available and the needed improvements of these technologies to increase the efficiency are discussed. 
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2. Concentrated solar power (CSP) 

2.1. Main advantage of CSP: thermal storage 

The main disadvantage of solar energy is its intermittent nature, with fluctuations due to cloud cover 

during the day, and total absence during the night, especially after sundown and in the early morning 

when power demand steps up. To compete with other sources of energy, this intermittence must be 

overcome. Therefore, the question of energy storage is crucial for the development of solar 

technologies, both photovoltaic and thermal. 

For photovoltaics (and wind energy), electricity is directly produced and must be stored. The currently 

available energy storage systems for electricity are pumped hydro, compressed air energy storage 

(CAES), a large family of batteries, flywheels and hydrogen storage. Each technology has its own 

performance characteristics that make it optimally suitable for certain grid services.  

Pumped hydro and CAES can be considered high scale storage adapted to the geographic location, 

making them site-dependent. Both are capable of discharge times in tens of hours and with high 

module sizes that reach 1,000 MW. Pumped hydroelectric energy storage is a large, mature, and 

commercial utility-scale technology currently used at many locations around the world. CAES systems 

are similar, but less mature, in their use as they store energy in the form of pressurized air, usually in 

underground caverns. 

In contrast to the capabilities of these two technologies, various electrochemical batteries and 

flywheels are positioned around lower power and shorter discharge times, ranging from a few seconds 

to six hours. Several different electrochemical battery technologies are currently available for 

commercial applications. The more robust technologies include lithium-ion (Li-ion), sodium sulfur 

(NaS), and lead acid batteries. Li-ion batteries tend to be best suited for relatively short discharges 

(under two hours) but do not handle deep-discharges well. The main disadvantage is the cost of battery 

storage with capital costs from near 300 $/kWh [10]. Flywheels are currently commercially deployed 

primarily for frequency regulation, ensuring a steady power supplied to the grid. Hydrogen systems 

are another type of storage, still at the early stage. It requires careful analysis to fully capture the value 

stream. While energy efficiencies might be at a level of 40%, this is balanced by energy storage 

potential that may last days, weeks, or longer. 

In contrast, in concentrated solar power technologies for electricity production, the solar radiation is 

harnessed first to produce heat then electricity. This first conversion step allows for much easier and 

cheaper large-scale heat storage. Thermal storage used in CSP plants has a medium-long discharge 

time with five to ten hours of storage, optimally run for about 4,000 hours per year, depending on the 

solar conditions of the site. Thermal storage is used to increase the capacity factor of the CSP plant, 

and it reduces the average cost of solar thermal electricity. Thermal storage also has remarkable 

efficiency, especially when the storage medium is also used as the heat transfer fluid, such as with 

molten salts, with limited energy losses of 2%. It is expected to be able to improve such technology, 

with a decrease of the system capital cost. It is estimated that costs can be reduced to under 15 $/kWh, 

from the current cost of 20-25 $/kWh, with a high system efficiency of up to 95% and being able to 

have a lifetime of 10,000 cycles [11]. Thus direct thermal storage is the main advantage of CSP over PV 

(and wind), and allows for continuous electricity generation, which solves the problem of the 

intermittent nature of solar energy. This advantage gains importance with respect to renewable energy 

sources such as PV and wind power. Electric Thermal Energy Storage (ETES) is even considered by some 

as an alternative to store and spread at a reasonable cost the power generated by PV or wind, using 

the produced electricity to heat a fluid, then generate electricity again via a steam turbine [12]. 
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2.2. Current situation in CSP deployment 

Concentrated solar power or CSP technologies are one of the most mature renewable energy 

technologies to produce electricity, together with photovoltaic and wind energy. Research activities 

on CSP started in the 1970s with several pilot plants, such as THEMIS tower in Targasonne, France, 

with 2 MW of output power built in 1979. This brought CSP technology to the industrial and 

commercial level, with the first CSP plant, called Solar One, installed in 1982 in the United States. The 

first commercial CSP plants were built without storage in California, in the context of tax incentives for 

renewable energy. After that, there was a period of stagnation due to the drop in price of fossil fuels. 

The development of CSP projects resumed in the 2000s, mainly in Spain and the United States, as a 

consequence of energy policies and incentives to mitigate CO2 emissions and diversify the energy 

supply. It strongly increased from 2010, emerging in new markets such as the Americas, North and 

South Africa, the Middle East, Australia, China and India. It was not until 2006 that large-scale CSP 

plants were built, particularly in the aforementioned countries. The world’s largest CSP plant, in the 

Mojave Desert in the USA, with 392 MW, was connected to the grid in 2013. 

While Spain and the United States are still the leading countries in CSP installations, CSP plants are 103 

in operation, 21 under construction or planned in many Sun Belt countries. In January 2020, the global 

installed CSP capacity amounted to about 6.1 GW with an additional of 1.5 GW under construction and 

1.6 GW in the development stage, as can be seen in Figure 2. The emerging CSP countries are China 

with 514 MW under construction, Chile with 1.1 GW in development, and the MENA countries with 

910 MW under construction. 

 
Figure 2. CSP plants and projects around the world 

Despite its advantages due to thermal storage, the implementation of CSP is lagging behind PV and 

other renewable energies. About 6.3 GW of solar thermal electricity were installed worldwide in 2019, 

compared to 580 GW for PV [13]. The growth of concentrating solar power was relatively slow with 

just 601 MW additional installed capacity in 2019, and it represented only 0.2% of the global installed 

capacity of renewable energy technologies of that year. The integration of CSP technology is however 

highly recommended for the energy market. 

For instance, CSP plants with thermal storage are counted as promising flexible power supply, 

especially when the net load power curve is duck-shaped due to the high photovoltaic penetration in 

the power grid, as can be seen in Figure 3. The latter illustrates the fact that the peak demand often 

occurs after sunset (> 18:00), when solar power is no longer available, which leads to large-capacity 

power shortage. CSP with storage can mitigate this problem. Therefore, while they are competitors on 

some projects, CSP and PV are ultimately complementary. 
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Figure 3. The predicted duck curve (total load power curve minus renewable energy generation curve) reported by 

California Independent System Operator in 2015. (Source: 

http://www.caiso.com/Documents/FlexibleResourcesHelpRenewables_FastFacts.pdf.) 

Overall, the implementation of CSP technologies is expected to reach a global share of 11% by 2050, 

equivalent to 1,000 GW of total installed capacity, avoiding the emissions of up to 2.1 gigatons of 

carbon dioxide annually. CSP technology has the capacity to provide for about 7% of the total electricity 

needs projected for the world by 2030, and 25% by 2050 (considering a high-energy-saving, high-

energy-efficiency scenario) [14]. 

2.3. CSP technologies 

The main principle of CSP plants is illustrated in Figure 4. It consists in concentrating the incoming solar 

irradiation onto a solar absorber (receiver), to be able to convert this concentrated solar energy into 

useful heat. The concentration is done with highly reflective mirrors. The level of concentration and 

absorber temperature depend on the area and optical efficiency of the mirrors. The former is the 

concentration ratio given by Eq.(1), where Am is the total area of the mirrors and Ar is the area of the 

receiver. 

𝐶 =
𝐴𝑚

𝐴𝑟
 (1) 

The absorbed useful heat is transferred to a heat transfer fluid (HTF), which transfers the heat to a 

steam generator to finally run a steam turbine and produce electricity. The three main subsystems are 

the solar collector field, or mirror field, the solar receiver and the power conversion system.  

 
Figure 4. Principle of a Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plant 

In hybrid plants, a storage or back-up system is added to improve performance and therefore increase 

the capacity factor. The storage is usually done with liquid molten salt, used as the heat transfer fluid 
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which has already been proven effective for 7 to 15 hours [15]. Steam can be also used for storage, 

but it is considered a short term storage, viable for just 0.5 to 4 hours [16–18]. The power conversion 

systems are Rankine cycles, Brayton cycles, combined cycles and Stirling cycles, depending on the CSP 

technology. The back-up is usually done with natural gas, enabling the plant to function continuously, 

even during cloudy days. 

The differences between CSP technologies are in the optical design, the solar field layout, the tracking 

system, the type of receiver, the type of heat transfer fluid, the heat storage capability and the 

conventional power system generating electricity. Currently, there are four different configurations of 

commercial CSP plants: Linear Fresnel reflector, Parabolic trough, Central receiver and Parabolic dish. 

Table 1 shows the design, main characteristics and images (left: global view, right; receiver) of each 

configuration. These technologies are detailed in the following sections. 

Table 1. Four types of concentrated solar power plants 

Linear receiver (single axis) 

 

Cost effective 

Low capacity 

C = 20 – 80 

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ~ 300°C 

 

 

Most commercial 

technology 

C = 80 – 150 

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ~ 390°C 

 

Single point receiver (two axis) 

 

Large capacity 

C = 500 – 1000 

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ~ 565°C 

 

 

Highest 

concentration 

C > 1000 

Low investment 
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 Parabolic trough collectors 

Parabolic trough (PT) is one of the most commercial, advanced and mature CSP technology, with 2,000 

hours of performance, and a history of commercial plants operation dating from the early 1980s. 

Currently, there are over 4,000 MW in operation with 80 plants operating worldwide commercially 

and 11 plants under construction. The power of PT plants is between 5 and up to 280 MW. It can be 

said that this technology has the lowest operational risk compared to other CSP technologies, making 

PT the most competitive in the field. This system provides the best land-use factor of any solar 

technology. Figure 5 shows the set-up of this kind of CSP plant. 

PT collectors track the sun on one axis: the cylindrical-parabolic reflector concentrates the incoming 

solar rays onto a linear metallic receiver tube insulated in an evacuated glass envelope, which moves 

with the reflector. The concentration ratio for PT is between 70 and 100 and the operating 

temperature varies from 350°C to 400°C.  

The efficiency of the system is measured by the amount of heat collected by the fluid from the 

collectors divided by the amount of incoming solar radiation, also called solar-to-electricity conversion. 

The overall efficiency of PT plants is 15 to 16%, with the highest peak efficiency reaching 20%. The 

annual capacity factor is between 25 and 40%: this factor is the ratio of the actual electrical energy 

output to the maximum possible electrical energy output, both over the same period.  

 
 

Figure 5. Schematic of a parabolic trough power plant (Source: European Solar Thermal Electricity Association ESTELA, 

www.estelasolar.org.) 

There are several variations of this technology depending on the heat transfer fluid used and the 

inclusion of heat storage. The possible heat transfer fluids are synthetic oils, molten salts and direct 

steam generation (DSG). While molten salts or DSG are not yet commercially proven, synthetic oils are 

the most used configuration with a maximum working temperature reaching 400°C. In most cases, the 

synthetic oil is used as the heat transfer fluid circulating in the solar field, and then, using a heat 

exchanger, the heat collected by the oil is transferred to a molten salt storage medium. Normally, with 

a full thermal reservoir the turbines can run for about 7.5 hours at full-load, even if it rains or long after 

the sun has set. 

Pioneer countries in this technology are Spain, with a 2.3 GW capacity installed in 49 plants, the last 

plants commissioned in 2013. Since 2006, almost half of this capacity has been equipped with thermal 

energy storage with two tanks of molten salts and 7 hours of nominal capacity, and the United States, 

with a 1.7 GW capacity installed in plants with six-hour storage such as the Solana plant in Arizona.  
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Here are some of the currently operating PT plants: 

• Andasol-1 (and Andasol-2 & 3) (50 MW, Spain) 

• Arcosol 50 (50 MW, Spain) 

• Ashlim (Negev) (121 MW, Israel) 

• Chabei Molten Salt PT Project (64 MW, China) 

• Solnova 1 (50 MW, Spain) 

 Central receiver 

The central receiver plant, or solar tower plant, is one of the emerging solutions for high capacity CSP 

plants. The first commercial central receiver plant, called PS10, was commissioned in June 2007 in 

Spain. Currently, the capacity of these types of plants can reach up to 100 MW for a single receiver. By 

concentrating sunlight 600 up to 1,000 times, the operating temperature can reach levels from 300°C 

to over 565°C, with a high potential to increase the operating temperature up to 800°C. This technology 

has proven to be technically feasible in projects with 15 years of experience worldwide. It can be said 

that this is one of the most promising technologies in the CSP field: thanks to the possibility of achieving 

such high temperatures, plants can also drive gas turbines or combined cycle systems, reaching peak 

efficiencies of 35%. 

The main components of solar tower plants are a heliostat (mirror) field, a tower and an electricity 

generation system. The tower has a height from around 100 meters to up 150 meters. The multitude 

of movable heliostats track the Sun and concentrate the sunrays upon the receiver at the top of the 

tower, where the fluid is circulating (Figure 6). As a usual CSP configuration, the working fluid absorbs 

the solar energy and is then used to generate steam to power a conventional turbine. 

 
Figure 6. Solar tower plant configuration (Source: European Solar Thermal Electricity Association ESTELA, 

www.estelasolar.org) 

There are different configurations depending on the heat transfer fluid (steam, air, molten salts), the 

storage system and the heliostat design. One option is to use molten salts both as heat transfer fluid 

and heat storage medium, such as for the Crescent Dunes Solar Energy Project, located in Nevada with 

a capacity of 110 MW and 10-hour thermal storage, and Gemasolar in Spain, with a capacity of 20 MW 

and 15 hours of thermal storage. Plants such as PS10 and PS20, near Seville, Spain, use direct steam 

generation (DSG) with steam as the heat transfer fluid.  The largest CSP capacity so far at a single place 

is the one built at Ivanpah in California, totaling 377 MW (net). This plant includes three distinct towers 

– each with its own turbine – based on DSG technology and no storage.  
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It is important to note a different configuration for solar tower plants, called the beam-down [19], 

where the tower receiver is substituted by a down-facing convex mirror. In this way a second reflection 

stage is added and the receiver can be located on the ground. This emerging configuration avoids 

having to send the heat transfer fluid up to the top of the tower with pumps.  

There are several central receiver plants around the world, with a capacity ranging between 10 and 

100 MW per tower. In 2020, there are around 18 plants operating and 7 plants are on the way to 

become operational in the next few years, most of them located in China and Chile. 

Some of the currently operating solar tower plants are: 

• NOOR III (150 MW, Morocco) 

• ACME Solar Tower (2.5 MW, India) 

• Planta Solar 10 (11 MW, Spain) 

• Planta Solar 20 (20 MW, Spain) 

 Linear Fresnel reflectors 

This type of technology is one of the least mature technologies in the CSP field together with the 

parabolic dish configuration, which will be described in the following section. It is also the technology 

with the lowest concentration ratio, thus the operational temperature stays low and so does the 

system efficiency. Currently, long-term performance and cost data are still lacking for further 

improving this technology. The main components of LFRs are the reflective mirrors, the receiver tube 

and the tubing system.  

This technology is similar to parabolic troughs, but uses a line of mirrors instead of one single curved 

mirror. Indeed, this system concentrates sunlight with a series of long, narrow, shallow-curvature (or 

flat) mirrors, each oriented differently, so as to approximate the concentration profile of a parabolic 

trough, as can be seen in Figure 7. Each line of single-axis mirror tracks the movement of the Sun. It is 

structurally simpler and cheaper than a parabolic trough concentrator. Also, the loads caused by wind 

are lower and it has higher land-use efficiency, suitable for rooftop or limited industrial areas. Sunlight 

is concentrated onto a receiver mounted at the focal line of the Fresnel mirrors, placing it parallel to 

and above them. The design of the receiver is a thermally-insulated inverted cavity with a secondary 

mirror, covered by a glass enclosing the absorber tubes in static atmospheric conditions.  

 
Figure 7. Schematic of a Linear Fresnel reflector (Source: European Solar Thermal Electricity Association ESTELA, 

www.estelasolar.org) 

As mentioned before, this technology has greater optical losses than troughs, especially when the Sun 

is low in the sky. As a result, there is lower production in the early morning and late afternoons, and 

also in winter, but this can be overcome in part by the use of higher operating temperatures than 

trough plants. Thus, LFR technology uses direct steam generation, with direct storage of the steam. 
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Current research is underway to use molten salts as the heat transfer fluid, to be able to use it as the 

direct storage media in both parabolic trough and linear Fresnel systems. The greatest challenges to 

commercializing this change in the technology are to use materials compatible with rotary joints and 

concerns over salt freezing in the solar field.  

The first prototypes of LFR technology were built in 2010, and after that, two commercial plants were 

operating, in 2012, with a 30 MW plant in Spain and in 2014, with a 125 MW plant in India, both of 

them without storage. Nowadays, only 5 plants (166.4 MW) are operating and 3 are under construction 

(65 MW): 

• Dhursar (125 MW, India) 

• Puerto Errado 1 (1.4 MW, Spain) 

• Puerto Errado 2 (30 MW, Spain) 

• Lanzhou Dancheng Dunhuang (50 MW, China) 

• eLlo Solar Thermal Project (Llo) (9 MW, France) 

 Parabolic dish 

Parabolic dish is the least commercialized CSP technology, with just 3 MW of installed capacity 

worldwide. Despite having the highest optical efficiency within CSP technologies, there is very little 

research to further improve this technology. The main reason why this technology has low commercial 

investment while it has a good overall performance is the lack of storage, making it difficult to reduce 

the higher costs and risks of the technology. Therefore, it is not able to compete with other CSP 

technologies or photovoltaic. 

It comprises a main parabolic dish and a Stirling engine or a micro-turbine, which are heat-to-electricity 

engines, located at the focal point. It is based on a two-axis solar tracking system, which concentrates 

the solar energy onto a receiver positioned at the focal point of the dish (Figure 8). Having most of the 

system moving, due to the tracking system, and a direct production of electricity with the Stirling 

engine, it is not possible to integrate thermal storage into the system, making the overall investment 

price too high to compete directly with a photovoltaic system. 

 
Figure 8. Parabolic dish plant (Source: European Solar Thermal Electricity Association ESTELA, www.estelasolar.org) 

There are only two plants built worldwide with just 3 MW of capacity but they are currently in a non-

operational state:  

• Maricopa Solar Project (Non-Operational, 1.5 MW, US) 

• Tooele Army Depot (Non-Operational, 1.5 MW, US) 

A possible use of this technology is at small scale, as a source of heat in community kitchens and other 

service or small industry facilities in countries such as India. 
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2.4. Solar thermal receiver 

The receiver is one of the most important subsystems of a solar thermal plant. It is where the 

conversion of concentrated solar radiation into thermal energy takes place. They are responsible for 

collecting solar energy and transferring the heat collected to the heat transfer fluid (HTF). It is located 

at the focal point of a CSP system, and its configuration depends on the type of technology. It is 

generally composed of one or more metal tubes. 

The efficiency of the receiver is equal to the thermal energy transported out of the receiver by the 

working fluid, divided by the concentrated solar irradiance hitting the receiver surface, which depends 

on the receiver design. There are possible losses on the receiver due to back-reflection, re-radiation, 

convection and conduction. This efficiency is strongly related to the optical efficiency and dimensions 

of the CSP plant, influencing the density and homogeneity of the flux that arrives on the receiver.  

 Central receiver  

The central receiver design depends mostly on the type of fluid that is flowing through the tubes. As 

mentioned previously the fluid used can be molten salts, steam, atmospheric air or compressed air. 

The two basic receiver configurations used in large central tower receiver plants are the external 

receiver and the cavity receiver. Both configurations can be used for all the heat transfer fluids. A 

typical external receiver is shown in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9. External receiver with single tube and cross-section [20] 

In external receivers, the tubes are installed on the outside of a surface, such as a cylinder when used 

in a surrounding heliostat field configuration. The solar flux density can reach levels of up to 1,000 

kW/m2 with this type of receiver. The level of deterioration of the coating is higher compared to other 

receivers that have a higher protection from the atmosphere. An example of commercial plants with 

external receiver is the Gemasolar plant in Spain. 

In cavity receivers (Figure 10), the tubes are arranged on the inner walls of a large cavity with a small 

aperture. The solar radiation is distributed inside the cavity over a large area with the absorber tubes. 

In this way, even though the solar heat flux at the aperture is in the same range as for external 

receivers, the solar flux on the absorber tubes is increased, due to multiple reflections inside the cavity. 

Also, convection losses are reduced. A cavity receiver is used on the PS10 and PS20 plant in Spain. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/solar-flux
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Figure 10. Cavity receiver for solar tower plant [21] 

For air receivers, volumetric absorbers are a possible option, which is still under research and 

development. These absorbers are structures with high open porosity, mostly made of ceramic 

materials (Figure 11). The solar radiation penetrates into the volume of the absorber, and is then 

transferred to an airflow passing through the open structure. The receivers can be operated at both 

ambient pressure or in pressurized mode, by closing the receiver aperture with a quartz window. Small 

systems may use this type of receiver.  

 
Figure 11. An example of porous media used for volumetric absorbers [22] 

Central receivers are large compared to other CSP receivers, which produces significant heat losses, 

especially with the external and open-air types. These losses impose restrictions on the working 

temperature of this type of plant, in addition to the optical concentration limitations. 

 Parabolic trough linear receiver 

In parabolic trough systems, the receiver tube works under vacuum conditions. The key components 

in this type of heat collector element are the metallic tube material, the selective absorber and the 

outer glass tube, to maintain the tube under vacuum conditions. The selective absorber is the main 

element responsible for the optical and thermal efficiency of a receiver tube. The thermal losses of the 

receiver tube are: partly conductive and convective, the latter being reduced in a vacuum 

environment; mostly radiative, the latter being minimized by the low thermal emittance of the 

selective absorber.  

The use of evacuated tubes on this type of CSP plant is mandatory, considering the large surface of 

absorbers (several tens of kilometers), the relatively high operating temperature (350-390°C) and the 

low concentration ratio (typically 80 suns). Not having the receiver under vacuum conditions would 

have a significant negative impact on the performance of the receiver (due to high thermal losses not 

being compensated by sufficient concentrated solar input) and therefore of the plant compared to 

other types of CSP plants.  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/ambient-pressure
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/quartz
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Glass to metal seals (bellows), the connection at both ends of the receiver tubes, are used to 

maintained a high vacuum condition [23], created during the manufacturing of the receiver (Figure 

12). The vacuum pressure inside of the tube is ~ 10−4 mbar (below the Knudsen conduction range) [24]. 

In these conditions, the gas is in the free molecular flow regime and convective heat transfer is 

negligible. The typical values of the inner and outer annulus diameters are 70 and 110 mm. 

  
Figure 12. Parabolic trough receiver tube [25] 

The bellows are one of the most critical parts of this configuration because it is where most of the non-

radiative heat losses occur. The vacuum conditions can also be disturbed by hydrogen from the 

working fluid perspiring through the inner receiver tube and into the evacuated zone between the 

tubes. Even low levels of hydrogen concentration of around 1·10−7 bar may cause significant losses, for 

this reason special getters are designed to mitigate this effect.  

 Linear Fresnel receiver 

The LFR receiver is the only commercial CSP receiver equipped with a secondary reflector to improve 

the efficiency of the collector by increasing the solar flux reaching the receiver, as shown in Table 1 

and Figure 13. Due to the low optical efficiency of the plant, the receiver deals with low level of 

concentrated solar energy (< 60 suns) and often low operating temperatures (250-350°C). These 

working conditions avoid a significant deterioration of the secondary reflector.  

This type of receiver is enclosed between the secondary reflector and a glass cover and atmospheric 

conditions are maintained around the receiver. This enclosure protects the receiver from the wind, 

which decrease the heat losses. Compared parabolic trough, the natural convection losses are higher 

due to the lack of the vacuum conditions around the receiver.  

 
Figure 13. Single tube receiver for LFR receiver [26] 

For a good performance of this receiver, a good tracking system needs to be reached, to ensure a 

homogenized flux on the secondary reflector, and in this way, avoid hotspots and high deterioration 

of the reflector. In addition, the intensity distribution of the flux on the absorber surface has an impact 

on the stresses on the absorber system, as due to the concentrator system, usually one side of the 

absorber tube receives an overwhelming fraction of the total irradiation of the tube. 

The secondary reflector is one of the key components of a LFR and one the most popular topics of 

research for the improvement of the collector’s optical performance. Its shape is one of the aspects to 

optimize and adapt, considering the primary mirrors layout [27,28]. 
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One of the purposes of LFR technologies is to be potentially lower cost than PT technologies, with both 

quasi-flat collectors instead of troughs, and receivers working in static air instead of vacuum. LFR 

receivers are however specifically designed for a particular plant, and no off-the-shelf component is 

commercialized to this day, contrarily to PT receivers. Thus, no cost data for LFR receivers is yet publicly 

available, to compare with PT receivers.  

3. Optical and thermal behavior of solar absorbers 

This section introduces notions relevant to the understanding and optimization of solar absorbers, 

related to their interaction with solar radiation and their thermal behavior in conditions of use. 

3.1. Optical behavior of a surface towards incident radiation 

As energy is conserved during light-matter interaction, an incident radiation on a material can only be 

either reflected at its surface, transmitted through the material, or absorbed by it (Figure 14). 

 
Figure 14. Interaction between light and matter 

The relative distribution between the three phenomena depends on the radiation wavelength 𝜆 and 

incident angle , and the material temperature T, as illustrated by Eq.(2).  

𝑅(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) + 𝑇𝑟(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) + 𝐴(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) = 1 (2) 

𝑅(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇), 𝑇𝑟(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) and 𝐴(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) are the spectral reflectance, transmittance and absorptance of 

the material, respectively. Solar receivers are usually made of opaque materials so 𝑇𝑟(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) = 0 (no 

transmission). 

Also, Kirchhoff’s law of radiation states that, at thermal equilibrium, any radiation that can be absorbed 

by a material at temperature T at a given wavelength 𝜆 and angle   can also be reemitted at the same 

wavelength and angle in order to maintain its temperature constant, and thus respect thermal 

equilibrium. From these, Eq.(3) can be established. 

𝐴(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) = 𝐸(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) = 1 − 𝑅(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) (3) 

As spectral absorptance and emittance are difficult to measure, it is thus possible to estimate them 

from spectral reflectance, which is the intrinsic ability of a material to reflect light. From these spectral 

quantities, the performance of a solar absorber can be deduced. It is illustrated by its solar absorptance 

and thermal emittance, which are defined in the following.  
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3.2. Absorption of solar radiation 

 Solar radiation incident on the absorber 

The solar radiation or sunlight is a fraction of the electromagnetic spectrum, which is emitted by the 

Sun. Most of the incoming radiation from the Sun reaching the top of the Earth’s atmosphere is 

absorbed or scattered far up in the ionosphere, the ozone layer or the troposphere. The solar 

irradiation that reaches the surface of the Earth varies due to atmospheric scattering and absorbing 

components (cloud cover, aerosol content, ozone layer conditions, time of day, Earth/Sun distance, 

etc.) which influence the path of the rays that traverse the atmosphere. 

Depending on their latitude, a different air mass (AM) value is attributed to each site (Figure 15). The 

AM illustrates the direct optical path length through the atmosphere, expressed as a relative ratio to 

the path length at the zenith.  

 
Figure 15. Air Mass (AM) changing with the zenith angle [29] 

The amount of solar spectral irradiance that reaches the surface of the Earth is commonly defined for 

specific atmospheric standard conditions of an absolute air mass of 1.5 and a sun-facing surface tilted 

at 37°, as calculated by the American Society for Testing and Materials using SMARTS-2 software [30]. 

This is known as the ASTM G173-03 AM1.5 standard solar spectrum [31]. Figure 16 shows the 

corresponding extraterrestrial spectral irradiance (AM0) and the Global Tilt (GT) and Direct + 

Circumsolar (DC) spectral irradiance on the 37° sun-facing tilted surface, at AM1.5, for each wavelength 

in nanometers (nm) [32]. 

The extraterrestrial spectral irradiance shows the solar radiation received at the top of the Earth’s 

atmosphere. As it passes through no atmosphere, it is at Air Mass 0 (AM0). The global tilt spectral 

irradiance is a measure of the density of the available solar resource per unit area considering both 

the direct (+ circumsolar) and diffuse solar radiations. The direct + circumsolar irradiance is the 

radiation that comes from the Sun disc and its corona through the atmosphere without getting 

scattered. The diffuse irradiance is the solar radiation scattered by the particles and molecules in the 

atmosphere, but still makes it down to the Earth’s surface. The Direct + Circumsolar (DC) is the relevant 

irradiance to consider for the concentration of solar energy, as only these parallel sun rays can be 

reflected by the mirrors towards the receiver. 
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Figure 16. ASTM G173-03 Solar Reference Spectra [31] 

The DC solar spectrum ranges from the ultraviolet to the infrared, mostly between 0.28 and 2.5 μm 

(Figure 16). The radiation coming from the Sun has a small amount of ultraviolet radiation (3% of the 

total solar radiation occurs between 0.28 and 0.4 μm); a higher amount of visible light (42% of the solar 

radiation is emitted between 0.4 and 0.7 μm); a large amount of infrared radiation (55% is emitted 

between 0.7 and 4 μm). 

The total amount of solar radiation I (W/m²) in a given location is obtained by integrating the solar 

spectral irradiance G() (W/m²/nm) in this region over its wavelength range (1 , 2), as shown in Eq.(4).  

𝐼 = ∫ 𝐺(𝜆) ∙ 𝑑𝜆
𝜆1

𝜆2

 (4) 

As an example, integrating between 0.25 μm and 4 μm (with a step of 5 nm) and considering the solar 

spectrum ASTM G173-03 AM1.5 DC, the total amount of solar radiation is 901.26 W/m². 

 Solar absorptance  

The solar absorptance αS is the fraction of incident solar radiation that is actually absorbed by a 

material. The incident solar flux density (in W/m²) can be obtained by integrating the solar spectrum 

𝐺(𝜆) (in W/m²/nm) over wavelength (Eq.(5)). The flux density that is actually absorbed by the material 

is obtained by weighting the spectral solar irradiance 𝐺(𝜆) with the hemispherical spectral 

absorptance 𝐴(𝜆,∩, 𝑇) of the material at each wavelength 𝜆, and then integrate it over wavelength in 

the solar range as well. The following expression is obtained for solar absorptance, which is a total 

value (i.e., independent of wavelength) comprised between zero (no absorption) and one (maximum 

absorption) and has no unit. 

𝛼𝑆 =
∫ [1 − 𝑅(𝜆)]

λ2

λ1
 ∙ 𝐺(𝜆) ∙ 𝑑𝜆

∫  𝐺(𝜆) ∙ 𝑑𝜆
λ2

λ1

 (5) 

Eq.(3) (p.28) implies that hemispherical spectral absorptance 𝐴(𝜆,∩, 𝑇) is considered to be equal to 

[1 − 𝑅(𝜆,∩, 𝑇)], which is the near-normal (𝜃𝑖 = 8°) hemispherical spectral reflectance of the sample 

measured at room temperature 𝑇𝑎 (see Chapter 3 for more details). Therefore, a good solar 

absorptance is associated with a low reflectance in the range of the solar spectrum. 𝐺(𝜆) is taken as 

the standard solar irradiance spectrum for CSP (ASTM-G173 AM1.5 direct + circumsolar) [31]. The 

boundary wavelengths are 1 = 0.25 µm and 2 = 2.5 µm in this study. 
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3.3. Emission of thermal radiation 

 Blackbody emission 

When an object is heated, it emits thermal electromagnetic radiation due to molecular and atomic 

agitation. The wavelength and intensity of this radiation depend on the temperature of the object and 

its optical characteristics. For a solar receiver, this thermal emission amounts to radiative thermal 

losses, as the corresponding heat will be emitted towards the environment and not be conducted 

towards the heat transfer fluid.  

To estimate the emissive power of real objects, an ideal object, called a blackbody, is used as a 

reference. A blackbody is an object that absorbs any and all radiation it receives, and to maintain its 

temperature constant (thermal equilibrium), is able to reemit it. The Sun is for instance considered as 

a blackbody at a temperature of 5800 K. The blackbody emission at a given wavelength 𝜆 and 

temperature T, or spectral emittance 𝑀𝜆
0(𝜆, 𝑇), is given by Planck’s law, using Eq.(6). 

𝑀𝜆
0(𝜆, 𝑇) =

2𝜋ℎ𝑐2

𝜆5
∙

1

exp (
ℎ𝑐

𝜆𝑘𝐵𝑇
) − 1

=
𝑐1

𝜆5 [𝑒
𝑐2
𝜆𝑇 − 1]

(𝑊 ∙ 𝑚−2 ∙ 𝜇𝑚−1) (6) 

h is Planck’s constant (6.6261 × 10− 34 J · s), 𝑘𝐵 is Boltzmann’s constant (1.3807 × 10− 23 J/K), c is the light 

velocity in vacuum (2.9979 × 108 m/s), and 𝑐1 = 3.7405 ∙ 108 𝑊 ∙ 𝜇𝑚4 ∙ 𝑚−2 and 𝑐2 = 1.4388 ∙

104 𝜇𝑚 ∙ 𝐾 are the first and second Planck´s radiation constants, respectively. This law is illustrated in 

Figure 17, which shows the blackbody spectra at different temperatures. The total emitted energy can 

be obtained by integrating the spectrum over the whole wavelength range. 

 
Figure 17. Spectral emissive power of a blackbody for each wavelength [33] 

Figure 17 shows that the intensity of emitted radiation increases with temperature, and this emission 

is shifted towards shorter wavelengths. By the derivation of Eq.(6), the wavelength where the 

maximum emission occurs, max, can be obtained for a given temperature T: this is called Wien’s 

displacement law (Eq.(7)). 

λmax ∙ T =  2898 µ𝑚 ∙ 𝐾 (7) 
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The solar radiation (5800 K) is for instance centered in the visible region (hashed in Figure 17). For 

ambient temperatures (around 300 K), the radiation is centered in the infrared region. For the case of 

800 K of temperature, the radiation is centered between the infrared and visible region. The higher 

the temperature the closest is the center to the visible region.  

Eq.(6) can be integrated over wavelength to obtain the total emissive power of a blackbody, resulting 

in the Stefan-Boltzmann law (Eq.(8)) that gives the hemispherical total emitted energy for a blackbody 

at temperature T per unit area in all directions and all wavelengths. 

𝑀(𝑇) = ∫ 𝑀𝜆
0(𝜆, 𝑇)

∞

0

= 𝜎𝑇4 (8) 

𝜎 = 5.6696 ∙ 10−8 𝑊 ∙ 𝑚2 ∙ 𝐾−4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.  

 Thermal emittance  

Thermal emittance is used to characterize the optical properties of a real body in the infrared 

wavelength range as compared with an ideal blackbody. Thermal emittance can be defined as the 

fraction of radiant flux density (in W/m²) actually emitted by a material at temperature T, compared 

with the radiant flux density that would be emitted by a blackbody at the same temperature. The latter 

part is given by Stefan-Boltzmann law, i.e., the integration of Planck’s law (blackbody spectral 

emittance 𝑀𝜆
0(𝜆, 𝑇) in W/m²/μm) over wavelength. The former part is obtained by weighting the 

blackbody spectral emittance 𝑀𝜆
0(𝜆, 𝑇) with the spectral emittance of the material 𝐸(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) = 1 −

𝑅(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) (Kirchhoff's law) and integrate it over wavelength, as shown in Eq.(9). 

𝜀𝜃(𝑇) =
∫ [1 − 𝑅(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇)]

𝜆2

𝜆1
 ∙ 𝑀𝜆

0(𝜆, 𝑇) ∙ 𝑑𝜆

∫  𝑀𝜆
0(𝜆, 𝑇) ∙ 𝑑𝜆

𝜆2

𝜆1

 (9) 

Spectral emittance 𝐸(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) and reflectance 𝑅(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) depend on the emission/reflection angle 𝜃, 

therefore 𝜀𝜃(𝑇) is the total directional thermal emittance of a material at temperature T and angle 𝜃.  

Since radiation can be emitted in all directions, another quantity of interest is the hemispherical 

thermal emittance 𝜀𝐻(𝑇). It is calculated by angularly integrating directional thermal emittance 

𝜀𝜃(𝜃, 𝑇) at different angles, as shown in Eq.(10). 

𝜀𝐻(𝑇) = 2 ∙ ∫ 𝜀𝜃(𝜃, 𝑇) ∙ sin 𝜃 ∙ cos 𝜃 ∙ 𝑑𝜃
𝜋/2

0

 (10) 

This value represents the propensity of a surface illuminated from all directions of the hemisphere 

surrounding it to emit radiation in the same hemisphere.  

In our case, it was previously measured and as found rather close to the near-normal (𝜃 = 10°) 

emittance value, with a relative deviation of 2–3% [34]. 

Eq.(10) shows the dependence with temperature. One assumes that 𝐸(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) = 1 − 𝑅(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇), so 

ideally reflectance should be measured at temperature T to estimate 𝜀𝜃(𝜃, 𝑇). For practical reasons 

however, reflectance is more often measured at ambient temperature Ta. This requires the assumption 

that 𝑅(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) = 𝑅(𝜆, 𝑇𝑎 , 𝜃). This assumption is not always met, but in our case leads to a good 

approximation of the real emittance at high temperature, at least up to 500°C [34,35]. 
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3.4. Optical performance of solar absorbers 

 Principle of solar spectral selectivity 

On one hand, a good solar receiver should be able to efficiently capture the solar radiation, in order to 

transmit the highest amount of energy possible to the heat transfer fluid. In other words, its absorption 

should be high for wavelengths in the solar range (0.28 - 4 μm). 

On the other hand, when reaching a high temperature, due to its absorption of the solar irradiance 

and subsequent heating, the solar receiver should emit as little thermal radiation as possible, in order 

to limit radiative losses towards the ambient environment. Thus, its emission should be low for 

wavelengths in the infrared (thermal) range. 

Therefore, at a given wavelength, high spectral absorptance and low spectral emittance are 

incompatible, and one must be preferred over the other. Therefore, a good solar receiver must ideally 

be spectrally selective, i.e., present a different optical behavior depending on the wavelength range: 

high absorption in the solar range, low emission (low absorption) in the infrared range.  

Figure 18 shows the solar irradiance spectrum (ASTM G173-03 AM1.5 Direct + Circumsolar [31]) and 

blackbody radiation spectra at 100°C, 300°C, 500°C and 800°C (given by Planck´s law, Eq.(6)), all 

normalized to 1, and the ideal solar selective reflectance spectrum for a temperature of 500°C. 

 
Figure 18. Solar spectrum (yellow), blackbody at 100°C, 300°C, 500°C and 800°C spectra and reflectance spectrum for an 

ideal selective coating working at 500°C (green) 

As in the near infrared range, the solar and blackbody irradiance spectra tend to overlap, the optical 

behavior of an ideal receiver must switch as drastically as possible from high absorption (low 

reflectance) to low emission (high reflectance) in that spectral range. The position of this switch, or 

cut-off wavelength, depends on the receiver temperature. For low operating temperatures T ˂ 100°C, 

the ideal absorption cut-off may be placed anywhere in the 2 to 4 μm region, since thermal emission 

is low and happens mainly beyond the solar range, so that there is very little or any overlap. Therefore, 

it is easier to create a surface that absorbs the maximum possible of the incident solar radiation, but 

does not re-emit the absorbed energy for such temperatures. For higher temperatures, this 

overlapping occurs at lower wavelength, depending on the temperature (Figure 18). The transition in 

the ideal case must therefore be placed at a lower position, typically between 1.5 and 2 μm.  
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 Heliothermal efficiency  

The efficiency of a solar absorber is illustrated by its solar-to-heat conversion efficiency, or 

heliothermal efficiency, 𝜂(𝑇). The heliothermal efficiency of an absorbing surface is equal to the ratio 

of the net radiative energy absorbed by the surface (i.e., absorbed − emitted) to the radiative energy 

received from the concentrating mirrors (Eq.(11)). 

𝜂 (𝑇) =
absorbed − emitted

incident
=

𝛼𝑆 ∙ C ∙ I ∙ 𝜂𝑜𝑝𝑡 − 𝜀(𝑇) ∙ 𝜎 ∙ (𝑇4 − 𝑇0
4)

C ∙ I ∙ 𝜂𝑜𝑝𝑡

= 𝛼𝑆 −
𝜀(𝑇) ∙ 𝜎 ∙ (𝑇4 − 𝑇0

4)

C ∙ I ∙ 𝜂𝑜𝑝𝑡
 

(11) 

S is the solar absorptance, (T) is the thermal emittance at temperature T (measured at 8°). C is the 

concentration ratio, I is the incident solar flux density,  is Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant, T is the surface 

temperature (K) and T0 (K) is the ambient temperature. opt is the optical efficiency of the concentrating 

mirrors. The values used to calculate the heliothermal efficiency were the same for the different types 

of samples studied in this work. These values are shown in Table 2.  

Table 2. Value of the parameters used for the heliothermal efficiency 

Parameter Value 

I 1000 W/m² 

C 100 

opt 1 

T 500°C 

T0 25°C 

 5.67·10-8 W/m²/K4 

The absorbed energy depends on solar absorptance and incident concentrated solar flux (W/m2) (𝛼𝑆 ∙

C ∙ I ∙ 𝜂𝑜𝑝𝑡). Thermal losses are considered to be only radiative and are given by Stefan-Boltzmann law, 

which takes into account the temperature of the absorber (T) and its thermal emittance ε(T). 

Convective and conductive losses are neglected, radiative losses being much higher.  

By deriving Eq.(11), the sensitivity of heliothermal efficiency to the solar absorptance and thermal 

emittance of the absorber can be quantified for given incident flux and absorber temperature. For 

example, using parabolic trough conditions, with an incident flux Qsol of 100 kWꞏm−2 (Qsol = CꞏIꞏ opt 

with C = 100, I = 1000 W/m², opt = 1) and a coating temperature of 400°C (Eq.(12)): 

𝜕𝜂(𝑇)𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝜕𝛼𝑆
= 1 ;  

𝜕𝜂(𝑇)𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝜕𝜀(𝑇)
=

−𝜎𝑇4

𝑄𝑠𝑜𝑙
= −0.116 (12) 

It can be seen that the heliothermal efficiency of the coating is much more sensitive to the variation 

of its solar absorptance than to the variation of emittance. Indeed, when solar absorptance increases 

by 1%, heliothermal efficiency also increases by 1%, whatever the operating conditions (𝜕𝛼𝑆 =

𝜕𝜂(𝑇)). Meanwhile, a decrease of 8.6% in thermal emittance is necessary to obtain the same increase 

of 1% in heliothermal efficiency (𝜕𝜀(𝑇) = − 𝜕𝜂(𝑇) 0.116⁄ = −0.01/0.116). For a solar flux of 500 

kW/m2 and a surface temperature of 650°C (e.g. solar towers), the sensitivity to emittance is -0.082. 

Therefore, for these conditions, increasing solar absorptance by 1% has the same impact on 

heliothermal efficiency as reducing thermal emittance by 12.2%. At this higher temperature, even 

though radiative losses are higher, the absorbed solar flux is much higher due to high concentration, 

and losses have a lesser impact on efficiency. 
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Heliothermal efficiency is the most relevant parameter to design and evaluate solar absorbers, as it 

not only takes into account their intrinsic optical properties, i.e., solar absorptance and thermal 

emittance, but also the CSP operating conditions in which they will be used. Therefore, in this 

manuscript, solar absorptance, thermal emittance and heliothermal efficiency will systematically be 

followed as performance parameters.  

The existing structures of solar selective absorbers are explained in the following section, where their 

principle and behavior are discussed.  

4. Solar selective absorbers 

4.1. Types of solar selective absorbers 

Solar absorbers are usually based on a metal or alloy structure. These materials are chosen for their 

durability at high temperatures in contact with potentially corrosive heat transfer fluids. Another 

advantage of these materials is that they conduct heat very easily, because they have electrons free 

to move through their crystalline structure, and the electrical field of the incoming solar radiation 

drives these electrons to oscillate and dissipate (transfer) heat. The most common materials used for 

high temperature receivers are stainless steels and Inconel (nickel-based alloy). For low temperature 

receivers, copper can also be used.  

In the case of a shiny metal surface, little of the incoming radiant energy is absorbed as heat however, 

as it is mostly reflected. This reflection can be minimized by treating the surface of the metal. One of 

the simplest ways is to paint the metal surface black, so both light and heat are absorbed, and the 

surface gets warmer than a white or shiny surface. This is called a solar absorber, where a metallic 

surface is coated with a high-temperature paint that increases the solar absorption levels up to 95%. 

This type of configuration is very mature and it has been improved over recent years, creating a durable 

coating that can be used in solar receivers working under atmospheric conditions and at temperatures 

higher than 500°C. Another important aspect of these solar absorbers is their high emittance reaching 

levels similar to that of absorptance. The emittance is an important factor when considering the overall 

performance of the absorber, following Eq.(11)). Indeed, high emittance will cause high radiative 

thermal losses and a reduced heliothermal efficiency. 

To obtain metal surfaces with a low emittance while maintaining a high absorptance level, a material 

with spectrally selective properties can be added, creating what is called a solar selective absorber. 

This type of absorber has the property of absorbing as much as possible of the incident sunlight in the 

solar spectrum range and emitting as little thermal radiation as possible in the infrared region. 

There are no natural materials with intrinsic selective properties that can be used as efficient selective 

absorbers. To create such absorbers, transition metal compounds and semiconductors have been 

found to act as selective materials. In most cases, absorbers with selective properties are obtained by 

adding several thin layers of different materials to the metallic surface, normally layers of different 

materials and compositions, to vary the complex refractive index between the layers, and in this way 

increase the solar absorption of the surface. To be able to decrease the emittance value of the surface, 

an infrared reflective layer is added between the stack and the substrate, which is in most cases also a 

metal. The design of solar absorber coatings is optimized taking into account two important 

parameters, intrinsic to each type of material used, called its optical constants, the extinction 

coefficient, k, and the refractive index, n.  
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A general structure of a solar selective absorber is normally based on three principal layers (Figure 19). 

The main layer is the absorptive layer, which aims at absorbing the highest amount of the incoming 

radiation. An infrared reflective sublayer is often added between the absorber layer and the receiver 

(substrate), to block and collect backwards the radiation emitted by the hot receiver. In some cases, it 

is also used to avoid having interdiffusion between the absorptive layer and the receiver. The topmost 

layer is an antireflective layer. The main purpose of this layer is to improve the absorptance of the 

absorptive layer by decreasing its reflection of the incoming solar radiation. In many cases, it also 

protects the coating from oxidation, acting as a diffusion barrier against oxygen, especially when 

working at atmospheric conditions. Each of these principal layers can in fact consist in an arrangement 

of several thin layers.  

 
Figure 19. General structure of a solar selective absorber 

There are several possible mechanisms to trap the incoming solar radiation: intrinsic absorbers; 

semiconductor-metallic layers; light trapping or textured absorbing surfaces; metal-dielectric 

composite coatings; interference stacks (multilayer absorbers); and tandem absorbers.  

The first step to take when designing a solar selective coating is to decide on the materials to be used, 

normally alternating metals with dielectrics, metal-dielectric composites or metals with 

semiconductors. Selective properties can also be obtained by texturing the surface. In the following 

sections, the different types of selective coatings are explained in more details. 

 Intrinsic absorber 

This is the simplest absorber configuration. It is not always considered to be a selective coating, due to 

the lack of efficient selective properties in most cases but is classified as a solar absorber. One of the 

simplest absorbers used since ancient times is achieved by covering the support surface (receiver) with 

a black paint, as can be seen in Figure 20.  

      
Figure 20. Structure of intrinsic absorber (left) and cross-section image of an as deposited intrinsic coating (SOLPHYCO) 

(right) [36] 

This type of absorber is ideally obtained by adding to the metal substrate a specific material, which has 

intrinsic solar selective properties. It is not easy to find materials with natural intrinsic selective 

absorption properties. Materials with these properties are transition metals and semiconductors, such 

as W, TaC, TiC, MoO3-doped Mo, Si doped with B, CaF2, HfC, ZrB2, V2O5 and LaB6, as shown in most 
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selective coating reviews [37]. These types of materials were studied for the first time in the late 70s 

and early 80s [38]. Thanks to the energy level gaps of semiconductor materials, they are appropriate 

to absorb the photons of visible light. They absorb photons having energies greater than the band gap 

as a result of raising the material’s valence electrons into the conduction band.  

This type of coating has a low cost, especially due to the application method. It can be found in the 

form of paints, making it easy to be applied on a surface. Solar selective paints are inspired by the well-

known highly absorptive, highly emissive, non-selective paint coating used in high temperature 

receivers, called Pyromark® 2500. It is a silicone-based solar paint that can survive thousands of heating 

and cooling cycles at temperatures between 600 and 1000°C. It has non-selective properties with high 

solar absorptance of 0.96 and high thermal emittance of 0.8 at 800°C. This high emittance is 

compensated by the high absorptance value when working under highly concentrated radiation, e.g., 

in solar towers. This type of coating is in fact the most used for solar tower plants and other receivers 

working under atmospheric conditions. There are also paint coatings with spectral selectivity, which 

combine the advantages of paints and maintains a moderate thermal emittance value around 0.55 at 

77°C, called thickness insensitive spectrally selective (TISS) paint coatings [39], suitable for glazed and 

unglazed solar absorbers working at low temperatures (< 100°C).  

 Textured surface 

Textured surfaces have been investigated for micro- and nanotechnologies. It has been widely used in 

photovoltaic technologies, mainly to improve the light absorption of solar cells. Various structures can 

be used, such as nanometric pyramidal textures (Figure 21). Compared to flat surfaces, these 

structures enhance light reflection and diffraction inside an intricate geometric shape created on the 

surface, increasing its mean free path in the material and generating light trapping phenomena. The 

solar absorptance of materials with high intrinsic absorption, i.e., bulk materials and substrates, or 

absorber coatings, can thus be further increased by carving a texture at its surface. This allows very 

high solar absorption [40], even in very thin materials, leading for instance to a price reduction of PV 

panels [41–43]. Some examples of these structures are gratings [44–46], cavity arrays [47,48], 

metamaterials [49,50] and nanoparticle arrays [51–53]. 

      
Figure 21. Textured coating structure (left) and microscopic image of a multilayered textured coating (right) [44] 

The dimensions of the texturing can be microscopic or macroscopic, and light scattering can be 

isotropic or anisotropic. The resulting absorption and emission are defined by the geometrical 

parameters of the structure, such as the dimensions of the patterns (height/depth, distance), its 

orientation and the layer thicknesses.  

With this type of configuration, the absorptance can reach up to 0.99 for wavelengths below 1.0 μm 

[54]. For instance, Barshilia et al. [55] show a nanometric multi-functional zinc oxide (ZnO) super-

hydrophobic layer, fabricated on a surface to improve the absorptance (αS = 0.97), also with good 

water repellence and anti-reflection properties in the visible range. This coating was stable up to 450°C 

in air and vacuum. In a paper by Sai et al. [56] a 2D surface grating with submicron holes is shown, 
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fabricated by fast atom beam etching with highly ordered porous alumina masks, demonstrating  good 

thermal stability at high temperatures (800°C) under vacuum conditions, with an absorptance value 

over 0.85 and thermal emittance of 0.075 at 527°C. In [54], reactive sputter etching was used to texture 

a silicon wafer. The texturing was made of pillars with diameters and spacing smaller than the visible 

and near-infrared wavelengths and height comparable to these wavelengths. It showed an overall solar 

absorptance of 0.85 and thermal emittance of about 0.25, due to multiphoton absorption processes 

normally observed in thick Si crystals. 

Bichotte et al. [44] (Figure 21, Figure 22) show a good example of diffractive periodic gratings, where 

a TiAlN multilayer structure deposited on a textured substrate has been optimized and tested. This 

work shows the improvement of the optical performance of the coating with the use of microtexturing, 

with solar absorptance changing from 0.91 to 0.95 while thermal emittance at 550°C increases from 

0.32 to 0.38, compared to the same flat absorber. Surface texturing leads to an absolute improvement 

of the heliothermal efficiency from 1% to 3% depending on the solar power plant working conditions 

(concentration ratio and temperature). 

      
Figure 22. TiAlN multilayer coating structure with texturing: schematics (left) and efficiency gain (right) [44] 

Overall, compared to more conventional solar absorber coatings, this type of textured surface is 

however usually more fragile and easily oxidized, with a catastrophic influence on its lifetime [57]. 

 Metal-dielectric composite (cermet) 

Metal-dielectric composites for solar applications, also called cermets, are composite materials made 

of nanosized metal particles embedded in a dielectric matrix, usually a porous oxide or other ceramics. 

This type of material is designed to take advantage of the properties of ceramics, such as high 

thermomechanical stability and good resistance to corrosion. The metal particles influence the optical 

response of the ceramic host, creating an effective medium with strong absorption properties. This is 

caused by Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) phenomena: the metal conduction electrons are excited 

by incident solar radiation, generating an electric field at the surface of the metal nanoparticles, which 

resonates with the electromagnetic field of the incident light. In cermets, these plasmons are localized 

at the surface of the metallic nanoparticles in contact with the dielectric phase, due to their differences 

in refractive index. These plasmons are thus called Localized Surface Plasmons (LSP) [58].  

Good solar absorption can be obtained by finely adjusting the nature of constituents (e.g. for high 

temperature applications, transition metals and refractory ceramics), the composite thickness, and its 

metal particle concentration, size, shape and orientation. The metal volume fraction is usually below 

the percolation threshold (typically < 20%) and the size of the metal particles is lower than 100 nm. 
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Cermets are thus considered to have great possibilities for solar thermal applications and are widely 

used commercially on parabolic trough collectors, with strong absorption of the VIS and NIR radiation 

and a good thermal stability at medium temperatures (~ 400°C) under vacuum conditions.  

One of the ways to improve this type of absorber is to create a double cermet coating, with High and 

Low Metal Volume Fraction cermet solar absorption layers, known as HMVF and LMVF, respectively. 

It is often associated with a metal infrared-reflective bottom layer, whose function is to reflect the 

thermal emission from the heated substrate, as the absorber layer is not always intrinsically selective. 

Also a top antireflective (AR) layer with low refractive index can reduce the surface reflection 

effectively [59] and is often added to the configuration to further improve the absorption performance. 

In this configuration, shown in Figure 23, the refractive index and subsequent transmission towards 

lower layers increase from surface to substrate, to better capture the incident solar light and favor its 

absorption. Commonly, an optimization is done for layer thicknesses, number of layers and 

composition of each layer. 

 
Figure 23. Double cermet structure (1) and cross-section of an as-deposited double cermet coating (2) [60] 

Granqvist and Niklasson [61] first proposed the use of cermet materials in solar selective absorbing 

coatings in 1978. Many cermet absorbing coatings have been studied since, such as black Cr [62], Co-

Al2O3 [63], Ni–Al2O3 [64], Pt-Al2O3 [65–67], black Co [68], Mo-Al2O3 [69–72], etc. Zhang and Mills [73] 

first proposed the double cermet absorption layer structure with a solar absorptance of 0.92 and a 

thermal emittance of 0.05 at 300°C. Afterwards, such kinds of coatings were extensively reported, for 

example Metal-AlN [74–76], Mo-SiO2 [77,78], Mo-Si3N4 [79], W-Al2O3 [80,81], W–SiC(N)H [82], Zr-ZrO2 

[83], AlNi-Al2O3 [84], Ag-Al2O3 [85], NbTiON/SiON [60], Nb–NbN [86], black Ni [87], Nb–TiO2 [88] and a-

Si:C:H/Ti [89]. All these cermet examples have good solar absorptance ranging from 0.91 to 0.96 and 

significantly low thermal emittance around 0.10 at temperatures from 350°C to 500°C. 

There are also other interesting options, such as multi-scaled Si–Ge coating layers (Si0.8Ge0.2) in SiO2 

[90], black oxide materials such as cobalt oxide (Co3O4) nanoparticles inserted in a SiO2 matrix [91] or 

in a forest of copper oxide (CuO) nanowires [92].  

One of the main disadvantages of this type of coating is the lack of high temperature durability in air 

and its potential high emittance, which limits its development. It is nevertheless easier to fabricate 

double cermet solar selective absorbing coatings than textured surfaces. 

 Multilayer absorber 

Multilayer absorbers, also called multilayer interference stacks, or Dielectric-Metal-Dielectric (DMD) 

absorbers [58] consist in alternating thin layers of transparent dielectric and semitransparent metallic 

materials (Figure 24). This configuration uses multiple reflections between the layers to absorb light. 

As for cermets, Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) phenomena can occur when the metal layer is 

extremely thin. In DMD absorbers however, the metal particles are not separated by the dielectric 

matrix as they constitute a continuous layer. Consequently, their conductive electrons are free to 
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oscillate collectively when excited by incident light, creating Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPP) that 

propagate as a wave along the interface between the metal and dielectric layers. SPPs are attenuated 

and scattered, causing destructive interference with incident light. As a result, reflection is strongly 

decreased and absorption is increased in the solar range, while the DMD is transparent in the thermal 

infrared range. If an IR-reflective (metallic) bottom layer and/or substrate is used, providing low 

emittance, a solar selective absorber coating is obtained. 

Figure 24. Dielectric–metal-dielectric stack structure (left) and example of SiC:H/W/SiC:H DMD (right)  [93] 

By applying optical theory for multilayer systems [94] using computer modelling [95,96], the optical 

properties of the multilayer design can be simulated and optimized, considering the candidate 

materials and their optical constants. For instance, in the case of a W/SiC/W/SiC multilayer absorber 

[93], the influence on simulated reflectance when adding each consecutive layer of the absorber is 

shown in Figure 25. The best absorptance (lowest reflectance in the visible range) was clearly obtained 

after adding the complete SiC/W/SiC multilayer absorber on top of the infrared reflective layer of 

tungsten (brown line).    

 
Figure 25. Spectral reflectance variation when adding consecutive layers to a W/SiC multilayer absorber [93] 

Common dielectric materials used for multilayer absorbers are Al2O3, SiO2, AlN, CeO2, ZnS, MgF2, MgO, 

HfO2, CrO2, TiO2, etc. and the metals used are classically Al, Mo, Ag, Cu, Cr, Ti, Ni, Au, Pt, Zr, etc. Other 

multilayer absorber configurations using refractory metal silicides (TiSi, TiAlSi, etc.) in combination 

with TiO2 or SiO2 were also proposed by Kennedy et al. for parabolic trough applications [97]. 

Many such absorbers have been developed for high temperature solar thermal conversion applications 

[101–109] and cited in the literature for high temperature applications [99], as they are stable at 

medium-high temperatures (≥ 400°C). Overall, these coatings have a better stability after annealing in 

air compared to double cermet coatings [78]. A classic example is the AMA coating (Al2O3-Mo-Al2O3) 

with αS = 0.92–0.95, ε(20°C) = 0.06–0.10 that shows a good thermal stability at 550°C in air [109]. 

Barshilia et al. [110] studied a multilayer absorber of AlxOy/Al/AlxOy deposited on copper showing 
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thermal stability up to 400°C with a significant drop of absorptance at 450°C, and better durability at 

higher temperatures with a Mo substrate, especially in vacuum. Another interesting work from the 

same research group was shown in [108] by Selvakumar et al. Their DMD stack of HfOx/Mo/HfO2 was 

also tested with a copper substrate and maintained its high selectivity after 2 hours at 500°C in air. At 

higher temperatures, there was a decrease in solar selectivity due to the formation of oxides. This 

illustrates the difficulty of finding good thermal stability while maintaining satisfactory spectral 

selectivity. 

Also, multilayer absorbers are often fabricated by vacuum deposition techniques such as Physical 

Vapor Deposition, and fabrication costs can be high. Some researchers instead adopt wet chemical 

methods to reduce fabrication costs [111–113]. Chemical methods however lead to many structural 

defects, for example, their purity and density are not controlled well enough. Chemical interactions 

including oxidation and diffusion can consequently occur when high temperature is applied.  

Overall, these disadvantages restrict the development of this kind of coating [114,115]. So far, to our 

knowledge no successful long-term high temperature (≥ 400°C) durability trials for multilayer 

absorbers have been recorded in the literature. 

 Tandem absorber 

A tandem absorber is composed of two layers of materials with different optical behaviors: one 

behaves like a metal and the other like a semiconductor. Semiconductors with band gaps of about 0.5–

1.5 eV and corresponding absorption edges from 0.8 to 2.5 μm will absorb the visible and near infrared 

spectrum of solar radiation. Metals are highly reflective in the thermal infrared range. 

The simplest configuration is the absorber-reflector or metal-semiconductor tandem, combining a 

highly absorbing surface in the solar region (the semiconductor) and a highly reflecting surface in the 

infrared (the metal). A dark mirror can be made by covering a base metal of high infrared reflectance 

with a highly solar absorbing thin coating, or a heat mirror by covering an absorbing surface with a 

solar transparent infrared reflective coating. Semiconductors of interest include Si (1.1 eV), Ge (0.7 eV) 

and PbS (0.4 eV) [116–118]. 

More recently, transition metal oxides, nitrides and oxynitrides have successfully been used in tandem 

absorbers. A gradient of refractive index is created in the tandem by varying the composition of the 

two layers to obtain a metallic-like (higher N and/or O concentration and higher n) and semiconductor-

like (higher N and/or O concentration and lower n) optical behaviors. Thanks to the metallic-like nature 

of the underlying component of the tandem (closest to the support metal), the use of an infrared 

reflective underlayer is not always necessary. An antireflective top layer is often added on top of the 

semiconductor-like upper layer of the tandem, to minimize optical losses. This way, the complete 

tandem absorber coating (Figure 26) presents a decreasing gradient of refractive index from the 

metallic substrate with high n towards air with n = 1. 

      
Figure 26. Tandem absorber structure (left) and microscopic image of a tandem absorber coating (right) [119] 
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Due to their excellent oxidation resistance and thermal stability, these materials have high potential 

as medium/high temperature solar selective absorber coatings. They are also known for their diffusion 

barrier properties that can prevent the diffusion of elements of the support material inside the 

absorber coating, a common source of degradation of optical performance, especially emittance. They 

can also act as diffusion barriers for oxygen, preventing or limiting oxidation. They are therefore 

suitable for high-temperature solar receivers operated in air [120]. 

Many such tandem configurations were reported in the literature, including TiAlN/TiAlN [119,121], 

TiAlN/TiAlON [120,122–125], TiAlN/TiAlSiN [126], TiAlSiN/TiAlSiON [127], TiAlN/AlON [128], 

TiAlC/TiAlCN/TiAlSiCN [129], HfMoN/HfON [130], NbTiON/NbTiON [60], AlSiN/AlSiON [80], 

NbAlN/NbAlON [131] and CrMoN/CrON [132]. The most proven thermally stable tandem absorber 

coatings are made by combining titanium and aluminum. TiAlNx/TiAlNy has demonstrated long-term 

thermal stability at 500°C after 1,000 hours of isothermal treatment under static air conditions with a 

αS equal to 0.91 and a ε(500°C) equal to 0.31 [121]. TiAlN/TiAlON has been shown to be stable up to 

1,000 hours in air after cyclic heating from room temperature to 347°C (αS = 0.93, ε(500°C) = 0.07) 

[125]. A coating comprised of TiAlCrN/TiAlN tandem absorber was also found with good optical 

properties (αS = 0.91, ε = 0.07) and thermal stability up to 600°C in air after 4 hours [133]. In [60] a 

NbTiON/SiON tandem absorber exhibited high absorptance of 0.95 and low emittance of 0.07 with 

good thermal stability for 40 hours at 500°C under vacuum conditions. 

Despite their diffusion barrier properties, metal diffusion from the substrate is one of the major 

sources of degradation of optical performance for this type of absorber, since it can strongly modify 

the composition/structure and refractive index gradients. A diffusion barrier layer can prevent metal 

diffusion inside the coating [120]. 

4.2. Main commercial absorber configurations for medium-temperature CSP 

plants 

Most commercial CSP plants operate at medium temperatures, ranging from 250°C up to 400°C. This 

temperature range correspond to both Parabolic Trough and Linear Fresnel collectors working with oil 

as heat transfer fluid. The operating temperature limit is predicted to increase to levels of around 

500°C with the development of Direct Steam Generation. Also, in the case of parabolic troughs, most 

of the commercial receivers work under vacuum conditions inside a glass tube, as explained in section 

2.4.2 p.26. 

For these technologies at 250-400°C, cermet absorbers (Mo-Al2O3, W-Al2O3, etc.) are the most widely 

used solar selective absorber coatings. The most common commercial cermets are: for mid-

temperatures, SS–C, SS–AlN, CrN–Cr2O3, TiNOx, a-C:H/Cr, Ni–NiO, etc.; for high-temperature 

applications, Mo–SiO2, W–Al2O3, Mo–Al2O3, SS–AlN, W–AlN, Mo–AlN, etc. Nitto Kohki, Turbosun, 

GRINM, Alanod Solar, Almeco-TiNOX, Ikarus Coatings, S-Solar, Archimede and Rioglass companies are 

some examples of commercial coating manufacturers. The configuration, optical properties and 

thermal stability limit of each commercial coating of the aforementioned companies is shown in Table 

3. 

Cermet coatings based on titanium oxynitrides as the absorbing layer are produced by a German 

company named Almeco-TiNOX. They are deposited on aluminum, copper or stainless steel sheets by 

PVD (electron beam vapor deposition and sputtering) [134]. A TiC diffusion barrier is deposited at the 

bottom, to prevent metal atoms from entering the absorber layer at high temperatures. The top layer 

is a protective and antireflective layer made of fused quartz, extremely hard and scratch-resistant. The 

coatings are thermally stable in vacuum up to 400°C [135–137]. 
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Table 3. Main commercial solar absorber coatings [135] 

Application Company Country Products 
Absorber 

materials 

Solar 

absorptance 
Emittance 

Thermal stability 

in vacuum 
Ref. 

Low 

temperature 

solar thermal 

Almeco-TiNOX Germany TiNOX® Ti oxynitrides 0.95±0.02 0.04±0.02 @ 100°C 400°C [134] 

Alanod Solar Germany Mirosol® TS Metal oxide 0.95 0.05 @ 100°C - [138] 

Asoluna 

(ex S-Solar) 
Sweden 

SunStrip 

Lazerplate 
Graded Ni-NiO 0.95 0.05-0.08 @ 100°C 300°C [139,140] 

TurboSun China _ SS-AlN 0.92-0.96 0.08-0.10 330-500°C - 

GRINM China GRIST 70/90/42 _ 0.96 0.09 @ 400°C 400°C - 

Medium/high 

temperature 

CSP 

Rioglass Solar 

Ex-Siemens Solel 

Ex-SCHOTT 

Spain 

Israel 

Germany 

UVAC 70-7G 

PTR 70-4G 

W-Al2O3, 

Mo-Al2O3 

0.96 

0.94 
0.095 @ 400°C 350-500°C [141,142] 

Angelantoni-ENEA 

Archimede 
Italy 

HCEOI-12 Oil 

HCEMS-11 MS 

HCESH-12 DSG 

Mo-SiO2, 

WN-AlN, 

W-Al2O3 

≥ 0.95 0.103 @ 600°C 580-600°C [143] 

Another cermet composite coating based on SS-AlN is manufactured by TurboSun in China [74], this 

type of configuration is widely used in low temperature solar collector tubes in China [144]. China is a 

leader in the solar water collector market (87.5 GW installations) [145] with companies such as 

TurboSun that had already produced 3.5 million U-shaped vacuum solar collectors by the end of 2011. 

The SS–AlN coatings are deposited by magnetron sputtering [73,144,146]. The top layer of this cermet 

coating is made from aluminum nitride that works as an antireflective layer. Their solar absorptance is 

within the range of 0.94–0.95, emittance is within 0.12–0.14 at 350°C, and the coatings are thermally 

stable in vacuum up to 500°C. 

Another example is a multilayer coating with a nickel diffusion barrier layer, an absorbing layer of 

graded Ni–NiO and an antireflective layer on aluminum sheets, manufactured for Sunstrip fins in 

Sweden. It has been also developed for low temperature solar thermal applications. These commercial 

solar absorber coatings have a high solar absorptance of 0.95 and a low thermal emittance of 0.05-

0.10 at 100°C [147,148]. 

The most standard commercial receiver tubes for Parabolic Trough collectors are manufactured by 

Rioglass Solar, funded in 2007. It is nowadays the world leader in the development and production of 

receiver tubes and mirrors, with the latest receiver tubes “UVAC 70-7G” (ex. Siemens-Solel) and “PTR 

70-4G” (ex. Schott Solar) that guarantee solar absorptance higher than 0.95 and thermal emittance 

lower than 0.10 at 400°C, for oil-based parabolic trough technology [141]. Rioglass acquired the 

technology from Siemens/Solel, based on W-Al2O3 and Mo-Al2O3 with good thermal stability in the 

range of 350/500°C under vacuum conditions [69,149]. Afterwards, Rioglass also signed an agreement 

with Schott Solar in 2015 for the acquisition of its receiver business. Currently, Rioglass Solar has signed 

a contract for the largest Parabolic Trough CSP project in the world. 

Most of the previous commercial coatings have a thermal stability up to maximum level of 500°C under 

vacuum conditions. It is difficult to find thermally stable coatings at higher temperature. One exception 

is also a double cermet configuration, manufactured by Archimede in Italy for products “HCEMS-11 

Molten Salts” and “HCESHS-12 Direct Steam Generation”, with an absorptance of 0.95 and an 

emittance of 0.10-0.13 at 600°C [77,81,143,150–152]. This coating has been proven to withstand a 

temperature of 600°C under vacuum conditions. As these commercial coatings are developed for and 

tested under vacuum conditions in view of their application on PT receivers [153], there is a lack of 

information on their thermal stability under atmospheric conditions. Thus they cannot be directly 

envisaged for receivers intended to work in air, such as LFR and central tower technologies. 
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5. Conclusion 

Global climate problems are principally caused by the increase of CO2 emissions due to human activity, 

closely related to the combustion of fossil fuels. The high potential of concentrated solar power (CSP) 

has been identified as an alternative to conventional electricity production, with more than 6 GWe 

already installed worldwide. Four main CSP technologies exist, but parabolic trough and solar towers 

represent the almost entirety of the installed capacity. Different types of solar receivers are used 

depending on the technology, but their ideal optical and thermal behavior is similar: high solar 

absorptance, low thermal emittance in the infrared, resulting in high solar-to-heat conversion 

(heliothermal) efficiency are the main performance parameters for solar absorbers. To achieve this, 

they must present a spectral selectivity, with high spectral reflectance in the solar range and low 

reflectance in the infrared range. These characteristics can be obtained using different types of solar 

selective absorbers, in the form of surface treatments or coatings on metallic pipes, from the simplest 

configuration to more complex and optimized configurations: multilayer, cermet and tandem 

absorbers. Solar selective absorbers have been intensively studied in the past ten years. Great 

improvements have been attained on the optimization of coatings, reaching very high solar 

absorptance, between 0.95 and 0.96, and low emittance levels of 0.10 at 400°C. Some of these 

configurations are found in commercial CSP plants.  

Nonetheless, the durability of such coatings during the lifetime of the plant, around 25 years, has not 

yet been demonstrated, although it is of vital importance for the deployment of CSP technologies. This 

thesis thus investigates the thermal stability and durability of typical solar absorbers. It can be seen 

that: i) absorbers are mainly developed for receiver tubes protected under vacuum (parabolic troughs); 

ii) high temperature stability tests are specific to each supplier; iii) very few aging tests are carried out 

in air, whereas this is imperative for LFR and central tower technologies; iv) in most aging studies, only 

solar absorptance and thermal emittance are considered when following the evolution of the 

absorbers optical performance with aging, while said performance is better represented by the solar-

to-heat conversion (heliothermal) efficiency, also taking into account the absorber working conditions 

(concentration, temperature). Representative aging studies are therefore necessary to correctly 

predict the absorbers operating life.  

In the next chapter, the problematic of selective absorber aging will thus be discussed at length. 

Possible sources of degradation and subsequent aging phenomena will be explained, as well as a 

critical literature review of existing aging facilities and protocols. 
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 Chapter 2 - Aging and durability of solar 

absorbers: a critical analysis 
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To encourage CSP deployment, there is a crucial need to improve current technologies to achieve both 

lower costs and higher efficiencies. For example, the SolarPACES program [154], a collaborative 

research program of the International Energy Agency, has identified several tasks for the improvement 

of CSP plants and other relevant applications in this field. The task for “Solar technology and advanced 

applications” deals with the advancement of the technical and economic viability of emerging solar 

thermal technologies and their validation. The main objective of this task is to achieve a further 

significant cost reduction for new plants while guaranteeing a high performance over the lifetime of 

the plant. 

For this purpose, two main levers are available, i.e., working at higher temperatures and under 

atmospheric conditions. These enhanced requirements can evidently become very demanding for CSP 

receiver materials, causing potentially harsher sources of degradation and subsequent aging 

phenomena. The latter need to be studied thoroughly so as to validate the performance and durability 

of new and improved CSP components. Aging protocols and facilities already exist for this purpose, as 

can be found by reviewing the literature, but they need to be adapted and standardized to offer more 

reliable aging and durability analyses. This chapter will develop these different topics at length.  

1. Expected improvements in next generation CSP technologies 

1.1. Increasing working temperatures 

As mentioned before, the role of a solar receiver/absorber is to convert solar radiation into heat. The 

efficiency of this conversion is the heliothermal efficiency, defined in Chapter 1 (Eq.(11) p.34). This 

heat can be used directly or injected in a thermodynamic cycle to produce electricity (heat-to-

mechanical work conversion). 

The ideal case of a thermodynamic cycle is called the Carnot cycle, the efficiency of which is given by 

Eq.(13), for a solar absorber at temperature Tabs and ambient temperature T0. 

𝜂𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑡 = 1 −
𝑇0

𝑇𝑎𝑏𝑠
 (13) 

A good approximation of a semi-ideal case is represented by the Chambadal-Novikov (C-N) efficiency, 

which is the efficiency of a semi-ideal heat engine operating at maximum power output, where the 

heat transfer is irreversible (Eq.(14)). 

𝜂𝐶−𝑁 = 1 − √
𝑇0

𝑇𝑎𝑏𝑠
 (14) 

Figure 27 illustrates the Carnot and Chambadal-Novikov efficiencies as a function of temperature. As 

can be expected from Eq.(13) and (14), these efficiencies increase with temperature. Figure 27 also 

shows an estimated range of the net annual average thermal-to-electric conversion efficiencies of 

common heat engines that can be integrated in solar thermal systems. They all follow the Chambadal-

Novikov efficiency trend. 
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Figure 27. Thermal cycle efficiency vs. temperature [155,156] 

Most current CSP plants operate at temperature ranges from 250°C up to 565°C, depending on the 

type of technology, the configuration used (especially the heat transfer fluids) and the scale of the 

plant. As the global efficiency of a concentrated solar power plant is the combination of optical and 

thermodynamic efficiencies, reaching higher temperatures would be one way to further increase the 

global efficiency of the plant. It also allows increasing storage densities by increasing the temperature 

difference of the process, following Eq.(15). This increase in the energy stored directly reduces the 

total cost of the solar collector field and the specific cost of the storage units. 

𝑄 = 𝑚𝐶𝑝𝛥𝑇 (15) 

Q is the energy stored by the storage medium, m and Cp are its mass and specific heat, and ΔT is the 

temperature change during the process (maximum – minimum temperature of the storage medium). 

This objective can be found in many ongoing research projects, where the main aim is to increase the 

operating temperature. In the case of solar tower plants, there are projects such as: the Next-CSP EU 

project using ceramic particles as the heat transfer fluid, reaching operating temperatures up to 800°C; 

the Polyphem EU project using pressurized air at 750°C; the Gen3 US DOE project using nanoparticles 

at 700°C, etc. For parabolic troughs, the High Performance Solar 2 (HPS2) project investigates the use 

of a higher temperature heat transfer fluid (such as molten salts) on this type of technology. For Linear 

Fresnel technology, the French ADEME LFR500 project used pressurized steam at 500°C. 

Under these enhanced working conditions, there is also a need for more robust and durable 

components, able to withstand these fluids at high temperatures. Thus another important research 

topic, that runs parallel with the search for a new heat transfer fluid, is the development of cost 

effective, efficient and durable absorber materials for the receivers, where the most extreme working 

conditions are met. 

1.2. Working under atmospheric conditions 

Most CSP plants in operation around the world today are parabolic troughs, where the receiver works 

in vacuum (Figure 12 p.27). As higher working temperatures are sought for, central towers are meant 

to come into play at an increasingly larger scale. For these technologies, the receiver at the top of the 

tower cannot be maintained in vacuum, for practical reasons. Also, Linear Fresnel technologies 

propose cost reductions via the use of receivers operating at ambient static air, without having 

recourse to expensive bellows to maintain them under vacuum, as is the case for parabolic trough 

receivers. Consequently, new absorber materials for solar receivers are now expected to sustain 

simultaneously high temperatures and atmospheric conditions.  
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The latter can however be very demanding for absorber materials, as CSP operating conditions, and 

especially these enhanced ones, generate many sources of potential degradation of the materials 

microstructure and optical performance. The nature of these sources of degradation is presented in 

section 2. Their impact on materials and subsequent aging phenomena will be detailed in section 3. 

2. Correlated sources of degradation for CSP receivers 

CSP receivers are submitted to extreme conditions of use, that can be challenging to their integrity and 

durability. The main suspected causes for material degradation are summarized in this section.  

2.1. Concentrated solar radiation 

The concentrated solar radiation is the solar flux density (in kW/m2) concentrated by a collector 

(mirror) onto the receiver, with a concentration ratio from few tens to few hundreds or higher, 

depending on the type of CSP plant (Table 1 p.20). All solar receivers in CSP systems, by definition, 

receive this concentrated solar radiation, and the absorber material must be able to withstand it. This 

radiation varies in both spectral range and intensity, depending on the materials used as collectors 

(mirrors), on the concentration ratio of the technology and on the climate and weather conditions 

under which the receiver operates.  

 Spectral range and UV flux density 

Collectors are reflecting surfaces with high specular reflectance in the solar spectrum. They are usually 

made of silver or aluminum, due to their excellent reflective properties in the spectral range of interest. 

Most commercial CSP plants use Ag-based collectors [157]. The two metals have a different spectral 

behavior. Ag is partly absorptive in the UV range of the solar spectrum (280 – 400 nm), as shown by its 

low reflectance below 350 nm (Figure 28, left), then becomes highly reflective. Thus when considering 

the standard solar spectrum (ASTM G173-03 AM1.5 Direct + Circumsolar [158], interpolated with a 1 

nm step), the solar reflectance of Ag in the UV range is 0.73, while it is 0.96 in the whole solar range 

(Table 4). Al is less reflective than Ag, but over a larger spectral range including UV (Figure 28, right), 

leading to the same solar reflectance in the UV range than in the whole solar range of around 0.92.  

 
Figure 28. Solar spectrum, spectral reflectance and reflected spectrum of Ag (left) and Al (right) 

Considering a receiver with solar absorptance S = 0.95, the absorbed UV flux density can amount to 

as high as 2-3 kW/m² for a concentration ratio C = 100 (parabolic troughs), and 20-30 kW/m² with 

C = 1000 (solar towers). UV photons being highly energetic (3 – 4.5 eV), they can be potentially 

damaging for materials, especially at such high flux densities. Indeed, they are energetic enough to 

break some chemical bonds and cause chemical reactions, such as photodissociation. 
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Table 4. Solar flux densities incident, reflected (collector) and absorbed (receiver) in UV and complete solar ranges (based 

on standard ASTM G173-03 AM1.5 Direct + Circumsolar solar spectrum [158], interpolated with a step of 1 nm) 

Spectral range 

Sun Collector Receiver (S = 0.95) 

Solar 

flux density 

(kW/m²) 

Material 

Reflected 

flux density 

(kW/m²) 

Solar reflectance 

(integrated over 

spectral range) 

Absorbed concentrated 

flux density (kW/m²) 

C = 100 C = 1000 

UV 

(0.28 – 0.4 µm) 
0.031 

Ag 0.022 0.732 2.1 21 

Al 0.028 0.926 2.7 27 

Complete solar 

(0.28 – 4 µm) 
0.900 

Ag 0.864 0.960 82.1 821 

Al 0.830 0.922 78.9 789 

Moreover, CSP plants are installed in regions with high DNI, often in dry and high elevation regions. 

For instance, the highest DNI resource in the world (3536 kWh/m²/year) is found in the Atacama Desert 

in Chile (mean elevation ~ 2500 m). At high elevation and in dry weather, both the atmosphere 

thickness and water vapor content, that solar radiation encounters before reaching the ground, are 

smaller, so that the relative amount of incident UV radiation (280 – 400 nm) is even higher: e.g. 4.8% 

of the complete solar spectrum of the Atacama desert, vs. 3.9% for the standard solar spectrum [159]. 

Therefore, the concentrated UV flux density actually seen by CSP receivers can be even higher than 

already mentioned in Table 4. 

 Weather fluctuations 

Weather fluctuations have a direct impact on the solar radiation incident on the collector, and 

consequently on the concentrated solar radiation seen by the receiver. Two typical configurations can 

be considered: sunny days and cloudy days. Figure 29 shows examples of such configurations, where 

Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) levels were recorded during a statistical study conducted by Boubault 

et al. [36] at the Odeillo solar furnace (France).  

 
Figure 29. DNI level for a sunny day (left) and a cloudy day (right) for the site of Odeillo [36] 

During the cloudy day (Figure 29, right) there were 427 DNI peaks, equivalent to 214 cloudy spells. The 

average amplitude of the DNI peaks (raise or drop) was 316 W/m², with an average DNI variation 

velocity of 23 W/m²/s. What is more, in a concentrating system, these DNI variations are multiplied by 

the concentration ratio C. With C between 40 and 1000 in CSP systems, the variation of the 

concentrated solar radiation seen by the receiver is typically between 0.9 and 23 kW/m²/s. This causes 

very fast variations of high amplitude of flux density received by the absorber materials, and 

consequently, intense thermal cycling and thermal shocks. Moreover, the flux density is not perfectly 

homogeneous throughout the receiver due to the imperfections of the collector, causing local 

gradients of concentrated solar flux and temperature.  
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Sunny day operation (Figure 29, left) also causes thermal cycling, with lower period and velocity, due 

to day/night cycles. In any case, this intense thermal cycling can be strongly detrimental to the 

thermomechanical integrity and optical performance of the receiver/absorber, as will be further 

explained in section 3. 

2.2. Temperature 

As mentioned, the direct corollary to the incident concentrated solar radiation on the absorber is the 

temperature profile it imposes on it. Indeed the receiver absorbs this radiation and consequently heats 

up, generating high levels of temperature, rapid heat ramps (°C/s) and thermal shocks. An example of 

the dependence of the surface temperature of a sample cyclically illuminated in a solar furnace, to the 

concentrated solar flux density it receives, is illustrated in Figure 30. When the concentrated solar flux 

density is varied from 250 to 500 kW/m² (typically corresponding to C = 250 – 500), the sample surface 

temperature varies from 450°C to 650°C. This occurs in only a few minutes, causing quick temperature 

variations of around ± 20°C/s. 

 
Figure 30. Example of correlation between concentrated solar flux (kW/m²), surface temperature (°C) and velocity of 

temperature variation (°C/s) [160] 

Overall, the temperature reached by the receiver surface depends on many factors, influencing the 

energy balance of the receiver (Figure 31): 

• the concentrated solar irradiance received from the collector (Psol), the solar absorptance of 

the receiver (S), the ambient temperature, all accounting for thermal input; 

• the thermal emittance of the receiver (), its thermal conductivity, the convection coefficient 

with the heat transfer fluid (HTF) and the mass flow rate of the latter, all causing thermal 

output for the receiver, via useful heat transfer (Pu) or heat losses (Prad). 

 
Figure 31. Conversion from incident solar flux to useful heat by a CSP receiver 

It is worth noticing that the highest temperature is reached at the receiver surface, where the solar 

flux is concentrated, and where most of it is absorbed. The heat generated is then transferred by 

conduction towards the inner part in contact with the HTF. The receiver surface is typically 40-50°C 

higher than the operating temperature of the heat transfer fluid itself. 
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Moreover, when considering the receiver temperature, it is also paramount to take into account:  

• its rapid and frequent fluctuations by several hundreds of degrees, directly linked to that of 

the concentrated solar flux density incident on the receiver (section 2.1 and Figure 30), causing 

thermal cycling and thermal shocks;  

• the duration for which high temperature is maintained, i.e., several hours each day, up to 24-

hour operation if large enough thermal storage is installed (e.g. 15-hour storage at Gemasolar 

central tower), and this cumulatively up to the 25 years of operation corresponding to the 

typical lifetime of a CSP plant; 

• the fact that receivers usually associate several materials, especially in the case of solar 

selective absorber coatings, that do not physically react in the same way to temperature. For 

instance, ceramics and metals have very different thermal expansion coefficients, which can 

generate mechanical stress in the architecture of the absorber (Figure 32). Tensile or 

compressive stress can appear under temperature increase, taking into account that coating-

to-substrate stress is classically compressive before heating and that differential dilatation can 

induce in this case tensile stress. Such fact can lead to degradations of the whole coated system 

(cracking, delamination of the coatings). 

 
Figure 32. Illustration of thermal expansion on a tubular solar receiver covered with an absorber coating associating 

materials of  different thermal expansion coefficients () [161] 

High temperatures (> 400°C) for long durations, and especially associated with thermal shocks, can 

cause irreversible physicochemical changes in the absorber, and subsequent degradations of their 

optical performance, as will be further explained in section 3. 

2.3. Atmospheric conditions 

In parabolic trough systems, the receiver is protected with an evacuated glass tube, so the receiver 

works under vacuum conditions. Contrarily, central tower and LFR receivers are exposed to 

atmospheric conditions by design. Consequently, all the environmental factors can have an impact on 

the absorber surface. Atmospheric conditions can have damaging chemical effects on the absorbers, 

especially at high temperature, when compared to vacuum conditions for PT receivers. 

Ambient air is usually composed of 78.09% N2, 20.95% O2, 0.93% Ar, 0.04% CO2, and small amounts of 

other gases. It also contains a variable amount of H2O vapor, with an average of around 1% at sea level, 

and 0.4% over the entire atmosphere. Other compounds such as pollutants can also be present, for 

instance NOx and SO2. If N2 and Ar are inert gases, all these other species contain O and can chemically 

interact with absorber materials, sometimes dramatically, as will be further explained in section 3.  

Atmospheric conditions strongly depend on the location and elevation, which influence ambient 

temperature, cloudiness, dryness, wind, rain, etc. CSP plants often operate in deserts with high DNI 

levels, in order to maximize the heat production of the plant. Such environments are often found in 

dry regions, some at high elevations (e.g. Atacama region in Chile). In some sunny regions, deserts are 

however close to sea coasts (e.g. United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, etc.), and the presence of rain, 
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high humidity, dew and salt sprays are also to be considered. Sand and dust particles can also be found 

in the atmosphere, with potentially high kinetic energy able to also cause physical damage. 

2.4. Heat transfer fluids 

The use of most heat transfer fluids, such as air, steam or molten salts, especially at high temperature, 

can be chemically damaging for the inner wall of the receiver [162–164]. New generations of high 

thermal conductivity HTFs now include liquid sodium and chloride salts, posing even bigger challenges 

in terms of receiver materials durability [165]. These issues will however not be considered at length, 

since this thesis focuses on the outer surface of CSP receivers covered with solar selective absorber 

coatings and the durability of their optical performance. 

More to our point are the high mechanical stresses induced for long durations on the receiver and its 

coatings, by pressurized HTF (steam, air) at levels around 100 bars (Figure 33). Also in some cases, the 

HTF distribution inside the receiver, due to gravity, does not match the concentrated flux distribution, 

generating temperature inhomogeneities and thermal gradients on the receiver (Figure 34). 

 
Figure 33. Illustration of mechanical stress generated by pressurized heat transfer fluid [161] 

 

Figure 34. Steam HTF (left) and subsequent temperature (right) distribution on a PT receiver with Direct Steam 

Generation (on the left, the PT reflector in symbolized in orange) [courtesy E. Zarza, CIEMAT/PSA] 

2.5. Conclusion on the sources of degradation 

As a summary, Table 5 gathers the different sources of degradation listed above, depending on the 

type of CSP technology, and the potentially damageable impact they can have on the receiver (ranging 

from strong = + + + to null = - - -). It becomes evident that receivers in central towers are the most at 

risk, cumulating high concentrations, temperatures and exposure to ambient atmosphere. LFR 

receivers are also at risk as they operate in air, especially since the next generation of LFR is meant to 

work at higher temperatures (e.g. Dacheng Dunhuang 50 MW LFR/molten salts plant in China). 

Overall, these many sources of degradation create harsh working conditions with potentially dire 

consequences on the absorber materials integrity and performance. The physicochemical phenomena 

occurring in the materials under the influence of these combined sources of degradation, amounting 

to material aging, are detailed in the next section. 

hliqu
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Table 5. Sources of degradation vs. CSP technologies 

Sources of degradation Central tower PT LFR 

Concentrated solar radiation 

+ + + 

High 

(C = 1000) 

+ 

Medium - Low 

(C = 80 - 120) 

+ 

Low 

(C  < 50) 

Temperature (HTF) 

+ + + 

Up to 565°C so far 

(molten salts, DSG) 

Towards higher T (air) 

+ + 

350 – 400°C (oil) 

565°C (molten salts) 

 

+ + 

250 – 350°C (steam, oil) 

535°C (molten salts) 

 

Atmospheric conditions 

+ + + 

Ambient atmosphere 

- - - 

Vacuum 

+ + 

Static air 

(receiver behind glass window) 

 

3. Subsequent aging mechanisms for CSP receivers 

3.1. Aging vs. degradation 

In the previous section, several sources of degradation for CSP absorber materials were identified. As 

a response to the application of these sources of degradation, the microstructure and functional 

properties of the exposed materials will evolve as a consequence of physicochemical phenomena that 

will be described in this section. However not all these phenomena are necessarily damaging to the 

materials or their performance. Therefore in this section the notion of aging will be preferred. As a 

matter of fact, in metallurgy, aging even refers to the extended heat treatment processes for 

strengthening alloys, with positive impact in that case.  

Here aging will designate the exposure of materials to real or artificially reproduced working conditions 

related to their use in CSP applications, using aging protocols and facilities that will be presented in 

section 4. Aging phenomena are considered as the consequence of this exposure on the materials 

microstructure, investigated by material characterization, after aging tests are applied. 

Performance requirements for CSP absorber materials can be formulated on the basis of many criteria, 

but none is as paramount for the global efficiency of the CSP system as the absorber optical 

performance. Therefore, it is the evolution of their optical properties (spectral reflectance, solar 

absorptance S, thermal emittance , heliothermal efficiency, selectivity ratio S/) with time and 

temperature that is used to characterize the stability and durability of their performance, evaluate 

their aging behavior and determine if this aging gives rise to a degradation in performance. 

3.2. Thermally-induced aging phenomena 

The application of high temperatures to a material can cause well-known thermally-induced 

phenomena, following temperature-dependent laws. They are discussed in the following. 

 Chemical phenomena 

3.2.1.1. Atomic diffusion 

Atomic diffusion is a process of mass transfer inside a single material (“intradiffusion”, self-diffusion) 

or between adjacent materials (interdiffusion), by movement of atoms from regions of high atomic 

concentrations to regions of low atomic concentrations. These concentration gradients act as a driving 
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force for atomic diffusion. Fick’s first diffusion law at steady-state (Eq.(16)) illustrates how the diffusion 

flux J (atoms/m²/s or kg/m²/s) along direction x is related to the concentration gradient 𝜕𝐶/𝜕𝑥 

(atoms/m3/m or kg/m3/m) through the diffusion coefficient D (m²/s). 

𝐽 = −𝐷 ∙
𝑑𝐶

𝑑𝑥
 (16) 

To be able to move in the material lattice, atoms need to break their bonds with surrounding atoms 

and locally distort the lattice. They need to acquire the activation energy of diffusion Ea to do so. The 

thermal energy of an atom is related to temperature, and increases with it, as lattice vibrations 

increase: E = kBT. The diffusion coefficient D is thus highly temperature-dependent, following an 

Arrhenius law, as indicated by Eq.(17), where D0 is the temperature-independent preexponential term 

(m²/s), Ea is the activation energy for diffusion (J/mol or eV/atom), R the gas constant (8.314 J/mol/K) 

and T is the temperature (K). 

𝐷 = 𝐷0 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐸𝑎 𝑅𝑇⁄ )    ⇔   ln 𝐷 = ln 𝐷0 −
𝐸𝑎

𝑅
∙

1

𝑇
 (17) 

The formulation on the right of Eq.(17) gives rise to an Arrhenius plot of D vs. 1/T, with a linear 

expression, the slope of which (-Ea/R) is proportional to the diffusion activation energy Ea: the higher 

Ea, the harder it is for atoms to diffuse in the material, the steeper the linear Arrhenius plot.  

As an example, Figure 35 illustrates such temperature dependence for diffusion coefficients of several 

elements in titanium [166]. It can be seen that it is easier for transition metals such as Al to diffuse in 

Ti (left) than for O (right, Ea = 200 kJ/mol) although usually light elements such as O, C or N diffuse 

much more easily than larger metallic atoms (e.g. through interstitial diffusion in the crystalline lattice). 

It is suggested that strong covalent-like bonds form between the host titanium atoms and the 

“impurity” metal atoms. This example emphasizes the need to investigate diffusion behaviors in 

materials of interest when developing materials and coatings for high temperature applications. It also 

highlights that the diffusion behavior of an element strongly depends on the surrounding elements 

and their chemical bonds it has to progress in. 

 
Figure 35. Temperature dependence of diffusion coefficients in -Ti (left) for Co, Fe, Ni, Mn, Cr and P in single crystals, 

and Si, Al and Ti (self-diffusion) in polycrystals; for O in -Ti and -Ti (right) [166] 
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The diffusion behavior is also closely related to the materials microstructure. For instance, columnar 

structures (e.g. Figure 36, bottom left) are often obtained in coatings deposited by sputtering vacuum 

techniques, with various grain sizes, densities, grain boundary widths, etc. In crystalline solids, grain 

boundaries typically account for 50% of the total volume of the material, and the atomic concentration 

at grain boundaries is 10–30% lower than in the rest of the material. Grain boundary diffusion is 

therefore much faster than volume diffusion, and is a classical diffusion path. Diffusion in amorphous 

materials is thus supposedly slower as there are no grain boundaries, but can also occur.  

Multilayer architectures such as receivers covered by solar selective absorber coatings associate 

materials with various chemical compositions. Thus strong atomic concentration gradients exist in 

these structures, and interdiffusion or interlayer diffusion often take place between the receiver 

support material (metallic substrate) and the coating, or within the individual layers of said coating. 

Diffusion phenomena are thus frequently observed in solar absorbers as one of the main degradation 

phenomena, as reported in many publications. 

An example of such diffusion is shown in Figure 36 for a low temperature CrON/SnO2 solar selective 

absorber coating deposited on Cu [167]. After aging in air for 600 h at 278°C, the inward interdiffusion 

of O into the absorber layer and the substrate, and the outward diffusion of Cr and Cu into the upper 

layers, are clearly visible. While solar absorptance is barely affected by this aging (it only decreases 

from 0.932 to 0.930), said diffusion phenomena cause an increase in emittance from 0.069 to 0.123, 

due to the loss of metallic-like behavior of the absorber close and into the Cu substrate, with the 

inward diffusion of O. 

 

  
Figure 36. Atomic depth profiles (TOF-ERDA) for a chromium oxynitride selective coating on copper, as-deposited and 

aged at 278°C for 600 h in air [167] 

Liu et al. [60] established that for NbTiON/SiON absorber coatings on Cu substrates, Cu diffusion into 

the absorber was the main reason for its aging, i.e., decrease of S from 0.95 to 0.84 and increase of  

from 0.07 to 0.14, after 40 h at 600°C in vacuum. The same coating on SS substrate had lower optical 

performance as-deposited (0.91/0.13) but exhibited better thermal stability (0.90/0.13 at 600°C), as 

Cu is known for its tendency to diffuse. This study underlines the impact of the substrate material on 

the degradation of the absorber coating, which otherwise would be thermally stable in itself. 
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Xinkang et al. [71] found that Mo diffused in Mo-Al2O3 cermets through inner self-congregation inside 

the cermet, and infiltration through the Al2O3 layer in Mo/Al2O3 tandems (after 5 h at 800°C in vacuum). 

They also surmised that defects appearing in Al2O3 at temperatures above 650°C, such as widened 

boundaries, cracks and holes, create pathways for Mo diffusion. Finally, when using Mo IR-reflective 

layer above SS substrates, they underlined the necessity to “produce an Fe2O3 layer on SS substrate by 

a way of oxidation of the substrate surface to avoid mutual diffusion across the interface between SS 

and base metal Mo layer”. Even with the Fe2O3 layer, the coating optical properties were degraded 

when annealed for 2 h above 500°C, especially emittance (S = -0.01,  = +0.01-0.08). 

Liu et al. [168] also observed that after 10 h at 800°C in vacuum, the interdiffusion between the SS 

substrate and the Mo IR-reflective layer caused the coating degradation (S = -0.01,  = +0.05). Mn 

outward diffusion from SS substrate in TiAlCrN/TiAlN/AlSiN tandem absorber coatings was also 

observed by Valleti et al. [133] after 4 h at 600°C with a critical effect on their emittance ( = +0.08). 

Overall, it is often found that the diffusion of elements from the metallic substrate causes the 

degradation (increase) in the emittance of solar selective absorber coatings at high temperature 

[133,169]. Indeed, this type of diffusion tends to degrade the low-emissive metallic nature of the 

substrate and IR-reflective layer. 

It is thus critical to knowledgeably select the constitutive materials with regard to their diffusion 

behavior at high temperatures. The design of SSACs aims at reducing diffusion rates or avoid diffusion 

altogether: known diffusion barrier materials with high thermal stability are used as additional barrier 

layers between substrate and IR reflector, or even as one or all of the optically active layers. For 

instance Al2O3 [169,170], W [171–174] or titanium aluminum nitrides [133] have been successfully 

used to reduce diffusion within SSACs. 

3.2.1.2. Oxidation/corrosion 

The presence of oxygen-containing species in the surroundings of a material, coming from the 

atmosphere (O2, H2O vapor, CO2, NOx, etc.) or even from adjacent materials (oxides), can cause its 

oxidation and/or corrosion (chemical erosion), i.e., the incorporation of oxygen atoms in its 

microstructure, and their diffusion, to locally or globally form a compound containing (more) oxygen, 

such as an oxide. CSP absorbers can be subject to dry corrosion in air (O2, H2O vapor), especially at high 

temperature, and wet/aqueous corrosion in water (dew, rain).  

Dry corrosion, i.e., oxidation in air at high temperature, is a common phenomenon for solar absorbers. 

Its principle is illustrated in Figure 37 (left) for a metallic surface. First, ambient O2 molecules are 

adsorbed and dissociate on the material surface (1). This leads to the nucleation and growth of an 

oxide film (2): the adsorbed oxygen atoms react with the material to form oxide clusters, which 

laterally grow until they connect to form a continuous film. Then the oxide film grows in thickness (3), 

due either to the diffusion of O2 towards the material/oxide interface (inward growth), adding 

interstitial oxygen in the lattice; and/or to the diffusion of one or more elements of the material 

towards the oxide/ambient interface (outward growth), creating vacancies in the material. Both 

phenomena induce stress and defects can appear in the oxide layer as its thickness grows: cavities, 

pores, microcracks, grain boundaries, etc. (4). This can lead in some cases to the cracking, unsticking 

and eventually failure of the oxide film, giving rise to further oxidation paths (5). 
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Figure 37. Typical oxidation steps of a metallic surface (left) and typical oxidation profiles of materials illustrated by the 

evolution of oxide thickness vs. time (right [175]) 

Different materials have different oxidation behaviors, as can be observed when following the 

mass/weight gain m or thickness of a material exposed to an oxidizing atmosphere vs. time (Figure 

37, right [175]). The linear profile indicates an ever ongoing oxidation of the material with formation 

of a volatile oxide, eventually leading to the failure of the material (steps 1 to 5). At low, medium and 

high temperatures, oxidation typically follows cubic, logarithmic and parabolic laws, respectively [175]. 

A material resistant to oxidation will form an adhesive, dense and stable oxide layer at its surface (steps 

1 to 3). This oxide layer will act as a diffusion barrier for oxygen, and its thickness will stabilize with 

time following a parabolic profile. This is the case for instance of Al and Cr, that respectively form thin 

Al2O3 and Cr2O3 protective layers. Both metals are thus often included in oxidation-resistant materials 

and alloys (e.g. Ni-Cr stainless steels).  

The parabolic law, or Wagner’s law, was first derived by Wagner et al. [176] for metal oxidation and 

concerns thick oxide films (> 600 nm). The rate of oxidation is expressed with Eq.(18), where x is the 

oxide thickness (cm), KP is the parabolic rate constant (cm²/s) and t is time (s). 

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
=

𝐾𝑃

𝑥
   ⇔    𝑥2 = 2𝐾𝑃 ∙ 𝑡 + 𝐶𝑡𝑒 (18) 

This law is applicable to uniform, continuous and protective oxide scale layers. In many cases, more 

complex or mixed growth rules can be observed. Cabrera and Mott further developed Wagner’s theory 

for thinner films (< 3 nm), proposing an inverse logarithmic law [177] (Figure 37, right). The parabolic 

rate constant KP is nevertheless very often used for the description and comparison of the oxidation 

behavior of materials.  

Oxidation, as a particular case of diffusion, is also a temperature-dependent phenomenon, following 

an Arrhenius law. The activation energy Ea and temperature dependence of oxidation are thus 

expressed by Eq.(19) and can be deduced from an Arrhenius plot, as explained for diffusion. 

𝐾𝑃 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐸𝑎 𝑅𝑇⁄ )   ⟺  ln 𝐾 = ln 𝐴 −
𝐸𝑎

𝑅
∙

1

𝑇
 (19) 
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Apart from temperature, many other parameters influence the oxidation behavior and resistance of a 

material, either intrinsic to the material itself (chemical composition, thermodynamic properties) or 

linked to its fabrication technique (microstructure, diffusion resistance).  

The presence of water vapor in the oxidizing atmosphere is also a known factor affecting material 

oxidation kinetics, through the adsorption of water molecules and the formation of hydroxides at the 

surface, that can accelerate the formation of oxides. If these are stable oxides (parabolic law), the 

material can be more quickly protected from further oxidation and water vapor then has a beneficial 

effect on oxidation resistance [178]. In some cases [179], after this initial protective oxidation, 

breakaway oxidation is observed in the presence of water vapor, i.e., a rapid acceleration of the 

oxidation rate (linear law), leading to the degradation of the material. 

Oxidation is a frequently encountered aging mechanism in solar selective absorber coatings working 

in air or degraded vacuum at high temperature, even though highly oxidation-resistant materials at 

high temperatures are often used, such as Al2O3 [20, 21, 23, 31–41] and Si3N4 [79,123,131,188–190]. 

The top antireflective (AR) layer can be oxidized, as evidenced by Rebouta et al. [80] with SS/W/W-

Al2O3/SiOx architectures, where SiOx is further oxidized towards SiO2 and emittance slightly decreases 

as a consequence. A stable surface oxide can form, protecting the rest of the coating from further 

oxidation by slowing down the diffusion of oxygen and other elements (parabolic law with √𝑡).  

In other cases, oxygen diffuses from/through the top antireflective layer, often a porous stable oxide, 

then reaching and oxidizing the underlying absorber layers, and degrading their optical properties. 

Such scenario was observed by Gao et al. [191] with SS/TiN/Al2O3 architectures: after 2 h in air above 

250°C, TiN was oxidized into TiO2, degrading solar absorptance (S = -0.05-0.12,  = -0.01). Liu et al. 

[168] observed that Mo/LOCL/MOCL/HOCL (Low/Middle/High Oxygen Content CrAlO) heat-treated at 

600°C for 200 h in air suffered from mild optical degradation (S = -0.02,  = -0.02) due to the further 

oxidation of the underlying LOCL, as well as the formation of a thin layer of surface oxide. Barshilia et 

al. [192] surmised the oxidation of Al layer in Cu/AlxOy/Al/AlxOy above 400°C, and observed the 

diffusion of Cu atoms from the substrate and their oxidation to form CuO, strongly degrading solar 

absorptance (S = -0.06-0.18,  = -0.01). This study highlights the possible synergy between diffusion 

and oxidation. 

Finally, after oxidizing the AR and absorber layers, oxygen can continue to diffuse downwards and 

reach the IR-reflective layer and substrate, also forming oxides with the metals they contain. This was 

evidenced for instance by Khamlich et al. [193] with Cr/α-Cr2O3 nanoparticles grown on Ta substrates, 

where fast oxygen diffusion at the α-Cr2O3/Ta interface generated Ta2O3, after heat-treatments in H2 

at 600°C, leading to a dramatic degradation in optical performance (S = -0.05,  = +0.17, vs. sample 

annealed at 500°C). It is worth noticing that for the same architecture, annealing at 500°C produced a 

contrary effect (S = +0.18,  = -0.14, vs. sample annealed at 300°C), again highlighting that aging 

phenomena do not necessarily induce degradations of optical performance. 

Overall, oxidation phenomena seem to mostly affect, and degrade, the solar absorptance of selective 

absorber coatings. Indeed, the efficiency of the latter is based on the intricate optical interference 

phenomena generated by the association of thin layers of different materials. Such interference 

phenomena strongly depend on the materials optical indices, chemical nature and layer thicknesses, 

all of which notably vary with the formation and growth of oxides within and/or at the surface of the 

coating. In some cases, an accommodation in refractive index between the layers can arise and 

absorbing performance can even improve. In most cases however, it is degraded, as the structure is 
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no longer optically optimized. As a consequence, their spectral reflectance varies both in intensity and 

spectral distribution, causing optical performance to evolve undesirably. 

Figure 38 presents an illustration of this fact. The simulated spectral reflectance and optical 

performance of a simple stack composed of Fe substrate, SiC absorber and SiO2 antireflective layer are 

shown: initially (a), the SiC absorber layer is 20 nm-thick and the SiO2 antireflective is 70 nm-thick; 

then, the SiC absorber is oxidized into SiO2, (b) half (SiC 10 nm / SiO2 10 nm / SiO2 70 nm) then (c) 

entirely (SiO2 20 nm / SiO2 70 nm), without any change in total thickness (90 nm); finally (d) the 

thickness of the entirely oxidized SiC is increased (SiO2 130 nm / SiO2 70 nm). At a wavelength of 600 

nm, the refractive indices are (n = 3.41, k = 0.31) for SiC and (n = 1.46, k = 0) for SiO2, thus the oxidation 

of SiC into SiO2 causes drastic changes in optical behavior. The increase in O content, and subsequent 

decrease in refractive index, tend to modify the intensity of the reflectance maxima and minima that 

are due to optical interferences, but not their position (wavelength) which is linked to thickness. The 

increase in oxide thickness tends to increase the number of these interferences (reflectance 

oscillations) and causes their spectral shifting towards the infrared range. Both evolutions cause a 

degradation in solar absorptance, as the coating structure diverts from its optimal parameters, initially 

giving rise to low reflectance in the solar range. Meanwhile, emittance is barely affected by the changes 

in the absorber, as it mostly depends on the substrate material itself. However as thickness further 

increases, eventually the reflectance spectral shift towards the infrared range and the increase in the 

number of oscillations also affect emittance. Some previous and recent results have shown the relation 

between the increase in thickness and variations of the optical properties [194]. In any case, further 

analysis from experimental results need to be considered after each aging test to better understand 

the changes on the absorber and confirm this relation. 

 

   

Stack S (500°C) 

(a) Fe / SiC (20 nm) / SiO2 (70 nm) 0.80 0.08 

(b) Fe / SiC (10 nm) / SiO2 (80 nm) 0.71 0.08 

(c) Fe / SiO2 (90 nm) 0.56 0.08 

(d) Fe / SiO2 (200 nm) 0.49 0.09 

   

Figure 38. Simulated spectral reflectance and optical performance of model solar selective absorber coating at different 

stages of oxidation for the absorber layer 

To summarize, the oxidation behavior of selective coatings is difficult to anticipate due to their complex 

architecture associating different materials, and its impact on optical performance is very strong and 

hard to predict. 

 Physical phenomena: densification, recrystallization etc. 

As a consequence of temperature increase, as well as of diffusion and oxidation phenomena, materials 

may undergo other physicochemical phenomena such as phase changes, crosslinking, recrystallization, 

densification of porous materials, that can also modify their microstructure and related optical 

properties. Usually materials are preselected for their known thermal stability in the temperature 
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range of interest in the aimed applications, so that these phenomena have a limited impact. Most 

fabrication techniques however give rise to microstructures that are not entirely stabilized as-

deposited (Figure 39), so as to reduce fabrication costs, for instance by depositing at low or even room 

temperature [71,195]. As a consequence, only partly crystallized and disorganized/amorphous 

microstructures are fabricated, that can sometimes be further densified and reorganized during aging, 

especially when this aging occurs at temperatures higher than the fabrication temperature, in 

combination with diffusion and/or oxidation phenomena (Figure 40).  

 
Figure 39. Microstructure of coatings prepared by plasma techniques vs. process parameters (generalized substrate 

temperature T*, normalized ion energy flux E*) and film thickness (t*) [196] 

 
Figure 40. Change in surface morphology of SS-(Fe2O3)/Mo/Al2O3 coatings (a) before and (b) after heat treatment at 

800°C for 5 h, due to Mo diffusion in Al2O3 (Mo enrichment at point A) [71,72] 

In solar selective coatings, this restructuring may lead to less efficient absorbers. For instance, the 

antireflective top layer needs to present a low refractive index to ensure the antireflective effect 

(𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = √𝑛𝐴𝑅 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙). This is often achieved by using porous oxides [124,127,130], as 

incorporating vacuum or air (n = 1) in a material (n > 1) logically reduces its refractive index. When 

exposed to higher temperatures, these porous materials may be densified, increasing again their 

refractive index and reducing their thickness, thus lessening the antireflective effect and decreasing 

the solar absorptance and efficiency of the solar absorber coating. On the contrary, densified absorber 

layers are preferable, as illustrated by a study of Cheng et al. [72], where a denser Al2O3 matrix for Mo-

Al2O3 cermets improved the durability of their optical performance, by limiting the diffusion and 

oxidation of Mo into the matrix above 400°C.  

Xinkang et al. [71] found that the surface restructuring in Figure 40 led to an increase in thermal 

emittance, due to an increase in surface roughness or asperity. Ke et al. [197] also observed optical 

degradation (S = -0.05,  = +0.01, after 342 h at 308°C), due to abnormal grain growth after aging 

(Figure 41). Moreover, these grains being larger and looser, the authors suppose there are many open 
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pores among the grain boundaries, which would act as fast diffusion paths for atoms, further degrading 

the material and its performance.  

 
Figure 41. Change in morphology of Al/Cr-O/Cr-N/SiO2 coating (b) before and (f) after 200 h heat treatment at 400°C 

[197] 

3.3. (Thermo)mechanical aging phenomena 

 Mechanical behavior of materials 

3.3.1.1. Mechanical stress and strain 

Materials in conditions of use are subjected to mechanical stress  (N/m² or Pa), i.e., the application 

of a force F (N) on an area A (m²) of the material, due to its surroundings (ambient pressure, 

temperature, adjacent materials), offering resistance or imposing changes. As such forces can be 

normal or parallel to the surface, the resulting stress can be tensile (“pulling”), compressive (“pushing”) 

and/or shear (lateral) stress, uniaxial or biaxial, etc. For instance, Figure 42 illustrates the growth of an 

oxide layer at the surface of a material, in the case of a linear oxidation behavior (see section 3.2.1.2 

p.57): the mismatch of their lattice parameters causes the thin oxide to break under tensile (upper 

case) or compressive stress (lower case), forbidding the formation of a stable protective oxide layer 

and allowing for endless oxidation. 

 

Figure 42. Possible mechanical stress causing the breakdown of oxide films [57] 

As a response to stress, materials strain, i.e., deform. Tensile, compressive and shear stress 

respectively result in tensile, compressive and shear strain . Strain can also be in volume (dilatation). 

Since strains are ratios of two lengths or volumes, they are dimensionless.  

3.3.1.2. Elastic and plastic behavior 

According to Hooke’s law, for small strains, strain is proportional to stress, via the elastic (Young) 

modulus E: 𝜎 = 𝐸 ∙ 𝜀, for simple tension. The material presents a linear elastic behavior: strain is 

reversible and the material returns to its initial shape when stress is released. E can be measured via 

tensile testing (Figure 43), where tensile stress is applied to a sample and its resulting strain is 

measured, E being the slope of the linear part. 
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Figure 43. Tensile test of a ductile material and main mechanical properties [57] 

For most materials, this elastic behavior only occurs at very low strain, typically ≤ 0.001, e.g., 1 mm 

deformation for an initial length of 1 m. Beyond this point, some materials start to deform plastically, 

i.e., their shape irreversibly changes. Materials with such ability are called ductile, and include metals. 

The transition between elastic and plastic domains occurs when applying a stress equal to the yield 

strength y of the material, also called its elasticity limit Re. Plastic deformation is a way for the 

material to accommodate mechanical stress without breaking. Contrarily to ductile materials, brittle 

materials such as ceramics cannot deform plastically and simply break beyond the elastic behavior 

zone. Yet they are stronger than ductile materials, meaning they have a greater ability to withstand 

stress without failure. 

As stress is further increased, plastic deformation can only be sustained until the tensile strength (TS 

or Rm) of the material is reached. Beyond that, plastic instability leads to the material weakening and 

final fracture. The tougher the material, the later fracture will occur. Indeed toughness is the ability of 

a material to plastically deform without fracturing, represented by the area under the stress-strain 

curve. In order to be tough, a material must be both strong and ductile. 

Plastic deformation is rendered possible by the formation and propagation of dislocations in the 

material crystalline lattice: atomic planes locally slide past one another and move by gradual 

rearrangement of chemical bonds breaking and reforming (Figure 44). 

 
Figure 44. Propagation of a dislocation in a crystal lattice [57] 

This is possible in materials with weak atomic bonds, such as metals (metallic bonds). Ceramics having 

strong covalent bonds, the energy required to allow dislocations to propagate is very high, so that their 

plastic deformation is only possible at very high temperatures close to their melting point.  

To limit plastic deformation and delay fracture in ductile materials, polycrystalline structures such as 

metal alloys can be used. The presence of atomic inclusions and grain boundaries in such materials act 

as obstacles and oppose a resistance to the propagation of dislocations, strengthening the material 

but reversely, non-continuous (micro or polycrystalline) materials are more sensitive to 

oxidation/corrosion phenomena. Finally, alternating metals (ductile) and ceramic coatings (fragile) in 

multilayers is a way to limit cracks propagations under stress and increase lifetime when in solar use 

(see section 3.3.2). 
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3.3.1.3. Influence of temperature on the mechanical behavior of a material 

Temperature has a strong influence on mechanical properties, as illustrated in Figure 45 for Ti0.35Al0.65N 

coatings and in Figure 46 for Inconel 718. A heat treatment can be used to toughen the material at a 

given temperature (e.g. 150°C in the first case). Heat treatment/aging at higher temperature can cause 

the deterioration of mechanical properties, often due to thermally-induced phenomena (see section 

3.2 p.54). This degradation can impact the integrity and lifetime of the material, by impairing its ability 

to resist external and internal stress. 

 
Figure 45. Stress-strain curves, yield and rupture stress, H/E and H3/E2 ratios of Ti0.35Al0.65N coating vs. temperature [199] 

 

 
Figure 46. Stress-strain curves and yield strength for Inconel 718 vs. temperature [199] 

 (Thermo)mechanical degradations 

3.3.2.1. Cracks formation 

Defects such as atomic impurities, grain boundaries, porosities, etc., represent intrinsic stress 

concentrations in materials. Such stress can be initially present, as a result of the fabrication method 

(e.g. Figure 39 p.61 illustrates residual stress in plasma-deposited coatings), the type of material [200], 

or the shape of the support material (notch, shoulder, gorge, hole, etc.). Thermomechanical stress on 

materials can also be induced during use, in particular at high temperature, where differences in 

thermal behavior (e.g. thermal expansion, oxide growth, etc.) between adjacent materials can 

generate stress inside and at their interface.  
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The relaxation of such intrinsic, residual or induced stress leads to the formation and enlargement of 

cracks (Figure 47), especially in coatings. Moreover, the stress close to the crack σlocal is greater than 

the average stress σ in the material: the crack has the effect of concentrating stress [57].This tends to 

favor its propagation in the material. 

 
Figure 47. Example of cracked surface after heat treatment of Al/Cr-O/Cr-N/SiO2 coating at 400 °C for 200 h [197] (right); 

release of stored energy as a crack grows [57] (left) 

3.3.2.2. Cracks propagation and fracture 

Fracture and mechanical failure of materials result from the propagation of cracks, according to several 

fracture modes initiated by tensile or shear stress (Figure 48).  

 
Figure 48. Fracture modes allowing cracks propagation in materials 

If a material containing a crack is sufficiently stressed, the crack can become unstable and grow in the 

material, to cause catastrophically rapid fracture, or fast fracture, at a stress lower than the yield stress 

[198]. Fast fracture occurs when, in a material subjected to a stress, a crack reaches some critical size 

a, or when a material containing cracks of size a is subjected to some critical stress. Figure 49 illustrates 

a case of fast fracture, initiated by intragranular cracking which escalated into transgranular cleavage 

and final fracture. 

 
Figure 49. Fast fracture and subsequent failure of a material [57] 

One way of delaying crack propagation and subsequent fracture is by disposing obstacles to such 

propagation in the component architecture, as in fiber-reinforced polymers (Figure 50). At a smaller 

scale, solar absorber coatings also associate materials with high strength (ceramics) and materials with 

high toughness (metals), that can lead to similar delays in cracks propagation. 
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Figure 50. Principle of crack stopping in composites [57] 

3.3.2.3. Fatigue failure 

Cracks can also form and grow slowly in materials even under low mechanical stress, typically below 

the yield strength of the material (Figure 43), if this stress is applied cyclically (Figure 51) and for a large 

number of cycles. This phenomenon is called fatigue and can also lead to material fracture and failure 

over time. Fatigue failure occurs more rapidly and dramatically if cracks or stress concentrations pre-

exist in the material. The applied stress  can be mechanical (e.g. tensile or compressive), thermal 

(high/low temperature cycles) or thermomechanical, i.e., combining mechanical and thermal cyclic 

stresses.  

 
Figure 51. Cyclic stress leading to fatigue failure [57] 

Fatigue behavior can be illustrated on a Wöhler or S-N curve (Figure 52), showing the applied stress vs. 

the number of cycles that need to be applied to provoke failure at this particular level of stress. It 

reveals two main regimes of fatigue:  

• high-cycle fatigue (green area in Figure 52) where the material deformation is mostly elastic 

due to lower stress (below cyclic yield strength) and the number of cycles needed to reach 

failure is high (typically above 104 cycles). In some materials a fatigue limit is reached, where 

the material can sustain an infinite number of cycles without fracture, if the applied stress is 

lower than the cyclic yield strength of the material. It is the most desirable design. Most steels 

present such fatigue limit. Other soft ductile materials such as Al will inevitably fail under cyclic 

solicitation, however low the applied stress, as they have no fatigue limit. 

• low-cycle fatigue (grey area in Figure 52) where the applied stress is higher, leading to plastic 

strain, and the number of cycles to failure is lower (typically below 104 cycles). Figure 52 (left) 

also illustrates that the stress level needed to plastically deform a material under cyclic stress 

is lower than under constant stress: cyclic solicitation is more damaging than constant load. 

 
Figure 52. Applied stress vs. material strain (S-S curve) and vs. number of cycles to failure (S-N curve) [201] 
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3.3.2.4. Creep damage and fracture 

As the temperature of a material increases, mechanical stress that would only lead to reversible 

deformation at room temperature can cause the material to creep: creep is a slow, continuous and 

irreversible deformation with time. This deformation depends not only on the applied stress but also 

on temperature and time. The temperature T at which a material starts to creep depends on its nature 

and on its melting point TM (in K): T = 0.3-0.4 · TM for metals and 0.4-0.5 · TM for ceramics. 

Creep damage and resistance can be tested by applying a constant mechanical load to a specimen 

placed in a hot furnace and following its deformation with time (Figure 53). After an initial elastic strain, 

three stages of creep can appear. Primary creep occurs quickly and causes only small deformation 

slowing with time, illustrating the resistance or consolidation of the material. Secondary creep, or 

steady-state creep, is a deformation steadily increasing with time. In this stage, the creep rate 𝜀�̇�𝑆 can 

be expressed by the Arrhenius law of Eq.(20) where  is the applied stress, T is the temperature, R is 

the gas constant, A is called the creep constant, n is called the creep exponent (typically between 3 

and 8) and Ea is the activation energy for creep (in J/mol). In other words, the steady creep rate 

increases exponentially with temperature. 

𝜀�̇�𝑆 = 𝐴𝜎𝑛 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐸𝑎 𝑅𝑇⁄ ) (20) 

This temperature dependence arises from the role of atomic diffusion in creep: at the atomic level, the 

diffusion of atoms, activated by temperature, facilitates the propagation of dislocations in the lattice 

of crystalline materials (Figure 44). Diffusion usually becomes significant around T = 0.3 · TM, explaining 

why it is around this temperature that materials start to creep.  

Finally, during tertiary creep, damage accumulates as internal cavities in the material, especially at 

grain boundaries, rapidly accelerates with time, until it causes the fracture of the material (Figure 54).  

 
Figure 53. Example of creep testing [57] 

 
Figure 54. Creep damage accumulation at tertiary stage leading to material fracture [57] 
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3.3.2.5. Thermomechanical phenomena in CSP receivers 

In CSP, receivers are often considered to mostly sustain slow cyclic thermal stress due the day/night 

variations of the incident concentrated solar irradiance (see sections 2.1.2 and 2.2 of this chapter), 

which causes fatigue damage. However CSP receiver materials also have to bear:  

• rapid thermal stress due to cloudy spells: when a cloud passes in the sky, the solar input on 

the receiver decreases dramatically while the heat transfer fluid flowing inside it still extracts 

its heat, leading to a rapid decrease of the receiver wall temperature for a short duration. For 

this reason, infra-hour solar resource assessment and forecasting is a developing and critical 

area of research in CSP to better adapt operating strategies and limit their impact on materials; 

• long-term cyclic mechanical stress (creep-fatigue) at their attachment points with other parts 

of the structure (support rods, welding, etc.), especially when they suffer thermal expansion 

at high temperature; 

• long-term mechanical stress at constant load and in temperature (creep) due to the weight of 

the receiver itself, and the weight of the heat transfer fluid inside it, the latter sometimes also 

being pressurized (giving rise to additional radial stress, see Figure 33). This is especially true 

for linear receivers, which are only supported every few meters to limit shading. 

Moreover, oxide phases and/or layers formed by thermally-induced phenomena (see section 3.2) bring 

defects in the crystal lattice, and often have different thermal expansion than the initial absorber 

materials. This, coupled with mechanical stress mentioned above, can in turn cause crack formation in 

the oxide, propagating in the underlying material, leading to later thermomechanical failure. 

Thermomechanical and thermally-induced aging phenomena are thus all intricately linked. 

CSP receivers are therefore subjected to complex thermomechanical stress leading to complexly 

coupled fatigue-creep and thermally-induced physicochemical aging phenomena that are hard to 

predict, since they depend on the solar resource.  

In the literature, thermomechanical stress and failure analysis mostly concerns receiver bulk materials 

for high temperatures and/or high solar concentrations, e.g. metallic alloys, sometimes covered by 

Pyromark® absorber paint [202–206] (Figure 55) or ceramics [207,208]. Apart from rare, recent 

exceptions [209–211], very little information can be found about the thermomechanical behavior of 

receivers covered with more complex selective absorber coatings, and the impact of 

thermomechanical stress on such coatings. These elements are rarely taken into account by selective 

coating developers, beyond the preselection of materials from other thermomechanical applications 

such as aeronautics/automotive, turbines, cutting tools, etc. [212–214], and simple mechanical 

characterization, e.g. hardness measurements on as-deposited samples [120]. For instance, Barshilia 

et al. [192] just indicate that their AlxOy/Al/AlxOy multilayer absorber coatings suffered from differences 

in thermal expansion between metal and ceramic layers, leading to crack formation and delamination, 

causing subsequent oxidation. 

 
Figure 55. Calculated temperature and equivalent thermomechanical stress distributions on the cylindrical tubes of an 

Inconel 625 central receiver covered with Pyromark® paint [202] (graphical abstract) 
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3.4. Summary and conclusions on aging mechanisms 

An overview of the main aging mechanisms concerning solar absorber coatings was presented, to 

better understand the aging behavior of solar receivers and their selective absorber coatings. These 

mechanisms were found to be intricately correlated and interdependent. They lead to material 

deteriorations, through the formation of microstructural defects such as cracks that can propagate and 

ultimately fracture the coating, causing the loss of optical performance and reduced lifetime. This is 

illustrated by the summary schematic in Figure 57, showing the interconnection between CSP plant 

configuration, correlated sources of degradation (section 2, p.49), aging mechanisms and subsequent 

material deterioration, for a system consisting in a metallic receiver with a solar selective absorber 

coating (SSAC).  

Figure 56 more specifically illustrates how microdefects in the coating microstructure, existing as-

deposited and evolving with aging (grain boundaries, cavities, porosity) are preferential oxidation and 

diffusion paths. For instance, the long-term cyclic exposure to high temperature in air can 

simultaneously cause atomic diffusion and related oxidation, thermal cycling, thermal expansion, 

mechanical tensile stress, fatigue, creep, etc. In particular, literature review and optical simulation 

both reveal that diffusion phenomena tend to increase thermal emittance, whereas oxidation tends 

to decrease solar absorptance, both being detrimental to the optical performance of the solar receiver. 

 
Figure 56. Schematic of microdefects of an aged solar absorber coating [135] 

Depending on the type of CSP technology, the relative impact of the sources of degradation may vary. 

In the case of parabolic troughs, the receiver is protected with an evacuated glass tube and works 

under vacuum conditions, avoiding the degradations linked to atmospheric conditions. However it 

should ideally be capable of withstanding high temperatures in degraded vacuum, to anticipate the 

loss in performance of the vacuum protection over the years and minimize SSAC damage if vacuum is 

lost, especially when considering the high cost of replacing such components. Such coatings could also 

serve for Linear Fresnel Reflectors working in static air. Solar tower and linear Fresnel technologies are 

corresponding to the worst degradation cases.



  
 

Figure 57. Schematic of the interconnections between CSP plant configuration, correlated sources of degradation, aging mechanisms and subsequent material degradations for the 

receiver with solar selective absorber coating (SSAC) 
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In central towers, the impact of solar and UV irradiance is higher, as the concentration ratio is much 

higher, also leading to higher operating temperatures and their related degradation phenomena, what 

is more in ambient/humid/polluted/ dusty air. However in this case thin absorber paints (e.g. silicone-

based Pyromark®) are widely used, with very simple structure (typically one 15 µm-thick SiO2 layer) 

and excellent thermal stability, strongly limiting degradations: few changes in solar absorptance levels 

were observed after thousands of hours of testing at 650°C [215]. Yet such paints: are not spectrally 

selective (high emittance of 0.87) leading to large thermal losses at high working temperatures; must 

be reapplied every few years (typically 5 years [216]) leading to high maintenance costs and difficulty 

(the receiver being at the top of a high tower). Thus R&D efforts are still put to develop more complex 

and efficient SSACs for central towers. 

Figure 57 also summarizes possible remedial solutions to prevent or limit aging mechanisms and 

subsequent degradation, as previously discussed and found in the literature. They are mostly based on 

choosing SSACs constitute materials that are known to be intrinsically resistant to these aging 

mechanisms, i.e., the diffusion barrier, oxidation-resistant, high temperature materials discussed in 

Chapter 1: transition metal oxynitrides for tandem absorbers [119,121], refractory metals/ceramics 

for multilayer absorbers and composites [109], antireflective oxides [127], etc.  

Adapting the coating architecture is also paramount. For instance, to prevent the degradation of 

thermal emittance via the diffusion of metallic elements from the receiver material, the diffusion 

barrier layer/material must be placed between the latter and the coating. Similarly, to prevent the 

oxidation of the absorber material(s) in air, the oxygen diffusion barrier layer must be placed at the 

top of the coating (e.g. antireflective oxide) in contact with ambient conditions. 

As can be expected, the efficiency of such preventive measures may suffer from the large amount of 

uncertainty regarding the evolution of the materials and architectures with aging. When considering a 

single material, aging mechanisms are easier to anticipate, or even predict and simulate. However with 

the complex architecture of solar selective absorber coatings, there is a much larger number of factors 

to take into account: materials chemical composition and microstructure (crystallinity, 

porosity/density, defects, depending on fabrication methods), layer order, chemical affinity and 

thicknesses, interdiffusion behavior, thermal expansion and lattice parameters matching, etc.  

This complexity makes the prediction of material degradation and failure very difficult, explaining why 

there is no common acceptable model to describe the aging of solar absorber coatings. Each type of 

coating requires specific degradation and failure analysis. The only consensus is the definition of failure 

for such coatings, based almost entirely on their optical performance. Simple models may have some 

significance and serve as reference, e.g. pure metal oxidation models for metallic-containing SSACs. 

The oxidation of metal alloys and metallic oxides is however more complicated to predict than the 

oxidation of pure metals [217]. Literature in other research areas can also help better understand and 

anticipate their behavior at high temperature, for instance regarding oxidation [218–223]. 

The solar receiver is one of the crucial elements to consider in the overall lifetime of a CSP plant. A 

small change in the performance of the receiver can significantly affect the global performance of the 

plant [224]. Despite the difficulty, anticipating the evolution in performance of the absorber is thus a 

major issue for CSP developers, to predict its lifetime and also plan its technical maintenance [224]. 

Indeed, it is not desirable for CSP plants to be stopped for components replacement or maintenance, 

as they lead to decreased energy production and subsequent loss of income for plant operators. It is 

thus intended that each component and its materials should be able to function for the complete 

lifetime of the CSP plant, which is around 20 to 25 years. Aging behavior and durability of the selected 

solar absorbers thus need to be understood, controlled and anticipated as much as possible.  
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For this purpose, a number of aging procedures for CSP selective absorber coatings have been 

developed in the literature, which are discussed in the next section. 

4. Aging procedures and failure analysis of solar absorber coatings 

4.1. Aging methodologies 

The literature on solar selective absorber coatings mentioning aging studies is extensive. As a statistical 

illustration, we have considered 79 aging conditions from 59 research articles relating aging tests on 

selective absorber coatings [55,56,60,62,71,72,78,79,81,84–86,88,108,110,119–121,123–128,130–

133,144,150,169–174,180,181,183–186,188,189,225–240] (Table 6). Out of these 59 articles, 33 (i.e., 

42%) were published between 2015 and 2020, showing that the study of aging behavior is becoming 

an increasingly important step for the development of solar absorbers. Out of the 79 tests, most are 

applied on tandem (42/79 = 53%) and cermet (31/79 = 39%) configurations, as they are considered to 

be the most promising absorbers for CSP applications at mid-high temperatures. 

When looking more closely, it appears that most of these studies focus on three main parameters to 

test the aging behavior of a solar selective absorber, with no clear consensus on their respective values. 

These parameters are the temperature, atmosphere and duration applied to the materials during their 

aging tests. Their values are chosen considering the CSP operating conditions for which the absorber 

is intended, and adjusted to apply more or less harsh treatments to the absorber, sometimes 

increasing them gradually to find the materials stability limit (failure), usually defined as a significant 

loss in optical performance. Temperature and atmosphere are chosen first and the tests are applied 

for a certain amount of time, usually until there is a significant deterioration of the absorber. 

In some conditions, failure occurs after long aging durations. In this case, the tests are in fact applied 

in several aging steps of shorter duration that accumulate on the sample (e.g. in [235], samples were 

treated up to 600 hours, using eight different cycles with short duration before 100 hours and then 

long duration of 100 hours for the next cycles). In addition to being easier to apply, this method has 

the advantage of allowing for the evolution of the coating to be measured at regular intervals, to 

understand to some extent the kinetics of aging mechanisms. This procedure however amounts to 

thermal cycling (heating-cooling cycles) that can have a different and more deleterious effect than 

continuous aging (fatigue), so the former must be distinguished from the latter, especially since there 

is no consensus on the intermediate steps durations or number of cycles applied. 

The tests were categorized according to their temperature range, atmosphere chosen and number of 

hours applied (Table 6). Most of these tests (62/79 = 78%) were applied in the [400-600°C] temperature 

range, where most of the absorbers failed. The most used atmosphere for the tests is vacuum (42/79 

= 53%) rather than air (35/79 = 44%). Almost half of the tests (36/79 = 46%) did not exceed 100 hours, 

mostly due to the low thermal stability shown by the absorber.  

Figure 58 shows the correlation between the temperature and duration of the different tests, for the 

different atmospheres. To illustrate the relationship between the aging duration and temperature 

applied during the considered tests, their correlation coefficient was calculated using the Spearman 

correlation 𝑟𝑠 shown in Eq.(21). This coefficient is determined by dividing the covariance of the rank 

(rk) variables by the product of the standard deviations 𝜎𝑖  of the rank variables. 

𝑟 =
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑟𝑘𝑥, 𝑟𝑘𝑦)

𝜎𝑟𝑘𝑥
∙ 𝜎𝑟𝑘𝑦

 (21) 
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Table 6. Tendencies for aging tests on selective absorbers, based on 79 aging conditions from 59 articles 

Type of absorber 

Textured surface 
Multilayer 

absorber 
Cermet Tandem absorber 

1  

[240] 

5 

 [86,108,133,192] 

31 

[60,62,71,72,79,81,85,88,144,1

50,170,171,180,181,183–

186,188,225,226,241] 

42  

[60,119–121,123–

128,130–132,172–

174,189,225,227–

236,238,239,242] 

Temperature 

< 400°C 400 - 499°C 500 - 599°C ≥ 600°C 

7 

[88,108,110,124,

127,150,239] 

17 

[119,125,128,130

,150,173,184,189

,225,229,236,238

,242] 

29 

[60,62,72,81,86,120,121,126,1

31,132,144,150,169,170,172,1

81,186,188,189,225,227,231,2

32,234,239,240,242] 

26 

[60,71,72,79,84,123,130,

133,171,174,180,183,18

5,187,226,228,230,233,2

36,238,239,241,242] 

Atmosphere 

Vacuum Nitrogen Air 

42 

[60,62,71,72,79,81,84–

86,88,124,125,130,132,

144,169,173,174,180,18

3–

186,188,226,228,230–

234,236,238,239,241,24

2] 

2 

[170,181] 

35 

[108,110,119–

121,123,124,124,126,128,130,131,

133,150,171,172,189,225,227,229,

235,236,238,239,242] 

Numbers of hours 

< 10 h 10 - 99 h 100 - 499 h 500 - 999 h ≥ 1000 h 

17 

[71,72,85,86,1

08,123,126,13

1,133,144,172,

185,227,228,2

33] 

9 

[62,110,120,

130,170,180

,239] 

29 

[60,79,119,128,13

2,169,171,174,18

3,186,189,226,22

9–232,238–242] 

13 

[81,84,121,124,127,

173,225,239,242] 

11 

[88,125,150,181,184,

188,225] 
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Figure 58. Correlation between aging temperature and duration based on 79 aging conditions from 59 articles 

The large disparity in Figure 58 shows that there is no consensus on the aging protocols applied to solar 

absorber coatings: each manufacturer applies different aging to their absorber, without following any 

standard procedure. Most tests are for temperatures between 400°C to 600°C and durations between 

100 and 1000 hours.  The applied temperatures are higher in vacuum conditions than in air, underlining 

the deleterious effect of oxidation on the coatings durability. Test durations in vacuum and air are 

similar, although there seems to be a tendency for longer durations in air, as CSP applications now 

demand it. The longest durations (≥ 1,000 hours) are applied at temperatures between 350°C and 

600°C, mostly in air. The maximum duration applied to an absorber in this review is 5000 hours in air 

for a temperature of 350°C [150], to prove the durability of a commercial absorber. At the highest 

temperatures (≥ 700°C), the duration is short (≤ 10 hours), the tests being just intended to rapidly 

observe a deterioration of the coating and be able to make conclusions about failure mechanisms 

[72,180,228,233]. Overall, the negative values of the temperature-duration correlation coefficients, 

equal to -0.24 for vacuum tests and -0.37 for air tests, reflect that the aging duration is reduced as 

temperature increases, especially in air, as the time to failure also decreases in harsher conditions. 

Their weak values (closer to 0 than -1) further illustrates that no clear relationship exists between 

temperature and duration, especially in vacuum. 

On the whole, this bibliographic study shows that there is no common standard in aging procedures. 

This is in part due to the large variety of coating solutions explored, and their different thermal stability. 

However, it is mostly due to differing goals for coating developers. If some authors explore in detail 

the aging behavior of their coatings [181,184,225], most developers simply aim at demonstrating the 

stability of their coating performance [171,185,188,226]. They do not always push their coatings to 

failure, applying only temperatures too low and/or durations too short to reach it. In addition, they 

tend to carry out optical measurements only, but no further material characterization. Therefore, the 

thermal stability limit and aging mechanisms occurring in their coatings remain unexplored. Aging test 

standardization does not seem to be actively pursued in the solar selective absorber coating 

community.  

To better understand existing aging procedures and aspire to their standardization, we have divided 

them into two main categories, depending on the temperature, atmosphere and duration applied to 

the absorbers: representative aging and accelerated aging. These two ways of applying aging are 

detailed in the following. 
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 Representative aging 

Representative aging is the first (and often the last) step taken to test a solar selective absorber. The 

main objective with this type of aging is to prove the thermal stability of the coating under atmospheric 

and/or vacuum conditions close to that of the intended CSP application. An absorber coating is 

considered thermally stable when it is capable of maintaining its initial optical properties and integrity 

after being exposed to aging conditions. It is observed from the evolution of optical properties, i.e. 

solar absorptance and thermal emittance, with temperature and time. 

The chosen temperature for this type of test is slightly higher than the real operating temperature 

intended for the absorber, usually around 50°C higher. The chosen atmosphere also depends on the 

final use of the absorber. The most used options are:  

• air, an oxidant atmosphere that can be: 

o static (natural convection) or dynamic (forced convection); 

o dry (without H2O) or humid; 

o filtered (e.g. without H2O and CO2), or with added pollutants (e.g. NOx); 

o recreated using an equivalent partial pressure of oxygen [243]; 

• vacuum, with levels between 5·10-5 and 10 mbar [84]; 

• inert gases, such as nitrogen or argon [170,181].  

The last two are suitable for parabolic trough applications where the receiver is maintained under 

vacuum, or simply to compare with aging in air and highlight the specific effects of the oxidant 

atmosphere. Testing in air is mandatory for the other CSP technologies. 

In practice, representative aging tests can be initiated with short duration tests at increasing 

temperatures, to observe the thermal behavior and find the failure temperature of the absorber. These 

short duration tests last typically less than 10 hours, 2 hours being a popular choice [119,128,233,237]. 

Due to their short duration, they are only applied in one cycle, consisting of a controlled heating ramp, 

stable plateau at the testing temperature, then natural cooling.  

Afterwards, tests at longer durations (> 100 hours) are applied, cumulatively (on the same sample) or 

continuously (on different equivalent samples), below or around this failure temperature, to get an 

idea of the coating durability (long-term stability) in conditions representative of the CSP application. 

 Accelerated aging 

After applying representative aging to a solar selective absorber coating to find its thermal stability 

limit, accelerated aging can be applied, for the main purpose of predicting the lifetime of the absorber 

coating, by accelerating its aging over much shorter durations (e.g. several days or weeks) than its 

intended operating time (e.g. several years or tens of years).  

Methods for accelerated aging tests of solar absorber coatings were first introduced in the work of the 

International Energy Agency (IEA) Solar Heating and Cooling (SHC) Programme, under Task 10 “Solar 

materials R&D”(1985-1991) [244]. As a continuation of Task 10, the IEA Working Group of Materials in 

Solar Thermal Collectors (MSTC) was founded in 1994 [245–249]. These studies concerned low 

temperature solar thermal collectors working below 280°C, mostly for Domestic Hot Water (DHW) 

systems. Predictions of long-term stability of coatings for such solar collectors by accelerated aging in 

Task 10 were confirmed by examples in the field, e.g. in [250] for a selective absorber coating on a 

single glazed flat plate collector, assessed by performing constant load tests in the laboratory, where 

a temperature-dependent Arrhenius behavior was suggested for the degradation of optical properties. 

This type of testing method was submitted to the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
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in January 1997 [251] for standardization, later named ISO/CD 12592, 2 “Solar Energy – Materials for 

flat plate collectors – Qualification test procedures for solar surface durability”. Based on this standard, 

a qualification method of accelerated aging at higher temperature was presented by the European 

Committee for Standardization, named ISO standard draft EN 12975-3-1 (2011) [252]. It is now used 

for qualification evaluation and service life prediction for commercial products in low temperature 

solar collectors.  

Yet to this day no such standard was ever proposed for the accelerated aging and lifetime prediction 

of solar selective absorbers used in CSP. However similar aging procedures were attempted by SSACs 

developers. These procedures are therefore explained in further detail in the next subsections. 

4.1.2.1. Thermal stability and lifetime prediction with Arrhenius method 

Exposing the coatings to aging temperatures higher than the operating temperature is the most 

popular method of applying accelerated aging. It allows to activate and speed up thermally-induced 

physicochemical phenomena that can be responsible for the coating deterioration (see section 3.2). 

Thus for degradation caused by diffusion, oxidation or other chemical reactions, the temperature 

dependence of the process can be described by an Arrhenius relationship. The aging process rate K is 

then expressed with Eq.(22). 

𝐾 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐸𝑎 𝑅𝑇⁄ ) (22) 

Ea is the activation energy in kJ/mol, i.e., the minimum energy required to start the aging process. A is 

the characteristic parameter of the process (e.g. for diffusion, A is D0 as in Eq.(17) p.55). T is the 

temperature applied during the accelerated aging test. R is the gas constant. 

For SSACs, the aging of interest relates to the changes in solar absorptance S (S(t) = (t) – (t=0)) 

and/or thermal emittance  before and after the aging test. The rate in Eq.(22) is thus considered 

proportional to the variation of the optical properties with time (𝐾~
∆𝛼𝑆

∆𝑡
𝑜𝑟 

∆𝜀

∆𝑡
) and expressed in h-1. 

The evolutions S and  can also be followed simultaneously through the performance criterion PC 

(ISO 22975-3 standard [252], Eq.(23)). If degradations occur (decrease in solar absorptance and 

increase in thermal emittance), the value of PC increases: the higher PC, the higher the degradation. 

Once PC reaches 0.05, the coating is considered fully degraded. The degradation rate of Eq.(22) can 

therefore also be expressed as the evolution of PC with time. 

𝑃𝐶 = −∆𝛼𝑆 + 0.5 ∙ ∆𝜀 (23) 

It is usually presumed that there is only one mechanism of degradation [246] so that its activation 

energy Ea and parameter A can classically be attributed to said mechanism. Nevertheless, since the 

process rate is expressed as the change in optical properties with time, the Arrhenius relationship 

represents in this case a global degradation of the coating including all thermally-induced mechanisms, 

with a global activation energy Ea for optical degradation. If the kinetics of these phenomena differ too 

much, the estimation of Ea can become tricky. More to the point, to apply Arrhenius method one must 

verify by material characterization (e.g. EDS, XPS, TGA, etc.) that thermally-induced phenomena are 

the main cause for optical degradation in the chosen temperature range, so that they can be correctly 

represented by an Arrhenius law. 

To predict the lifetime of solar selective absorber coatings, this global activation energy must be 

estimated. It can be determined using an Arrhenius plot vs. 1/T (Eq.(24) derived from Eq. (22)). Its 

linear slope −
𝐸𝑎

𝑅
 gives direct access to Ea.  
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𝑙𝑛(𝐾) = 𝑙𝑛 (
∆𝛼𝑆 𝑜𝑟 ∆𝜀

∆𝑡
) = −

𝐸𝑎

𝑅
∙

1

𝑇
+ 𝑙𝑛 𝐴 (24) 

To obtain this plot, several equivalent samples of the same coating are used. Each sample is treated at 

a different temperature, called accelerated temperatures Tacc, that must be chosen carefully. Indeed 

they must be higher than the aimed operating temperature Top by a meaningful amount, to significantly 

accelerate aging, though not too high and not too far from one another, so that the aging mechanisms 

at play remain the same than at Top and also the same for all Tacc values. For good accuracy, at least 

three temperatures are needed for pertinent linear regression; a step in temperature of less than 50°C 

is used; several samples are treated for each temperature Tacc; the variation of optical properties at 

each Tacc must be monitored at regular intervals and the test must reach a reasonable total duration, 

typically around or longer than 100 hours. As an example, Figure 59 illustrates an accelerated aging 

test in air previously carried out at PROMES laboratory on a TiAlN tandem absorber [253] intended for 

Top = 350 - 500°C. Accelerated temperatures of 600, 620 and 650°C were applied with durations of 150, 

100 and 40 hours respectively. An activation energy around 155 kJ/mol was deduced from the 

corresponding Arrhenius plot. 

Knowing the activation energy, the yearly decay rate d(Top) in %/year of the optical property of interest 

at the operating temperature Top can be estimated using Eq.(25). It takes into account the number of 

hours of operation over a year, typically 8 hours/day for 365 days = 2920 hours/year. The absolute 

decay at Top can then be deduced by multiplying the yearly decay rate by the number of years of 

operation intended for the coating (Eq.(26)), typically 25 years.  

 
Figure 59. Solar absorptance evolution with accelerated aging tests of a TiAlN coating at PROMES and corresponding 

Arrhenius plot [253] 

Knowing the activation energy, the yearly decay rate d(Top) in %/year of the optical property of interest 

at the operating temperature Top can be estimated using Eq.(25). It takes into account the number of 

hours of operation over a year, typically 8 hours/day for 365 days = 2920 hours/year. The absolute 

decay at Top can then be deduced by multiplying the yearly decay rate by the number of years of 

operation intended for the coating (Eq.(26)), typically 25 years.  

𝑑(𝑇𝑜𝑝) [%/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟] = −𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−𝐸𝑎

𝑅 · 𝑇𝑜𝑝
) ∙ 𝑁° ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 (25) 

𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦 (%) = 𝑑(𝑇𝑜𝑝) · 𝑁° 𝑜𝑓 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 (26) 

 

These values are illustrated in Figure 60 for the previous example. At Top = 500°C a drop in absorptance 

of 7 points/year gives rise to an unacceptable decrease in absorptance of 10 points after only 2 years. 

At Top = 350°C the estimated lifetime is higher than 25 years with a decrease in absorptance lower than 

1 point. 
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Figure 60. Solar absorptance yearly decay rate vs. operation temperature (left) and solar absorptance absolute decay vs. 

time in operation (right) of a TiAlN coating at PROMES [253] 

An acceleration factor 𝑎𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑐
 of the aging at Tacc can be deduced from the activation energy (Eq.(27) 

derived from Eq.(22)). It allows estimating the test duration tacc needed to be applied to the coating at 

temperature Tacc to reach the same state as after the operation time top at temperature Top. These 

values are illustrated in Figure 61 for the previous example: for instance, the accelerated aging duration 

needed to represent 25 years of operation for 8 hours/day (73000h) at Top = 500°C is tacc ≈ 6 months 

(193 days) at Tacc = 600°C, or 2 months at 650°C. In another work [151], the time to reach PC = 0.05 

(Eq.(23)), considered as irreversible optical degradation, was calculated as a function of Top following 

a similar procedure. The coating was declared stable at 375°C for 25 years of standard operation. 

𝑎𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑐
=

𝑡𝑜𝑝@ 𝑇𝑜𝑝

𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑐  @ 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑐
= 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝐸𝑎

𝑅
∙ [

1

𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑐
−

1

𝑇𝑜𝑝
]) (27) 

 
Figure 61. Acceleration factor and accelerated aging duration calculated for a TiAlN coating at PROMES [253] 

The example in Figure 61 shows that the acceleration factor accessible with accelerated aging strongly 

depends on the operation temperature: the higher Top, the longer the necessary aging to become 

representative of the real time in operation (e.g., 25 years at Top). It is also possible to increase Tacc, but 

one must still ensure that aging phenomena remain similar at both temperature levels (Top and Tacc) 

for Arrhenius method to stay valid. Higher aging temperatures may induce new phenomena such as 

phase changes or densification. 

Figure 62 [161] further illustrates this notion and also considers the influence of the activation energy 

of optical degradation, based on two examples found in the literature: a mid-temperature selective 

coating (SCHOTT PTR70 receiver coating, Ea = 170 kJ/mol, Top = 400°C [254]) and a high temperature 

selective coating (TiAlN/AlON tandem absorber, Ea = 100 kJ/mol, Top = 500°C [128,151]). At 700°C, the 

acceleration factors are respectively 25 and 11700, giving rise to aging durations of respectively 19h 

and 8940h (more than a year). This example highlights that the Arrhenius method, first suggested for 

low temperature absorber coatings (solar thermal collectors), may be suitable for accelerating the 
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aging of mid-temperature coatings [254], but in most cases the aging will not be accelerated enough 

for new generations of SSACs intended for operation at higher temperatures: test durations exceeding 

a few weeks or months mobilize too many technical and financial resources. 

 
Figure 62. Acceleration factor and accelerated aging duration calculated for two different cases [161] 

4.1.2.2. Influence of thermal load: effective mean service temperature method 

A solar absorber is exposed to temperatures that may vary greatly during its lifetime. The effective 

mean service temperature Teff, deduced from Eq.(28) [251] and derived from Arrhenius method, is a 

good representation of this thermal load. 

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓
) = ∫ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇
) ∙ 𝑓(𝑇) ∙ 𝑑𝑇

𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

 (28) 

f(T) is the yearly frequency function for the service temperature of the absorber surface, i.e., the time 

fraction of a year when the service temperature is in the interval [T ; T + dT]. Tmin and Tmax are the 

minimum and maximum service temperatures. Ea is the Arrhenius activation energy of the optical 

degradation. R is the gas constant. Figure 63 shows the function f(T) (left) and effective temperature 

Teff vs. activation energy (right) of the absorber, for two cases:  

• a standard profile for low temperature solar thermal collectors (blue), suggested by the IEA 

Working Group Materials in Solar Thermal Collectors, with Tmin = -10° and Tmax = 180°C [251]; 

• an estimated profile for mid-high temperature (red), typical of parabolic trough or Fresnel 

technologies using molten salts as heat transfer fluid (melting point around 230°C, stability 

limit of 565°C) with Tmin = 200° and Tmax = 540°C [161]. Teff is much higher in this case. 

 
Figure 63. Examples of yearly frequency function f(T) (left) for low (blue [251]) and high temperature (red [161]) solar 

absorbers, and corresponding effective mean service temperature vs. activation energy [161]  

An accelerated aging methodology can be designed based on the effective temperature. Eq.(29) is used 

to convert the intended 25-year service life (considering PC remains below 0.05, see Eq.(23)) into a 

“shortest failure time” tfail at a given accelerated temperature Tacc. Figure 64 illustrates the shortest 
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time to failure vs. activation energy at two values of Tacc: 250°C for the low temperature absorber (blue) 

and 700°C for the high temperature absorber (red). For low temperature solar absorbers, the time to 

failure considering degradation mechanisms with Ea ≥ 50 kJ/mol is tfail = 10 days when aging at 250°C, 

which are very acceptable conditions for aging tests. For higher temperature absorbers however, the 

time to failure considering degradation mechanisms with Ea ≥ 100 kJ/mol reaches 11 years when aging 

at 700°C. In other words, it would take 11 years of aging tests at 700°C to be representative of 25 years 

of operation at the effective mean service temperature: this is hardly accelerated aging anymore. Once 

again, this aging methodology is not suitable for high temperature absorbers. 

𝑡𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙  [𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠] = 25 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝐸𝑎

𝑅
∙ [

1

𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝐸𝑎)
−

1

𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑐
]) (29) 

 
Figure 64. Failure time vs. activation energy for two different accelerated temperatures (low in blue, high in red) [161] 

4.1.2.3. Towards more suitable accelerated aging methods? 

As discussed, the previous classical accelerated aging methods are not always well suited for testing 

high temperature solar absorber coatings, due to the low acceleration factor they provide. Also they 

do not take into account parameters other than the temperature levels reached by the absorber. Other 

aging methodologies may be of interest in this field, and some of them are proposed in this section. 

4.1.2.3.1. Considering thermal fatigue 

Thermal cycling is inherent to the life of solar absorbers. This cycling results in thermomechanical 

fatigue (see section 3.3.2), that can lead to the failure of the absorber. Therefore, the response of 

candidate SSACs to thermal cycling should be tested. The Coffin-Manson relationship (Eq.(30)) is 

commonly used to model the low-cycle fatigue failure of materials subjected to thermal cycling [255–

257]. The same formalism can be applied to CSP solar absorbers [258]. It is based on the notion that a 

power-law dependence  exists between the material optical degradation (e.g. the evolution of solar 

absorptance with the number of cycles: 𝑑𝛼 𝑑𝑛⁄ ) and the temperature change T during the cycles 

(𝛥𝑇 = 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥  −  𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛). 𝑓(𝛼) represents the time-dependence of the degradation mechanism (e.g. in 

[258], the evolution of absorptance with thermal cycling could be fitted with 𝛼(𝑡) = 𝑎 ∙ 𝑡𝛾 + 𝛼0 power 

law, which they derived to obtain 𝑓(𝛼) = −(𝛼0 − 𝛼)
𝛾−1

𝛾 .  

𝑑𝛼

𝑑𝑛
= 𝑘(𝛥𝑇) ∙ 𝑓(𝛼) = 𝐴 ∙ (𝛥𝑇)𝛽 ∙ 𝑓(𝛼) (30) 
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Thermal cycling accelerated aging can be applied using this formalism, to obtain a lifetime prediction. 

Considering the cycles seen by the absorber in real operating conditions (e.g. for the Ivanpah central 

receiver plant, the annual load consists in n = 430 thermal cycles with temperature change 

𝛥𝑇𝑜𝑝 = 672 K + 2300h of isothermal load at 716.7°C [258]), the aging can be accelerated with an 

acceleration factor 𝑎𝐶−𝑀 by applying cycles with 𝛥𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑐 > 𝛥𝑇𝑜𝑝 (Eq.(31), with  the Coffin-Manson 

coefficient from Eq.(30)). For the method to remain valid, the accelerated testing maximum 

temperature should not exceed the temperature of thermal stability limit of the absorber.  

𝑎𝐶−𝑀 = (
𝛥𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑐

𝛥𝑇𝑜𝑝
)

𝛽

 (31) 

As an example, a lifetime prediction for an industrial absorber coating (paint) using this method is 

presented in Figure 65 [258]. It compares the effects of isothermal (expected lifetime 36 years), cyclic 

(16 years) and coupled isothermal + cyclic loads (12 years), showing how the last two cases have a 

strong influence of the lifetime of the absorber. This example underlines that thermal fatigue testing 

is critical when developing a solar absorber coating, although rarely taken into account. 

 
Figure 65. Optical degradation of HSA coatings under isothermal (IT), cyclic (CYC) and coupled (IT + CYC) loads, with 

limiting threshold at absorptance = 0.95 [258] 

4.1.2.3.2. Considering thermomechanical fatigue-creep phenomena 

As mentioned before (section 3.3.2.5), few research efforts regarding the thermomechanical aspects 

of aging for solar absorber thin coatings can be found in the literature. Among them, Montero-Chacón 

et al. [211] proposed a thermomechanical analysis of a tubular receiver with TiN/TiC:a-C/Al2O3 

selective coating, using bottom-up multiscale simulation: from Molecular Dynamics at the nanoscale, 

to Representative Volume Element (RVE) at the microscale, to Finite Elements Method (FEM) at the 

receiver scale (Figure 66). Considering the materials thermal and mechanical properties (specific heat, 

thermal conductivity, coefficient of thermal expansion, elastic modulus, stress-strain curves), they 

were able to estimate stress distributions in the single layers and inside the absorber nanocomposite 

(a-C matrix with TiC inclusions). Although it does not constitute an aging procedure per se, nor provides 

a lifetime prediction, such analysis can be useful to foresee potential critical zones that could lead to 

the failure of the coating. However, the authors concede that their method is not straightforward as 

“it requires the expertise of the computational material scientists and is time-consuming”. 
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Figure 66. Multiscale thermomechanical analysis of a tubular receiver coated with TiN/TiC:a-C/Al2O3 [211] 

Regarding experimental aging procedures, during the ASTORIX project (ANR 2014-2019, PROMES-

CNRS partner), it was advised that thermomechanical aging tests must be applied to SSACs for more 

realistic lifetime prediction, in the same manner as for high temperature thermal power plant 

materials. As a first approach in the ASTORIX project, TiAlN absorbers were for instance submitted to 

bending tests at 150 MPa inside a furnace, first with constant temperature of 600°C at different 

durations up to 192h, then with thermal cycling between 600°C (8 hours) and 250°C (16 hours, natural 

cooling), and their microstructure and optical properties were studied to follow the impact of aging 

(unpublished work). 

High temperature tensile or bending tests were proposed as they can effectively combine cyclic 

(fatigue) and long duration (creep) thermomechanical loads, with controlled strain rate (Figure 67). 

Tests at different temperatures and strain rates are classically used for bulk materials and provide 

accelerated aging and time to failure/lifetime predictions (e.g. [259]), in a similar manner as with the 

previously discussed thermal aging and thermal fatigue protocols, except thermomechanical failure is 

more often determined by the apparition and fast propagation of microcracks. These methods could 

also be adapted to receivers covered with SSACs, as was initiated in the ASTORIX project, considering 

failure as loss of optical performance. 

 
Figure 67. Typical stress-strain curves and corresponding strain rates (in relative deformation L/L per second) 

4.1.2.3.3. Considering atmospheric conditions 

Contrary to solar mirrors [260–262], the influence of water vapor (humidity), salt sprays or sand 

particles in the operating atmosphere of the solar absorber are rarely considered factors when testing 

their durability. However only some authors have considered it [258,263]. For instance, Noč et al. [258] 

found that in similar thermal conditions, the addition of humidity had a notably aggravating effect on 

the degradation of solar absorptance (Figure 68). Chen et al. [263] found that salt spraying (NaCl 50 

g/L) resulted in the corrosion of some SSACs at temperatures as low as 35°C and durations as short as 

24h.  
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Figure 68. Optical degradation under similar cyclic thermal load, in dry (A) and humid (B) air [258] 

To apply accelerated aging tests with humidity, a well-accepted model of the humidity stress factor 

known as Peck’s model (Eq.(32)) can be used [264–266]. This model includes the effect of relative 

humidity (RH), and of temperature using an Arrhenius term with activation energy Ea. 

𝑡𝑓 = (𝑅𝐻)𝑛 · 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇
) (32) 

tf is the time to failure, RH is the relative humidity and n is the kinetic parameter, which depends on 

the materials. To estimate Ea under humidity, tests at three different temperatures and constant 

humidity can be applied. In a similar manner, tests at three levels of humidity and constant 

temperature can be applied to determine n.  

This is also a type of accelerated aging, with an acceleration factor 𝑎𝑃. The latter is given by Eq.(33) 

where 𝑅𝐻𝑜𝑝 and 𝑇𝑜𝑝 represent the real operating conditions depending on the type of CSP technology 

and its implantation site, while 𝑅𝐻𝑎𝑐𝑐 and 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑐  are the relative humidity and temperature applied 

during the aging tests. 

𝑎𝑃 = (
𝑅𝐻𝑜𝑝

𝑅𝐻𝑎𝑐𝑐
)

𝑛

· 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇
∙ [

1

𝑇𝑜𝑝
−

1

𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑐
]) (33) 

4.1.2.3.4. Considering concentrated solar irradiance 

As solar absorbers are intended to be exposed to concentrated solar radiation, accelerated thermal 

aging protocols can be designed using said radiation, to be more representative of the CSP application, 

especially regarding high temperature gradients and high flux densities with energetic UV-visible 

photons, that cannot be produced with simple thermal aging in a furnace. Only few attempts were 

made using concentrated solar irradiance as aging accelerant, mostly due to the technical complexity 

and cost of the required facilities (see section 4.2.2). Previous work in PROMES-CNRS laboratory 

proposed such aging procedures [36,160,267,268], using a unique solar facility that will be presented 

in details in the next chapters, as it was also implemented and further developed in this thesis. The 

facility was calibrated and designed to be as representative as possible of thermal flux profiles seen by 

solar receivers in real CSP operation (Figure 69). It allowed for high irradiance levels, high temperature 

gradients, rapid thermal cycling and thermal shocks, as a way to apply representative and accelerated 

aging. Similar efforts were made in other concentrated solar and solar-simulated facilities [35,224]. 
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Figure 69. Configuration (left) and experimental/simulated temperature responses to cyclic irradiance (right) in solar 

aging facility developed in PROMES-CNRS [36] 

However little to none experimental data regarding materials aged in real working conditions for 

several years is publicly available to this day. It is thus all the more difficult to determine which 

acceleration parameters would pertinently represent or accelerate real solar aging. Solar accelerated 

aging protocols were proposed, mostly based on the knowledge of thermal stability, but no consensus 

exists in this domain and no lifetime prediction is yet derived from these types of studies. 

Overall, a large variety of solutions to test and ensure the stability and durability of solar absorbers 

exists. However the technical means to apply the more complex aging tests proposed in section 4.1.2.3 

are not always accessible to developers. Indeed, these tools can be very specific, as presented in the 

next section. 

4.2. Aging facilities 

Aging facilities are specific equipment used to apply the possible sources of degradation (section 2) 

and accelerated aging methodologies (section 4.1) to determine the durability of solar selective 

absorbers. By using chambers and furnaces, different harsh environments can be created, where aging 

parameters (temperature, cycling, humidity, irradiance, etc.) are controlled, and adjusted to partly 

simulate the conditions that can be seen by the solar absorber of a CSP plant. 

 Thermal aging/cycling in electric furnaces 

Programmable tubular or muffle electric furnaces (Figure 70), capable of reaching high temperatures 

up to 1800°C, are the most used aging equipment for solar selective absorbers (e.g. [121,269,270]). 

They are mostly used to apply isothermal aging, and in some cases slow thermal cycling, often for long 

exposure (> 1000 hours) and/or multiple cycles (> 200 cycles). In many studies, they are used for service 

lifetime prediction of absorbers, applying long term testing at different temperatures to apply the 

Arrhenius method [258] (section 4.1.2.1). 
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Figure 70. An example of muffle furnace (Nabertherm furnace) used for thermal aging 

The configuration of these furnaces ensures a good thermal uniformity inside the heating chamber, by 

using ceramic heating plates. It also offers a good control of the temperature using a PID (proportional-

integral-derivative) controller and thermocouples installed along the inside of the furnace. This way, 

heating can be applied as a linear profile with a fixed heating ramp, though the latter is limited by the 

furnace inertia and power. The cooling phase is often not controlled but simple natural cooling with 

decreasing exponential profile, also dependent on the furnace inertia. 

Most electric furnaces work in atmospheric conditions, however some are also equipped to obtain 

vacuum conditions, with vacuum levels down to 10-5 mbar. Both configurations are widely used for 

solar absorbers, with tests done under atmospheric conditions for central receiver and LFR absorbers 

and under vacuum conditions for PT absorbers.  

Overall, this type of aging facility can give access to a good prediction of the thermal stability of solar 

absorbers. However the relatively slow heating ramp accessible (e.g. 20°C/min) and the radiation (mid-

infrared) applied to the absorbers create non-realistic conditions compared to real CSP working 

conditions, where the rise in temperature can be very quick (e.g. 20°C/s) and the absorbed radiation 

is in the solar range (UV-Vis-NIR). Other types of aging facilities offer more realistic conditions, as 

explained in the following subsection. The main advantage of electric furnaces is that they allow for a 

more precise control and reproducibility of the aging tests over long durations. 

 Thermal cycling under concentrated solar radiation 

4.2.2.1. Solar furnaces 

A solar furnace is a facility that uses a concentrating system to produce high irradiance levels and 

subsequent high temperatures at the focal point of such system, where materials are placed to test 

them. This type of aging device can thus simulate more realistic CSP conditions than electric furnaces.  

Representative or accelerated aging conditions can be simulated with adapting the solar flux density, 

temperature level and temperature/flux gradients: irradiance levels can be adapted by using shutters, 

that can also give a rapid variation of the incoming solar flux. The most used concentrating system for 

solar furnaces is the parabolic dish (Figure 71), due to the good optical efficiency that gives high-flux 

solar radiation levels and also an easy access to the focal point. This technology enables to reach very 

high temperatures, thanks to the high optical efficiency of the parabolic dishes used  with a 

concentration factor often higher than 10,000 [267]. 
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Figure 71. Example of a solar furnace located at the Plataforma Solar de Almeria [271] 

There are three well-known solar furnace installations used for aging research purposes: PSA 

(Plataforma Solar de Almeria) laboratories in Almeria (Spain) [271] (Figure 71), PROMES-CNRS 

laboratory in Odeillo (France) [267] and Sandia National Laboratory NSTT (National Solar Thermal Test 

Facility) in Albuquerque, New Mexico (US) [224]. These laboratories have long experience in the field, 

which has enabled an optimization of such facilities. One of the reference works done on solar furnaces 

for research purposes is presented by Berenguel et al. [271] with the 20 kW solar furnace in Almeria. 

It shows several types of PID with gain scheduling and a self-tuning controller, as well as experimental 

results for temperature control with a law developed for this type of furnace [272]. 

In practice, irradiance levels are highly dependent on atmospheric conditions and sky clarity over time, 

so there is some uncertainty about the applied aging parameters, due to the dependence on weather 

fluctuations during the experiment. Also the aging duration is limited to the number of hours of direct 

sunlight during the day, therefore the total aging duration is necessarily shorter than with electric 

furnaces, due to the large number of days needed to accumulate hours of aging on the samples (e.g. 6 

hours of aging under concentrated solar irradiance correspond to 2 half-days of tests, often spread 

over several days, weather pending). Finally, these facilities imply relatively high investment costs and 

require specific know-how. These are all disadvantages for this aging technology, which however 

remains the closest to real CSP operation. 

4.2.2.2. High-flux solar simulators 

Solar simulators are based on a light source that duplicates the solar spectrum and beam 

characteristics, to recreate an artificial emission spectrum similar to real solar radiation. A high-flux 

solar simulator is a type of solar simulator that gives access to high irradiance fluxes with the help of 

optical concentrators and high-powered lamps to be used indoors [273]. 

High-flux solar simulators combine the advantages of the previous aging facilities. As for electric 

furnaces, tests can be applied for long durations, and this whatever the climate, weather or DNI 

conditions, also providing more stable and reproducible experimental conditions. As for solar furnaces 

however, the tested materials can be heated with high heating ramps and irradiated with concentrated 

“solar-like” radiation instead of infrared thermal radiation, thus reaching irradiance and temperature 

levels more representative of the CSP application.  

The light sources used in high flux simulators are xenon arc, metal halide or argon lamps, emitting 

near-solar light, and equipped with an ellipsoidal back reflector serving as concentrator (Figure 72). 

The first designs were built in the 1960s, to be used in space applications research projects sponsored 

by NASA for spacecraft ground-testing by simulating environments at orbital altitudes [274–276]. In 

the 1970s, low-flux solar simulators were first used for the development of solar collectors, then in the 
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1990s, high-flux simulators were built, mostly for testing thermochemical and CSP components. The 

first design of a high-flux simulator was proposed in 1991 for the study of chemical reactions under 

high temperature and flux, at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory [277]. With the help of an ellipsoidal 

concentrator, it delivered 3 kW on a 7 x 7 cm target and the peak flux reached 16 MW/m2. 

 
Figure 72. MIT CSP solar simulator [278] 

Currently, there are several high-flux solar simulators around the world, capable of achieving high 

fluxes (1000 - 15000 kW/m²), used mostly for research purposes. The Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) [277], 

the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich [279,280], the German Aerospace Center (DLR) 

[281], the University of Minnesota [282], the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [278], the 

Spectrolab (T-HIPSS) in USA and the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid in Spain [283], all have designed 

and built such systems for studying thermochemical processes and materials under very high 

concentration. One of the references for solar simulators for CSP purposes is the one developed at PSI 

[277]: 50 kW or 11000 suns, with 10 independent arrays of xenon arc lamps and their ellipsoidal 

concentrators, making it easier to apply various power capacities. Hence the same designs are 

successfully used in DLR and University of Minnesota.  

The main drawbacks of this technology are the associated costs, in most cases higher than $100k, and 

also the difficult assembly and operation due to the large size, customized components, and significant 

safety requirements regarding fire hazard, ozone extraction, etc. Xenon arc lamps, the most used in 

this type of simulator, are also quite expensive and must be replaced regularly (e.g. every 1000 hours). 

To solve the cost problem, a low cost reduced-size solar simulator was built at MIT [278]. It uses seven 

1.5 kW metal halide lamps as light source and offers mid flux levels: peak 60 kW/m² and average 45 

kW/m². The peak irradiance is therefore lower (due to poorly concentrating reflectors), but the total 

cost is maintained below $10k. In any case, a very high level of concentrated irradiance is not necessary 

for testing materials intended for much lower concentration CSP systems such as parabolic troughs. 

 Atmospheric conditions: controlled atmosphere chambers 

Controlled atmosphere or climate/weathering chambers are another type of aging technology. Climate 

chambers allow testing absorbers with Damp Heat, Humidity Freeze, sand erosion or Neutral Salt 

Spray. These types of chambers are more widely used to test solar reflectors and PV modules, due to 

the low operating temperatures and exposure to conditions at ground level. However they can also be 

relevant for testing solar absorbers [284]. 

A Damp Heat (DH) tester is a climate test chamber usually set to work at 85°C and 85% relative 

humidity (HR). Damp heat tests are relevant when the receiver is not in operation, for example during 

the night or in the absence of sun, with a humid atmosphere or dew [285,286]. The standards used for 
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this type of test are IEC 62108 Test 10.7 and IEC 61215-1 [287,288]. The Humidity Freeze (HF) test is 

similar to the Damp heat test, except it adds thermal cycling between 85°C and -40°C, with 85%HR for 

temperatures higher than 0°C. The standard used for this test is also the IEC 62108, Test 10.8. Both of 

these tests are usually applied for long durations, typically 2000 hours [260]. 

The Neutral Salt Spray (NSS) chamber is particularly relevant to test solar absorbers intended for CSP 

plants located near the coast, because of the saline atmosphere. This low temperature corrosion test 

method is standardized (ISO 22975-3:2014 [289]) with a typical exposure of 3000 hours at 35°C and 

100%HR with NaCl 50 g/L sprayed solutions. It is a popular method to check the corrosion resistance 

of materials and coatings, and was applied to solar absorber coatings [284].  

Sand erosion tests (Figure 73) can also be considered as testing procedures to estimate the lifetime of 

solar absorbers. This test is more widely used for solar reflectors [290] due to their larger aperture and 

proximity to the ground. For solar absorbers, the standard used for this test is MILSTD 810 G, where 

parameters such as wind profiles and particle size are chosen.  

 
Figure 73. Sand erosion tests at PSA lab [290] 

If these weathering tests amount to accelerated aging for low temperature materials such as mirrors 

and PV cells, for CSP absorbers they often relate to representative conditions rather than accelerated 

ones. However they can serve as a first indication of the absorbers stability to atmospheric conditions.  

As a general rule, the tests can be adapted to be close to the expected environmental loads on the 

absorber in real working conditions (e.g. corrosivity class of the location of the CSP plant, exposure 

to/velocity of sand particles, etc.), which differ for each CSP technology and implantation site. 

 Thermomechanical aging (fatigue-creep) 

High temperature tensile or bending tests (Figure 74) consist in applying a mechanical load on a sample 

placed inside a hot furnace and following the response of the material (specifically its deformation or 

strain, see section 3.3). They are widely used to test the thermomechanical behavior of bulk materials 

for thermal and thermomechanical applications. Although they rarely are, they could also be used on 

coated solar receiver samples. For instance, during the ASTORIX project (ANR 2014-2019), the 

thermomechanical aging of high temperature TiAlN solar absorber coatings was tested (see section 

4.1.2.3.2 p.81): a specific sample holder was developed to apply controlled bending loads on the 

samples while inserted in a furnace at 600°C (Figure 74, right). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coating
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Figure 74. High temperature tensile tester (left), custom bending tester applied to TiAlN absorber coatings (right, 

courtesy of ANR ASTORIX project and Mines Saint-Etienne) 

5. Conclusions on aging studies and justification of the present work 

The main goal for current and next generation CSP plants is to increase the plant global efficiency by 

increasing the operating temperature, so as to increase the heat-to-electricity conversion efficiency. 

This also increases the temperature that solar receivers, the components in charge of absorbing solar 

radiation, will have to withstand, typically between 550 and 800°C, ideally in air. Yet the surface of the 

receiver still needs to be optically functionalized to guarantee high solar-to-heat conversion efficiency. 

This is achieved with spectrally selective absorber coatings (SSACs), combining high solar absorptance 

and low infrared emittance. The temperature stability limit of current commercial coatings is however 

between 400°C and 580°C in vacuum, so far they exhibit poor thermal stability at high temperatures 

under atmospheric conditions. Thus, there is still a need to find solar selective absorber coatings with 

satisfying thermal and mechanical stability at high temperatures in atmospheric conditions, and this 

for long durations, i.e., durability. As a consequence, research in the field of air-stable high 

temperature SSACs is very active. 

The harsher working conditions these new SSACs are intended for however calls for a thorough 

evaluation of their aging behavior, in order to validate their suitability. Indeed, CSP absorbers are 

subjected to many potential and interdependent sources of degradation: high flux solar radiation, high 

temperatures, thermal cycling, thermal shocks, oxidant/corrosive/erosive atmospheres, etc. Yet often 

such aging analysis remains limited. Current aging tests in the literature focus on conservative tests at 

laboratory scale, not representative of CSP applications. In most cases, they are purely thermal 

treatments applied in electric furnaces heating with infrared radiation, due to the simplicity and 

availability of the technology. Often no thermal cycling is applied (continuous tests) and the materials 

are tested at moderate temperatures in air (< 400°C) or higher temperatures but in vacuum, mostly 

for short durations (< 100 h).  

The most frequently identified aging mechanisms are therefore necessarily thermally-induced, and 

directly linked (with an Arrhenius law) to temperature. The main ones are: atomic interdiffusion of the 

chemical elements from the support material (usually a metallic alloy) and the different layers 

constituting the SSAC (metallic infrared-reflective sublayer, absorber layer, antireflective top layer); 

oxidation of any or all materials of the absorber (including the support and all layers of the SSAC), by 

surface adsorption, inward diffusion and insertion/bonding of oxygen atoms in the structure. Oxidation 

and diffusion often enhance one another as they both create defects and diffusion pathways in the 

crystal lattice. Although other phenomena are less studied in SSACs, the extensive know-how from 

other applications such as turbines, aeronautics or tools leads one to realize that CSP harsh working 

conditions can also cause phase changes, densification, thermal expansion, and related physical 

degradations such as the formation and propagation of cracks, which in turn enhance diffusion and 
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oxidation, as well as generate thermomechanical fatigue and creep. All these aging phenomena can 

potentially lead to deteriorating the SSACs, and subsequently to the failure of the absorber thermo-

optical performance, due to significant and deleterious changes in its initial optical properties (i.e., 

decrease in solar absorptance, increase in thermal emittance). Therefore, to validate new efficient and 

durable SSACs, their aging behavior needs to be more deeply investigated, anticipated, corrected.  

In this context, alternative aging methods need to be proposed and more systematically be applied to 

SSAC-covered absorbers, to get closer to the CSP application and more representative of its working 

conditions, for instance: 

• tests in electric furnaces for long durations (e.g. > 1000 hours) and several temperatures above 

the thermal stability limit of the absorber, to apply accelerated aging and attempt lifetime 

prediction, although the acceleration factor may be limited; 

• tests under concentrated solar irradiation and offering rapid thermal cycling: this calls for less 

standard aging tools such as solar furnaces or solar simulators; 

• tests in controlled atmosphere chambers, to assess the long-term resistance of the coated 

absorber to corrosive and erosive atmospheres: salt sprays, humidity, dew, pollutants, sand, 

dust, etc.); 

• tests combining high temperatures and mechanical stress for long durations, to study 

thermomechanical degradation occurring on the different absorbers.  

A needed improvement in aging strategies would be to better investigate the specific effects of each 

source of degradation encountered by solar absorbers in CSP applications as well as the synergy 

between them, leading to the failure of the absorber. It would indeed give more representative 

information about the aging behavior of the absorber in realistic conditions. This calls for 

complementary aging methodologies and tools, able to decouple as much as possible the potential 

sources of degradation. Some, among many possibilities, are suggested in Table 7. 

Table 7. Examples of complementary aging methodologies decoupling the sources of degradation encountered in CSP, 

each with thermal cycling option (slow: period ≈ h, rapid: period ≈ s) 

Applied source(s) 

of degradation 

Type of 

heating 

Type of 

illumination 

Type of 

thermal cycling 
Aging tool 

High temperature 

+ thermal cycling 
Thermal (IR) _ 

None 

Slow 
Electric furnace 

High temperature + Sun 

+ thermal cycling 

Sun 

or sunlight lamps 

None 

Rapid 

Solar furnace 

or solar simulator 

High temperature + UV 

+ thermal cycling 
Sun or thermal (IR) 

Sun or sunlight 

lamp + filter, 

or UV lamp 

_ 

Slow 

Solar furnace, 

solar simulator 

or UV chamber 

Mid-temperature + UV 

+ thermal cycling 
Thermal (IR) UV lamp 

_ 

Slow 
Controlled 

atmosphere 

chamber 
Mid-temperature + humidity 

+ thermal cycling 
Thermal (IR) _ 

_ 

Slow 

High temperature + mechanical 

+ thermal cycling 
Thermal (IR) _ 

_ 

Slow 

Tensile or bending 

tester 
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As a first step towards with ideal aging strategy, following the critical analysis of literature exposed in 

this chapter, this thesis will present original experimental studies focused on the following elements: 

• for practical reasons, not all the sources of degradation mentioned in Table 7 could be applied, 

as they are not all available at PROMES-CNRS, and the extensive corresponding work would go 

beyond the scope of a thesis. Therefore, the first two methodologies described in Table 7 were 

applied. They were compared with one another, with the objective to observe the synergy and 

decorrelate the specific effects of several critical aging parameters: high temperature, 

concentrated solar exposure, slow and rapid thermal cycling. For this purpose, a series of 

complementary aging tests, including representative and accelerated aging, were derived from 

the knowledge of aging factors under real CSP conditions and devised as explained in details 

in the following chapters. As a general rule, aging was increased or accelerated using higher 

values of aging parameters and/or repeated stress level variation (cycling). 

• the tests were applied on sets of equivalent samples, presenting three typical configurations 

for next-generation high temperature air-stable SSACs, and following the line of research and 

previous work done in our laboratory: two architectures based on tandem absorbers, provided 

by project collaborators (HEF-IREIS Saint-Etienne and CSIR-NAL Bangalore), and one with a 

dielectric-metal-dielectric multilayer absorber, developed at PROMES-CNRS in Perpignan 

[194]. The exact SSACs configurations will be presented in Chapter 3 and the equivalence of 

the sets of samples will be discussed in Chapter 4, as a prerequisite to comparable aging tests.  

• two PROMES-CNRS dedicated experimental aging facilities were implemented, calibrated, 

adapted and further developed during this thesis: an electric furnace that applies long-term 

thermal aging and slow thermal cycling, and a solar furnace that applies solar radiation for 

shorter durations and allows rapid thermal cycling. These aging tools and their characteristics 

will be presented extensively in the next chapters, as the control of their aging parameters is 

key to decoupling them and observe their specific effects. Aging tests performed thanks to the 

first tool will be presented at length in Chapter 4 on thermal aging. Chapter 5 will focus on 

solar aging results and their comparison with thermal aging.  

• in all cases, the impact of the different aging methodologies on the materials was mainly 

observed via the evolution of their optical properties, surface morphology and atomic 

composition, to establish the links between aging parameters, aging mechanisms and optical 

failure. On this basis, the pertinence of the different aging methodologies tested in this thesis 

will finally be discussed in Chapter 5. 

 

 

As a general rule, aging strategies for solar selective absorbers have two main goals: 

• the first, most popular one is to study the aging behavior occurring in the absorber for the 

ultimate purpose of determining if they are suitable for CSP applications, i.e., if they are 

thermally stable in air at high temperatures, for long durations, or in other words, durable. 

Indeed, there is a need to find durable solar selective absorber coatings, to guarantee the 

long-term efficiency of solar receivers and minimize the overall cost of electricity generation 

in CSP plants. Although it is not the main objective of this thesis, as a collateral result, our 

aging studies provided pertinent information in that regard concerning the three 

configurations considered.  
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• the second goal we found almost absent in the literature, although it appears to us to be 

decisive for future CSP deployment with technologies operating at high temperatures in air. 

It is a more long-term and global objective, and the subject of this thesis: to gather in-depth 

knowledge on the synergy and separate effects of the main sources of degradation seen by 

solar selective absorber coatings during their CSP operation, in the ultimate view of eventually 

drawing up broadly applicable test standards for the prediction of thermal stability, reliability 

and service life of solar absorber coatings operating in these demanding conditions, as is 

already the case for other solar thermal materials, such as solar mirrors and low temperature 

solar thermal collectors. 
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 Chapter 3 - Materials and methods 
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1. Absorber coatings used for aging studies 

In this section, the three different solar absorber coatings that were used for the experimental analysis 

of aging procedures are described, looking at the architecture and constituting materials of the 

absorber, and techniques and equipment used for the manufacturing of the tested samples. The first 

two types of absorbers were designed, optimized and manufactured by project collaborators, where 

PROMES-CNRS laboratory is in charge of the thermo-optical and aging characterization of the 

absorbers. The last type of absorber was developed at PROMES-CNRS. 

1.1. TiAlNx/TiAlNy tandem absorber 

This type of absorber was  developed within the framework of the ASTORIX project (2014-2019) 

[34,44,82,291–295], in collaboration with HEF-IREIS (Institut de Recherches en Ingérierie des Surfaces) 

in Saint-Etienne [296], a surface engineering company specializing in tribology and functionalization of 

surfaces, thermochemical treatments and physical vapor deposition (PVD). HEF was in charge of the 

optimization and fabrication of TiAlNx/TiAlNy tandem absorbers, intended as a new absorptive 

selective coating for central tower and linear Fresnel receivers working under atmospheric conditions 

at temperatures above 500°C. This project has ended and is continued by the NanoPlaST project (2019-

2024) [297]. 

 Materials and structure 

Titanium aluminum nitride (TiAlN) was developed in the late 1980s as an alternative to TiN films for 

cutting tool applications such as dry and high-speed cutting [298,299]. TiAlN exhibits superior oxidation 

resistance, abrasion resistance, high thermal stability, chemical inertness and low electrical resistivity 

at higher temperatures than TiN [300–303]. Although TiAlN films were initially developed for hard 

coating applications due to its good performance at high temperatures [298], it has been proven that 

it can also be used as a solar selective absorber with an absorptance value for a single layer of 0.8 

[304].  

The solar selective absorber studied in this thesis is based on a tandem absorber configuration (see 

Chapter 1 section 4.1.5), using titanium aluminum nitride TiAlN as the main material for the absorber 

layers, deposited on Inconel and stainless steel (SS) substrates (Figure 75). Following the structure of 

tandem absorbers, the TiAlNx/TiAlNy absorber has two layers with low and high content in nitrogen, 

thus switching from metallic-like to semiconductor-like behavior, with refractive index  gradation from 

high to low [34,44,120,124,291] (Figure 76).  

A TiAl infrared reflector sublayer [293] with intermediate n is added between the metallic substrate 

and the tandem absorber. On top of the absorber layers, a SiNCH antireflective layer is added to 

enhance solar absorption [292]. These types of materials are high temperature ceramic materials, 

suitable for antireflective coatings, with low refractive index, high hardness and good thermal stability 

up to 650°C in air [82,294]. A multilayer stack (Inconel/TiAl/TiAlNx/TiAlNy/SiNCH, Figure 75), with 

refractive index continuously decreasing from metallic substrate (high n) to ambient air (n = 1) is thus 

created, with complementary and optimal selective optical properties for CSP applications. These 

configurations were validated for both flat [34,44,291] and textured coatings [44,293].  
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Figure 75. TiAlNx/TiAlNy tandem absorber structure (1) and macroscopic image (2) 

 
Figure 76. Refractive index n (a) and extinction coefficient k (b) variation for low and high nitrogen content, measured by 

ellipsometry [293]  

In this thesis, the heliothermal efficiency of this absorber was systematically estimated for the 

following operating conditions, typical of new generations of Fresnel technologies: temperature of 

500°C, concentration ratio of 50, concentrator optical efficiency equal to 0.5 and for an incoming solar 

irradiance of 900 W/m². 

 Manufacturing process 

For the deposition of these samples an industrial pilot-scale deposition machine (TSD 2800R) was used 

[291] (Figure 77). This machine has been developed over 15 years. This equipment can treat large 

surfaces (long tubes of 2.57 meters) in a single batch. Three types of deposition sources can be used: 

cathodic arc, magnetron sputtering and distributed microwave plasma-enhanced chemical vapor 

deposition (PECVD). This machine has been described and used in previous studies [44,291,293]. 

 
Figure 77. Industrial pilot-scale deposition machine at HEF-IREIS (TSD 2800R) 

For the manufacturing of this solar selective absorber, the samples were fixed on a tube dual rotation 

system and were deposited by two different vacuum plasma deposition methods, physical vapor 

deposition (PVD) direct current magnetron sputtering of a TiAl target for the TiAl IR-reflective layer (in 

Ar plasma) and TiAlN absorber layers (in Ar / N2 plasma), and microwave PECVD for the SiCNH 

antireflective layer (in Ar / tetramethylsilane Si(CH3)4 / N2 reactive plasma). 
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1.2. WAlSiN tandem absorber 

This second absorber is developed at the CSIR-NAL (Council of Scientific & Industrial Research-National 

Aerospace Laboratories) in Bangalore, India, by the Surface Engineering Division (SED), within the 

framework of the CEFIPRA (Indo-French Center for the Promotion of Advanced Research) project 

n°5908-1 led by Pr. Harish C. Barshilia [305]. The objective of this collaboration is to design and develop 

new selective coatings for CSP receivers that can withstand high temperatures in air while maintaining 

their thermo-optical properties, using facile manufacturing processes. 

 Materials and structure 

The structure studied in this thesis is a tandem absorber configuration of W/WAlSiN/SiON/SiO2 on SS 

304 substrates. SS 304 was chosen for its high thermal stability and high corrosion resistance. The 

absorber is composed of a Tungsten sublayer, WAlSiN absorber layer and SiON/SiO2 antireflective 

layers [195] (Figure 78). 

 
Figure 78. W/WAlSiN/SiON/SiO2 tandem absorber: cross-sectional SEM image and structure (top) [195], macroscopic 

image (bottom)  

The WAlSiN absorber layer is itself a multilayered tandem structure, consisting of 18 layers of W2N and 

18 layers of AlSiN [306]. This multilayered structure strongly enhances the thermal stability of WAlSiN, 

as AlSiN is a highly thermodynamically stable material [307]. The use of metal nitrides as solar absorber 

coatings has been extensively studied because of their thermal stability, high oxidation resistance and 

high degree of spectral selectivity [136]. The presence of tungsten in the absorber composition further 

enhances the solar absorption in the solar (UV/Vis/NIR) region [308]. 

The SiON/SiO2 double antireflective layer ensures broadband absorptance (0.2-1.5 μm). SiON/SiO2 are 

optically thin dielectric films which suppress the reflection of the light by destructive interference 

effects [309,310]. The gradual increase in refractive index from bottom to top layer results in high 

absorption and low thermal emittance [236]: nWAlSiN = 2.65, nSiON = 1.50 and nSiO2 = 1.40 (at 632 nm). 

The low emittance is ensured by the IR-reflective W interlayer, which exhibits very high reflectance in 

the wavelength range of 3-20 μm. This layer also protects from the outer diffusion of substrate 

elements into the absorber layer (diffusion barrier). This accounts for the overall improved thermal 

stability of the tandem stack. 
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To optimize the absorber and achieve optimal optical properties, i.e., high solar absorptance and low 

thermal emittance, different combinations of W/WAlSiN/SiON/SiO2 stacks were deposited at various 

individual layer thicknesses and compared [195]. 

 Manufacturing process 

These coatings were deposited by CSIR-NAL/SED on stainless steel 304 substrates (30 x 30 mm2 x 

thickness of 2 or 3 mm) using a four-cathode reactive unbalanced direct current (DC) magnetron 

sputtering system (Figure 79): 

• W layer was deposited by sputtering a W target in an Ar plasma; 

• W2N layers were deposited by reactive sputtering of a W target in Ar/N2 plasma; 

• AlSiN layers were deposited by reactive sputtering of Al and Si targets in Ar/N2 plasma; 

• SiON and SiO2 layers were deposited by reactive sputtering of a Si target, in Ar/N2/O2 and Ar/O2 

plasmas, respectively. 

 
Figure 79. Four-cathode reactive unbalanced direct current magnetron sputtering system [311] 

The main deposition parameters are the targets power density and flow rates of the reactive gases (N2 

and O2), which control the layers compositions, and the deposition times of the individual layers which 

control their thicknesses. 

1.3. W/SiCH absorber coating 

The development of these absorbers was also carried out in the framework of the ANR ASTORIX (2014-

2019) [34,44,82,291–294] and ANR NanoPlaST projects (2019-2024) [297] (see section 1.1), with the 

aim of developing new absorptive selective coatings for solar receivers for working temperatures 

above 500°C. This solar absorber was designed, optimized and manufactured at PROMES-CNRS 

laboratory during the PhD theses of Laurie Di Giacomo (2014-2017), Danielle Ngoue (2017-2021) and 

Aissatou Diop (2019-2022). 

 Materials and structure 

Samples presenting the structure shown in Figure 80 were used for aging tests. This structure consists 

in a SiCH/W/SiCH dielectric/metal/dielectric multilayer absorber (see Chapter 1 section 4.1.4) with W 

infrared reflective sublayer, deposited on Inconel (2 mm-thick, diameter 2’’). The layer thicknesses 

were previously optimized by optical simulation [93]. Structures consisting in W/SiCH periodic bilayers 

(2 nm / 60 nm) were also used in specific cases [194]. 
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Figure 80. W/SiCH/W/SiCH optimized coating [93] 

 Manufacturing process 

The PROMES-CNRS laboratory has worked on the elaboration of selective solar absorbers since 2014, 

for which the IDEFIX deposition reactor was developed (Figure 81).  

 
Figure 81. IDEFIX reactor in PROMES-CNRS [93] 

The IDEFIX reactor allows implementing microwave Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition 

(PECVD) for the dielectric layers and radiofrequency (RF) magnetron sputtering (a type of Physical 

Vapor Deposition or PVD) for the metallic layers. The 4-layer stack presented in Figure 80 was prepared 

with substrate temperature of 350°C. W layers were deposited by PVD in Ar plasma, without substrate 

bias and W target bias of -300 V. SiCH layers were deposited by PECVD with 50% of tetramethylsilane 

precursor (TMS) in the Ar/TMS gas flow (25 sccm) and without substrate bias. The coatings were 

deposited on Inconel (diameter 2" and 1"), T91 steel and silicon substrates.  

2. Characterization of materials 

To follow the aging of solar selective absorbers, the changes in the optical properties, structure and 

composition of the coatings were systematically studied, using different techniques. 

2.1. Optical properties 

The samples spectral reflectance was systematically measured to study the aging behavior of the 

coatings. The evolution of their optical performance, i.e., solar absorptance, thermal emittance and 

heliothermal efficiency can be estimated from spectral reflectance (see Chapter 1 section 3).  

 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer  

A Perkin Elmer Lambda 950 spectrophotometer (Figure 82) was used to measure the quasi-normal (8°) 

hemispherical spectral reflectance in the UV-Vis-NIR range. It is equipped with tungsten halogen and 

deuterium lamps that emit light in the 190 - 3300 nm range, a monochromator for wavelength 

selection, and beamsplitters to compare the beam reflected by the sample with the reference beam 

W 

W 

SiCH 

SiCH 
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(Figure 82, right). It is calibrated using a white diffuse reflectance standard from Labsphere as 

reference. It also features a 150 mm integrating sphere covered with highly reflective Spectralon®, that 

allows collecting all the radiation reflected by the sample in all directions (specular and diffuse), and 

sending it to the detectors at the bottom of the sphere: a PMT R955 photomultiplier detector for the 

UV-Visible region (200 - 860 nm) and a InGaAs detector for the near infrared region (860 - 2500 nm). 

Overall, the detection range in the sphere is 250 - 2500 nm. The error for the measurements obtained 

from this equipment is less than 1%. 

  
Figure 82. Picture (left) and principle (right) of Perkin Elmer Lambda 950 spectrophotometer [312] 

 IR spectrophotometer 

A Surface Optics SOC-100 HDR reflectometer coupled with a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrophotometer 

(Figure 83) is used for hemispherical directional spectral reflectance measurements in the infrared 

region from 1.25 to 25 μm. 

  
Figure 83. SOC-100 HDR with Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrophotometer (left), principle of SOC-100 HDR (right) 

The SOC-100 HDR reflectometer is composed of a blackbody infrared source at 700°C placed at one of 

the foci of a hemi-ellipsoidal gold mirror. A gold-coated specular reflectance standard calibrated by 

NIST is used as a reference (Figure 84). The reference, then the sample, are placed at the other focus 

point of the mirror thanks to a moveable holder, so that they are irradiated from all directions (Figure 

83, right). A moveable overhead mirror collects the light reflected by the reference/sample, at a chosen 

detection angle (between 8° and 80°). Then a set of mirrors directs the collimated beam into the FTIR 

spectrophotometer for signal treatment. The FTIR is equipped with InGaAs and DTGS/KBr detectors 

respectively for the NIR and mid-IR range, as well as a Michaelson interferometer and quartz and KBr 

beamsplitters. At least 64 interferograms are acquired on the reference then on the sample, for all 

wavelengths at once, to obtain the reflectance spectrum by Fourier transform. For each scan, a 

chopper is used above the source to also acquire interferograms of the radiation naturally emitted by 

the sample in the IR range (considered as noise) and subtract it. For this equipment, the error is 

negligible up to about 6 µm and reaches 2.5% around 15 µm. 
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Figure 84. Blackbody at 700°C, reference and sample to be measured 

2.2. Material microstructure 

In this work, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) were used 

to study the samples microstructure before and after aging tests. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is based on the detection of signals arising from the multiple 

collisions between energetic electrons (called primary electrons), emitted in ultra-high vacuum by an 

electron gun (e.g. tungsten Field Emission Gun, or FEG), and the atoms of the analyzed sample. The 

volume of interaction (Figure 85, left) is approx. 1 µm3, depending on the average atomic number 

(density) of the sample and the energy of the incident electrons.  

Inelastic collisions with primary electrons (PE) can cause secondary electrons (SE) to be ejected from 

the sample surface (Figure 85, right). They can be detected to provide high-resolution imaging of the 

sample surface. If an electron from an internal electronic layer is ejected, an electron from a more 

external layer can take its place. This transition releases energy through the emission of an X-ray 

photon. The energies of these electron transitions are characteristic of chemical elements and have 

been tabulated. Therefore, the detection of these X-ray photons as a function of their energy (Figure 

86) can be used to determine the material chemical composition. This technique is called Energy 

Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) and is not valid for elements with only one electronic layer such as H.  

 

  
Figure 85. Interaction between the electron beam and the material at the microscopic (left [313]) and atomic levels 

(right) 
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Figure 86. Example of EDS spectrum obtained for the TiAlN absorber on Inconel substrate 

In this work, a Hitachi S-4500 FEG-SEM (Field Emission Gun) with 1.5 nm resolution at 15 kV was used 

to observe the samples surface morphology and its evolution with aging. It is coupled with a Kevex EDS 

analysis system (Bruker Nano GmbH, Germany) to follow the samples atomic composition, with an 

error of ± 2 at.%. Thus an element with low content in the sample may not be properly detected. Also 

the energy resolution of EDS is rather poor, typically around 0.3 keV. This sometimes causes difficulties 

in resolving overlapping transitions from two different elements. It is for instance the case for Si-K and 

W-M transitions (1.77 – 1.87 keV), and N-K and Ti-L transitions (0.39 – 0.46 keV). Therefore the exact 

quantification of such pairs of elements in the same sample can be tricky. This concerns the three 

absorber types considered in this thesis (TiAlN, WAlSiN, W/SiCH). However it was used for practical 

reasons, as the only non-destructive technique that could systematically be implemented for chemical 

analysis at PROMES-CNRS, not requiring sample cutting or preparation and adapted to the small 

thickness of the coatings. 

3. Aging 

In this section, the global aging methodology applied to our absorbers is explained and the different 

aging tools available at PROMES-CNRS are described. 

3.1. Aging methodology 

Inspired by literature review (Chapter 2), the global methodology applied to study the impact of aging 

on sample series of the three types of absorbers will be justified in more details in the following 

chapters, in light of the obtained results. In summary, it consists in systematically: 

1. Assessing the microstructure and optical properties of each series of samples in their as-deposited 

state, to serve as reference, by: 

• SEM, to observe their surface morphology; 

• EDS, to obtain their atomic composition; 

• spectrophotometry, to measure their spectral reflectance in the 0.25 – 25 µm range and 

deduce their optical performance: solar absorptance, thermal emittance, heliothermal 

efficiency; 
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2. Applying different types of aging tests on different samples of the same series, with different 

degradation sources, using the aging tools presented in section 3.2: 

• starting by “representative” (purely thermal) aging to assess the absorber thermal stability 

behavior/limit, i.e., applying thermal aging at a temperature typical of the aimed CSP 

applications, here 400 to 500°C in ambient air (depending on the type of absorber), 

cumulatively on the same sample, starting with short durations of up to 24h, reaching at 

least 100h in total (Figure 87), and up to 1000h (see Chapter 4); 

• if the samples show thermal stability after 100h at 400 to 500°C, their series can be 

considered for accelerated aging, purely thermal at higher temperatures to attempt 

lifetime prediction (see Chapter 4), and/or with additional degradation sources such as 

concentrated solar irradiance, rapid thermal cycling and thermal shocks (see Chapter 5). 

3. Observing the evolution of the morphology (e.g. apparition of cracks), composition (e.g. oxidation) 

and optical properties of the sample by the previous techniques (step 1), systematically after every 

aging step by spectrophotometry, and periodically by SEM and EDS. 

4. Comparing the results obtained for the different aging protocols, applied on series of similar 

samples, and concluding on their suitability and pertinence to estimate the durability of solar 

selective absorber coatings. 

 
Figure 87. Aging methodology for the study of the durability of selective absorber coatings 

3.2. Aging tools 

To apply the different sources of degradation to the solar selective absorber coatings, two aging tools 

were used, an electric furnace and a solar furnace.  

 Thermal aging: ALTHAIA 

3.2.1.1. Experimental set-up 

An aging facility called ALTHAIA (Aging Long-Term Tests in Humid Air or Inert Atmosphere) is located 

at PROMES-CNRS laboratory in Odeillo. It is based on a 3.5 kW electrical tubular furnace from 

Thermconcept®, model ROS 105/900/12 (Figure 88), with maximum temperature of 1200°C, mounted 
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on a stainless steel table. The furnace is equipped with a ceramic tube of 1200 mm in length and an 

inner diameter of 105 mm. The heated length is 900 mm, with the central 400 mm at T = ± 5°C. 

Samples are positioned at the center of the furnace. The ceramic tube is encased in a high-grade 

ceramic fiber insulation material with low thermal mass, protected with a metal casing. During heating, 

insulating caps are placed at each end of the ceramic tube for better thermal insulation and stability, 

limiting forced convection and giving a static air atmosphere. 

  
Figure 88. Thermconcept ROS 105/900/12 with Eurotherm 3508 temperature controller, insulating caps, independent 

thermocouples and Graphtec data logger 

3.2.1.2. Control of temperature 

Heating ramps and temperatures can be adjusted to the desired values using a Eurotherm® 3508 

controller. It operates on the principle of a PID regulator allowing a temperature correction to be made 

by comparing the setpoint and the measured value. The controller also makes it possible to program 

heating cycles of several hours or several days, and therefore easily achieve long-term aging. 

Temperature in the furnace is independently measured using three thermocouples (jacketed, diameter 

3 mm, length 750 mm), one positioned at the center of the furnace, and two at 5 cm on each side of 

the central position. Temperature profiles are recorded by a Graphtec GL220 data logger (Figure 88). 

Table 8 shows the difference between the setpoint temperature and the temperature measured inside 

the furnace (average and standard deviation of measurements from the three thermocouples). 

Therefore, the setpoint temperature was systematically adapted to obtain the desired temperature in 

the furnace, as indicated in Table 8. 

Table 8. Temperature correspondences 

Desired T Setpoint T Measured T Difference between measured & desired T 

300°C 320°C 299 ± 9°C 1°C 

400°C 425°C 404 ± 11°C 4°C 

500°C 525°C 496 ± 7°C 4°C 

600°C 630°C 596 ± 7°C 4°C 

630°C 665°C 645 ± 2°C 15°C 

660°C 705°C 673 ± 4°C 13°C 

690°C 740°C 712 ± 2°C 22°C 
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3.2.1.3. Heating and cooling rates 

The furnace heating ramp can be adjusted using the Eurotherm® controller. Temperature profiles 

recorded using the independent thermocouples were analyzed to verify the agreement between 

heating ramp setpoints and real heating rates, for different setpoint values: 5, 10, 15, 20 and 

100°C/min (Figure 89). The heating ramp seen by a sample equipped with a welded thermocouple on 

its backside, when placing it directly inside the already hot furnace (rapid heating), was also 

considered. In all cases, a linear regression on the heating ramp from 150 to 450°C was used to 

estimate the heating rate (slope).  

 
Figure 89. Heating ramps and their linear regressions for different heating rate setpoints 

Table 9 compares setpoint and measured heating rates from Figure 89. For low heating rates between 

5 and 20°C/min, the agreement is good. For a setpoint of 100°C/min, the measured heating rate is 

21°C/min, showing the limitation in heating rate due to the furnace thermal inertia: due to its 

configuration, the furnace itself cannot provide a heating rate higher than 21°C/min. When introducing 

the sample directly into the already hot furnace (rapid heating), the heating rate seen by the sample 

reaches approximately 73°C/min (the temperature profile is less linear than the others, since there is 

no temperature regulation in this case). Such heating rate is closer to the kind of thermal shock that 

materials may encounter in CSP operating conditions. 

Table 9. Different heating rates setpoint and calculated heating rates obtained from linear regression 

Heating rate setpoint (°C/min) Measured heating rate (°C/min) 

5 5.2 

10 10.8 

15 16.5 

20 20.1 

100 20.8 

Rapid heating 73.4 

As a rule, samples were thus systematically introduced in the hot furnace at the desired stabilized 

temperature. This allows reaching higher heating rates while preventing temperature overshoots due 

to the PID regulation. Samples were then maintained under the desired temperature plateau for the 

desired duration thanks to the controller. At the end of the heating plateau, they were allowed to cool 

naturally inside the furnace, following its cooling kinetics (decreasing exponential). Temperate profiles 

gave access to the natural cooling rate, which was estimated between -3 and -0.2°C/min, depending 

on the temperature range (cooling is fast at high temperature but slows down below 200°C).  
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3.2.1.4. Typical temperature profile 

The typical temperature profile applied to the samples (Figure 90) is similar for each aging test. It 

consists in a rapid heating at the desired heating rate (typically 20°C/min) followed by a temperature 

plateau of the desired duration (typically 24h) and finally the sample is left in the furnace during its 

natural cooling. 

 
Figure 90. Electrical furnace performance for a setpoint temperature of 400°C during 24h, as measured by the three 

thermocouples placed at the center of the furnace (CH3), and 7 cm apart on each side of it (CH2, CH4) 

3.2.1.5. Development of ALTHAIA experimental set-up 

The ultimate aim of ALTHAIA experimental set-up is to provide a versatile aging tool, able to apply heat 

treatments to solar absorber coatings under different atmospheres, i.e., vacuum and air with 

controlled humidity, to study, decorrelate and compare the influence of additional sources of 

degradation: purely thermal aging (high temperature without air), thermal aging in oxidant (HT with 

air) and corrosive atmospheres (HT with humid air), influence of water vapor content.  

ALTHAIA set-up was therefore further developed, with additional features to control the inner 

atmosphere of the furnace (Figure 91). The extended set-up was designed and fabricated at PROMES-

CNRS by Audrey Soum-Glaude and Emmanuel Hernandez, and further implemented during this thesis.  

 
Figure 91. ALTHAIA extended experimental set-up 

It mainly consists in:  

• a vacuum chamber system, composed of a quartz tube (O.D. 100 mm) inserted inside the 

furnace ceramic tube (I.D. 105 mm), equipped with custom vacuum flanges at its extremities, 

connected to a system of pumps providing primary vacuum inside the chamber (≈ 4·10-3 mbar). 
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• an injection system for air with controlled humidity (air and water flowmeters with mixing 

valve) that can provide an absolute humidity in primary vacuum equivalent to a large range of 

typical atmospheric conditions: from 10°C and 10%RH (0.8 g/kg of dry air) to 58°C and 100%RH 

(138 g/kg of dry air). 

This set-up would provide valuable additional testing conditions, relevant to this thesis. Unfortunately, 

an accidental overheating damaged the vacuum system and prevented its use for the present work. 

Nonetheless, it did not affect the tests carried out under ambient air presented in this manuscript. The 

vacuum system was lately rehabilitated with the implementation of new components designed by 

Roger Garcia and will be available for future work on aging studies following this thesis.  

3.2.1.6. Additional thermal aging tools 

In some cases, the W/SiCH absorber coatings were instead aged in a Nabertherm programmable 

muffle furnace. This furnace was used to perform aging at 500°C up to 96h in filtered (H2O + CO2) air, 

thanks to an injection system of compressed air with H2O and CO2 filters. 

In some cases the WAlSiN absorber coatings were aged at CSIR-NAL Bangalore laboratory [314]: 

• in vacuum (5·10-5 mbar), using a tubular quartz furnace surrounded by resistive heating coils. 

Temperature is measured in three areas connected to the temperature control unit, to 

maintain the temperature within ±2ᵒC. A heating rate of 10°C/min is applied. 

• in air, using a resistive ceramic tubular furnace, with a heating rate of 10°C/min. 

 Concentrated solar + thermal aging: SAAF – Solar Accelerated Aging Facility 

SAAF, for Solar Accelerated Aging Facility, is a unique concentrated solar facility developed at PROMES-

CNRS laboratory in Odeillo. It was initially designed to test the solar and thermal performance of 

absorber paint coatings for CSP tower receivers, by applying accelerated aging experiments, during the 

thesis of Antoine Boubault (2013) [36,267,268,315]. It was then used to test the thermomechanical 

behavior of ceramic materials for CSP receivers during the thesis of Yasmine Lalau (2017) 

[207,208,316], and the thermal stability of absorber coatings during the thesis of Reine Reoyo-Prats 

(2020) [317], in the framework of the EU project RAISELIFE [160].  

3.2.2.1. Experimental set-up 

SAAF facility consists in the following elements. 

• a movable heliostat (20 m2), installed on the 1st floor of the building, tracks the Sun and reflects 

parallel beams of solar irradiance toward the 6th floor, through a trap door equipped with 

controllable shutters to regulate the solar irradiance sent inside the building; 

• a 1.5 m fixed parabolic dish concentrator, suspended horizontally above the trap door and 

shutters, receives solar irradiance from the heliostat and concentrates it at its focal point; 

• a kaleidoscope (made of four mirrors facing one another) at the focal point homogenizes the 

concentrated solar flux (from a Gaussian profile to a rectangular profile); 

• a sample holder mounted on a movable cart is placed after the kaleidoscope to irradiate 

samples with a homogenized concentrated solar irradiance, whose flux density is controlled 

via the shutters; 

• a pyrometer suspended to the parabola right above the sample holder measures the sample 

temperature during the tests; 
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• a data acquisition system including a Graphtec data logger records input and output data 

(temperatures, voltages, flows, etc.). 

All these elements are illustrated in Figure 92 (pictures) and Figure 93 (schematics). The main 

components are described in more details in the following subsections. 

  

 
Figure 92. Pictures of the SAAF experimental set-up at PROMES-CNRS laboratory 

 
Figure 93. Schematics of the SAAF experimental set-up 
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3.2.2.1.1. Adjustable shutter - EGSésame 

The amount of concentrated solar flux given to the samples is adjustable thanks to a system of 13 

movable flaps (Figure 92) that enable precise control via an irradiance sensor coupled with a PID 

regulation loop. This system is called the Sésame shutters and is located above the closing trapdoor, 

between the heliostat and the parabolic concentrator.  

The shutter opening is controlled automatically by an external voltage with a 0-10 VDC analog signal 

and a PC running a specific software called EGSésame. This software written in C++ programming 

language was developed by Emmanuel Guillot and adapted for this specific project. It controls the 

external voltage given to the Sésame controller trough an InstruNet that acts as a “power buffer”. The 

voltage depends on the actual DNI, which is the only feedback given to the software. This voltage is 

calculated depending on the needed concentrated solar flux at the focal point and the available 

incoming solar radiation. The shutters allow precise control of the amount of incident solar power. 

3.2.2.1.2. Parabolic dish concentrator 

The parabolic dish concentrator has a thermal power output of 850 W, a concentration ratio of about 

15,000 with a diameter of 1.5 m. It can reach a power density of around 16,000 kW/m2 at the focal 

point with a focus diameter of around 15 mm. The focal point is located at 639 mm as indicated by the 

manufacturer. Figure 94 shows the distance of the pyrometer, kaleidoscope and sample support from 

the parabolic dish. The latter is equipped with two crossed lasers allowing visualization of the focal 

point and facilitating the adjustments for sample treatment. It is suspended horizontally in a fixed 

position with a metallic structure, to face the heliostat and have the focal point close to our accessible 

working area, enabling us to locate the samples at the focal point with a movable cart. 

 
Figure 94. Distances of the different equipment to the parabola 

3.2.2.1.3. Kaleidoscope 

A parabolic dish concentrator has a very high concentrator factor and a small focal point diameter. This 

makes it difficult to work at the focal point. To ensure a less damaging area and adapt the incoming 

concentrated solar radiation, a device called a kaleidoscope is placed at the focal point of the 

concentrator, above the sample (Figure 95, left). The kaleidoscope consists in four metal walls made 

of polished aluminum, with reflectance values greater than 66%, and good resistance to concentrated 

solar radiation. It is 60 mm high and has a square aperture of 20 mm². It is mounted on a movable arm 

to adjust its position between the focal point and the sample (Figure 96). 
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Figure 95. Path of the concentrated solar radiation through the kaleidoscope (left [317]) and picture of the kaleidoscope 

(right) 

 
Figure 96. Movable cart holding the kaleidoscope and sample support  

Due to the multiple reflections within, the kaleidoscope homogenizes the incoming solar flux from the 

parabolic dish concentrator, so instead of the input Gaussian profile with peak irradiance over a few 

mm² (Figure 97 - blue), the sample receives the output rectangular profile of approximately 15 mm² 

with homogeneous irradiance (Figure 97 - red). Due to this size, samples are treated one at a time. 

 
Figure 97. Flux distribution at the entrance and exit of the kaleidoscope [267] 

The aluminum walls are cooled down with a water cooling system to avoid their overheating and 

deterioration (Figure 95, right). This device has a low efficiency, due to thermal losses toward the 

cooling system and optical losses caused by the high number of reflections inside the kaleidoscope. As 

an example, optical simulation predicts that a flux density of 40 MW/m² incident on the kaleidoscope 

results in a flux density of 6 MW/m² on the sample (Figure 97). The solar irradiance at the exit of the 

kaleidoscope was calibrated as a function of the shutter aperture (see Annex 1 p.235). 

 

Inlet flux of the kaleidoscope  

Outlet flux of the kaleidoscope 
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3.2.2.1.4. Sample support 

For the aging tests, the samples are placed on a specific support. The main purpose of this support is 

to have the sample fixed in position at the exit of the kaleidoscope. It is also designed, when possible, 

to allow for effectively adjusting the desired temperature of the sample, thanks to air cooling that can 

be regulated. The cooling system is integrated into the support with two orifices, one being the inlet 

and the other the outlet (Figure 96). A rubber O-ring is placed between the support and the sample, 

to seal the sample to the support and ensure an optimum use of the cooling air. In this way, heat can 

be extracted from the backside of the sample. The compressed air network used for the cooling has a 

regulator installed on the structure of the dish to modify the pressure of the incoming air and thus the 

flow rate. 

Four different supports were used, depending on the shape and dimensions of the samples. They are 

built with different materials and configurations (Table 10).  

• Support 1 is an old sample holder in MACOR®, now used without air cooling as the sample 

cannot be sealed to the support, but with the main advantage of being adapted for round and 

square samples of different sizes. 

• Support 2 is an aluminum support usable only for square samples of 30 x 30 mm², as the sample 

is sealed to the support using an O-ring and screws, allowing for efficient back cooling and 

temperature regulation. 

• Support 3 is an alumina support usable only for square samples of 50 x 50 mm², also with an 

efficient back cooling system.  

• Support 4 was recently developed to accommodate many sample sizes and shapes. It is made 

of stainless steel. It includes a cooling system, though not as efficient as for supports 2 and 3 

because the outlet air does not flow in a restricted space in this case. 

Table 10. Different supports used for SAAF experiments 

 Support 1 Support 2 Support 3 Support 4 

Support 

material 
MACOR Aluminum Alumina Stainless steel 

Sample 

cooling 
No cooling Efficient cooling Efficient cooling 

Not efficient 

cooling 

Sample size 
30 x 30, 50 x 50 mm², 

O.D. 2” 
30 x 30 mm² 50 x 50 mm² 

1” to 2”  

side/diameter 

Sample shape 
Round  

and square 
Square Square 

Round 

and square 

Max sample 

thickness 
None 3 mm Up to 6 mm Up to 6 mm 

Image 

    
Funding 

project 
_ _ RAISELIFE SFERA-III 
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3.2.2.1.5. Pyrometer 

An Optris CTlaser G5H infrared pyrometer equipped with CF4 optics is fixed on the parabola, in direct 

view of the sample surface (Figure 92), at around 43.5 cm from the sample (Figure 98), close to the 

focal point of the pyrometer (45 cm). It allows measuring temperatures between 250°C and 1650°C.  

 
Figure 98. Focal point of the G5H CF4 model pyrometer 

By design, the detection of the sample thermal emission, leading to the estimation of its surface 

temperature (see Annex 2 p.235) is carried out through the solar radiation reflected by the inner 

mirrors of the kaleidoscope during sample exposure (Figure 92). The pyrometer has a spectral response 

between 4.8 and 5.2 μm (Figure 99), and is thus considered solar blind, since solar irradiance is located 

below 2.5 μm. Therefore, pyrometry measurements are not perturbed by the incident solar radiation.  

 
Figure 99. Spectral transmittance of the OPTRIS G5H CF4 pyrometer 

3.2.2.2. Heating and cooling rates 

Figure 100 shows an example of heating/cooling profile recorded during SAAF cycling test on the 

surface center (pyrometer) and back center (thermocouple) of a 2 mm-thick TiAlN absorber sample on 

Inconel. The thermal gradient (in °C/s) gives an image of the heating and cooling rates seen by the 

sample. The initial heating rate starting from room temperature is around 5°C/s, then between 15 and 

25°C/s during the cycles. In this example, backside air cooling with gas flow around 0.0025 g/s was 

applied to the sample to control its temperature: this “regulated” cooling rate was ranging from -12 to 

-10°C/s. For the last cooling phase, the air cooling is stopped and the sample is allowed to cool 

naturally: its natural cooling rate reached around -20°C/s.  

Heating and cooling rates may vary with the sample support used (see section 3.2.2.1.4), the sample 

thickness and the air cooling flow rate, if any. However this example gives an order of magnitude of 

heating and cooling rate levels available with SAAF. They are much higher than with an electrical 

furnace (around 20°C/min, see section 3.2.1.3), allowing for thermal shocks and rapid thermal cycling 

that are only accessible with such a set-up. 

https://www.optris.fr/telechargements-serie-hautes-performances?file=tl_files/downloads/Manuals/Englisch/High%20Performance%20Series/Manual%20optris%20CTlaser.pdf
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Figure 100. Example of heating/cooling profile with SAAF obtained for TiAlN absorbers 

3.2.2.3. Available aging parameters 

SAAF allows applying constant solar irradiance for several hours, as well as cycles of high and low solar 

flux (Figure 101) with chosen amplitude and period, by regulating the shutters opening and closing. 

The link between shutter aperture and concentrated solar flux after the kaleidoscope was previously 

calibrated by calorimetry for different values of solar Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI). The sample 

maximum temperature can be adjusted manually thanks to the air cooling flow rate, when applicable. 

 
Figure 101. Example of irradiance cycles applied with SAAF, corresponding temperature and thermal gradient (°C/s) [318] 

SAAF input parameters are thus: 

• the values of concentrated solar flux seen by the sample during the high and low irradiance 

phases of the cycles (e.g. 700 and 250 kW/m² in Figure 101);  

• the durations of these phases (e.g. 200 s and 60 s in Figure 101); 

• the air cooling flow rates to regulate the temperature. 

The following SAAF data is recorded by the Graphtec GL220 data logger and the computer interface: 

• the surface temperature of the sample, given by the pyrometer and/or thermocouple(s); 

• the solar DNI value recorded every second by a pyrheliometer on the roof; 

• the air flow rate (g/s) for cooling the sample. 
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3.3. Conclusion on aging 

Figure 102 summarizes and compares the available aging parameters for the two aging tools, related 

to the sources of degradation identified in Chapter 2 (Figure 57 p.70). The use of these two 

experimental set-ups enables us to compare the impact of the different sources of degradation they 

are able to provide. Both tools give access to wide temperature ranges, even wider than is pertinent 

for SSACs. While ALTHAIA set-up allows applying slow thermal cycling for short and long durations, and 

limited thermal shocks, SAAF allows concentrated solar exposure, rapid thermal cycling for short 

durations and large thermal shocks. The SAAF UV irradiance level will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

 
Figure 102. Sources of degradation accessible with the two experimental set-ups 

Considering the available aging parameters and their accessible ranges with the two experimental set-

ups at our disposal (Figure 102), three main test configurations were retained for this thesis, as 

explained in Table 11. They will allow exploring the separate and combined effects of thermal aging 

(Configuration 1, used in Chapter 4), solar aging and solar thermal cyclic aging (Configurations 2 and 3 

respectively, used in Chapter 5). 

Table 11. Main test configurations selected for this thesis 

Configuration Configuration 1 Configuration 2 Configuration 3 

Aging tool ALTHAIA SAAF SAAF 

Temperature range 500 - 800°C 450 - 500°C 350 - 700°C 

Concentrated solar 

irradiance 
No 

Yes 

Constant (250 or 400 kW/m²) 

Yes 

Cyclic (50-500 kW/m²) 

Thermal cycling 
Slow 

(Cumulative 12-24h steps) 

No 

(Cumulative 3.5h steps) 

Rapid 

(High/low irradiance cycles) 

Thermal shocks Limited and repeated Strong and punctual Strong and repeated 

Total duration 
Short (few h) to long 

(up to 1000h) 

Short 

(up to 15h) 

Short 

(up to 15h) 

Interest of study 
Effect of thermal aging 

in air 

Compared with config. 1 

● Additional effect of 

concentrated solar 

exposure? 

● Necessity to include constant 

solar aging in SSACs aging 

procedures? 

Compared with config. 2 

● Additional effect of rapid 

thermal cycling/shocks? 

● Necessity to include cyclic solar 

aging in SSACs aging procedures? 
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4. Conclusion 

To validate the pertinence of aging procedures, the latter must be tested experimentally, using specific 

tools and case study solar selective absorber coatings. In this thesis, three different types of SSACs are 

tested. These absorbers were described in this chapter, looking at the materials, structure and 

manufacturing techniques used to obtain them. To evaluate the impact of aging, the initial properties 

of the absorbers and their evolution with aging must be characterized, using techniques and 

equipment described in this chapter. Their spectral reflectance is systematically measured by 

spectrophotometry in the 0.25 – 25 µm range. As a complement, the evolution of their surface 

morphology and chemical composition are periodically followed using SEM and EDS techniques. 

A global aging methodology is applied to the SSAC samples. The first step is to ensure the thermal 

stability of the absorber at typical operating temperatures, in our case 500°C, for at least 100 hours. 

Once the absorber has proven to be thermal stable in these conditions, more demanding tests can be 

applied on similar samples to study the effects of different sources of degradation: higher 

temperatures, longer durations, solar aging, thermal cycling.  

Two dedicated experimental benches designed at PROMES-CNRS have been implemented and further 

developed in this thesis, to allow decorrelating the impact of these potential sources of degradation. 

Both were presented in this chapter. The first bench (ALTHAIA) allows short and long-term cumulative 

periodic thermal tests in air, that will be the focus of Chapter 4. The second (SAAF solar furnace) allows 

materials to be exposed to a real continuous or rapid cyclic concentrated solar flux, more 

representative of the CSP application, that will be the object of Chapter 5. The applicability and 

pertinence of these different aging protocols and sources of degradation, related to the technical limits 

sometimes existing in the application of the desired aging protocols, will be discussed at length in the 

following chapters.  
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In this chapter, the impact of purely thermal aging protocols, i.e., using a programmable electrical 

furnace, will be discussed. Protocols at different aging durations, temperature ranges and atmospheres 

will be analyzed. For this purpose, the response to these various protocols of the different types of 

absorbers (see Chapter 3) will be compared. Their optical properties, surface topography and atomic 

composition will be presented.  

First, to ensure the protocols comparability, the equivalence of the series of samples for each type of 

absorber in their as-deposited state will be studied. Then, the impact of aging for short durations (less 

than 25h) and long durations (between 100h and 1000h) near the aimed operating temperature 

(around 500°C) will be discussed. The impact of higher temperatures (> 500°C), thermal cycling and 

aging atmosphere will also be investigated. 

 

1. Verification of samples equivalence for comparable aging studies 

1.1. Definition of sample equivalence 

To study the aging of solar selective absorber coatings, different aging protocols must be applied and 

compared. Therefore, large series of equivalent samples are necessary for aging studies, i.e., samples 

with the same structure, deposited by the same technique, in the same equipment, with the same 

experimental parameters, on the same substrates, in the same batch, by the same operator, etc.  

In reality, many factors impair the repeatability of the samples manufacturing process, causing small 

fluctuations between the samples. This is especially the case at the laboratory scale, which often uses 

small deposition machines, providing limited batches (e.g. 1 to 4 samples at a time). Thus several runs 

are necessary to obtain the required number of samples, with risks of evolutions in the process 

conditions (e.g. wear and pollution of sputtering targets). Also, these processes often include manual 

operation steps, sometimes carried out by different operators, increasing risks of low repeatability. As 

an example, the W/SiCH samples from PROMES are manufactured in the IDEFIX reactor (Figure 81 

p.99) using plasma deposition techniques. Layer thicknesses are controlled by protecting the sample 

under a shutter, so that the deposition of a specific layer can be stopped abruptly. This shutter is 

operated manually, so that deposition times may vary by a few seconds for different samples, inducing 

thickness variations by a few nanometers. Also, plasma generator voltages and powers are not 

perfectly stable and slightly vary from one batch to another.  

Contrarily, manufacturing processes at the industrial scale are designed, optimized, automated, and 

sometimes equipped with in-line control, to provide large batches of samples, with the highest 

repeatability possible from one batch to another. As a consequence of the larger size of deposition 

machines however (e.g. able to treat 4-meter-long tubes), the samples are not always uniform 

depending on the position of the substrate relative to the material source (sputtering target, gaseous 

precursor injection, etc.) during manufacturing. This may create differences between samples 

manufactured during the same batch. In all cases, there can also be small variations of the substrate 

surface state (roughness, pollution) before deposition.  

All these unavoidable variations from one sample/batch to another can induce differences in their 

microstructure and optical properties. Therefore, their equivalence must be verified before applying 

aging protocols. The reproducibility and uniformity of the samples can for instance be estimated from 

the comparison of their optical properties, e.g. using spectral reflectance measurements after 

manufacturing (as-deposited). 
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In this work, three types of absorber structures are considered, two produced with research reactors 

and one with a pilot-scale deposition machine. In all cases, different series of samples were used for 

aging studies. To be able to compare the impact of the different aging tests, samples equivalence for 

each type of absorber was investigated.  

1.2. Samples of TiAlNx/TiAlNy tandem absorber coatings 

For the case of the TiAlNx/TiAlNy tandem absorber with TiAlN sublayer and SiNCH antireflective top 

layer (see Chapter 3 section 1.1, p.95), four different series of samples were used to study the aging 

behavior of this type of absorber coating (Table 12). The series are named by the year and week when 

they were manufactured, from 2016 to 2019. Each series corresponds to a single experimental batch 

(letter A to E for the day of the week) where several samples were fabricated simultaneously (except 

for series 1830, which was produced in 3 consecutive batches). 

Table 12. The different series of samples used to test TiAlNx/TiAlNy tandem absorber coating 

TiAlNx/TiAlNy absorber Series 1616 Series 1828 Series 1830 Series 1928 

Number of samples 10 7 23 20 

Number of batches (code) 1 (D) 1 (A) 3 (A, B, C) 1 (E) 

Substrate Inconel 625 (thickness 2 mm) 

Ø 1” 

Ø 2” 

 

10 

- 

 

1 

2 

 

6 

3 

 

- 

5 

Substrate SS 304L (thickness 1 mm) 

25 x 30 mm² 

50 x 50 mm² 

 

- 

- 

 

2 

2 

 

- 

14 

 

6 

9 

All samples have the same coating structure as presented in Chapter 3 (Figure 75 p.96), except that 

series 1616 has two additional sublayers. The coatings were all deposited using the same experimental 

conditions. A variety of substrates was used: Inconel 625 with diameters 1” and 2” and thickness 2 

mm, stainless steel (SS) 304L substrates with dimensions 25 x 30 mm² and 50 x 50 mm² and thickness 

1 mm. In the following, the equivalence of the samples is estimated by comparing their optical 

properties (spectrophotometry), surface topography (SEM) and composition (EDS) in their as-

deposited state. Results are not shown for series 1830 because the latter was received after a first heat 

treatment of 24h at 500°C at HEF. Some results for series 1828 are also not shown for the same reason. 

 Optical properties 

The reflectance spectra of all the samples in their as-deposited state are plotted in Figure 103, showing 

notable variations and no overall perfect equivalence of all the samples.  
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Figure 103. Reflectance spectra of as-deposited absorbers for series 1616 (blue), 1828 (green) and 1928 (red) 

Looking at each series separately, it can be seen that the uniformity of the samples is high for the 10 

samples of series 1616 (Figure 104), the latter being all deposited on the same type of substrate 

(Inconel 1”). Uniformity is also good for series 1828 (Figure 105), whatever the type of substrate 

(Inconel or SS). Series 1928 shows the lowest uniformity, with higher variations of the spectra, 

especially in the visible region (Figure 106). The lack of uniformity is not due to the substrate nature, 

as reflectance variations also exist for samples with the same type of substrate.  

 
Figure 104. Reflectance spectra of series 1616 as-deposited samples with Inconel substrate 
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Figure 105. Reflectance spectra of as-deposited series 1828 samples with SS (dark blue) and Inconel (red) substrates 

 
Figure 106. Reflectance spectra of as-deposited series 1928 samples with SS (dark blue) and Inconel (red) substrates 

The average optical performances of each series, i.e., their solar absorptance and thermal emittance 

calculated from reflectance spectra (Figure 103), and resulting heliothermal efficiency, are shown in 

Table 13 along with their standard deviations [319]. These standard deviation values represent the 

uniformity (or lack thereof) between samples of each series and the repeatability of the manufacturing 

process. The error due to the equipment used for reflectance measurements (see Chapter 3 section 

2.1, 2.1p.99) and subsequent calculation of optical performance is not taken into account as previous 

work showed that this error is very low [320] compared to the standard deviation between samples. 

As expected from reflectance spectra, series 1616 and 1828 have a high uniformity, reflected by the 

low standard deviations: up to 0.002 for solar absorptance and 0.004 for thermal emittance, whatever 

the type of substrate. Series 1928 has a low uniformity, with a standard deviation of 0.009 for solar 

absorptance and up to 0.011 for thermal emittance.  
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Table 13. Optical performance of series of samples for TiAlNx/TiAlNy tandem absorber coatings (as-deposited) 

TiAlNx/TiAlNy absorber Series 1616 Series 1828 Series 1928 All series 

Solar absorptance 

  All samples (number) 

   Inconel substrate 

   SS substrate 

 

0.915 ± 0.002 (10) 

0.915 ± 0.002 (10) 

- 

 

0.927 ± 0.002 (3) 

0.926 (1) 

0.928 ± 0.002 (2) 

 

0.914 ± 0.009 (18) 

0.921 ± 0.009 (4) 

0.912 ± 0.008 (14) 

 

0.919 ± 0.008 (30) 

0.921 ± 0.006 (15) 

0.923 ± 0.010 (15) 

Thermal emittance @ 500°C 

  All samples (number) 

   Inconel substrate 

   SS substrate 

 

0.348 ± 0.004 (10) 

0.348 ± 0.004 (10) 

- 

 

0.315 ± 0.004 (3) 

0.320 (1) 

0.312 ± 0.002 (2) 

 

0.381 ± 0.011 (18) 

0.378 ± 0.013 (4) 

0.380 ± 0.011 (14) 

 

0.348 ± 0.024 (30) 

0.349 ± 0.018 (15) 

0.335 ± 0.026 (15) 

Heliothermal efficiency @ 500°C 

  All samples (number) 

   Inconel substrate 

   SS substrate 

 

0.846 ± 0.002 (10) 

 0.846 ± 0.002 (10) 

- 

 

 0.865 ± 0.002 (3) 

0.862 (1) 

 0.866 ± 0.001 (2) 

 

0.838 ± 0.011 (18) 

0.846 ± 0.012 (4) 

 0.837 ± 0.010 (14) 

 

0.850 ±  0.011 (30) 

0.851 ± 0.007 (15) 

0.856 ± 0.014 (15) 

Comparing between series, the optical performance slightly varies from one series to another. The 

average solar absorptance is around 0.915 for series 1616 and 0.914 for series 1928, and 0.927 for 

series 1828 (+ 0.012). The average value for all the series of as-deposited samples is 0.919, with overall 

standard deviation of 0.008. These values show that there is an acceptably small variation in solar 

absorptance between the samples of each series and between the series, of less than 1 point of 

absorptance (i.e., 1% when considering solar absorptance in %) in all cases.  

The average thermal emittance is 0.348 for series 1616, 0.315 for series 1828 and 0.381 for series 1928. 

Emittance is thus the lowest for series 1828 and the highest for series 1928, with a variation of 0.066, 

i.e., almost 7 points of emittance. As a result, the average thermal emittance for all the series is 0.348 

with a standard deviation of 0.024. These values show that there is a higher variation in thermal 

emittance between the series than in solar absorptance, around 2 points of emittance (i.e., 2% when 

considering thermal emittance in %). 

This larger variation does not appear to be clearly linked to the nature of the substrate, as similar 

variations are obtained when comparing the series by type of substrate. It therefore arises from 

variations in the coating architecture. For instance, series 1616 samples have additional underlying 

layers that do not affect solar absorptance but may affect thermal emittance as they mask the IR-

reflective substrate. 

The evolution of heliothermal efficiency between the series is naturally directly linked to that of the 

previous parameters. Series 1616 shows a good and repeatable efficiency (0.846 ± 0.002). Due to its 

highest solar absorptance and lowest thermal emittance, series 1828 presents the highest efficiency 

(0.865), with a low variation between samples (± 0.002). The lowest and less uniform efficiency is 

observed for series 1928 with 0.838 and a high variation of 0.011. Overall, this type of absorber shows 

a good heliothermal efficiency with an average of 0.850 for all the series, and a small variation of 

around 1 point. 

 Surface topography, atomic composition  

Naked eye observation (Figure 107) and SEM images at the microscopic scale (Figure 108) both indicate 

that the surface topography of all analyzed as-deposited samples is uniform and smooth, and similar 

for all series and substrate types. Figure 108 shows examples for series 1616 (Inconel) and 1928 (SS 

304L).  
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Figure 107. Macroscopic image of TiAlN absorber samples (from left to right, series 1616, 1928 and 1828) 

  

  
Figure 108. SEM images of as-deposited samples on Inconel (series 1616, top) and SS substrates (series 1928, bottom) 

Table 14 shows the atomic percentage of the different chemical elements present in the as-deposited 

samples of series 1616 and 1928, compared with the uncoated Inconel substrate in the first case.  

Table 14. Initial chemical composition in at.% (EDS) of the TiAlN absorber samples on Inconel (series 1616) and stainless 

steel (series 1928) substrates, compared with uncoated substrates 

Series Substrate O Si Al Ti Fe Cr Ni Mo Nb 

_ Inconel - - - 0.4 5 24 63 5 2 

1616 Inconel - 4 35 4 3 14 36 3 1 

1928 SS 304L 2 5 21 5 48 14 5 - - 

Since the coatings are thin (< 500 nm), elements from the substrates (in blue) are detected underneath, 

only with smaller amounts than in the uncoated substrates, as can be expected. Indeed, Inconel is a 

Ni-based alloy with additional Fe, Cr, Mo and Nb contents, while SS is a Fe-based alloy with typical 18-

10 Cr-Ni content. 

The main elements of the TiAl/TiAlNx/TiAlNy/SiNCH absorber structure (in red) are also detected: 

silicon (4-5 at.%), titanium (4-5 at.%) and aluminum (20-35 at.%). Nitrogen was difficult to detect 

because of the overlap between N and Ti EDS peaks and the greater content in Ti (Chapter 3 section 

2.2 p.101). Carbon was not quantified, due to its low amount in the coating, and the difficulty to 

distinguish between the carbon present in the coating and the one naturally occurring surface 

pollution.  

The atomic composition in coating elements is similar for both series, except that for series 1616, the 

content in aluminum (35 at.%) is higher than for series 1928 (21 at.%), due to the two additional 

sublayers in series 1616. For the same reason, the content in elements detected from the substrate is 

higher for series 1928 (67 at.% vs. 57 at.% in total), as its coating is thinner. 
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 Conclusions 

Four series of samples based on the same TiAl/TiAlNx/TiAlNy/SiNCH absorber configuration were 

compared in their as-deposited state, to check their equivalence. Indeed, they were not all fabricated 

at the same time (6 batches over 3 years) and not all on the same types of substrates (Inconel or SS). 

Meanwhile, large sets of equivalent samples are needed for comparable aging studies. The comparison 

relied on the results of spectral reflectance measurements and subsequent optical performance 

calculation, surface topography by SEM and chemical composition by EDS. 

The reflectance spectra of all samples are not equivalent (Figure 103). Series 1616 and 1828 both have 

good optical uniformity, with no notable influence of the type of substrate (Figure 106). Series 1928 

has lower uniformity, even when comparing samples with the same type of substrate. Taking into 

account all series, the average solar absorptance is 0.919 ± 0.008, the average thermal emittance is 

0.348 ± 0.024 and the average heliothermal efficiency is 0.850 ± 0.011 (Table 13). These standard 

deviation values show that the solar absorptance and heliothermal efficiency of all samples is very 

comparable with a difference of less than 1 point (i.e., 1% if these parameters are considered in %). 

Meanwhile, thermal emittance fluctuates slightly more distinctly, by 2 points. This can be attributed in 

part to the higher emittance of series 1616 compared to series 1828, due to its sublayers. The 

microstructural analysis (surface topography, chemical composition) did not reveal any notable 

differences between the samples, whatever the series and substrate types. 

Overall, the equivalence between these samples is sufficient to consider them for complex aging 

studies. Although their thermal emittance is not exactly equivalent, their solar absorptance is very 

similar, and their coating architecture and chemical composition are close enough that their aging 

behavior should not differ significantly. In any case, for each sample the variation with aging of its 

optical behavior will be considered relatively to its as-deposited state (e.g. S = S (aged) – S (as-

deposited)) for better comparability with other samples. 

1.3. Samples of WAlSiN absorber coatings 

For the WAlSiN absorber coating with SiON/SiO2 antireflective layer from CSIR-NAL Bangalore (see 

Chapter 3 section 1.2, p.97), different series of samples were also used to apply and evaluate different 

aging strategies (Table 15). In total, 30 samples were manufactured individually, i.e., in a different 

batch, using the same equipment and the same experimental conditions, to obtain the same absorber 

architecture (Figure 78 p.97). The substrate nature is also the same (stainless steel 304), only the 

substrate dimensions vary. Series SSC-0 was kept and studied at CSIR-NAL with their own equipment 

[195,242,305]. The others were studied at PROMES-CNRS. 

Table 15. Description of WAlSiN absorber sample series 

WAlSiN tandem absorber Number of samples Substrate nature Substrate dimensions 

Studied at 

CSIR-NAL [242] 
SSC-0 13 SS304 - 

Studied at 

PROMES-CNRS 

SSC-1 2 SS 304 Ø 1” 

SSC-2 2 SS 304 32 x 32 x 2 mm3 

SSC-3 4 SS 304 Ø 1’’ + 30 x 30 x 3 mm3 

SSC-4 2 SS 304 Ø 1’’ 

SSC-5 10 SS 304 30 x 30 x 3 mm3 

SSC-6 2 SS 304 30 x 30 x 3 mm3 
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 Optical properties 

The samples received at PROMES were divided into six different series of samples (SSC-1 to 6) 

according to their optical similarities. Indeed, although they all present a similar profile, some notable 

differences in their reflectance spectra (Figure 109) were observed between these 22 samples. The 

samples studied at CSIR-NAL (samples SSC-01 to 08 in Figure 109) show reflectance spectra similar to 

that of the samples studied at PROMES-CNRS. These differences are typical of small variations of the 

coating layers thicknesses but not of their inherent chemical nature, as illustrated by reflectance shifts 

in wavelength but not in intensity. Small variations in the IR range may be caused by slight differences 

in substrate surface state (polishing, cleaning) and composition.  

 
Figure 109. Reflectance spectra of 30 equivalent WAlSiN as-deposited samples (6 series) 

Table 16 shows the corresponding optical performance parameters. The latter were calculated from 

reflectance spectra (see Chapter 1 section 3, p.28), measured at room temperature by 

spectrophotometry at CSIR-NAL (SSC-0) or PROMES (SSC-1 to 6), using similar equipment. For series 

SSC-0, solar absorptance was also directly measured at CSIR-NAL using a Devices and Services (D&S) 

Solar Spectrum Reflectometer (SSR) [242]. The two methods give different values of solar absorptance, 

as can be expected. Indeed, the calculation of solar absorptance from the reflectance spectrum is 

based on the standard direct + circumsolar solar spectrum G173-03 AM1.5 [31]. Meanwhile, SSR direct 

measurement is based on the detection from several photodetectors and weighing of their respective 

ranges to approach a global (direct + diffuse) solar spectrum. For the sake of comparing with the other 

series, for which absorptance was estimated from spectral reflectance measured at PROMES, values 

deduced from spectral reflectance measurements at CSIR-NAL (line 2) will be considered for series SSC-

0. 

Overall, the variations in reflectance spectra result in variations of the samples good optical 

performance (Table 16). This type of absorber shows a high value of solar absorptance (0.914 in 

average, ranging from 0.898 to 0.926) with a low variation between samples (standard deviation of 

0.008). 
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Table 16. Optical properties for the different series of samples for the WAlSiN absorber 

WAlSiN tandem absorber 
Solar  

absorptance 

Thermal emittance 

@ 500°C 

Heliothermal efficiency 

@ 500°C 

Series studied at CSIR 

SSC-0 

Directly measured [242] 

Deduced from spectral reflectance 

 

 

0.952 ± 0.003  

0.919 ± 0.004 

 

 

- 

0.143 ± 0.022 

 

 

- 

0.890 ± 0.004 

Series studied at PROMES 

SSC-1 

 

0.898 ± 0.001 

 

0.133 ± 0.003 

 

0.872 ± 0.001 

SSC-2 0.908 ± 0.009 0.121 ± 0.002 0.884 ± 0.008 

SSC-3 0.926 ± 0.002 0.152 ± 0.006 0.896 ± 0.002 

SSC-4 0.913 ± 0.001 0.194 ± 0.010 0.874 ± 0.001 

SSC-5 0.910 ± 0.003 0.154 ± 0.013 0.880 ± 0.005 

SSC-6 0.920 ± 0.002 0.230 ± 0.001 0.874 ± 0.003 

Average of series 1 to 6 (PROMES) 0.913 ± 0.009 0.159 ± 0.030 0.881 ± 0.009 

Average of series 0 to 6 0.914 ± 0.008 0.155 ± 0.029 0.884 ± 0.008 

Thermal emittance at 500°C is also good, with a low average value of 0.155 (ranging from 0.121 to 

0.230). As for the previous absorber (section 1.2.1), thermal emittance presents a higher fluctuation 

between samples, with a similar standard deviation of 0.029 (i.e., 3 points of emittance when the latter 

is considered in %). Direct measurements of thermal emittance at 82°C at CSIR-NAL on series SSC-0 

using an emissometer (model AE1-RD1) did not show this level of standard deviation [242]. Therefore, 

these fluctuations may also be partly due to the high sensitivity of thermal emittance calculated from 

reflectance to the chosen concatenation wavelength and the quality of the overlapping between 

spectra measured in the UV-Vis-NIR and IR ranges using two different spectrophotometers.  

Heliothermal efficiency reflects the variations in solar absorptance (0.884 in average, ranging from 

0.872 to 0.896) with the same standard deviation of 0.008. Indeed, by definition, solar absorptance 

has a more direct impact on heliothermal efficiency, compared to thermal emittance (see Chapter 1 

section 3.4.2, p.34). 

 Surface topography, atomic composition  

Figure 110 and Figure 111 show macroscopic pictures and SEM images of the samples surface after 

deposition. No defects are observed in the samples surface morphology, and no differences are 

notable between the series. 

    
Figure 110. Pictures of the as-deposited surface for series SSC-1, SSC-2, SSC-3 and SSC-5 (from left to right) 
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Figure 111. SEM images of the as-deposited surface for series SSC-3 (left) and SSC-5 (right) 

Table 17 shows EDS measurements of the atomic composition of the WAlSiN absorber coatings. For 

each series, average contents and standard deviations were obtained from at least two measurements 

on each of the several samples considered. In addition, the error on EDS atomic composition is approx. 

2%. EDS results indicate that the samples of the different series have close atomic compositions. 

Fe and Cr are elements from the SS substrate, detected in similar amounts, indicating that the coatings 

have similar thicknesses and densities, except for SSC-6 which may be thinner than the others, as the 

detected content in substrate elements is higher. 

Table 17. EDS atomic composition of WAlSiN as-deposited samples (accelerating voltage 15 kV) 

Series / Element (at.%) O W Al Si N Ar Fe Cr Ni 

SS 304 substrate (4 samples) - - - 1 ± 0 - - 72 ± 0 19 ± 0 8 ± 0 

SSC-1 (2 samples) 42 ± 1 28 ± 2 9 ± 1 3 ± 1 13 ± 1 2 ± 0 3 ± 1 1 ± 0 - 

SSC-2 (2 samples) 39 ± 3 32 ± 3 7 ± 1 3 ± 2 14 ± 6 1 ± 0 3 ± 1 1 ± 0 - 

SSC-3 (4 samples) 36 ± 2 36 ± 2 7 ± 1 1 ± 1 13 ± 1 2 ± 0 4 ± 1 1 ± 0 - 

SSC-5 (2 samples) 35 ± 1 32 ± 0 10 ± 1 - 15 ± 1 2 ± 0 4 ± 0 1 ± 0 - 

SSC-6 (1 sample) 11 ± 1 6 ± 1 6 ± 1 - 2 ± 1 1 ± 0 54 ± 1 16 ± 1 5 ± 0 

A small quantity of Ar is detected, due to the incorporation in the coatings of energetic Ar+ ions during 

the Ar plasma assisted sputtering process (see Chapter 3 section 1.2.2, p.98). O, W, Al, Si and N are 

elements from the WAlSiN/SiON/SiO2 coatings. Their relative contents slightly vary depending on the 

series. However, this is probably related to the EDS technique itself, rather than to notable changes in 

the coatings compositions.  

For instance, the quantification of Si in the presence of W is tricky, as the two elements have 

overlapping peaks at low energy (see Chapter 3 section 2.2, p. 101), that could only be distinguished 

using a technique with higher resolution than EDS, such as WDS (Figure 112). W also presents high 

energy peaks, due to its much larger atomic number, i.e., 74 vs. 14 for Si. Thus it is systematically 

detected and prioritized during the automated EDS quantification. Therefore, it is credible that the 

actual amount of Si is significantly higher than estimated by EDS.  
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Figure 112. W and Si peak overlap (source: Bruker) 

O and N also have low energy overlapping peaks. As they are both light elements, they however cannot 

be distinguished by higher energy peaks, explaining why N is in some cases not quantified (series SSC-

1), virtually increasing the relative content in O. 

 Conclusions 

In this case, the equivalence between samples and series of samples was checked out with a 

comparison of five series of samples with WAlSiN/SiON/SiO2 absorber coating. They were fabricated 

in different batches with the same type of substrate, SS304. Again this comparison is based on the 

results of spectral reflectance measurements, optical properties, surface topography by SEM and 

chemical composition by EDS. 

Reflectance measurements show similar spectra for all the samples, with slight variations over the 

whole spectral range (Figure 109). The highest variation occurs at the beginning of the visible region 

(close to 0.25 μm) and the end of near infrared region (close to 2.5 μm). Series SSC-1, SSC-3 and SSC-4 

show a good optical uniformity with the smallest variation in reflectance (Figure 109) and optical 

properties, especially solar absorptance (Table 16). Series SSC-1 shows the best uniformity considering 

the close values of solar absorptance and thermal emittance.  

Taking into account all series, the average solar absorptance is 0.914 ± 0.008, the average thermal 

emittance is 0.155 ± 0.029 and the average heliothermal efficiency is 0.884 ± 0.008 (Table 16). The 

standard deviation of solar absorptance and heliothermal efficiency is thus small, of 1 point. 

Meanwhile, thermal emittance fluctuates more distinctly by almost 3 points. Microstructural analysis 

did not show any notable differences between the samples of all series. These optical fluctuations may 

thus be due to slights variations in layer thicknesses during deposition, especially when considering 

the complex architecture of this type of absorber, where very thin layers must be deposited (2-3 nm). 

Indeed, the WAlSiN layer is composed of 18 layers of W2N and 18 layers of AlSiN over a total thickness 

of 85 nm (see Chapter 3 section 1.2.1, p. 97). 

To conclude on these series, the equivalence between these samples is sufficient for the results of 

different aging studies to be compared. As shown with the previous absorber, their optical properties 

are not the same, the solar absorptance values are very close between series, and their structure and 

chemical composition are close enough that their aging behavior should not change significantly. 
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1.4. Samples of W/SiCH multilayer absorber coatings  

For the W/SiCH multilayer absorber coating (see Chapter 3 section 1.3, p.98), two different series of 

samples were used as part of our study (Table 18). 

Table 18. The different series of samples used to test W/SiCH multilayer absorber coating 

W/SiCH absorber coating Series I4C Series I9C 

Number of samples 3 5 

Number of layers in the coating 4 9 

Substrate Inconel Silicon 

The two series have different architectures with different numbers of layers (4 and 9) and different 

substrate types (Inconel, Si). The series are named after the number of layers of the coating. Series I4C 

is a W (181 nm) / SiCH (71 nm) / W (8 nm) / SiCH (72 nm) multilayer absorber deposited on an Inconel 

substrate (Figure 80 p. 99), with a total coating thickness of 331 nm. Series I9C is a multibilayer of four 

W (2 nm) / SiCH (60 nm) periodic bilayers and an infrared reflective W sublayer with a thickness of 180 

nm (total coating thickness of 428 nm), deposited on a silicon substrate for easier material 

characterization after aging. Because of their very different structures, in this case the two series are 

not directly meant to be compared with one another. The equivalence within each series is discussed 

in the following. 

 Optical properties 

Figure 113 and Table 19 show the reflectance spectra and corresponding optical performance of the 

two series of samples in their as-deposited state.  

 
Figure 113. Reflectance spectra of series I4C (left) and series I9C (right) 

Table 19. Optical properties for each series of the W/SiCH absorber coating 

W/SiCH absorber coating Series I4C Series I9C 

Solar absorptance 0.871 ± 0.004 0.896 ± 0.001 

Thermal emittance @ 500°C 0.190 ± 0.007 0.426 ± 0.008 

Heliothermal efficiency @ 500°C 0.833 ± 0.005 0.812 ± 0.001 

As expected, the optical behavior is very different when comparing the two series. Series I4C has the 

best selective behavior with an efficiency equal to 0.833 ± 0.005, as it is an optimized architecture [93]. 

Contrarily, series I9C is less efficient (0.812 ± 0.001), as its architecture is not optimized. Indeed, it was 

initially developed for the purpose of generating W-SiCH composites by thermal annealing [194]. As a 
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result, solar absorptances are close, with a difference of 0.025 (0.896 vs. 0.871). The higher solar 

absorptance for I9C is due to the larger number of absorptive layers. As a consequence, thermal 

emittance is also much higher for I9C series, by 0.236 (0.426 vs. 0.190), due to the reflectance spectrum 

shift towards the infrared range. This shift is in turn due to the nature of the Si substrate, which is not 

IR-reflective as is the Inconel one, and to the higher number of layers and interfaces intensifying 

multiple reflections and enhancing optical interferences [194]. On the other hand, within each series 

the samples are satisfyingly uniform, with standard deviations lower than 1 point of performance 

(maximum ± 0.007). 

 Surface topography, atomic composition  

Pictures and SEM images of as-deposited W/SiCH samples for series I4C and I9C show a homogenous 

and smooth surface in both cases (Figure 114). There is no visual difference between the surfaces of 

each series. 

Table 20 shows the atomic content of the different elements present in the as-deposited absorber 

samples as measured by EDS. For series I9C, the higher content in silicon compared to series I4C is 

partly due to the Si substrate, which is detected underneath the coating. In a similar manner, elements 

from the Inconel substrate, Ni and Cr, are detected for series I4C.  

Table 20. Initial chemical composition in at.% (measured by EDS) 

Series Substrate O Si C W Fe Cr Ni Mo Nb 

_ Inconel - - - - 5 24 63 5 2 

I4C Inconel 1 3 69 21 - 2 5 - - 

I9C Silicon 1 12 70 16 - - - - - 

 

  

  
Figure 114. Pictures (top) and SEM images (bottom) of the surface of a sample from series I4C (left) and series I9C (right) 

From its architecture, series I9C has a higher content in Si and C, as it comprises four 60 nm-thick SiCH 

layers (240 nm in total), whereas series I4C has only two SiCH layers (143 nm in total). Meanwhile, the 

content in W should be equivalent (189 nm in total for series I4C vs. 188 nm in total for series I9C). This 

is not clearly apparent in Table 20, where the detected content in W is larger by 5 at.% for series I4C. 

This again can be due to the overlapping of W and Si EDS peaks, rendering the concomitant 

quantification of these two elements difficult, especially at low Si contents. Therefore, the W content 

detected for series I9C with more Si (coating + substrate) is probably more realistic. In any case, these 

two series having different architectures, they have different atomic compositions, as can be expected. 
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 Conclusions 

From the as-deposited analysis done on this type of absorber for the different series, due to their 

different architectures, a high variation of reflectance spectra was observed from one series to 

another, and as a results a high variation between the optical properties of the absorber, with a higher 

variation of thermal emittance than solar absorptance. As expected, the equivalence between these 

series cannot be considered and the two series will be used for testing separate aging protocols.  

1.5. Conclusions on sample equivalence 

In this section, large sets of samples were compared to determine their equivalence, for each of the 

three types of absorbers considered in this work: TiAlN and WAlSiN tandem absorbers, and W/SiCH 

multilayer absorber. The comparison of the samples was based on data obtained with the material 

characterization techniques available at PROMES-CNRS laboratory: spectrophotometry, SEM and EDS. 

The average optical performance calculated from reflectance measurements for each type of absorber 

is recalled in Table 21. For W/SiCH only the 4-layer series I4C is considered, as it is optimized. The other 

available series has a different architecture, so each series has been studied separately and their 

equivalence is not discussed. For WAlSiN, for the sake of comparison, the reported solar absorptance 

is the one calculated from reflectance spectra using the same method as for the others. 

Following Eq.(12) (p.34), solar absorptance has a higher impact on the absorber optical performance 

than thermal emittance. Therefore, variations in solar absorptance between equivalent samples of the 

same type of absorber must be limited, typically around 0.01, while variations in thermal emittance 

can be higher due to its lesser impact, typically lower than 0.1. Thus, the series of samples considered 

in this study present acceptable variations of their optical properties for a given type of absorber.  

Table 21. Average optical performance for each type of absorber 

Property / absorber type 

(number of samples considered) 

TiAlN tandem 

(30 samples) 

WAlSiN tandem 

(30 samples) 

W/SiCH multilayer 

(3 samples I4C) 

Solar absorptance 0.919 ± 0.007 0.914 ± 0.008 0.871 ± 0.004 

Thermal emittance @ 500°C 0.348 ± 0.033 0.155 ± 0.029 0.190 ± 0.007 

Heliothermal efficiency @ 500°C 0.850 ± 0.011 0.884 ± 0.008 0.833 ± 0.005 

These variations of optical properties tend to indicate that the top layers of the coatings, that by design 

influence solar absorptance, are very similar, while the underlying layers and substrate surface state, 

that influence thermal emittance, may vary more from one sample/series/batch to another. 

In addition, for a given absorber the surface morphology and chemical composition are similar. This 

study thus suggests that, for a given absorber type, the series of samples can be considered equivalent 

enough to be able to compare the results of different aging protocols applied to them. Indeed, their 

coating architecture and chemical composition are close enough so that their aging behavior and 

thermal stability should not differ significantly from one series to another. 

In any case, in the following, for each treated sample, the variation with aging of its optical response 

will also be considered relatively to its as-deposited state (e.g. S = S (aged) – S (as-deposited)). 

This allows for an enhanced comparability between the aging results obtained on different samples of 

a given absorber architecture. 
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2. Thermal aging for short durations in air 

When a solar selective absorber coating is designed and developed, even if the thermal stability of its 

constitutive materials is sometimes known, the aging behavior of the complete architecture is hard to 

predict, due to the complex aging phenomena discussed at length in Chapter 2. Therefore, the first 

simple step to test the thermal stability of an absorber is usually to treat samples under thermal 

radiation for a short duration, at temperatures close to the aimed operating temperature of the 

absorber. Since their duration is short, such tests can be attempted on equivalent samples in a range 

of temperatures instead of just one, in order to explore the absorber thermal resistance and find the 

critical temperature above which stability is no longer ensured. The atmosphere imposed on the 

coating during these tests also depends on the aimed working conditions, i.e., vacuum or air. 

In this way, the first response of the absorber coating with temperature can be precisely observed, 

using material characterization techniques. In particular, due to the optical nature of CSP applications, 

the absorber optical properties (spectral reflectance, solar absorptance, thermal emittance, 

heliothermal efficiency) are chosen as the main parameters to follow this evolution with aging. 

As a first step to investigate the aging behavior of absorber coatings, thermal aging tests for short 

durations of typically up to 24h are applied, usually in air and at various temperatures. The aim of such 

tests is to observe the response of the as-deposited coating to thermal exposure, usually at a 

temperature higher than its fabrication temperature. Indeed, depending on their fabrication technique 

and experimental conditions, coatings are not always stabilized after deposition. They can for instance 

present porosity or residual stress that may evolve under thermal post-treatment (see Chapter 2 

section 3.2.2, p.60). Such microstructural changes may cause variations in their optical properties that 

can be detrimental to their performance. 

 

2.1. Optical properties 

As an illustration of the effect of short duration aging protocols, Figure 115 shows the experimental 

spectral reflectance of the 3 types of absorbers (TiAlN, WAlSiN, W/SiCH) before and after thermal aging 

in air for up to 25h, at different temperatures. The aging conditions are recalled in the graph titles. 

For the WAlSiN absorber, samples were treated and measured at CSIR-NAL [242], first for 5h at 

different temperatures between 300 and 600°C in air, then up to 25h on the same samples. The other 

absorber coatings were treated and measured at PROMES-CNRS for up to 24h at 500°C in air. Some of 

them were treated for 24h directly from the as-deposited state, while others were first heat treated 

for 12h then treated again to reach 24h in total. Three series are considered for the TiAlN absorber 

and two for the W/SiCH absorber (4 and 9 layers). All these samples were treated in ambient air, except 

the 9-layer W/SiCH (I9C) absorber that was treated in filtered air, i.e., without CO2 and H2O. Table 22 

(p.135) and Figure 116 (p.137) show the corresponding variations in optical performance. Variations 

are calculated as the difference between the considered property after aging and before aging (e.g. 

S = S (after 24h) – S (as-deposited)). In Figure 116, the first number is the aging temperature in °C 

and the second number is the aging duration in hours. 
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Figure 115. Reflectance spectra of samples of the 3 absorber types, as-deposited and heat treated in air for up to 25h 
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Table 22. Comparison of optical properties as-deposited and after 12 and/or 24h at 500°C in air (favorable variations are 

in green, unfavorable ones in red) 

Absorber State 
Nb of 

samples 

Solar 

absorptance 

Thermal emittance 

@ 500°C 

Heliothermal efficiency 

@ 500°C 

TiAlN 

Series 1616 

As-deposited 10 0.915 ± 0.002 0.348 ± 0.004 0.846 ± 0.002 

After 12h 7 0.904 ± 0.001 0.306 ± 0.005 0.844 ± 0.001 

After 24h 9 0.912 ± 0.004 0.302 ± 0.004 0.852 ± 0.005 

Variation after 12h  -0.011 -0.042 -0.002 

Variation after 24h     

  vs. as-deposited  -0.003 -0.046 +0.006 

  vs. 12h  +0.008 -0.004 +0.008 

TiAlN 

Series 1828 

As-deposited 3 0.927 ± 0.002 0.315 ± 0.004 0.865 ± 0.002 

After 24h 7 0.911 ± 0.004 0.257 ± 0.008 0.861 ± 0.003 

Variation after 24h  -0.016 -0.058 -0.004 

TiAlN 

Series 1928 

As-deposited 17 0.914 ± 0.009 0.381 ± 0.011 0.839 ± 0.011 

After 24h 4 0.924 ± 0.007 0.329 ± 0.012 0.859 ± 0.005 

Variation after 24h  +0.010 -0.052 +0.020 

W/SiCH 

Series I4C 

As-deposited 1 0.869 0.195 0.831 

After 24h 1 0.882 0.194 0.843 

Variation after 24h  +0.013 -0.001 +0.013 

W/SiCH 

Series I9C 

As-deposited 5 0.896 ± 0.001 0.426 ± 0.008 0.812 ± 0.001 

After 12h 1 0.920 0.288 0.863 

After 24h 1 0.912 0.280 0.857 

Variation after 12h  +0.024 -0.138 +0.051 

Variation after 24h     

  vs. as-deposited  +0.014 -0.146 +0.045 

  vs. 12h  -0.008 -0.008 -0.006 

Overall, the observed evolutions in optical properties, if any, tend to occur after the first hours of 

thermal aging (5 to 12h), as little difference is later obtained between 5/12h and 24/25h. Also, there 

is also no notable difference between samples treated cumulatively, i.e., first for 12h then again for 

12h to reach 24h of aging in total, and samples treated for 24h directly from their as-deposited state. 

For TiAlN absorbers (Figure 115(a-c)), compared to their as-deposited state, reflectance after 12 and 

24h of aging clearly evolves. It is reduced in the UV-Vis range but increases in the NIR-IR range (typically 

above 0.75 µm). As a consequence, solar absorptance varies slightly (max. ± 0.016); thermal emittance 

notably decreases by several points (max. -0.058, i.e., -6 points); heliothermal efficiency is only slightly 

affected, with either a very slight decrease (-0.004) or a small increase (+0.020, i.e., +2 points), 

depending on the concomitant evolutions of solar absorptance and thermal emittance.  

The appearance of a very small absorption peak around 9.3 µm (reflectance dip visible in reflectance 

spectra), typical of Si-O bonds (1075 cm-1) [321], indicates that the coating could be slightly oxidized 

after its exposure to air. In previous work by HEF-IREIS [295], the optical changes were attributed to 

variations in layer thicknesses due to aging, especially for the two absorber layers, as measured on 

SEM images. Short duration thermal aging (12h) in air at a temperature close to that of the aimed 

application (500°C) leads to slight changes in optical performance, due to the coating microstructural 

fine tuning: densification and layer thickness variation. Since the absorber was optically optimized 

using optical simulation before plasma synthesis, due to these changes the absorber architecture is no 
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longer perfectly optimal. This underlines the critical importance of checking the coating stability after 

deposition, to validate its performance. 

This idea is illustrated by the case of the non-optimized W/SiCH absorber with 9 layers (series I9C), for 

which aging tests were also carried out for 12 and 24h at 500°C in air. The design of this periodic 

architecture was not optically optimized in terms of layer thicknesses before synthesis. Aging also 

affects its reflectance, with a shift towards lower wavelengths in the IR range and a decrease in 

intensity in the UV-Vis-NIR range (Figure 115(g)). Consequently, contrarily to the previous examples, 

in this case aging notably improves the absorber performance. As reflectance is slightly higher above 

0.5 µm but lower before 0.5 µm, and the spectrum is shifted towards lower wavelengths, there is an 

increase in solar absorptance by 2 points (+0.024 to reach 0.920), and more importantly a significant 

decrease of thermal emittance by almost 14 points (-0.138), so that heliothermal efficiency increases 

by 5 points (+0.051). Complementary studies in PROMES-CNRS during the thesis of D. Ngoue [194] 

indicated that this improvement is again due to changes in the chemical nature of the coating 

(oxidation of SiCH with partial replacement of H and/or C by O – here also confirmed by the appearance 

of an absorption peak near 9.3 µm on reflectance spectra, diffusion of W) and subsequent 

densification. A study of the kinetics of such phenomena showed that they are initiated at the early 

stages of heating (during the first 3 hours).  

This example shows that an initially non-optimal architecture may evolve into a more efficient one 

after aging for a short duration. Therefore, the short-term aging behavior of an absorber must 

absolutely be studied and its initial design can even be adapted accordingly. 

For the WAlSiN absorber, several equivalent samples were treated for 5h in air, at different 

temperatures ranging from 300°C to 600°C, with this time the objective to find a critical temperature 

beyond which the coatings are no longer stable. Up to 450°C the optical properties remain stable 

(Figure 115(d) and Figure 116 (top)). At 500°C and above, thermal emittance decreases by up to 2 

points, while solar absorptance is stable and even slightly increases at 600°C. Consequently, not only 

heliothermal efficiency is not degraded by aging but it even tends to slightly improve with temperature, 

starting at 500°C, reaching an improvement of 0.5 point at 550°C and 600°C. This example again 

illustrates that absorber coatings can be improved by short duration aging. Also, it demonstrates that 

aging for short durations is not sufficient to conclude on the existence and value of a critical 

temperature that would induce optical degradation. 

Small changes in the optical properties, mostly thermal emittance, are observed between 5h and 25h 

of thermal aging for the WAlSiN absorber (Figure 116 (bottom)). However, the calculation of thermal 

emittance considered here is influenced by the fluctuating quality of the overlap between the spectra 

acquired in the UV-Vis-NIR and NIR-IR ranges and of the extrapolation in the 16 – 25 µm range (Figure 

115(e)). As a matter of fact, direct measurements of thermal emittance at 82°C at CSIR-NAL using an 

emissometer (model AE1-RD1) did not show any variations [242]. Therefore, the observed variations 

for this absorber may not be significant, and remain small in any case (maximum 1.5 points of 

emittance). 
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Figure 116. Optical properties variations of WAlSiN absorber with thermal aging at different temperatures in air: (top) 

after 5h (300 - 600°C); (bottom) after 5 and 25h (300 - 500°C) 

2.2. Conclusions on thermal aging for short durations 

Overall, short duration thermal aging tends to either slightly degrade or slightly improve the optical 

performance of initially optimized absorber coatings (using optical design). Indeed, the systematic 

decrease in thermal emittance is not always enough to compensate for the slight decrease in solar 

absorptance sometimes observed. Meanwhile, the performance of initially non-optimized absorber 

coatings can evolve positively with this first aging step. These changes are likely caused by small 

microstructural evolutions when exposed to temperatures higher than the fabrication temperature. In 

particular, coating layer thicknesses can vary due to thermal densification. In some cases, an evolution 

in composition due to oxidation phenomena can also occur and impact optical performance, either 

positively or negatively. On the whole, this analysis shows that such short duration tests give valuable 

indications of the aging behavior of the absorbers, such as their critical temperature, a relevant 

parameter indicative of their limit of use. However, they are never enough to conclude on the stability 

of the coating, let alone its durability. Longer durations are absolutely necessary to validate or 

disprove the tendencies observed at short durations.  

In any case, this study indicates that variations in optical properties seem to occur at the early stages 

(first hours) of thermal aging in air at high temperature, then tend to stabilize. Such short duration 

thermal aging could thus be considered as a post processing step for absorber coatings fabrication, 
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with the aim of stabilizing the microstructure and properties of the coatings, or even in some cases 

fine tuning and improving them. This kind of procedure is classically called curing in materials 

engineering. Since absorbers will inevitably be exposed to high temperatures in the final CSP 

application, this curing step, integrated as the final step in the fabrication process, is highly 

recommended to avoid any notable changes in the coating performance after its installation. Also, as 

optical properties were not perfectly stabilized after up to 12h, it appears recommendable to increase 

the duration of the curing step to typically 24h, to better ensure the stabilization of the coating 

microstructure. In the following, unless otherwise stated, a curing step of 24h at 500°C in air was thus 

systematically applied to the TiAlN and W/SiCH absorbers before any other type of aging.  

Finally, even though short duration thermal aging gives access to relevant information of the aging 

behavior of the absorber coatings, it is mandatory to check if this behavior remains constant with 

time. Aging tests for longer durations than 24h are thus necessary to verify their durability. 

 

3. Thermal aging for long durations at working temperature in air 

Compared to short durations, applying thermal aging on solar absorbers for long durations allows 

checking whether their optical performance tends to stabilize with time after its first evolution, or if 

the latter tend to progress further, to finally reach an unacceptable level of degradation. In this way, 

long duration tests allow studying the absorbers behavior in conditions better approaching the real 

working conditions in CSP plants, i.e., a high number of hours at high temperature during the lifetime 

of a CSP plant.  

For our study, the aimed working temperature is considered to be around 500°C in air, representative 

of CSP technologies such as Fresnel or central tower with Direct Steam Generation. 

As a consequence: 

• Three equivalent samples of the TiAlN absorber (series 1616) were aged for up to 1000h at 

500°C in air, cumulatively with steps of approx. 24h;  

• During the thesis of D. Ngoue [194], several equivalent samples of the optically non-optimized 

9-layer W/SiCH absorber (periodic series I9C) deposited on silicon wafers were treated at 

500°C in filtered air (without CO2 and H2O) for different durations up to 96h, and some of these 

results are reported here to complete our analysis of aging protocols;  

• In addition, a sample of the optically optimized 4-layer W/SiCH absorber (a-periodic series I4C 

[93]) deposited on Inconel was also treated at 500°C in ambient air during this thesis, this time 

cumulatively on the same sample for up to 96h, with steps of 24h; 

• During the thesis of K. Niranjan at CSIR-NAL, a sample of the WAlSiN absorber was treated at 

450°C in air, cumulatively with steps of 25h until reaching a total duration of 250h, and these 

results are further exploited here [242]. 

Their spectral reflectance was measured as-deposited and after each aging step to follow the evolution 

of the optical properties with aging. Their surface morphology and atomic composition were also 

measured at intervals by SEM and EDS analyses. The corresponding results are presented in the 

following subsections. 
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3.1. Optical properties 

Figure 117 shows the reflectance spectra measured before and after each aging step applied to the 

different absorbers. For the TiAlN absorber, only some of the collected spectra are shown, for clarity. 

The spectra for the as-deposited state and up to 24h of aging are the same as the ones presented in 

section 2 on short durations. Table 23, Figure 118 and Figure 119 show the evolutions with aging of 

the corresponding optical performance parameters: solar absorptance, thermal emittance and 

heliothermal efficiency at 500°C, and performance criterion in some cases. Table 23 gives the absolute 

values and variations of these optical properties for TiAlN and W/SiCH absorbers at specific durations, 

Figure 119 shows absolute values for all aging durations applied to the TiAlN absorber and Figure 118 

shows the absolute variation for WAlSiN absorber compared to the as-deposited state, as previously 

shown for shorter durations. 

 

 
Figure 117. Reflectance spectra of the different absorbers, as-deposited and aged at 450 or 500°C in air for up to 1000h 

Overall, the beneficial effect of the curing step (24h aging) discussed in section 2 is again visible here: 

for TiAlN and W/SiCH absorbers, the decrease in UV-Vis reflectance, coupled with a decrease in 

thermal emittance due to the increase in NIR-IR reflectance and/or the reflectance blueshift (due to 

coating densification with aging), leads to an increase in heliothermal efficiency by a few points. 
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Figure 118. Optical properties variations of the WAlSiN absorber with up to 250h of aging at 450°C in air (the first number 

is the aging temperature in °C and the second number is the aging duration in h) 

Table 23. TiAlN and W/SiCH absorbers optical performance evolution for as-deposited and aged samples at 500°C in air  

Absorber State 
Solar 

absorptance 

Thermal emittance 

@ 500°C 

Heliothermal efficiency 

@ 500°C 

TiAlN 

Series 1616 

As-deposited (3 samples) 0.915 ± 0.002 0.348 ± 0.004 0.845 ± 0.003 

After 24h (3 samples) 0.912 ± 0.004 0.302 ± 0.004 0.850 ± 0.001 

After 96h (2 samples) 0.920 ± 0.002 0.297 ± 0.007 0.862 ± 0.001 

After 264h (3 samples) 0.926 ± 0.002 0.289 ± 0.005 0.869 ± 0.001 

After 564h (2 samples) 0.932 ± 0.000 0.337 ± 0.009 0.866 ± 0.002 

After 708h (1 sample) 0.921 0.334 0.859 

After 1000h (3 samples) 0.917 ± 0.003 0.230 ± 0.007 0.872 ± 0.002 

Variation after 1000h    

 vs. as-deposited +0.002 -0.118 +0.027 

 vs. 24h (cured) +0.005 -0.072 +0.022 

W/SiCH 

Series I9C 

[194] 

As-deposited (5 samples) 0.896 ± 0.001 0.426 ± 0.008 0.812 ± 0.001 

After 24h (1 sample) 0.912 0.280 0.857 

After 48h (1 sample) 0.913 0.286 0.856 

After 96h (1 sample) 0.920   0.290 0.863  

Variation after 96h    

 vs. as-deposited +0.024 -0.136 +0.051 

 vs. 24h (cured) +0.008 +0.010 +0.006 

W/SiCH 

Series I4C 

(1 sample) 

As-deposited 0.869 0.195 0.831 

After 24h 0.882 0.194 0.843 

After 48h 0.875 0.199 0.836 

After 72h 0.871 0.204 0.831 

After 96h 0.863 0.200 0.824 

Variation after 96h    

 vs. as-deposited -0.006 +0.005 -0.007 

 vs. 24h (cured) -0.019 +0.006 -0.019 
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Figure 119. TiAlN absorber optical performance parameters (solar absorptance S, thermal emittance (500°C), 

heliothermal efficiency (500°C), performance criterion PC) evolution with cumulative aging duration at 500°C in air for 

three equivalent samples (the orange rectangle represents the curing step) 
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After this curing step, there is no general tendency for the different absorbers. For the TiAlN absorber, 

the performance continues to improve (i.e., solar absorptance increases by up to 3 points and thermal 

emittance decreases by 2 points), slightly but steadily, up to approx. 400h of aging (Figure 119). The 

cut-off wavelength between low and high reflectance behavior is shifted towards lower wavelengths 

(Figure 117), due to the decrease in coating thickness [295]: a slow densification of the material with 

cumulative aging may thus be at play. After 400h, thermal emittance suddenly increases again by 

approx. 5 points to reach its initial value, before going down again after 600h to finally reach values 

significantly lower than the initial one (-0.118 after 1000h vs. as-deposited). Meanwhile, above 500h 

solar absorptance decreases again slightly, to practically reach its initial value after 1000h (+0.005 after 

1000h, Table 23). These changes derive from the ones in spectral reflectance (Figure 117 (a)), with a 

slight increase below 0.7 μm where solar irradiation is high, thus reducing solar absorptance, not 

compensated by the slight reflectance decrease in the NIR region. IR reflectance varies the most, 

causing the strong variations in thermal emittance. Overall, heliothermal efficiency remains higher 

than its initial value at all times, up to 1000h of aging (+0.027 vs. as-deposited, Table 23). Also, the 

performance criterion (PC = - + 0.5 ) is very low (below 0.01, Figure 119) and even negative for 

most of the aging test, clearly illustrating that not only the optical performance is not degraded by 

aging, but it is even improved by it. Aging is thus beneficial for this type of absorber coating, which 

demonstrates good thermal stability for long durations at 500°C in air. 

For the 9-layer W/SiCH absorber, spectral reflectance varies only slightly after the curing step (Figure 

117 (b)), so that the optical properties have not significantly changed after 96h of aging (Table 23). 

Solar absorptance and thermal emittance slightly increase compared to the cured state (+0.01), 

resulting in a very slight improvement of the heliothermal efficiency. This absorber is thus thermally 

stable up to approx. 100h. However, these evolutions are very similar to the ones obtained for the 

TiAlN absorber after 100h, so that the 9-layer W/SiCH absorber may also still evolve with time if aging 

tests are continued.  

For the 4-layer W/SiCH absorber, reflectance tends to gradually decrease in the UV-Vis (0.25-0.5 μm) 

and IR regions (> 2.5 µm) whereas it increases in between (0.5-2.5 µm) (Figure 117 (c)). There is also a 

blueshift of the reflectance minima, indicating a probable decrease in thickness and densification of 

the coating with aging. After the improvement brought by the curing step, the optical properties tend 

to degrade slowly with aging, to finally reach a performance after 96h that is slightly lower than the 

performance of the as-deposited sample (-0.006 in solar absorptance, +0.005 in thermal emittance, -

0.007 in heliothermal efficiency), and definitely lower the performance of the cured sample (-0.019 in 

solar absorptance, +0.006 in thermal emittance, -0.019 in heliothermal efficiency). 

For the WAlSiN absorber, the optical properties remain stable up to 150h (Figure 118), despite the 

decrease in reflectance in the UV region (Figure 117 (d)) that has little impact on solar absorptance, as 

there is very little solar radiation in this range. As previously discussed, the small variations in thermal 

emittance below 150h are not significant as they are mostly caused by the poor overlapping of UV-Vis-

NIR and IR spectra. Then after 150h of aging the behavior starts to change in a more significant way, 

first in the solar range where reflectance flattens, with a notable increase beyond 0.5 µm, then also in 

the infrared region where reflectance strongly decreases. As a consequence, the heliothermal 

efficiency starts to decrease at 150h (-0.13 after 250h), first due to a dramatic drop in solar absorptance 

(-0.09 after 250h), then to a strong increase in thermal emittance (+0.18 after 250h). 

In the following, material characterization sheds some light into the causes of these evolutions. On this 

matter, as observed for shorter durations absorption peaks (reflectance dips around 9.3 µm) appear 

with aging, foreboding some level of oxidation through the formation of Si-O and/or Al-O bonds [321]. 
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3.2. Surface topography 

Figure 120 and Figure 121 compare macroscopic and SEM pictures of the surface of the different 

absorbers in their as-deposited state and after aging at 450 or 500°C in air for different durations.  

Absorber As-deposited After 24h After 48h After 72h After 96h After 1000h 

TiAlN 

Series 

1616 
 

_ _ _ _ 

 

W/SiCH 

Series 

I9C [194] 
  

_ _ 

 

_ 

W/SiCH 

Series 

I4C 
 

_ 

   

_ 

Figure 120. Macroscopic images of the absorbers, as-deposited and after aging for different durations at 500°C in air 

To the naked eye, the samples, particularly the W/SiCH ones, display changes in color with aging. This 

change probably reflects a change in thickness due to the densification of the coating [194], as 

indicated by the blueshift of the reflectance spectra (Figure 117). Local surface defects and edge 

delamination can also be observed on the TiAlN and 4-layer W/SiCH absorbers deposited on Inconel 

substrates, while the 9-layer W/SiCH absorber deposited on Si did not suffer from delamination (Figure 

120). The phenomena can thus be due to the larger thermal expansion of the metallic alloy substrate 

(typically 14 x 10−6 °C-1 at 500°C [322]) compared to the crystalline silicon wafer (4 x 10−6 °C-1 at 500°C 

[323]), creating larger tensile mechanical stress in the coating when heated (tension-compression 

cycle). This example emphasizes the strong influence of the substrate on the aging behavior of 

absorber coatings. Such macroscopic defects are still visible at larger magnification, provided by SEM 

analysis. However, when further increasing magnification, the surface appears smooth (apart from the 

initial polishing tracks of the metallic substrate) and without defects. The morphologic changes appear 

to only be macroscopic, typical of thermomechanical deterioration and not of dramatic changes of the 

coating microstructure. This is why the optical properties of these coatings do not drastically change 

with the applied aging.  

Contrarily, for the WAlSiN absorbers, the change in surface morphology is more drastic after 250h 

(Figure 121), explaining the notable degradation of the optical performance. Indeed, the initially 

smooth surface changes to a more irregular surface, with the appearance of asperities that strongly 

deteriorate the selectivity of the material. Thermal emittance is the most affected (Figure 118), due to 

the size of these asperities, in the micrometer range: they cause light trapping in the IR wavelengths, 

increasing spectral absorptance and emittance in this range (decrease in reflectance in Figure 117 (d)). 

These morphologic and optical changes are also related to the evolution of the material composition 

with aging, as explained in the following. 
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TiAlN 

Series 

1616 

As-deposited 

 

_ 

After 384h at 500°C 

 
x 150 

 

After 1000h at 500°C 

 
x 150 

 
x 8000 

W/SiCH 

Series I9C 

[194] 

As-deposited 

 
x 5000 

 
x 80000 

After 96h at 500°C 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
x 80000 

 

WAlSiN 

[242] 

As-deposited 

 

 

 

_ 

After 250h at 450°C 

 
Figure 121. SEM images of the surface of the absorbers, after different aging durations at 450°C or 500°C in air 

3.3. Atomic composition 

The evolutions in the atomic composition of the different absorbers were measured by EDS at 

intervals. Both the 9-layer W/SiCH and WAlSiN absorbers show a large increase of the oxygen content 

in the coating after aging (approx. +20-25 at.%, Table 24), indicating their oxidation in the presence of 
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air. In the W/SiCH absorber, it was previously observed [194] that the incorporation of oxygen happens 

through the formation of Si-O and W-O bonds, to the detriment of C, which may be expulsed in the 

form of CO2 vapor. In a similar manner, in the WAlSiN absorber it is probable that it happens through 

the formation of W-O, Al-O and/or Si-O bonds, to the detriment of N (which may be expulsed in the 

form of N2 and/or NOx vapors). 

Table 24. EDS analysis (at.%) of the 9-layer W/SiCH and WAlSiN absorbers, as-deposited and aged in air 

Absorber Substrate State W Al Si C N O 

W/SiCH 

I9C 

[194] 

Silicon 

As-deposited 16 

 

12 71 

 

1 

After 12h at 500°C 17 11 54 18 

After 24h at 500°C 17 14 44 25 

After 48h at 500°C 18 11 48 22 

After 96h at 500°C 18 11 50 22 

WAlSiN 

[242] 

Stainless 

steel 

As-deposited 20 4 9 

 

19 48 

After 250h @ 450°C (Figure 117 (d)) 

   Flat surface 

 

17 

 

4 

 

9 

 

2 

 

68 

   Asperities 12 4 8 _ 76 

For the W/SiCH absorber, oxidation occurs after the first few hours of aging, then the oxygen content 

seems to stabilize, as reflected by the stabilization of the optical properties. For the WAlSiN absorber, 

the whole coating is oxidized, forming WO3 phases [242], and the asperities observed in Figure 117 (d) 

present an even larger amount of oxygen. Since these asperities contain less W than the flat surface, 

they are probably made of a metallic oxide based on one of the elements from the stainless steel 

substrate (e.g. Cr).  

The TiAlN absorber, initially oxygen-free by design, also tends to oxidize with aging. The oxygen content 

in the coating increases progressively as the cumulated aging duration increases, up to approx. 7 at.% 

after 400h and up to approx. 10 at.% after 1000h (Figure 122). 

 
Figure 122. Evolution of the oxygen atomic content (at.%O) in the absorber coating measured by EDS vs. aging duration 

at 500°C in air 
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In this case, the evolution of the oxygen content with aging duration was fitted with a parabolic law 

known as Wagner’s law of oxidation (see Chapter 2 section 3.2.1.2, p.57). The latter states that during 

oxidation a mass gain Δm occurs and is related with the square root of time, according to Eq.(34). Here 

we will assume that the mass gain due to the formation of oxides is proportional to the increase in 

oxygen content in at.% measured by EDS. 

Δ𝑚 ∝ 𝑎𝑡. % 𝑂 ∝ 𝐾 ∙ √𝑡 (34) 

This parabolic oxidation profile is typical of the formation of an adhering and stable oxide at the surface 

of the coating during aging. As further oxidation must happen via oxygen diffusion through this surface 

oxide, oxidation becomes slower and slower as the oxide gets thicker. Overall, the impact of oxidation 

is not very strong since the optical properties remain stable even while this oxidation phenomenon 

goes on (Figure 119).  

It is thus possible that oxidation mostly concerns the top SiCNH antireflective layer of the absorber 

structure, and that the optical indices (n, k) of the latter are not drastically changed by the 

incorporation of oxygen in its microstructure, which remains a transparent low-n material. These 

results seem to indicate that the initial SiCNH top antireflective layer may be oxidized into SiO2, then 

this layer acts as a barrier against further oxidation, while keeping the antireflective property also 

characteristic of this oxide material. The observed change in optical properties may additionally be 

caused by the modification of layer thicknesses and intrinsic chemical nature due to atomic 

interdiffusion between the coating layers or between the substrate and the coating, which are 

thermally-induced phenomena, as was previously observed for similar HEF-IREIS coatings [295].  

In any case, as oxidation is slowly and constantly increasing, it does not seem to be the cause for the 

fluctuations in optical properties observed after 400h, especially thermal emittance (Figure 119). Since 

the physical aspect of the surface evolves towards local defects at the micrometer scale, the changes 

in optical properties at this second stage of aging are probably due to the impact these defects have 

on the coating optical response in the IR range, as was observed for the WAlSiN absorber. 

3.4. Conclusions on thermal aging for long durations at working temperature 

Overall, this analysis shows that changes in coating microstructure, chemical composition and 

subsequently in optical properties, if any, mostly occur during the first hours of aging (i.e., the curing 

step), then the coating tends to stabilize or evolve slowly up to at least 100-150h. This evolution is 

typical of the formation of a protective surface oxide to slow down oxidation, here based on the Si-

derived antireflective top layers (SiCNH, SiCH and SiON layers for the TiAlN, W/SiCH and WAlSiN 

absorbers, respectively) forming silicon oxides [194]. Oxygen incorporation at the level of 10-25 at.% 

does not necessarily result in a significant change, let alone degradation, in the optical performance of 

the aged absorber. 

However, given enough time (here above 150 to 400h), cumulative aging seems to provoke another 

stage of aging where the optical performance of the coatings, especially thermal emittance, is 

degraded by the appearance of defects on their surface. These defects can be purely physical, such as 

local cracks or delamination, probably resulting from thermomechanical phenomena induced by 

thermal expansion and repeated thermal cycling (e.g. for the TiAlN and W/SiCH absorbers) [242]. They 

can also result from chemical changes, e.g. for the WAlSiN absorber highly-oxidized asperities develop 

on the surface over time. Due to their size, these defects increase the absorption/emission of radiation 

in the IR region. 
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For some absorber coatings, the beneficial effect of the curing step is not retained with further aging, 

again demonstrating that tests for longer durations than the first few hours are absolutely necessary 

to conclude on the stability of an absorber coating, although many authors claim the thermal stability 

for their absorber coatings after short durations, sometimes as short as 2h. 

In addition, our suggested aging protocol, exposed in Chapter 3 (section 3.1 p.102), is based on the 

trends observed in this chapter so far. First, the thermal stability is studied for a duration of typically 

100h, to be able in most cases to observe sufficient changes on the absorber microstructure and 

composition – although the examples of the TiAlN and WAlSiN absorbers emphasize that a 

deterioration may still eventually appear if tests are continued for longer durations at the same 

temperature. Depending on its aging behavior up to 100h, the absorber can reasonably be further 

tested or disqualified.  

These further tests can be performed for longer durations at the same temperature, close to the aimed 

working temperature in the CSP applications; or an accelerated aging protocol can be applied at higher 

temperatures (see Chapter 2 section 4.1.2, p.75), also called “accelerated temperatures”. The interest 

of such protocols is that it avoids testing for very long durations at the working temperature (e.g. 

1000h), as applying higher temperatures supposedly accelerates aging phenomena without changing 

their nature. This topic will be discussed in the following section. 

 

4. Thermal aging for long durations at accelerated temperatures in air 

The TiAlN absorber has demonstrated its good thermal and optical stability for long durations up to 

1000h at 500°C in air with a small variation of the optical properties after the high amount of hours. 

Thus, this absorber type was selected to apply and evaluate a classical accelerated aging protocol. 

Several equivalent samples of the TiAlN absorber series 1616 were thermally aged for long durations 

(200 to 450h) in air at different accelerated temperatures from 600°C to 800°C. 

The selected temperatures were 600°C, 630°C, 660°C and 690°C, to obtain a lifetime prediction from 

the accelerated aging tests according to an Arrhenius protocol (see Chapter 2 section 4.1.2.1, p.76). 

This protocol implies choosing a set of accelerated temperatures in close succession, that are close 

enough to the aimed working temperature (here 500°C) so that they will provoke similar aging 

phenomena following an Arrhenius law (e.g. oxidation and diffusion), but high enough so that they will 

noticeably accelerate them. In addition, tests at even higher temperature of 800°C were also 

attempted to further explore the coating thermal resistance in air. In all cases, heat treatments with 

steps of 12 or 24h were applied to follow more precisely the evolution of the samples with aging. Their 

optical properties were systematically measured after each aging step and material characterization 

was carried out at intervals. 

4.1. Optical properties 

Figure 123 shows reflectance spectra measured after aging at the different accelerated temperatures 

from 600 to 800°C. For clarity’s sake, only some of the aging durations were represented in Figure 123. 

In all cases, the first step of aging (24h or 40h, in blue) is applied at 500°C, to act as a curing step. 

Afterwards the accelerated temperature is applied instead. The total number of aging hours seen by 

the coating takes this first curing step into account. Figure 124 shows the subsequent variations of 

optical performance (solar absorptance, thermal emittance, heliothermal efficiency and performance 

criterion at 500°C) for all applied aging durations.  
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Figure 123. Evolution of the reflectance spectra for the TiAlN absorber aged at different durations and temperatures 

from 600°C to 800°C in air. The first step of aging (24h or 40h, in blue) is applied at 500°C in air (curing step). 

As can be expected, higher variations of reflectance spectra are observed compared to aging tests at 

450-500°C (Figure 117 p.139). Whatever the accelerated temperature, the first exposure (up to approx. 

100h, light orange in Figure 123) of the samples to a higher temperature than the curing temperature 

of 500°C (blue in Figure 123) causes a reflectance blue-shift in the IR range beneficial for thermal 

emittance, as the higher reflectance in the NIR-IR range blocks a larger fraction of the blackbody 

emission. Thus (500°C) decreases by 5 to 17 points, depending on temperature (Figure 124 b)).  
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Figure 124. Evolution of optical performance (solar absorptance S, thermal emittance  and heliothermal efficiency  at 

500°C, performance criterion PC) with aging at accelerated temperatures in air for up to 450h 

The same first evolutions are however detrimental to solar absorptance and heliothermal efficiency, 

which decrease by up to 9 points (Figure 124 a), c)). Indeed, reflectance tends to increase in the solar 

range with increasing aging temperature (Figure 123). The observed reflectance oscillations are typical 

of changes in the coating chemical nature and its subsequent optical behavior, switching from 

absorptive to semitransparent [194]. The presence of an absorption peak around 9.3 µm [321] 

indicates that these changes in chemical nature may be due to some level of oxidation.  

When increasing the aging duration at a given temperature, the frequency of the UV-Vis oscillations 

increases, causing the spectra to shift towards higher wavelengths in the whole spectral range. This 

behavior is typical of an increase in coating thickness [194]. As a consequence, after its first drop, 

thermal emittance tends to increase again (Figure 124 b)). It reaches its initial value for aging tests up 

to 690°C then stabilizes, and even strongly exceeds it (+0.18) when aged at 800°C. Meanwhile, solar 

absorptance mostly stabilizes after its first drop, as the oscillations shift beyond the solar range, so 

that overall the heliothermal efficiency tends to stabilize or slowly decrease when increasing the aging 

duration, whatever the accelerated temperature. 

When increasing the aging temperature, the amplitude of the reflectance oscillations increases, as 

clearly visible in Figure 123 f) showing the reflectance spectra of the samples aged for similar durations 

of approx. 200h at the different temperatures. Figure 125 shows the corresponding optical 

performance: from 600°C to 690°C, similar decreases of solar absorptance (-0.08 to -0.05) and  thermal 

emittance (-0.09 to -0.06) are observed, while at 800°C there is a strong increase in thermal emittance 

due to the reflectance red-shift. These results indicate a non-linear relationship between the aging 

temperature and the deterioration of the absorber, yet they confirm a tendency to accelerate aging 

when applying higher temperatures.  
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Figure 125. Evolution of optical performance for temperatures from 600°C to 800°C after approx. 200h in air 

The acceleration of aging is evidenced by the increase in thermal emittance and performance criterion 

(PC = - + 0.5 ) (Figure 124 b), d)). This increase globally tends to be faster and steeper when 

increasing the aging temperature. Indeed, at the lowest temperatures (e.g. 630°C), PC remains below 

0.05 (the recommended maximal acceptable value before disqualifying the coating) for up to 200h; at 

660°C PC exceeds 0.05 after approx. 100h; at 690°C and 800°C, PC is higher than 0.05 before the first 

50h of aging. Whatever the aging temperature, the performance criterion increases with time, so that 

it ends up exceeding the recommended value of 0.05. It is to notice that at the lowest temperatures, 

PC is negative during the first steps of aging, reflecting the observed decrease in thermal emittance 

and the corresponding optical improvement. 

The surmised changes in chemical nature and increase in thickness of the aged coatings can be linked 

to the oxidation of the absorber, which was already observed at 500°C (see section 3.3). This point is 

further discussed in the next section. 

4.2. Surface topography, atomic composition 

Macroscopic and SEM images of the aged coatings are visible respectively in Table 25 and Table 26 for 

the different accelerated temperatures and different durations. 

To the naked eye (Table 25), the samples rapidly suffer with aging from inhomogeneous changes in 

color (from dark blue to orange/purple) and aspect (seemingly corrosion spots and stains). SEM images 

(Table 26) show the appearance of irregularities on the surface. At smaller magnification (scale 200 

µm), spots appear on the coating, that are not visible at higher magnification (scale 1-3 µm), indicating 

that these irregularities have a larger size, in the 10-50 µm range. They may be partly accountable for 

the visible changes in the aspect of the samples in Table 25. 
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Table 25. Macroscopic images of TiAlN absorber series 1616 aged in air at accelerated temperatures of 630, 660, 690 and 800°C (to be compared with as-deposited state, Figure 107 p.124) 

Aging 

temp. 
Aging duration 

630°C _ _ _ 

After 264h at 630°C 

 

After 384h at 630°C 

 

_ _ 

660°C _ _ _ _ 

After 366h at 660°C 

 

After 426h at 660°C 

 

After 450h at 660°C 

 

690°C _ _ 

After 156h at 690°C 

 

After 276h at 690°C 

 

After 300h at 690°C 

  

_ _ 

800°C 

After 88h at 800°C 

 

After 100h at 800°C 

 

After 124h at 800°C 

 

_ _ _ _ 
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Table 26. SEM images of TiAlN absorber series 1616 aged in air at accelerated temperatures of 630, 660, 690 and 800°C (to be compared with as-deposited state, Figure 108 p.124) 

Aging 

temp. 
Aging duration 

630°C _ _ _ 

After 288h at 630°C 

 

 

After 360h at 630°C 

 

 

After 400h at 630°C 

 

 

660°C _ _ _ 

After 270h at 660°C 

 
 

After 390h at 660°C 

 

 

After 450h at 660°C 
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690°C _ _ 

After 180h at 690°C 

 

 

After 252h at 690°C 

 

 

After 300h at 690°C 

 

 

_ 

800°C 

After 46h at 800°C 

 

 

After 100h at 800°C 

 

 

After 196h at 800°C 

 

 

_ _ _ 
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Figure 126 gives a closer look at one of these irregularities on an absorber sample treated at 660°C for 

390h, where three areas were analyzed by EDS to obtain their chemical composition. Area 1 represents 

the main surface of the coating outside of the observed spot (darkest area) while areas 2 and 3 

(brightest area) are at the periphery and the center of the spot, respectively. 

 
Figure 126. SEM image of an oxide spot that appear with deterioration on the TiAlN absorber. 

Figure 127 presents the variation in atomic content, compared to the as-deposited state, of the main 

elements of the TiAlNx/TiAlNy/SiNCH coating (O, Si, Al, Ti) and of the Inconel substrate (Ni, Cr, Fe, Nb) 

for the three areas in Figure 126. 

 
Figure 127. Variation in atomic content (in at.%) for the TiAlN absorber after 390h at 660°C vs. as-deposited state 

All areas analyzed on the aged sample present a higher oxygen content than the as-deposited sample, 

indicating the general oxidation of the sample. The center of the spot (Area 3) has the highest oxygen 

level (+46 at.% O), more than twice the one detected on the main surface (Area 1, +19 at.% O). 

Meanwhile, from main surface to center, the detected content in Al decreases (from -11 to -33 at.% 

Al) while the levels of Ti and Si remain stable.  

As for substrate elements, while the contents in Cr and Fe remain stable with a slight tendency to 

decrease, the content in Ni is clearly lower at the center of the spot, while that of Nb notably increases. 

These evolutions tend to indicate that the spots appearing at the surface of the aged coatings result 

from: i) the outward diffusion of substrate elements such as Nb and of coating elements such as Ti, 

caused by the exposure to high temperatures, and; ii) their oxidation, participating to the growth of an 

oxide on the sample surface (as inner elements such as Al and Ni are less detected, they are buried 

deeper into the sample, below its surface). 

 

2 
3 

1 
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This hypothesis is supported by EDS analyses over larger areas of the samples showing a significant 

increase of the oxygen content with increasing temperature and duration (Figure 128), faster than the 

changes observed at 500°C (Figure 122 p.145). At these higher temperatures, the evolution of the 

content in oxygen still follows a parabolic law (Eq.(34) p.146), typical of slow and steady oxidation. 

 
Figure 128. Evolution of at.%O measured by EDS with aging duration at different temperatures 

At 800°C the oxidation rather follows a linear tendency at first (< 100h) but then seems to also follow 

a parabolic law after that, showing similar temperature- and time-dependent oxidation mechanisms 

at this higher temperature. SEM images of the sample aged at 800°C (Table 26) show that the 

morphological changes observed at lower temperatures seem to happen at a lower scale, with the 

appearance of surface asperities at the 100-500 nm scale rather than the 10-50 µm scale, although 

both seem to be caused by the same oxidation phenomena. 

 

From the EDS results presented in Figure 128, an activation energy for the oxidation phenomena was 

estimated. First, the parabolic law of oxidation (Eq.(34) p.146) was used to determine the oxidation 

rate constants K(T) for all accelerated temperatures (600 to 800°C). For this purpose a least-squares 

method [324] was applied (Eq.(35)): the ² value was minimized using Excel solver, with yi the 

experimental at.% O measured by EDS, y the parabolic law (Eq. Eq.(34) p.146) depending on time (aging 

duration xi) and K as the parameter to be fitted, 𝜎𝑖
2 the normally distributed variance of yi (± 1 at.%) 

and N the number of experimental points yi. 

𝜒2(𝐾) = ∑
[𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦(𝑥𝑖; 𝐾)]2

𝜎𝑖
2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (35) 

Since oxidation is a temperature-dependent mechanism, the rate constant K depends on temperature 

and can be expressed using an Arrhenius law (Eq.(22) p.76). The fitted values of K(T) were thus plotted 

in an Arrhenius plot vs. 1/T to determine by linear regression the activation energy Ea of the oxidation 

phenomena (Figure 129). Ea is given by the slope of such a plot (-Ea/R with R the gas constant). 
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Figure 129. Arrhenius plot of oxidation rate constant K vs. temperature T 

An activation energy of oxidation Ea ≈ 48 kJ/mol was obtained. This value is low compared to the ones 

found in the literature for similar TiAlN coatings (e.g. 164 - 376 kJ/mol [325], 136 - 403 kJ/mol [326]). 

This may confirm that the observed oxidation phenomena do not directly concern the TiAlN absorber 

layers themselves, but the SiNCH top antireflective layer and/or elements diffusing from the substrate, 

as previously mentioned. Also, this low activation energy of chemical oxidation is consistent with the 

slow degradation and stabilization of the optical performance observed when applying accelerated 

aging (Figure 124). This highlights again that physicochemical changes to the absorber coatings do not 

necessarily lead to the degradation of their optical properties. 

4.3. Lifetime prediction 

While such slow and little damaging degradation processes ensure that an absorber coating may be 

durable, they prevent the application of classical lifetime prediction methods, which are based on the 

estimation of the activation energy of the optical degradation itself [128,151,327,328]. Indeed, 

classical lifetime prediction is based on a similar Arrhenius approach as the one presented above, 

considering the evolution of the optical properties instead of the oxygen content, and deducing an 

activation energy for the overall degradation in optical performance, leading to the estimation of its 

yearly decay rate and lifetime (see Chapter 2 section 4.1.2.1) [128,151,327,328]. Contrarily to the 

above analysis on the oxidation rate, several phenomena may participate in the degradation of optical 

performance. These phenomena may present different kinetics (rate constants), thus come into play 

after different aging durations, they may compete or promote one another, etc. They even may not all 

be thermally-induced phenomena following Arrhenius laws (e.g. formation of cracks). In such cases, it 

is not possible to obtain a reliable lifetime prediction.  

Such is the case for the studied TiAlN absorber. Indeed, the evolution of its optical performance (Figure 

124) is not linearly decreasing with time: optical properties first go down then back up and/or stabilize, 

highlighting that several phenomena occur at different stages of aging. Due to its low activation energy, 

oxidation is probably one of the first acting phenomena. While this relative resistance to aging is a 

good hint towards the coating durability, the determination of the activation energy for the optical 

degradation of this absorber is not possible in this case, thus neither is the prediction of its lifetime. 

Moreover, the time scale considered for the estimation of the activation energy influences the 

determination of the activation energy for optical degradation. For instance Raccurt et al. [151] 

consider several aging steps, reaching long durations up to 4000h at 450°C and up to 800h at 530°C. In 

this case however, the time steps between the aging tests are much larger than in our case, 200h to 

1000h vs. 24h here. Therefore, it is possible that transitory aging phenomena are detected in our case, 

that may not have been visible when larger time steps are applied. The protocol applied here may be 

more sensitive in this regard, more susceptible to fluctuations in optical performance, thus preventing 

lifetime prediction, but more representative and insightful on the coating aging behavior. 
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4.4. Conclusions on long durations at accelerated temperatures in air 

An accelerated aging protocol at temperatures in the 600-800°C range for durations up to 450h in air 

was applied to samples of the TiAlN absorber, already stable at 500°C. The degradation of its optical 

performance was not linear with time or temperature, indicating that several aging phenomena may 

be competing, with different kinetics. The main aging phenomenon was oxidation, following a 

parabolic law even at accelerated temperatures. A low activation energy was determined for oxidation. 

This study is a perfect example that lifetime prediction is not necessarily attainable, depending on the 

architecture and composition of the coating and on its main degradation mechanisms, which may be 

complex, competing, present different kinetics, or be too slow to really allow for a notable acceleration 

of aging.  

Tests at accelerated temperatures may give valuable insight on the thermal stability of absorber 

coatings and its limits at high temperature. However, such accelerated aging protocols can be heavy 

to implement (requiring several equivalent samples to apply at least 3 aging temperatures for long 

durations), and they cannot guarantee that the observed degradations are representative of 

phenomena at lower temperatures, or that lifetime prediction will be possible for the tested absorber 

coatings. Moreover, the lower the activation energy of the aging phenomena, the lower the 

acceleration factor provided by accelerated aging tests [327] (see Chapter 2 section 4.1.2.1). Therefore 

if the aging phenomena have low activation energies, the accelerated tests may require too long, or 

the testing temperature to apply may be too high to cause similar degradation phenomena, compared 

to the actual working conditions aimed for the absorber coating. Overall, a cost/benefit analysis is thus 

to consider in the implementation of such accelerated thermal aging protocols. 

 

5. Influence of other aging parameters 

5.1. Influence of thermal cycling 

Thermal cycling can be a significant source of degradation in real CSP working conditions (see Chapter 

2 section 3.3.2.5, p.68). This section attempts to consider the impact of thermal cycling on two types 

of absorbers.  

In PROMES laboratory, two samples of the TiAlN absorber were treated at 500°C in air to reach similar 

aging durations:  

• a sample of series 1616 was exposed to slow thermal cycling, i.e., cumulatively aged from its 

cured state (after 24h) up to 120h, by steps of 24h, following 4 heating-plateau-cooling cycles 

with the temperature profile shown in Figure 90 (p.106). 

• a sample of series 1830 was exposed to constant thermal aging, i.e., directly aged from its 

cured state to 124h, in a single heating-plateau-cooling cycle, with the same heating and 

cooling ramps as the cycled sample. 

In a similar manner, two samples of the WAlSiN absorber coating were treated at CSIR-NAL Bangalore 

laboratory by K. Niranjan [242], at 400°C in air from their as-deposited state:  

• one was exposed to 4 heating-plateau-cooling cycles of 50h, to reach 200h of aging; 

• the other was exposed to a single cycle to directly reach 200h of aging.  
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 Optical properties 

Figure 130 shows the variation of the reflectance spectra measured for both types of absorbers, 

applying thermal cycling or constant aging (“no cycling”). Table 27 and Figure 131 show the 

corresponding variations in optical performance for the TiAlN and WAlSiN absorbers, respectively. 

 
Figure 130. Comparison of the change in reflectance spectrum between cyclic and constant (“no cycling”) thermal aging 

for the two types of absorbers 

Table 27. Comparison of optical performance evolution with and without thermal cycling 

Absorber State 
Solar 

absorptance 

Thermal emittance 

@ 500°C 

Heliothermal efficiency 

@ 500°C 
PC 

TiAlN 

Series 1830 

No cycling 

After 24h (cured) 0.906 0.243 0.857 

0.092 After 124h 0.865 0.346 0.797 

Variation -0.041 +0.103 -0.060 

TiAlN 

Series 1616 

Cycling 

After 24h (cured) 0.922 0.298 0.863 

0.058 After 120h 0.844 0.258 0.793 

Variation -0.078 -0.040 -0.070 

 
Figure 131. Variation of the optical properties for cycling and non-cycling aging treatments for the WAlSiN absorber 

Concerning the TiAlN absorber (Figure 130 left, Table 27), due to a shortage of samples it was not 

possible to apply these tests on samples of the same series. Series 1830 was received already cured at 

HEF-IREIS, while series 1616 was cured at PROMES laboratory. Therefore, the reflectance of the two 

considered samples is different even just after the curing step (24h). It is thus difficult to directly 

compare their reflectance spectra. Comparing the cured and aged state for each sample, strong 

oscillations appear after aging in both cases, typical of the changes in composition and thickness 
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brought on by the oxidation of the coating, as previously discussed. Consequently, reflectance 

increases in the solar range and shifts towards the IR range.  

It seems that the sample treated without cycling (in blue) suffers from a higher variation of reflectance 

and a larger red-shift, notably increasing its thermal emittance (+0.10), compared to the cycled sample 

which contrarily presents a drop in emittance (-0.04). Consequently, the performance criterion PC is 

higher for the sample without cycling (0.09 vs. 0.06), indicating a higher degradation. Reflectance in 

the solar range is however less affected for the sample without cycling, leading to lower decreases in 

solar absorptance (-0.04 without vs. -0.08 with cycling) and heliothermal efficiency (-0.06 without vs. 

-0.07 with cycling) than for the cycled sample. 

Concerning the WAlSiN absorber (Figure 130 right, Figure 131), only a small variation of the reflectance 

spectrum is observed between the cycled and non-cycled samples. Thermal emittance seems to be the 

most affected, with a larger drop for the cycled sample (-0.06 vs. 0.04). The same goes for solar 

absorptance to a lesser extent, so that there is no notable change in heliothermal efficiency. 

 Discussion and preliminary conclusions on thermal cycling 

Overall, this study does not show a clear evidence of the impact of slow thermal cycling during aging 

treatments. On one hand, the considered TiAlN samples may present some initial differences: slightly 

different architectures (series 1616 has two additional sublayers), different curing facility; so they were 

hard to compare directly. It is possible that the repeated slow cycles allow the coating to accommodate 

better to aging, in terms of chemical composition and layer densification, compared to a direct 

exposure to longer durations. This would explain why a larger degradation is observed without cycling. 

This could however just be due to the fact that series 1616 is more stable than series 1830 due to its 

sublayers. On the other hand, the changes observed for the WAlSiN absorber remain very small and 

may only be due to the method for calculating the optical properties, as previously discussed. In fact, 

direct measurements of solar absorptance and thermal emittance at CSIR-NAL did not evidence any 

optical performance changes [242]. Therefore, to conclude on the impact of thermal cycling, a higher 

number of cycles would need to be applied on truly equivalent samples. 

In any case, the tests proposed here, however inconclusive, amounted to applying thermal cycling with 

a period close to 24h, thus approximating day/night cycles in real CSP working conditions. Thus this 

type of cyclic test should always be preferred to applying constant thermal loads for long durations. 

Although highly relevant to the topic, the question of the impact of slow thermal cycling when applying 

long duration thermal aging tests is too rarely considered in the literature on absorber coatings. This 

section is thus meant to alert on the importance of conducting thermal cycling tests to predict the 

performance of absorber coatings, as it can infer damaging thermal stresses produced by the repeated 

temperature gradients through the coatings.  

5.2. Influence of atmosphere during thermal aging 

At CSIR-NAL laboratory, equivalent samples of the WAlSiN absorber were aged at 500°C, in vacuum for 

up to 200h and in air for up to 100h [242]. To study the influence of the atmosphere seen by the 

absorber coatings during aging, a “vacuum vs. air” comparison of the variations in reflectance (Figure 

132) and optical performance (Figure 133) is attempted here. This comparison may allow us to 

decorrelate the influence of high temperature alone from that of the presence of oxygen during 

thermal aging. Ambient oxygen is indeed suspected to be the main cause for the absorber thermally-

induced oxidation, and often its subsequent optical degradation. 
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Figure 132. Variation in spectral reflectance of WAlSiN absorber with aging at 500°C in vacuum (left) and air (right) for 

different durations (25-100h) 

 
Figure 133. Variation in optical performance of WAlSiN absorber with aging at 500°C in air and vacuum for different 

durations (25-100h). N.B. First number is aging temperature in °C and second number is aging duration in h. 

When heat-treating the absorber sample in vacuum, only a minor evolution in the IR reflectance can 

be observed, causing thermal emittance to slightly decrease (-0.01). Meanwhile, in air the evolution in 

reflectance is more visible, with a small decrease in reflectance both in the UV-Vis and IR regions. Solar 

absorptance (and consequently heliothermal efficiency) is barely affected by these evolutions in 

reflectance as they occur outside of the maximum solar irradiance range (450-700 nm), but they cause 

thermal emittance to increase (+0.02-0.03).  

In this example, the influence of the presence of air during thermal aging is visible but not remarkable, 

indicating that oxygen does not play a major role in the absorber optical evolution in the considered 

test conditions. However, since the WAlSiN absorber showed more notable changes when aged at 

450°C in air for up to 200h (Figure 117 d) and Figure 118 p.139), it is possible that the differences 

between vacuum and air tests would be more visible after a longer aging duration. The experiments 

considered here were not initially designed for the specific purpose of directly comparing the influence 

of air vs. vacuum, hence tests in air were applied up to a temperature of 500°C and for up to 100h, 

while tests in vacuum started at 500°C and reached up to 700°C. To complete this study, it would be 

interesting to carry out aging tests in both vacuum and air at several identical temperatures and longer 

durations. 
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In addition the spectral reflectance (Figure 134) and optical performance (Figure 135) of WAlSiN 

absorber coatings was also compared after aging in air at 400°C and in vacuum at 700°C for up to 200h. 

Great similarities are observed for the two cases: reflectance slightly varies in the UV-Vis range, 

resulting in a small drop in solar absorptance (-0.01 at 400°C in air vs. -0.02 at 700°C in vacuum); 

reflectance is more notably blue-shifted in the IR range, causing a larger drop in thermal emittance (-

0.06 at 400°C in air vs. -0.04/-0.07 at 700°C in vacuum).  

 
Figure 134. Variations in spectral reflectance of WAlSiN absorber aged at 400°C in air (left) and 700°C in vacuum (right) 

for up to 200h 

 
Figure 135. Variations in optical performance of WAlSiN absorber aged at 400°C in air and 700°C in vacuum for up to 200h 

This equivalent degradation illustrates that thermally-induced phenomena other than oxidation in the 

presence of ambient air, e.g. coating densification or atomic diffusion, can result in similar optical 

degradations. Since they appear at higher temperature (700°C in vacuum vs. 400°C in air), their 

activation energies are lower than that of oxidation. The presence of ambient air during thermal aging, 

and the resulting thermally-induced oxidation, thus acts as an acceleration factor for optical 

degradation. As a consequence, the thermal stability in vacuum is often far higher than in atmospheric 

conditions, and the critical temperature greatly increases in vacuum. This is why in some CSP 

technologies such as parabolic troughs, the receiver is evacuated (i.e., the absorber surface works in 

vacuum instead of air) in order to protect the absorber from oxidation during its lifetime, especially at 

high temperatures.  
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In any case, the comparison of vacuum vs. air thermal aging tests, i.e., with and without ambient 

oxygen, gives valuable insight on the materials aging mechanisms and should be studied by coating 

developers whenever possible.  

Potentially, other elements in the aging (and working) atmosphere can also act as accelerants for the 

optical degradation of the coating, e.g. water vapor, pollutants, salt sprays, etc. (see Chapter 2). Such 

experimental work went beyond the scope of this thesis. Preliminary studies were only started 

regarding the influence of water vapor (thermal aging in ambient air vs. air filtered from H2O and CO2). 

 

6. Conclusions on purely thermal aging protocols 

Overall, the experimental studies on purely thermal aging presented in this chapter led to the following 

conclusions and recommendations for coating developers. 

Firstly, before studying the aging behavior of a type of absorber coating, the necessary first step is to 

verify the equivalence between the considered samples that will be used in aging protocols. This serves 

not only to provide an enhanced comparability between the different aging studies, but also to check 

the repeatability of the coating manufacturing process, especially when working with R&D deposition 

machines. In any case, the variation in optical performance with aging should always be considered 

relatively to the as-deposited state of a given sample (e.g. S = S (aged) – S (as-deposited)). 

The second step is to apply short duration thermal aging (typically up to 24h) after fabrication to 

quickly assess the thermal stability of the investigated absorber, at different temperatures around or 

above the aimed working temperature, and in a relevant atmosphere (ambient air, vacuum, etc.), both 

depending on the intended CSP technology. This type of test gives valuable indications of the aging 

behavior of the absorber, such as its critical temperature (highest temperature sustainable by the 

coating without notable degradation), that help define further aging tests. As their duration is short, 

these tests often have limited impact and can either slightly improve or degrade the absorber. When 

an improvement is observed, it can be due to a densification of the constitutive layers of the coating 

and/or, if the aging is applied in air, to the formation of oxides. Both may tune the coating optical 

properties to provide a better accommodation of the incident solar light. In this case, short duration 

tests amount to curing and can be considered as the final step of the manufacturing process, typically 

with a duration up to 24h to ensure a stabilization of the coating microstructure. 

Valuable as they may be, short duration tests alone are not sufficient to conclude on the durability of 

the absorber coating. It is thus important to check if the coating observed behavior remains constant 

with time, especially at its working temperature.  

The third step is to apply longer duration thermal aging around the aimed working temperature.  

• Preferably, short steps of 12 to 24h should be applied cumulatively on the same samples, to 

better follow the evolution of the coating optical performance, and because such cumulative 

aging amounts to thermal cycling with low period and reduced heating/cooling ramps, close 

to the day/night cycles in CSP applications. In fact, constant heat treatments for long durations 

may give rise to different aging behaviors, at the risk of not being representative of real 

working conditions. It is even possible that slow thermal cycling gives occasion to the materials 

accommodate and stabilize their microstructure between cycles (possibly during the natural 

cooling phases) and become more resistant to further aging. 
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• Total aging durations should reach at least several hundreds of hours. Indeed, different aging 

phenomena with different kinetics may be at play, resulting in different stages of aging. For 

instance when aging in air, oxidation may be the first and main aging phenomenon in the first 

steps of aging. Then oxygen incorporation slows down due to the formation of a stable oxide 

(following a classical parabolic law of oxidation with √𝑡). As a consequence, the optical 

performance is most changed during the first hours of aging, sometimes positively, then tends 

to stabilize. Later on, typically above 100h of aging, other phenomena may appear, such as 

surface defects generated by the slow outward atomic diffusion and surface oxidation of 

elements (usually metals) from the substrate or from underlayers of the absorber coating. Due 

to their size in the micrometric range, these defects particularly affect thermal emittance, 

increasing the absorption/emission of radiation in the IR region and degrading the selectivity. 

• Considering the aging phenomena involved, comparing the effect of different aging 

atmospheres can be of interest. For instance, vacuum vs. air tests allow comparing the effect 

of temperature with or without the presence of ambient oxygen, and thus decorrelate 

concomitant aging phenomena such as oxidation and atomic diffusion. Such tests reveal that 

ambient oxygen is clearly the strongest degradation source at high temperature, as the coating 

critical temperature tends to sharply increase when applying aging under vacuum (e.g. 400°C 

in air vs. 700°C in vacuum for the WAlSiN absorber). 

In any case, this specific study emphasizes the importance of applying long duration aging tests of at 

least several hundreds of hours at working temperature in order to draw more pertinent conclusions 

on the long-term thermal stability of absorber coatings. 

The expected lifetime of absorber coatings and the solar receivers they cover is typically 25 years (i.e., 

73,000h for 8h/day operation). Therefore, to really evaluate their durability in working conditions, 

aging tests of the absorber coatings at working temperature should ideally be continued for thousands 

and thousands of hours. To save time and resources, and avoid testing for very long durations, another 

possibility is to apply long duration aging at accelerated temperatures higher than the aimed working 

temperature. This type of aging protocol allows accelerating the thermally-induced aging phenomena 

(following Arrhenius laws) without denaturing them, provided the accelerated temperature is not too 

high, typically no more than 200-300°C higher than the working temperature. Our experimental results 

validated that higher and faster evolutions of the coatings optical performance and microstructure 

can occur at accelerated temperatures, following at least some of the same aging phenomena as 

observed at working temperature (e.g. the formation of stable oxide(s)).  

Applying aging at several close accelerated temperatures also allows determining the activation 

energy of degradation phenomena. Such activation energy can sometimes be used to predict the 

lifetime of the coating, based on the estimation of an acceleration factor. The higher the activation 

energy, the higher the rate constant for the degradation reactions (e.g. oxidation, atomic diffusion), 

the quicker the aging phenomenon and the more it is accelerated by applying higher temperatures. 

Therefore it can happen, as observed for the TiAlN absorber, that the activation energy of the 

degradation phenomenon is so low (e.g. 48 kJ/mol) that a significant acceleration of aging is not 

attainable using accelerated aging protocols. In such case, it is still necessary to apply very long 

durations (e.g. > 1000h) to be able to establish the lifetime and durability of the absorber coating, 

demonstrating the limitations of such accelerated aging protocols. 
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All these aging protocols are found in the literature, although most authors only apply some of them, 

usually short duration thermal aging at different temperatures, during the development stage of their 

coatings. Thermal aging tests give access to valuable insight on the behavior of absorber coatings with 

time, temperature, atmosphere, etc. However, they are based on purely thermal heating via IR 

radiation from an electrical furnace, for practical reasons, as the latter can guarantee long-term, 

stable, controlled and repeatable aging tests. 

Meanwhile, in real CSP applications, aging conditions are quite different. The energy that can provoke 

thermally-induced phenomena is provided by concentrated solar radiation instead of IR radiation, with 

more energetic photons including UV, and much steeper heating ramps. The receiver is heated on the 

front (coated) side of the solar receivers, and partly extracted on their rear side by the flow of the heat 

transfer fluid to be heated, creating large thermal gradients and steeper cooling ramps. Steeper 

heating/cooling ramps amount to rapid thermal cycling with high amplitude and short period. In order 

to attempt more representative aging tests and draw a comparison with more classical thermal aging, 

the next chapter will therefore focus on original aging protocols, closer to the CSP applications, using 

a unique concentrated solar aging facility developed at PROMES-CNRS laboratory. 
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 Chapter 5 - Implementation and critical 

analysis of solar aging protocols 
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Applying thermal aging alone is not enough for a complete analysis of the aging behavior of the 

absorber related to its application in CSP technologies, especially considering the absence of 

concentrated solar radiation during the aging treatment, compared to real CSP conditions. Therefore, 

after the study of the thermal behavior of the absorber in Chapter 4, this chapter will study how the 

absorbers behave under concentrated solar radiation. Since the latter is also indissociably a heating 

source for the materials, this type of aging is considered as “solar + thermal” aging, to be compared to 

purely thermal aging discussed in Chapter 4.  

For this purpose, the Solar Accelerated Aging Facility (SAAF) described in Chapter 3 will be used to 

apply aging on some of the previously considered absorber coatings. First, some limitations and 

necessary adaptations of the facility for the present study will be presented. In addition to the 

exposure to concentrated solar radiation, the SAAF also allows applying thermal shocks and rapid 

thermal cycling, simulating representative CSP receiver conditions. The impact of all these sources of 

degradation will be studied in this chapter. Based on the results, the necessity of including solar aging 

in the global aging strategies of absorber coatings, in addition to purely thermal aging, will be 

discussed.  

1. Adaptation of the solar aging facility (SAAF) 

The principle of the SAAF facility is detailed in Chapter 3 (section 3.2.2 p.107). This facility was designed 

and developed in previous work [36,267,268,317,329]. It was further adapted during this thesis to 

provide a better performance when testing new types of solar selective absorber coatings. The main 

technical limitations related to our cases of study were identified and solutions were proposed to these 

limitations, as presented in the following.  

1.1. Constraints due to the dimensions of available samples  

The samples provided by the different manufacturers presented various shapes, sizes and thicknesses 

(see Chapter 4 section 1 p.119), that were not all adapted to our existing aging and measurement 

facilities. These constraints were addressed as explained below.  

 Compatibility between samples and supports 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, different supports to maintain the samples during the solar aging tests 

were developed in previous work, depending on the shape and dimensions of the samples to be 

treated at the time (see Table 10 p.111).  

Supports 2 and 3 were designed to provide backside air cooling of the sample, to better control and 

stabilize its temperature during solar exposure. However, for these supports there are specific size 

requirements: the tested samples must have a square shape, with dimensions of 30 x 30 mm² for 

support 2 and 50 x 50 mm² for support 3. As airtightness must be guaranteed, the performance of the 

backside air cooling system is sensitive to small variations in sample shape, especially for support 3 

where the sample must be inserted in the holder cavity. Therefore support 3 could only be used in the 

case of WAlSiN samples with dimensions 30 x 30 x 2-3 mm3 [330]. In a similar manner, support 2 could 

only be used for TiAlN absorber samples with dimensions 50 x 50 x 1 mm3 (stainless steel substrates). 

However, the low thickness of these samples was problematic as they suffered bending when exposed 

to solar irradiance, due to high thermomechanical stress between the irradiated area and the non-

irradiated area (see section 2.1.1 p.172). From our observations, a minimum thickness of 2 mm is thus 

required to avoid sample deformation and ensure a precise study of the aging of absorber coatings. 
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Support 1 is a previous iteration of Support 3 that had been deteriorated. It could thus be used for the 

testing of round 2” TiAlN samples in our first experimental campaigns, but in that case no backside air 

cooling could be applied during the tests, making it harder to control and stabilize the sample 

temperature.   

Due to the limitations of the existing supports, a new sample support (support 4) was later designed 

at PROMES-CNRS by Roger Garcia (Figure 136). The primary objective of this new support was to allow 

the treatment of samples of various shapes (round, square, rectangular) and sizes (1” to 2”), while 

ensuring backside air cooling in all cases. The support has a metallic structure with interchangeable 

top covers adapted to the different sample sizes. The sample is held by ceramic sticks to limit 

conductive losses. The air cooling system is less efficient than for supports 2 and 3 as the sample is not 

sealed to the support, but sufficient to control the maximum temperature of the sample during the 

aging treatment. This support was used for our second experimental campaign. Thermal studies have 

been carried out considering previous sample supports by considering the heat transfer scheme of this 

part of the experimental set-up (support + sample). For this new support, the thermal modeling needs 

to be considered as part of future analysis on this facility.  

  

  
Figure 136. Schematics and pictures of the new sample support configuration (support 4) 

 Reflectance measurements on aged samples 

Normally, once an aging test is completed, the spectral reflectance of the treated sample is measured 

in the 0.25 - 25 µm using the equipment described in Chapter 3 (section 2.1 p.99), to estimate the 

optical performance parameters (solar absorptance, thermal emittance, heliothermal efficiency, 

performance criterion). The IR spectrophotometer (SOC-100 HDR) measures the reflectance from 1.25 

to 25 μm. These values are indispensable to estimate thermal emittance. 

By design, during a measurement in this apparatus, the sample support (Figure 137, left) must be 

placed at a specific position: on its left is the reference and along its upper part is the IR source (black 

body) (see Chapter 3 Figure 84 p.101). Therefore if the sample is larger than the 25 x 25 mm² support, 

its position is constrained to the right and lower part of the support (Figure 137, right). This is the case 

for samples treated with SAAF, which are 30 x 30 mm² or 2” in diameter, because the irradiated area 

is 20 x 20 mm² and the sample must be larger to be properly maintained on the SAAF supports.  
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Contrarily, to be able to measure the IR reflectance in the central area of the sample, the dimensions 

of the latter should not exceed 30 mm in diameter (Figure 137, right). Therefore for SAAF-treated 

samples, the IR reflectance can only be measured on the side of the sample, which is outside of the 

irradiated central area in most cases (yellow square in Figure 137, right). 

      
Figure 137. Left: sample support of the SOC-100 HDR IR spectrophotometer. Right: Measured area (red) depending on 
the diameter (O.D.) of the sample (blue) and its constrained position of the sample support (black). The yellow square 

represents the irradiated area in the SAAF. 

As a preliminary test, reflectance measurements were performed on a solar-aged 2” sample (50.8 mm 

in diameter), as shown in Figure 138. In area 1 (side), both UV-Vis-NIR and IR reflectance were 

measured, whereas in area 2 (SAAF-irradiated area) only the UV-Vis-NIR reflectance could be 

measured because of the abovementioned size constraints in the IR spectrophotometer. No changes 

in reflectance were observed in area 1 compared to its initial state, whereas in area 2 reflectance was 

clearly modified by solar aging. 

 
Figure 138. Picture and schematics of a 2” sample irradiated with SAAF in area 2. The red spot is area 1 is the one 

measured with the IR spectrophotometer. 

Therefore, due to these constraints, in most cases the spectral reflectance of the SAAF-treated samples 

was only measured in the irradiated area using the UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer, from 0.25 to 2.5 

µm. Solar absorptance can still be calculated in this shortened range, as is often done by coating 

developers because only one spectrophotometer is needed, although the solar absorptance value 

calculated in such shortened range is less precise than when considering the whole solar range of 0.28 

– 4 µm. Moreover, by design, selective absorber coatings present high reflectance (low absorption) in 

the NIR-IR range above 1.5 – 2 µm. Thus the value of solar absorptance calculated from reflectance in 

the 0.25 – 2.5 µm range tends to be overestimated by up to 2 points compared to the solar absorptance 

calculated in the whole solar range. For this reason, values of solar absorptance presented in this 

section are not to be directly compared with values presented in the previous chapters, which were 

calculated using the whole solar range. These overestimated values of solar absorptance are 

nevertheless useful to study the relative evolution of the aged area at the different stages of aging. 

Another solution consists in cutting the sample to be able to measure IR reflectance in the aged area, 

as shown in Figure 139. However since this is a destructive method, it could only be applied after the 

last aging step, thus preventing further testing. Thus this solution was only applied to a few samples. 
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Figure 139. Example of a 2” sample cut for the measurement of reflectance on the aged area  

1.2. Temperature measurements on the sample during solar aging  

One of the main parameters to follow during the application of aging tests is the temperature of the 

sample surface. As mentioned in Chapter 3 (section 3.2.2.1.5 p.112), this measurement is done by a 

pyrometer maintained above the sample, aiming at its surface through the kaleidoscope. With this 

technique, temperature measurements depend on the surface emittance. Due to the low testing 

temperatures (T ≤ 500°C) and low emittance of our samples ((500°C) < 0.3) the luminance emitted by 

our samples is low, so that the signal-to-noise ratio received by the pyrometer from our samples during 

their irradiation is low. Therefore, pyrometry measurements were not always possible or reliable. 

To ensure the measurement of the sample temperature during the aging treatments, the samples or 

supports were additionally instrumented using K-type thermocouples (TC). Depending on the sample 

support (see Table 10 p.111) and especially the use of backside air cooling, the temperature of the 

sample was followed by thermocouples (Figure 140): 

• welded on the back center (or back and side) of the sample for support 1 (no backside cooling); 

• welded on the front side of the sample for supports 2 and 3 (backside air cooling); 

• in contact with the back center of the sample for support 4 (part of the support design). 

   
Figure 140. Schematics of sample temperature measurements with SAAF for sample support 1 (left) and 4 (right) 

The thermocouples are connected to a Graphtec data logger to record temperature profiles during the 

experiments. This measurement method can lack reproducibility since there can be fluctuations in the 

thermocouple positioning, as the thermocouple must be rewelded before every experiment. However, 

it was used as a complement to pyrometry measurements, especially since the latter do not provide 

temperature measurement below 250°C.  

Typical temperature profiles measured by the pyrometer and the thermocouples can be seen in Figure 

141 for supports 1 and 4. For both cases, the back center thermocouple measurement (blue) is 

consistent with that of the pyrometer on the surface center (red), and is thus considered 

representative of the sample surface temperature. Measurements on the side of the sample (back or 

surface) only give a qualitative profile of the temperature variations, as they underestimate the sample 

temperature by several hundreds of °C. The same goes for the thermocouple touching the center 
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backside of the sample in support 4 (orange), except that in this case its positioning is more repeatable 

and a mathematical correlation could be found with the temperature measured by the pyrometer on 

the sample center front side (Figure 142). In some cases, this correlation could be used for the 

prediction of the real temperature profile when the pyrometry measurements were not available. 

  
Figure 141. Typical SAAF temperature profiles using support 1 (left) and support 4 (right) 

 
Figure 142. Correlation between temperatures measured by the pyrometer (center, front) and by the thermocouple 

touching (center, back) of the sample in support 4 

 

2. Comparisons between purely thermal aging and solar aging 

A first comparison of the impact of purely thermal aging (Chapter 4) vs. solar aging is attempted in this 

section, based on the comparison of aging results obtained with ALTHAIA and SAAF facilities. While 

temperature levels reached by the samples can be close in both types of aging, as explained in the next 

subsection, their main difference resides in the application of a concentrated solar irradiance on the 

surface of the sample.  

This concentrated solar irradiation can be: 

• constant, i.e., at a fixed irradiance (e.g. fixed position of the shutters in SAAF); 

• cyclic, i.e., with cycles of high and low irradiance (e.g. two alternating positions of the shutters 

in SAAF). This amounts to rapid thermal cycling with periods ranging from seconds to minutes, 

thanks to the high heating/cooling rates. 

To isolate as best as possible the additional effect of this irradiation during aging, as a first step the 

effects of purely thermal aging (ALTHAIA, configuration 1, see Table 11 p.114) and constant solar aging 

(SAAF, configuration 2) are compared, as defined in the following. 
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2.1. Main differences between purely thermal aging and solar aging 

 Temperature profiles 

2.1.1.1. Heating and cooling rates 

Electrical furnaces such as ALTHAIA are very convenient to apply long-term aging maintaining a very 

stable temperature profile during the aging treatment. The heating ramps and temperatures of the 

plateau are easily controlled to the desired values thanks to PID regulation. However, due to their high 

thermal inertia (as they are made of ceramics), their maximum heating rates are low (e.g. 21°C/min 

with ALTHAIA, Figure 89 p.105) compared to real CSP conditions, where the sudden exposure to 

concentrated solar irradiance can lead to high heating ramps for the materials. The only way to obtain 

a higher heating rate is by introducing the sample directly into the already hot furnace, so the heating 

rate can reach higher levels (e.g. 73°C/min with ALTHAIA, Figure 89 p.105).  

The cooling rate is also determined by the furnace inertia, following a decreasing exponential profile 

(see Figure 100 p.113). Removing the sample directly from the hot furnace could provide higher cooling 

rates but it is highly impractical and unsafe. Such heating and cooling rates may be closer to real CSP 

operating conditions, but this mode of operation can be detrimental to the furnace itself and to the 

operators. Due to these constraints, the temperature profiles accessible with an electrical furnace can 

only amount to slow thermal cycling with periods in the range of several hours. 

Conversely, solar furnaces such as the SAAF inherently provide more representative CSP conditions, 

with much higher heating and cooling rates (e.g. ±20°C/s with SAAF, Figure 100 p.113), even when a 

backside cooling is applied, embodying the heat extraction from the heat transfer fluid in real CSP 

conditions. 

2.1.1.2. Heating duration 

Purely thermal aging in electrical furnaces can easily be applied for the desired duration, including very 

long durations, in a single cycle. Contrarily, due to the intermittence of the solar resource, solar aging 

tests must be applied cumulatively in different treatments of a few hours at a time, amounting to some 

level of slow thermal cycling. For this reason, solar aging procedures in solar furnaces under real solar 

irradiance rarely exceed 100h in total (e.g. between 10 and 20h with SAAF). Long-term “real” solar 

aging is not possible, which is one of the main drawbacks of this type of aging. This is one of the main 

reasons why high flux solar simulators have been developed for aging purposes (see Chapter 2 section 

4.2.2.2 p.86) to expose the materials for long durations without depending on weather conditions. 

2.1.1.3. Temperature fluctuations, effective temperature 

During purely thermal aging in electrical furnaces, temperature is well controlled and maintained to 

the desired level thanks to PID regulation. Due to the natural fluctuations in DNI during the day, in 

“real” solar aging there can be non-negligible variations in the temperature levels suffered by the solar-

aged sample during one of the short aging treatments and/or between these treatments, in the range 

of ±50-150°C. This is particularly the case if no backside cooling can be applied to the sample during its 

solar exposure.  

Therefore, it is important to monitor the temperature levels suffered by the sample during its 

consecutive solar aging treatments. For instance, the maximum temperature reached during a test is 

very relevant to the analysis of the aging behavior of the exposed material. The duration for which the 

material is subjected to this temperature is also an important factor. Indeed, reaching a high 
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temperature (e.g. 600°C) during a short overshoot (e.g. 10s) must be less damaging than maintaining 

a slightly lower temperature (e.g. 550°C) for a much longer duration (e.g. several hours). Therefore, it 

is also relevant to consider the effective temperature or “time-weighted temperature”, considering 

the time spent at each temperature level. A thermal dose in °C·h can also be estimated by multiplying 

this effective temperature with the total aging duration. 

2.1.1.4. Temperature gradient in the sample 

Another major difference with purely thermal aging is the temperature gradient suffered by the 

irradiated samples, compared to the homogeneous temperature in an electrical furnace. For instance, 

the temperature distribution seen by an Inconel sample (diameter 50.8 mm, thickness 2 mm) during 

SAAF treatment was measured, using five thermocouples welded below the sample from its center to 

its side (Figure 143, right). TC-1 is located at the center and TC-2 to TC-5 are respectively at 6.5 mm, 

11.5 mm, 16.5 mm and 21.5 mm from the center. The area irradiated by the concentrated solar flux is 

±10 mm from the center (in yellow in Figure 143).  

                       
Figure 143. Positions of thermocouples welded on the back of the sample (left) and estimated temperature distribution 

considering a radial symmetry (right) 

The temperature distribution was estimated from these measurements (Figure 144), considering a 

radial symmetry (Figure 143, right). While temperature is rather homogeneous (± 20°C) in the center 

of the irradiated area (in yellow), there is a quick drop in temperature on its sides, creating a high 

temperature gradient of -270°C between the center (0 mm, irradiated) and the edge of the sample 

(21.5 mm, not irradiated). Such high temperature gradients applied to a coating can be very damaging 

in themselves, especially at high temperature, as they generate high local thermomechanical stress, 

which may not be representative of the CSP application. 

 
Figure 144. Temperature distribution measured on a sample irradiated in the SAAF 
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Overall, one must keep in mind that these major thermal differences when analyzing and comparing 

the results of purely thermal aging and “solar + thermal” aging procedures. 

 Irradiance profiles 

Apart from these thermal considerations, the main difference between purely thermal aging and solar 

aging is of course the exposure of the tested materials to solar irradiance in solar furnaces compared 

to infrared radiation in electrical furnaces. In particular, solar irradiance typically contains approx. 3% 

of ultraviolet radiation (0.28-0.4 μm). UV photons being highly energetic (as energy is inversely 

proportional to wavelength), they can be potentially damaging for the absorber.  

2.1.2.1. Spectral range and irradiance levels 

2.1.2.1.1. Solar aging 

In concentrated solar technologies, the incident solar spectrum is modified by the reflection on the 

concentrating mirrors before reaching the absorber. In the SAAF solar experimental set-up, three 

stages of reflection occur (Figure 145). A heliostat (flat mirror) reflects the incident solar radiation (first 

reflection) towards a down-facing parabolic mirror (second reflection). These mirrors mainly consist in 

a silver reflector deposited on mm-thick glass. A kaleidoscope made of four polished aluminum walls 

is placed at the focal point of the parabola (third reflection), where multiple reflections occur between 

the four walls to homogenize the concentrated solar flux (see Chapter 3). The sample is placed at the 

exit of the kaleidoscope.  

 
Figure 145. Three main reflection stages in SAAF 

Reflectance spectra were measured for the three kinds of reflective surfaces and compared to the solar 

spectrum calculated for Odeillo using SMARTS software [30] (Figure 146). The heliostat and parabola 

(silvered-glass mirrors) have a high spectral reflectance except in the 0.28-0.32 µm UV region. The 

kaleidoscope (polished aluminum) has a lower reflectance below 1 µm, generating optical losses made 

all the higher by the multiple reflections between its four walls. This may reduce the quantity of UV 

photons after the third reflection in SAAF.  

To better quantify this effect, the modification of the Odeillo incident solar irradiance spectrum after 

each reflection stage was estimated by multiplying it with spectral reflectance data (Figure 147). A 
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concentration ratio of C = 15000 was assumed for the parabola at all wavelengths. To account for 

optical losses due to multiple reflections in the kaleidoscope, an irradiance reduction ratio r = 0.15 was 

applied, according to Figure 97 p.110. The integration over wavelength of these incident and modified 

solar spectra (Figure 147) allowed for the comparison of the corresponding flux densities in the UV and 

solar ranges (Table 28).  

 
Figure 146. Hemispherical reflectance spectra of the mirrors used in the three reflection stages in SAAF 

 
Figure 147. Solar irradiance spectrum in Odeillo before and after each stage of reflection in SAAF (estimated)  

Table 28. Estimated flux densities before and after each stage of reflection in SAAF 

Flux densities 

(kW/m²) 

Solar 

spectrum 

Odeillo 

After 

heliostat 

After 

parabola 

C = 15000 

After 

kaleidoscope 

r = 0.15 

Received  

by sample 

50  

kW/m² 

500 

kW/m² 

 UV (0.28-0.4 µm) 0.05 0.03 303 14 0.55 5.5 

 Solar (0.28-2.5 µm) 1.02 0.94 12490 1270 50 500 

 Fraction of UV (%) 4.7% 3.4% 2.4% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 

Notably, the solar spectrum in Odeillo has a fraction of UV radiation (0.28-0.4 µm) in the whole solar 

irradiation spectral range (0.28-2.5 µm) higher (4.7%) than standard solar spectra (3%), due to the high 

elevation (1650 m) and dry climate in the Pyrenees mountains. This high level of UV radiation is typical 

of CSP installation sites with high annual solar irradiance. As can be expected from the reflectance 

spectra of the reflective mirrors in Figure 146, the fraction of UV radiation decreases with each stage 

of reflection, from 4.7% to 1.1%.  
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At the first stage, after the heliostat (red vs. blue), UV radiation below 0.35 µm is notably reduced. At 

the second stage, after the parabola (green) there are some more UV losses, however due to the high 

concentration ratio of the parabola, UV flux density is high. At the third stage (purple), it is reduced 

again by the multiple reflections inside the kaleidoscope. 

In SAAF, the level of incident solar irradiance can be controlled using shutters. If an irradiance between 

50 kW/m² and 500 kW/m² is imposed on the sample, the UV flux density could reach 0.55 to 5.5 

kW/m², i.e., more than 10 to 100 times the UV level comprised in the Odeillo solar spectrum. This value 

is consistent with the one estimated in Chapter 2 (Table 4 p.50) for solar absorbers subjected to a 

typical solar concentration C = 100 (2-3 kW/m²). UV exposure in SAAF is therefore representative of 

CSP applications. The level of UV radiation seen by samples in solar furnaces is not at all negligible.  

The energy E of a photon at a wavelength  is 𝐸 [𝐽] = ℎ ∙ 𝑐 𝜆⁄ [𝑚] (Figure 148). When dividing spectral 

irradiance (in W/m²/µm) by the energy of the photon (in Joules) corresponding to each wavelength of 

the incident solar spectrum, the number of incident photons/m²/s/µm can be estimated (1 W ≡ 1 J/s) 

(Figure 148). When integrating this value over wavelength, a photon flux density (photons/m²/s) can 

be deduced: only 0.4% of the photon flux density incident on the sample in SAAF concerns photons 

with an energy above 3.1 eV (i.e., below 0.4 µm), e.g. at 500 kW/m², 1.1 x 1019 UV photons/m²/s vs. 

2.4 x 1021 “solar photons”/m²/s.  

 
Figure 148. Photon energy and photon flux density/µm after the last stage of reflection in SAAF  

Considering that solar selective absorber coatings are solar absorptive by design, they will absorb the 

majority (i.e., their value of S) of the incident solar irradiance they are exposed to. For instance, Figure 

149 shows the solar spectral irradiance incident on the sample in SAAF when irradiance is regulated to 

obtain 50 kW/m² (blue), and the one actually absorbed (orange) by a typical SSAC (sample 1830AR01-

07 cured), which depends on its spectral reflectance (green). With a solar absorptance of 0.916, it 

absorbs approx. 92% of the solar irradiance it is exposed to (45 kW/m²), and up to 94% of the incident 

UV radiation where the SSAC is more absorptive than in the NIR region, due to its selectivity. 
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Figure 149. Estimated solar spectral irradiance received (blue) in SAAF at 50 kW/m², and absorbed (orange) by a typical 

SSAC sample (18301R01-07 cured) depending on its spectral reflectance (green)  

2.1.2.1.2. Thermal aging 

In an electrical furnace, samples are heated by the infrared irradiation of ceramic heating elements. In 

ALTHAIA, the sample is placed inside a heated ceramic tube, most likely made mainly of alumina. In 

Figure 150 (left) the spectral irradiance of the alumina ceramic tube at 500°C (red) was approximated 

as the spectral blackbody emission (given by Planck’s law, brown) multiplied by the spectral emittance 

of an alumina ceramic (at 1300 K [331], black). It is to notice that the typical irradiance level attained 

in thermal aging with such configuration is approx. 10 kW/m² (obtained by integrating the red 

spectrum over wavelength). This is more than 5 times lower than under solar irradiance of 50 kW/m² 

(Figure 149). 

 
Figure 150. Left: IR spectral irradiance emitted by an alumina ceramic at 500°C (red) estimated from blackbody spectral 
irradiance at 500°C (brown) and spectral emittance of alumina ceramic (black [331]). Right: Corresponding IR spectral 

irradiance absorbed (pink) by a typical SSAC sample (18301R01-07 cured) depending on its spectral reflectance (green). 

Furthermore, SSACs are highly IR-reflective by design, thus they will absorb only a limited fraction (i.e., 

their value of (T)) of the incident IR irradiance they are exposed to. This was estimated for the same 

typical SSAC (sample 1830AR01-07 cured) considering its spectral absorptance as 1 minus its spectral 

reflectance (Figure 150 right, green). Using the approximated emission for the electrical furnace (red), 

the spectral irradiance actually absorbed by the SSAC (pink) is further reduced, so that only approx. 1.8 

kW/m² of the incident 10 kW/m² is absorbed by the coating during purely thermal aging. 

2.1.2.1.3. Comparison 
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Table 29 compares the irradiance levels received and absorbed by typical SSAC samples during purely 

thermal aging in an electrical furnace and during solar aging in SAAF solar furnace, as estimated in the 

previous subsections. 

Table 29. Estimated irradiance levels received and absorbed by a typical SSAC sample (1830AR01-07 cured) during purely 
thermal aging in an electrical furnace and during solar aging in SAAF solar furnace for different spectral ranges 

Irradiance levels 

(kW/m² = kJ/m²/s) 

/ spectral range 

Purely thermal aging 

(ALTHAIA) 

Solar aging 

(SAAF 50 kW/m²) 

Solar/thermal  

ratio  

Absorbed Received Absorbed Received Absorbed 

UV (0.28 – 0.4 µm) _ _ 0.55 0.52 ∞ 

Solar (0.28 – 2.5 µm) 0.002 1 0.001 50 45.3 33000 

IR (1 – 25 µm) 10.3 1.8 17.3 2 13.4 7 

This comparison illustrates the fact that the level of irradiance (in kW/m²), i.e., energy flux (in kJ/m²/s) 

absorbed by a solar selective absorber coating is much higher under concentrated solar aging in SAAF 

than under thermal aging in an electrical furnace. First, solar aging includes energetic UV photons (0.28 

– 0.4 µm) that are not at all present during thermal aging. Also, in the solar range (0.28 – 2.5 µm) the 

energy flux is almost 33000 times higher under solar aging, due to the high solar concentration in SAAF. 

Even in the IR range (1 – 25 µm), the energy flux is seven times higher under solar aging. These more 

intense conditions could give rise to larger evolutions of the coatings under concentrated solar aging 

than under thermal aging.  

Considering that irradiance is also the instant energy density (in kJ/m²/s), there may additionally exist 

a different time scale between: 

• slow thermally-induced physicochemical phenomena in purely thermal aging, caused by 

thermal accumulation on the material, until their activation energy can be reached; 

• spontaneous irradiation-induced phenomena in concentrated solar aging (photon-matter 

interactions), caused by the more energetic UV-Vis photons that may locally induce chemical 

bond breaking and formation in the material lattice, especially in combination with high 

temperature. 

This difference in time scale could be further enhanced by the much higher heating rates under 

concentrated solar aging (tens of °C/s) than thermal aging (tens of °C/min) (see section 2.1.1.1 p.172).  

2.1.2.2. Effective irradiance and irradiance dose 

In SAAF, similarly to temperature, if irradiance levels incident on the sample are varied during solar 

aging tests, an effective irradiance (“time-weighted” irradiance, considering the time spent under each 

irradiance level) can be estimated. An irradiance dose in kWh/m² can also be deduced by multiplying 

this effective irradiance with the total aging duration. It is to notice that contrary to temperature, 

irradiance levels are not measured during SAAF experiments. Irradiance levels are controlled using the 

shutter aperture, based on the DNI at the time of the experiment and previous calibrations. Therefore, 

experimental fluctuations of irradiance levels due to fluctuations in DNI during the test are not taken 

into account. In the following, setup irradiance levels are used to establish the irradiance profiles. 

 

1 Spectral irradiance between 0.28 µm and 1 µm is not taken into account, however there is very little blackbody 
irradiance below 1 µm at 500°C so this is negligible. 
2 Spectral irradiance above 2.5 µm is not taken into account, so this value may be slightly underestimated. 
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2.2. Influence of concentrated solar irradiation 

Despite the discussed differences in aging methods, an analysis of the influence of the exposure to 

concentrated solar radiation during aging was attempted, by comparing the aging behavior of a sample 

aged in the ALTHAIA electric furnace (Chapter 4) and a sample aged in the SAAF solar furnace under 

constant solar irradiance, reaching similar aging temperatures and durations (Table 30). This allows for 

the comparison of configurations 1 (thermal aging) and 2 (constant solar aging) described in Table 11 

p.114. The cured state of the sample (24h at 500°C in air, see Chapter 4) is considered as reference in 

both cases. 

The TiAlN absorber series 1928 was used for this comparison. Sample 1928ER01-20, previously treated 

in ALTHAIA at 500°C in air, is considered based on the additional 24h single aging step applied after the 

curing step. Sample 1928ER01-13 was treated in the SAAF at a constant solar irradiance of 400 kW/m², 

in 4 cycles reaching a total duration of 14h28. Although this could be considered as slow thermal 

cycling, due to the intermittence of the solar radiation, it is not possible to apply this total duration in 

one cycle. The corresponding temperature profiles for each cycle are visible in Table 31. Due to the 

shape and size of the sample, the sample was treated with support 1, hence there was no backside 

cooling and the temperature tended to fluctuate. It was overall maintained in the 400-580°C range, 

with a maximum effective temperature of 536°C (treatment 1) and a global effective temperature 

Teff = 485°C for all treatments. Effective temperature is “time-weighted”, i.e., it considers the time 

spent at each of the different temperature levels seen by the sample during its solar aging and was 

calculated from the recorded temperature profiles (Table 31). Overall, the two samples were thus 

subjected to similar temperature levels around 500°C. 

Table 30. Number of aging cycles and durations, and resulting macroscopic images of the sample surface 

Aging conditions Reference Treatment 1 

Thermal aging 

500°C 

 

ALTHAIA 

Sample 1928ER01-20 

Cured 

(24h 500°C air) 

 

- 

After 1 cycle (24h) 

 
Aging conditions Reference Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

Constant solar aging 

400 kW/m² 

 

SAAF 

Support 1 (no cooling) 

Sample 1928ER01-13 

Cured 

(24h 500°C air) 

 

- 

 

After 1 cycle 

(3h37) 

 

- 

 

After 2 cycles 

(+3h37 = 7h14) 

 

After 3 cycles 

(+3h37 = 10h51) 

 

After 4 cycles 

(+3h37 = 14h28) 

 
 

Table 30 shows the macroscopic pictures of the two samples at the different stages of aging. The 

sample submitted to thermal aging at 500°C did not show any notable changes in its aspect between 

the cured and aged state, while a slight discoloration is visible in the irradiated area of the sample 

treated with constant solar irradiance.  

Figure 151 and Figure 152 compare the evolutions in spectral reflectance and solar absorptance for 

the thermal aging and constant solar aging conditions. Optical variations are small in both cases 

(S ≤ 0.01). The reflectance blue-shift could indicate a slight increase in coating thickness in both 

cases.  
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Table 31. Temperature profiles obtained with thermal aging at 500°C and constant solar aging at 400 kW/m² 

Conditions Treatment 1 

1928ER01-20 

 

1 cycle 

24h 

T = 500°C 

 

ALTHAIA 

 
Conditions Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

1928ER01-13 
 

400 kW/m² 

4 cycles 

14h28 

Teff = 485°C 
 

Support 4 

(cooling) 

    
Teff-pyr = 536°C, Tmax-pyr = 628°C 

1 cycle 3h37 

Teff-pyr = 498°C, Tmax-pyr = 508°C 

1 cycle 3h37 

Teff-pyr = 510°C, Tmax-pyr = 574°C 

1 cycle 3h37 

Teff-pyr = 383°C, Tmax-pyr = 399°C 

1cycle 3h37 
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Figure 151. Evolution of the spectral reflectance of the samples with thermal aging and constant solar aging 

 
Figure 152. Absolute (left) and relative (right) evolutions of solar absorptance for constant solar aging vs. thermal aging, 

compared to the cured state (0h) 

Overall, no clear difference was observed between thermal aging and constant solar aging with 

similar durations (15-24h) and temperatures (approx. 500°C), indicating that there seems to be no 

additional influence of the concentrated solar radiation during aging. Similar results were obtained 

for the WAlSiN absorber (not shown). Of course, these tendencies will have to be confirmed for longer 

solar aging durations.  

This result could be interpreted in light of the lack of intense UV flux density seen by the material, due 

to the optical losses in the UV range when the incident solar radiation is reflected by the Ag mirrors of 

the heliostat (see section 2.1.2 p.174). In any case, it is representative of real CSP applications where 

absorber materials are subjected to similar conditions, as Ag mirrors are the most used type of solar 

mirror in CSP. 

 

3. Influence of the sources of degradation during solar aging 

In addition to the concentrated solar irradiance level, other sources of degradation can be encountered 

in CSP conditions, and simulated using the SAAF facility. In particular, rapid thermal cycling with high 

amplitudes and short periods can occur during cloudy spells, the influence of which can be studied by 

comparing cyclic solar aging (configuration 3, see Table 11 p.114) with constant solar aging 

(configuration 2) at similar solar irradiance. Also, the irradiance levels and the irradiance amplitude 

between the high and low irradiance phases of this rapid cycling, linked to the temperature amplitude 
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suffered by the sample, can be controlled in the SAAF, and their influence on the aging behavior of the 

absorber coatings is studied. Indeed, these amplitudes can generate large and potentially damaging 

thermal shocks in the materials.  

For this study, equivalent samples of the TiAlN tandem absorber coating were used. The chosen 

samples are deposited on an Inconel substrate of 2 mm in thickness and a round shape of 2’’ (50.8 

mm) in diameter. Considering this, supports 1 and 4 were used. The aging behavior is monitored 

through the observed changes in macroscopic and SEM images of the samples surface, and the 

variations in optical properties and chemical composition, considering the different temperature 

profiles applied during each solar treatment. The variation in optical performance is considered 

relatively to the cured state (24h at 500°C in air) (S = S (aged) – S (cured)) for better comparability 

with other samples. 

3.1. Influence of solar irradiance level in constant solar aging 

First, the influence of the solar irradiance level during constant solar aging is investigated. To draw a 

comparison, a sample of series 1830 was exposed to 250 kW/m² for up to 11h20 (using support 1 

without backside cooling), and a sample of series 1928 was exposed to 400 kW/m² for up to 14h28 

(using support 4 with backside cooling), in four cumulative treatments (Table 32). 

Table 32. Number of aging cycles and durations, and resulting macroscopic images of the sample surface 

Aging conditions Reference Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

Constant solar aging 

250 kW/m² 

 

Support 1  

(no cooling) 

Sample 1830AR01-08 

Cured 

(24h 500°C air) 

 

After 1 cycle 

(6h) 

 

- 

 

 

After 2 cycles 

(+1h15 = 7h15) 

 

- 

 

After 3 cycles 

(+2h05 = 9h20) 

 

After 4 cycles 

(+2h = 11h20) 

 
Constant solar aging 

400 kW/m² 

 

SAAF 

Support 4  

(cooling) 

Sample 1928ER01-13 

Cured 

(24h 500°C air) 

 

- 

 

After 1 cycle 

(3h37) 

 

- 

 

After 2 cycles 

(+3h37 = 7h14) 

 

After 3 cycles 

(+3h37 = 10h51) 

 

After 4 cycles 

(+3h37 = 14h28) 

 
 

Table 32 shows macroscopic pictures of the samples surface. The sample treated at 250 kW/m² seems 

to be the most affected by solar aging, with a change in color from blue to yellow-white in the 

irradiated area. A similar tendency is suspected for the sample treated at 400 kW/m², only to a lesser 

extent.  

These changes cause evolutions in the sample optical properties (Figure 153) particularly visible after 

solar aging at 250 kW/m². The oscillations appearing in the reflectance spectrum can be linked to the 

oxidation of the coating (see Chapter 4), confirmed by EDS measurements where the content in oxygen 

is increased by aging (Figure 154). Elements from the Inconel substrate (Ni to Mo) tend to be detected 

in higher quantities after aging, to the detriment of elements from the coating (Al), indicating that the 

thickness of the coating has decreased, probably due to its densification. Meanwhile, the increase in 

frequency of the reflectance oscillations could conversely indicate an increase in thickness. However, 

these oscillations may also appear simply because of a change in the coating chemical and optical 

nature, from absorptive (TiAlN) to semitransparent (oxide), due to oxygen incorporation [332]. The 
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fact that the content in Ti does not decrease while that of Al does could indicate that the oxidation of 

TiAlN may occur via the oxidation of TiN into TiOx. However, the detected content in Ti is small even in 

the reference cured state, so this however credible hypothesis cannot reasonably be sustained by EDS 

measurements only. Complementary analyses such as XPS depth profiles of the aged sample would be 

necessary to confirm it. 

 
Figure 153. Evolution of the spectral reflectance of the samples with constant solar aging at 250 kW/m² and 400 kW/m² 

 
Figure 154. Variation in atomic content (in at.%, measured by EDS) after 11h20 at 250 kW/m² vs. cured state 

Following the increase in spectral reflectance, as can be expected the solar absorptance of the sample 

treated at 250 kW/m² notably decreases compared to the cured state (S = -0.04 after 10h), while 

that of the sample treated at 400 kW/m² does not significantly change (Figure 155). 
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Figure 155. Absolute (left) and relative (right) evolutions of solar absorptance for constant solar aging at 250 kW/m² and 

400 kW/m² vs. cured state (0h) 

Overall, these results are surprising: it would have been expected that the exposure for similar 

durations to a higher solar irradiance would lead to a higher deterioration. Indeed, the estimated 

irradiance dose to which the samples are exposed during 11h20 at 250 kW/m² is significantly lower 

than during 14h28 at 400 kW/m² (2833 vs. 5787 kWh/m², i.e., half the dose) (Table 34). The higher 

deterioration observed at 250 kW/m² compared to 400 kW/m² cannot be explained either by a 

difference in the temperature profiles and levels reached during the tests (Table 33). Indeed, the 

effective temperature seen by the sample is also lower at 250 kW/m² (422°C vs. 485°C), so that the 

thermal dose is lower at 250 kW/m² (4783°C·h vs. 7016°C·h). Also, the maximum temperatures are 

similar, so none of the samples suffered inadvertent overheating beyond the coating critical 

temperature (this coating is highly stable at 500°C and even higher, see Chapter 4). 

In fact, the main difference between these two tests is that the samples do not belong to the same 

series, and almost a year separates their synthesis. Series 1830 (for the test at 250 kW/m²) was 

deposited in July 2018 while series 1928 (for the test at 400 kW/m²) was deposited in July 2019. It is 

thus possible that some fluctuations in the deposition process and subsequent coating architecture, 

microstructure, composition, etc., appeared between these two deposition campaigns, voluntarily or 

not. It is also possible that the samples naturally aged differently in ambient conditions during their 

conservation.  

In any case, these experimental results remain inconclusive regarding the effect of the level of 

concentrated solar irradiance during constant solar aging, since they could not be satisfactorily 

interpreted with the elements at our disposal. Complementary studies would be needed, using  

configurations as close as possible to remove any doubt (fresh and truly suitably equivalent samples, 

same SAAF sample support, etc.).  

Nevertheless, the effect of other sources of degradation in solar aging will be presented in the 

following subsections. In particular, the case of constant solar aging at 250 kW/m² presented here will 

also be compared to cyclic solar aging applied to a similar sample (series 1830). 
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Table 33. Temperature profiles obtained with constant solar irradiance of 250 kW/m² and 400 kW/m² 

Conditions Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

1830AR01-08 
 

250 kW/m² 

4 cycles 

11h20 

Teff = 422°C 
 

Support 1 

(no cooling) 

    
Teff-pyr = 359°C, Tmax-pyr = 377°C 

1 cycle 6h 

Teff-pyr = 529°C, Tmax-pyr = 558°C  

1 cycle 1h15 

Teff-pyr = 449°C, Tmax-pyr = 502°C 

1 cycle 2h05 

Teff-TC = 517°C, Tmax-TC = 563°C 

1 cycle 2h 

1928ER01-13 
 

400 kW/m² 

4 cycles 

14h28 

Teff = 485°C 
 

Support 4 

(cooling) 

    
Teff-pyr = 536°C, Tmax-pyr = 628°C 

1 cycle 3h37 

Teff-pyr = 498°C, Tmax-pyr = 508°C 

1 cycle 3h37 

Teff-pyr = 510°C, Tmax-pyr = 574°C 

1 cycle 3h37 

Teff-pyr = 383°C, Tmax-pyr = 399°C 

1cycle 3h37 

 

Table 34. Effective irradiance and dose with constant solar irradiance of 250 kW/m² and 400 kW/m² 

 

 
Sample 

Imax  

(kW/m²) 

Total  

duration (h) 

Ieff 

(kW/m²) 

Irradiance 

dose 

(kWh/m²) 

Teff 

(°C) 

Thermal 

dose 

(°C·h) 

1830AR01-08 250 11.33 250 2833 422 4783 

1928ER01-13 400 14.47 400 5787 485 7016 
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3.2. Influence of cyclic solar aging vs. constant solar aging 

In CSP applications, the absorber material may be submitted to sudden variations in the concentrated 

solar irradiance, for instance during cloudy spells. Here the influence of rapid thermal cycling during 

solar aging is studied, by comparing the effect on equivalent samples of TiAlN absorber, of: i) constant 

solar irradiance; ii) repeated cycles oscillating from a high irradiance phase to a low irradiance phase.  

A constant irradiation of 250 kW/m² was applied to sample 1830AR01-08, in four cumulative cycles 

with different durations from 2h to 6h, reaching 11h20 of aging in total (Table 35). Meanwhile, sample 

1830AR01-09 was submitted to 225 cycles (16h16) in total, each with a high irradiance phase of 250 

kW/m² for a duration of 200s, and a low irradiance phase of 200 kW/m² for a duration of 60s, in four 

cumulative treatments (Table 35, Figure 156). The samples were treated using support 1 (no backside 

air cooling, thermocouple welded on the back center of the sample). Both samples were previously 

cured by the manufacturer (24h at 500°C in ambient air) before solar exposure. 

Table 35. Number of aging cycles and durations, and resulting macroscopic and SEM images of the sample surface 

Aging conditions Reference Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

Constant solar aging 

250 kW/m² 

 

Support 1 (no cooling) 

Sample 1830AR01-08 

Cured 

(24h 500°C air) 

 

 

After 1 cycle 

(6h) 

 

- 

 

 

 

After 2 cycles 

(+1h15 = 7h15) 

 

 

 

- 

 

After 3 cycles 

(+2h05 = 9h20) 

 
 

- 

After 4 cycles 

(+2h = 11h20) 

 

 

Cyclic solar aging 

250-200 kW/m² 

I = 50 kW/m² 

 

Support 1 (no cooling) 

Sample 1830AR01-09 

Cured 

(24h 500°C air) 

 

 

After 75 cycles 

(5h25) 

 

 

 

- 

 

After 125 cycles 

(+3h37 = 9h02) 

 

 

 

- 

After 175 cycles 

(+3h37 = 12h39) 

 

 

After 225 cycles 

(+3h37 = 16h16) 

 

 

 
Figure 156. Irradiance levels applied in SAAF (constant solar aging 250 kW/m² vs. cyclic solar aging at 250-200 kW/m²) 
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Images at macroscopic scale (Table 35) both show surface discoloring, faster under constant irradiation 

(treatments 3 and 4, 9h20 and 11h20) than under cyclic irradiation (treatment 3, 12h39). Similar 

changes to the surface are eventually observed. At microscopic scale (SEM images, Table 35), no 

physical deterioration is observed for both cases, such as cracks or delamination.  

In both cases, the samples optical properties (Figure 157 and Figure 159) evolve with their physical 

aspect. Their discoloring is marked by the appearance of reflectance oscillations that can again be 

linked to the increase in oxygen content, as measured by EDS (Figure 158), illustrating the coating 

partial oxidation. As explained in section 3.1, constant solar aging at 250 kW/m² induces a decrease in 

coating thickness concomitant with a change in chemical nature (oxidation) and subsequent optical 

behavior from absorptive (TiAlN) to semitransparent (TiAlO). Oxidation also occurs with cyclic solar 

aging at 250-200 kW/m², only it does not seem to be accompanied by a coating densification, as the 

content in elements from the coating (Si, Ti, Al) barely evolve after aging. A small decrease in Ni content 

(main component of the Inconel substrate) could even indicate an increase in coating thickness, maybe 

due to the growth of an oxide. This is accompanied by a small enrichment in Fe and Mo (substrate 

elements), that may indicate their outward diffusion inside the coating. These elements could also be 

oxidized. However, their detected content is low even in the reference cured state (≤ 3 at.%, limit of 

EDS detection), and this hypothesis would need to be confirmed by more precise means such as XPS 

depth profiles. 

 
Figure 157. Evolution of sample spectral reflectance with constant (250 kW²) and cyclic (250-200 kW/m²) solar aging 

 
Figure 158. Variation in atomic content (in at.%, measured by EDS after the last treatment) with constant (250 kW²) and 

cyclic (250-200 kW/m²) solar aging vs. cured state 
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As a consequence of these evolutions, solar absorptance (Figure 159) decreases more rapidly and more 

strongly when exposed to constant solar aging at 250 kW/m² (S = -0.04). After the discoloring has 

settled (third treatment, 9h20 in total), solar absorptance tends to stabilize, as does spectral 

reflectance. Under cyclic solar aging of 250-200 kW/m², solar absorptance first increases slightly 

(+0.01), thanks to higher frequency of reflectance oscillations in the solar range, giving rise to a lower 

reflectance in the NIR range whilst not increasing it in the visible range (maximum solar irradiance 

around 500 nm). After the last cyclic treatment (16h16 in total), in concordance with the appearance 

of coating visual discoloring, solar absorptance dropped down to a similar level (S = -0.03) as was 

observed for constant solar aging. 

 
Figure 159. Absolute (left) and relative (right) evolutions of solar absorptance with constant (250 kW²) and cyclic (250-

200 kW/m²) solar aging vs. cured state (0h) 

This tendency to faster/higher degradation under constant irradiation can be expected, considering 

the applied conditions. Indeed, the effective irradiance seen by the sample is higher under constant 

irradiance of 250 kW/m² (Ieff = 250 kW/m²) than under cyclic irradiance of 250-200 kW/m² (Ieff = 238 

kW/m²) (Table 37). In other words, since 1 W ≡ 1 J/s, the energy flux (in kJ/m²/s) received by the sample 

is higher under this constant irradiance (250 kJ/m²/s vs. 238 kJ/m²/s). Similarly, based on the 

considerations in section 2.1.2 p.174, a higher irradiance translates into a higher photon flux. The latter 

are estimated to be 1.18 x 1021 photons/m²/s under constant aging vs. 1.13 x 1021 photons/m²/s under 

cyclic aging, in the conditions studied here. Therefore during the same duration, the sample receives 

(and absorbs) more energy under constant irradiance than under cyclic irradiance, causing faster and 

higher degradation.  

It must be highlighted that these observations are only true because in the chosen test conditions, the 

high irradiance phase level during cyclic aging is the same as the irradiance level during constant aging 

(250 kW/m²), thus the low irradiance level and the effective irradiance are lower under cyclic aging 

than constant aging. That is to say that here the influence of the effective irradiance is highlighted, 

more than the effect of cycling itself. Therefore, to really isolate the effect of cycling over that of 

effective irradiance, identical effective irradiance levels would have to be applied (e.g. constant 250 

kW/m² vs. cyclic 265-200 kW/m² with 200s/60s cycles). 

Another relevant indicator would be the irradiance dose and thermal dose received by the sample. 

Due to the higher total aging duration under cyclic aging (16h16 vs. 11h20), it is more adequate to 

compare constant and cyclic aging at closer durations, i.e., after 11h20 at 250 kW/m² (treatment 4) vs. 

after 12h39 at 250-200 kW/m² (treatment 3). In this case, irradiance doses (approx. 2800-3000 

kWh/m²), effective temperatures (approx. 420-430°C), high temperature levels (approx. 540-560°C) 

are all similar (Table 36). The thermal dose is even higher for cyclic aging (5409°C·h vs. 4783°C·h).  
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Yet constant solar aging still gives rise to faster and higher degradation than cyclic solar aging (S = -

0.04 at 250 kW/m² vs. +0.01 at 250-200 kW/m², Figure 159). This fact is well illustrated in Figure 160, 

where the evolutions of solar absorptance with irradiance dose (left) and thermal dose (right) are 

represented. Higher doses in cyclic solar aging are necessary to provoke similar optical degradations. 

 
Figure 160. Relative evolutions of solar absorptance with constant (250 kW²) and cyclic (250-200 kW/m²) solar aging vs. 

cured state (0h), vs. irradiance dose (left) and thermal dose (right) received by the samples 

To conclude on the impact of cyclic vs. solar aging, or more accurately on the impact of the effective 

irradiance applied to the sample during solar aging, it appears that aging under cyclic irradiation with 

lower effective irradiance gives slower aging and less damaging than under constant irradiation, 

even when applying similar irradiance and thermal doses. This could be due to the fact that a higher 

effective irradiance translates into higher instant energy and photon flux densities (in J/m²/s and 

photons/m²/s), that could cause fast chemical reactions due to direct energetic photon-matter 

interactions (e.g. bond breaking, bond formation). A higher photon flux density under constant aging 

could modify the coating surface more quickly during the first stages of aging, accounting for the 

faster degradation observed. Given enough time at lower instant photon flux density, the damaging 

eventually reaches a similar level under cyclic aging. 

 

Finally, in this example, the irradiance level and the amplitude between high and low irradiance phases 

are moderate (max I = 250 kW/m², I = 50 kW/m²) and the series 1830 coating may be less resistant 

than others (see section 3.1 p.182). However, it is worth noticing that similar results were obtained 

with higher irradiance levels and higher amplitudes (400 kW/m² vs. 400-50 kW/m²) on a coating series 

with apparent higher stability (1928). 

 

After comparing constant and cyclic solar aging, the next section will study the influence of the 

temperature/irradiance amplitudes during cyclic solar aging at different irradiance levels. 
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Table 36. Temperature profiles obtained with constant solar irradiance of 250 kW/m² and cyclic solar irradiance of 250-200 kW/m² 

Conditions Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

1830AR01-08 
 

250 kW/m² 

4 cycles 

11h20 

Teff = 422°C 
 

Support 1 

(no cooling) 

    
Teff-pyr = 359°C, Tmax-pyr = 377°C 

1 cycle 6h 

Teff-pyr = 529°C, Tmax-pyr = 558°C  

1 cycle 1h15 

Teff-pyr = 449°C, Tmax-pyr = 502°C 

1 cycle 2h05 

Teff-TC = 517°C, Tmax-TC = 563°C 

1 cycle 2h 

1830AR01-09 
 

250-200 kW/m² 

200s/60s 

225 cycles 

16h16 

Teff = 456°C 
 

Support 1 

(no cooling) 

    
Teff-pyr = 417°C, Tmax-pyr = 481°C 

75 cycles 5h25 

Teff-TC = 507°C, Tmax-TC = 538°C 

50 cycles 3h37 

Teff-pyr = 364°C, Tmax-TC = 429°C 

50 cycles 3h37 

Teff-pyr = 557°C, Tmax-pyr = 606°C 

50 cycles 3h37 

 
Table 37. Effective irradiance and dose with with constant solar irradiance of 250 kW/m² and cyclic solar irradiance of 250-200 kW/m² 

 

Sample State 
Number 

of cycles 

Imax  

(kW/m²) 

Imin 

(kW/m²) 

I 

(kW/m²) 

Duration of 

Imax phase (s) 

Duration of 

Imin phase (s) 

Time at 

Imax (h) 

Time at 

Imin (h) 

Total  

duration (h) 

Ieff 

(kW/m²) 

Irradiance 

dose 

(kWh/m²) 

Teff 

(°C) 

Thermal 

dose 

(°C·h) 

1830AR01-08 After treatment 4 _ 250 _ _ _ _ _ _ 11.33 250 2833 422 4783 

1830AR01-09 After treatment 3 175 250 200 50 200 60 9.72 2.92 12.64 238 3014 428 5409 

1830AR01-09 After treatment 4 225 250 200 50 200 60 12.50 3.75 16.25 238 3875 456 7410 
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3.3. Influence of irradiance/temperature amplitudes in cyclic solar aging 

 Low-medium irradiance/temperature amplitudes 

The influence of the amplitudes in irradiance and temperature during cyclic solar aging was studied by 

submitting equivalent samples to the two different solar aging conditions presented in Table 38. 

Sample 1828AR01-IN2 was aged under solar irradiance cycles of 300-250 kW/m² with an amplitude 

I1 = Ihigh – Ilow = 50 kW/m² (using support 1 without cooling). Sample 1830AR01-03 was tested under 

cycles of 300-50 kW/m² with an amplitude I2 = 250 kW/m² (using support 4 with cooling). In both 

cases, the duration of each cycle is 260s: 200s for the high irradiance phase (300  kW/m²) and 60s for 

the low irradiance phase (250 or 50 kW/m²) (Figure 161). The cycles were applied in several sets of 50 

to 63 of these cycles, representing 3h37 to 4h33 each. Similar total aging durations of approx. 15h 

were reached.  

Table 38. Number of aging cycles and durations, and resulting macroscopic and SEM images of the sample surface 

Aging conditions Reference Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

Cyclic solar aging 

300-250 kW/m² 

I1 = 50 kW/m² 

 

Support 1 (no cooling) 

Sample 1828AR01-IN2 

Cured 

(24h 500°C air) 

 

 

After 50 cycles 

(3h37) 

 

- 

After 100 cycles 

(+3h37 = 7h14) 

 

After 150 cycles 

(+3h37 = 10h51) 

 

- 

After 200 cycles 

(+3h37 = 14h28) 

 

 

Cyclic solar aging 

300-50 kW/m² 

I2 = 250 kW/m² 

 

Support 4 (cooling) 

Sample 1830AR01-03 

Cured 

(24h 500°C air) 

 

 

After 50 cycles 

(3h37) 

 

After 100 cycles 

(+3h37 = 7h14) 

 

After 163 cycles 

(+4h33 = 11h47) 

 

After 213 cycles 

(+3h37 = 15h24) 

 

 

 
Figure 161. Irradiance levels applied in SAAF (cyclic solar aging at 300-250 kW/m² and 300-50 kW/m²) 
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Table 38 also shows macroscopic and SEM images of the samples surface after applying the different 

sets of cycles. To the naked eye, the surface of the sample treated with the irradiance cycle of lower 

amplitude (300-250 kW/m²) presents a visible change in color from blue to yellow-white in the 

irradiated area (center of the sample), while for the other sample the surface stays the same after 

applying all the treatments. At the microscopic scale, SEM images show no differences in surface 

morphology between cured and aged state, whatever the irradiance cycles. 

Figure 162 shows the variations in reflectance spectra after the different aging treatments for the two 

cyclic conditions. The sample treated at 300-250 kW/m², with the visible change in color, predictably 

presents the greatest change in optical properties. Reflectance fluctuations appear and intensify with 

increasing the number of aging cycles, indicating  a change in its chemical nature, as previously 

observed. This is confirmed by EDS measurements done on the TiAlN absorber coatings after the 200 

aging cycles (Figure 127): the atomic content in O is slightly increased with aging, while the detected 

content in elements from the Inconel substrate (Ni to Mo) slightly decreases. Therefore, it is probable 

that an oxide is slowly growing, as was previously observed with thermal aging on this type of absorber. 

 
Figure 162. Evolution of the spectral reflectance of the samples treated in SAAF with two different irradiance cycles 

 
Figure 163. Variation in atomic content (in at.%, measured by EDS) after 200 cycles vs. cured state for the two conditions 

As a result, the solar absorptance of the sample treated at 300-250 kW/m² evolves more much notably 

than that of the sample treated at 300-50 kW/m² (Figure 164). At 300-250 kW/m², it first increases 

thanks to a decrease in NIR reflectance, then strongly decreases due to the increase in reflectance in 

the visible range (Figure 162). Meanwhile at 300-50 kW/m², reflectance and solar absorptance barely 

evolve with aging. EDS measurements after the 200 aging cycles (Figure 127) show that elements from 
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the substrate are more strongly detected after aging, to the detriment of the elements present in the 

TiAlN coating (O 3, Ti, Al). These results indicate that the coating tends to thin with aging, probably due 

to its densification, without notably changing its chemical nature and thus its optical performance. 

 
Figure 164. Absolute (left) and relative (right) evolutions of solar absorptance for two cyclic solar irradiations vs. cured 

state (0h) 

Table 39 reports the temperature profiles corresponding to the aging treatments considered here (N.B. 

pyrometer measurements on the irradiated area are the most reliable but were not systematically 

possible due to technical problems). The high-low irradiance cycles with irradiance amplitudes I1 = 50 

kW/m² (300-250 kW/m² cycles) and I2 = 250 kW/m² (300-50 kW/m² cycles) translate into high-low 

temperature cycles, respectively with temperature amplitudes T1 = Thigh – Tlow = 100°C (between 550 

and 450°C) and T2 = 250°C (between 500 and 250°C). The highest irradiance amplitude gives rise to 

the highest temperature amplitude, creating larger thermal shocks to the absorber sample. Therefore, 

it could be expected that the sample treated with the lowest irradiance/temperature amplitude (300-

250 kW/m², I1 = 50 kW/m², T1 = 100°C) would be less degraded, yet it is the most affected by aging. 

Several reasons justify this fact. 

First, the effective irradiance seen by the sample is lower for the higher irradiance amplitude, as it 

takes into account the time spent at both low and high irradiance levels: Ieff, 2 = 242 kW/m² for I2 = 

300 – 50 = 250 kW/m² vs. Ieff, 1 = 288 kW/m² for I1 = 300 – 250 = 50 kW/m² (Table 40). The higher 

degradation observed at lower irradiance/temperature amplitude (I = 50 kW/m², T = 100°C) could 

thus be caused by a higher effective irradiance and irradiance dose, and subsequently higher energy 

and photon fluxes, inducing irreversible damage.  

Also, with similar high temperature levels Thigh, a higher temperature amplitude T during cyclic solar 

aging implies that the effective temperature and thermal dose seen by the sample are necessarily 

lower. Indeed, the global effective temperature at 300-50 kW/m² (T2 = 250°C) is lower: Teff = 369°C 

vs. 524°C for 300-250 kW/m² 4. This could also explain the lower impact of aging on this sample. 

 

3 Even though oxygen is not initially present in the TiAlN absorber coating, it is detected after the curing step 
(24h at 500°C in air) which serves as the reference state for the solar aging tests.  
4 The real effective temperature of the sample exposed at 300-50 kW/m² is probably higher than 369°C. Indeed, 
pyrometry measurements were incoherent for the last three treatments. Therefore in some cases the 
temperature profiles considered for the calculation of Teff are the ones measured with the (back, center) 
thermocouple. The latter tends to be an underestimation of the surface temperature of the sample, as seen 
during the first treatment (see Table 39).  
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Additionally, during the 300-250 kW/m² treatments, temperature reached higher levels for longer 

durations, up to 600°C, due to the natural fluctuations in solar irradiance (DNI) during the day. Indeed, 

this sample was treated during an early campaign and due to its shape (round, 2” in diameter), support 

1 was used for these tests. Therefore, backside air cooling could not be applied, making it harder to 

control the temperature level during the experiments. Contrarily, the sample treated at 300-50 kW/m² 

was air-cooled during aging (as support 4 was then available), thus its temperature was better 

controlled, staying below 550°C at all times, except for a very short overshoot around 630°C. 

 

Overall, this study indicates that increasing the amplitudes in irradiance and temperature (thermal 

shocks) during cyclic solar aging does not have a notable impact on absorber coatings microstructure 

and performance. In fact, significantly larger amplitudes of solar irradiance (I = 250 vs. 50 kW/m²) 

and temperature (T = 250°C vs. 100°C) during solar cyclic aging did not affect the materials. Contrarily, 

the latter were significantly more affected by aging at low cycling amplitudes, due to the higher 

temperature maintained during the tests (550-600°C for I = 50 kW/m² vs. 500-520°C for I = 250 

kW/m²), in combination with the inherent higher effective temperature and effective irradiance (524°C 

and 288 kW/m² for I = 50 kW/m² vs. 369°C and 250 kW/m² for I = 250 kW/m²). This again underlines 

the impact of the time actually spent under high solicitation (see section 3.2). 

This example is a good illustration that solar aging is indissociably linked to thermal aging during 

concentrated solar exposure. Most likely, concentrated solar irradiance and temperature present 

combined or even synergistic effects, that are very hard to decorrelate using solar aging tools. An 

attempt at decorrelating these effects was nevertheless conducted in parallel, on samples of the 

WAlSiN absorber coating [330,333]. Indeed, the shape of the samples (30 x 30 mm²) allowed the use 

of support 2 with efficient backside cooling (Table 10 p.111). Thus in this case, the applied 

concentrated solar irradiance and the resulting temperature of the sample could be controlled more 

independently: the sample temperature was maintained around or under 400°C whatever the solar 

irradiance. Applying similar cyclic solar aging (200 cycles of 200s/60s) at 250-200 kW/m² and 250-50 

kW/m² did not result in any significant differences in the coating visual aspect and optical performance 

(in both cases, S and  ≈ -0.01 vs. as-deposited). This led to the conclusion that solar cycling had 

no influence in itself on this absorber coating, as long as the latter was maintained under its critical 

temperature (limit of thermal stability). Therefore, temperature remains a critical parameter for the 

aging behavior and durability of absorber coatings, probably due to the fact that many of the aging 

phenomena involved are thermally-induced (oxidation, diffusion, densification, etc.). 

In any case, no impact of rapid thermal shocks was observed in the studied range (Tmax = 550°C or 

Tmax = 250°C). Therefore to further study the impact of thermal shocks, larger irradiance/temperature 

amplitudes were also applied, as presented in the following subsection. 

 

 

 

Anyway, even when considering an underestimation by 100-150°C, the real effective temperature seen by the 
sample would still be lower than 524°C, so the conclusion of this comparison remains valid in this regard. 
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Table 39. Temperature profiles obtained with solar irradiance cycles of 300-250 kW/m² and 300-50 kW/m² 

Conditions Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

1828AR01-IN2 
 

300-250 kW/m² 

200s/60s 

200 cycles 

14h28 

Teff = 524°C 
 

Support 1 

(no cooling) 

  

- 

 
Teff-pyr = 490°C, Tmax-TC = 528°C 

50 cycles 3h37 

Teff-pyr = 536°C, Tmax-pyr = 570°C 

50 cycles 3h37 

- 

50 cycles 3h37 

Teff-pyr = 548°C, Tmax-pyr = 603°C 

50 cycles 3h37 

1830AR01-03 
 

300-50 kW/m² 

200s/60s 

200 cycles 

15h24 

Teff = 369°C 
 

Support 4 

(cooling) 

    
Teff-pyr = 446°C, Tmax-pyr = 634°C 

50 cycles 3h37 

Teff-TC = 262°C, Tmax-TC = 395°C 

50 cycles 3h37 

Teff-pyr = 326°C, Tmax-TC = 469°C 

63 cycles 4h33 

Teff-pyr = 269°C, Tmax-pyr = 302°C 

50 cycles 3h37 

 
Table 40. Effective irradiance and dose with solar irradiance cycles of 300-250 kW/m² and 300-50 kW/m² 

 

Sample 
Number 

of cycles 

Imax  

(kW/m²) 

Imin 

(kW/m²) 

I 

(kW/m²) 

Duration of 

Imax phase (s) 

Duration of 

Imin phase (s) 

Time at 

Imax (h) 

Time at 

Imin (h) 

Total  

duration (h) 

Ieff 

(kW/m²) 

Irradiance 

dose 

(kWh/m²) 

Teff 

(°C) 

Thermal 

dose 

(°C·h) 

1828AR01-IN2 200 300 250 50 200 60 11.11 3.33 14.44 288 4167 524 7569 

1830AR01-03 200 300 50 250 200 60 11.83 3.55 15.38 242 3728 369 5676 
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 High amplitudes, impact of high temperature  

Cyclic solar aging with large irradiance amplitudes I was applied to three equivalent samples of series 

1928 absorber coating. Sample 1928ER01-14 was exposed to 300-50 kW/m² (I = 250 kW/m², support 

1), sample 1928ER01-11 to 400-40 kW/m² (I = 350 kW/m², support 4), sample 1928ER01-12 to 500-

50 kW/m² (I = 450 kW/m², support 1) (Table 41, Figure 165). In all cases, high and low irradiance 

phases lasted 60s each. 400 cycles were applied to each sample, for a total duration of approx. 11h to 

13h. 

Table 41. Number of aging cycles and durations, and resulting macroscopic and SEM images of the sample surface 

Aging conditions Reference Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

Cyclic solar aging 

300-50 kW/m² 

I1 = 250 kW/m² 

 

Support 1 (no cooling) 

Sample 1928ER01-14 

Cured 

(24h 500°C air) 

 

After 25 cycles 

(0h53) 

 

After 125 cycles 

(+3h20 = 4h13) 

 

- 

 

After 225 cycles 

(+3h20 = 7h33) 

 

After 325 cycles 

(+3h20 = 10h53) 

 

 

Cyclic solar aging 

400-50 kW/m² 

I2 = 350 kW/m² 

 

Support 4 (cooling) 

Sample 1928ER01-11 

Cured 

(24h 500°C air) 

 

 

After 100 cycles 

(3h20) 

 

After 200 cycles 

(+3h20 = 6h40) 

 

After 300 cycles 

(+3h20 = 10h) 

 

After 400 cycles 

(+3h20 = 13h20) 

 

 

Cyclic solar aging 

500-50 kW/m² 

I3 = 450 kW/m² 

 

Support 1 (no cooling) 

Sample 1928ER01-12 

Cured 

(24h 500°C air) 

 

After 100 cycles 

(3h20) 

 

After 200 cycles 

(+3h20 = 6h40) 

 

After 300 cycles 

(+3h20 = 10h) 

 

- 

 

After 400 cycles 

(+3h20 = 13h20) 

 

 

Table 41 shows macroscopic and SEM pictures of the samples after the different treatments. There is 

no observable change in surface aspect for samples treated at 300-50 kW/m² and 400-50 kW/m². 

Contrarily, the sample subjected to the highest irradiance level and amplitude (500-50 kW/m²) 

suffered a significant change, especially a discoloring from blue to yellow in the irradiated area. 
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Figure 165. Irradiance levels applied in SAAF (cyclic solar aging at 300-50 kW/m², 400-50 kW/m² and 500 kW/m²) 

Figure 166 shows the corresponding evolutions in atomic compositions (EDS) after the last treatment, 

compared to the cured state. After 400 cycles at 300-50 kW/m², elements from the coating (O to Al) 

tend to be less detected than in the cured state, while elements from the substrate (Ni to Mo) are 

slightly more detected, indicating a small decrease in coating thickness with aging, probably due to its 

densification. The optical properties of this coating are only very slightly affected by aging (Figure 167, 

Figure 168), consistently with their physical aspect (Table 41). Therefore its thickness must not change 

very much, nor does its chemical nature. 

 
Figure 166. Variation in atomic content (in at.%, measured by EDS) after 200 cycles vs. cured state for the two conditions 

After 400 cycles at 400-50 kW/m², elements from the coating are more detected and elements from 

the substrate are less detected, indicating an increase in the coating thickness. The increase in oxygen 

content may indicate that this increase could be linked to the coating oxidation. However, there is no 

visible impact on its optical properties so the changes in chemical nature and thickness must be small. 

After 400 cycles at 500-50 kW/m², there is a large increase in the oxygen content, accompanied by a 

decrease in detected elements from the substrate, indicating a clear oxidation of the coating and an 

increase in its thickness. The fact that the detected content in Ti does not evolve while that of Al 

decreases could mean that a titanium oxide tends to form and grow. The hypothesis of an oxide growth 

is corroborated by the strong evolution of the coating optical properties. Large reflectance oscillations 

with increasing frequency and amplitude are indeed typical of the formation and growth of a 

semitransparent oxide in place of the original absorbing material [332]. Consequently, the coating solar 

absorptance is strongly deteriorated by aging in these harsher conditions (S = -0.25 after 400 cycles). 
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Figure 167. Evolution of spectral reflectance with cyclic solar aging of different amplitudes and high irradiance levels 

 
Figure 168. Absolute (left) and relative (right) evolutions of solar absorptance for three cyclic solar irradiations vs. cured 

state (0h) 

Additionally, the sample treated at 500-50 kW/m² was cut after the final treatment to allow for the 

measurement of its spectral reflectance in the whole spectral range of interest, from 0.25 to 25 µm 

(Figure 167 bottom right, section 1.1.2 p.168), giving access to its thermal emittance. The latter also 

decreases strongly with aging, dropping by 8 points (from 0.336 to 0.252). This is directly linked to the 

evolution in spectral reflectance: as the latter increases in the whole spectral range, it concomitantly 

causes the strong decreases in solar absorptance and thermal emittance. However, the drop in thermal 

emittance is not enough to compensate for the degradation of solar absorptance, as the corresponding 

heliothermal efficiency dramatically drops by almost 25 points (from 0.867 to 0.631). 

To better analyze these results, Table 42 shows the temperature profiles recorded during aging tests. 
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Table 42. Temperature profiles obtained with cyclic solar irradiance of 300-50 kW/m², 400-50 kW/m² and 500-50 kW/m² 

Conditions Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

1928ER01-14 
 

300-50 kW/m² 

60s/60s 

325 cycles 

10h53 

Teff = 345°C 
 

Support 1 

(no cooling) 

    
Teff-pyr = 314°C, Tmax-pyr = 368°C 

25 cycles 0h53 

Teff-pyr = 349°C, Tmax-TC = 471°C 

100 cycles 3h20 

Teff-pyr = 361°C, Tmax-TC = 454°C 

100 cycles 3h20 

Teff-TC = 332°C, Tmax-TC = 474°C 

100 cycles 3h20 

1928ER01-11 
 

400-50 kW/m² 

60s/60s 

400 cycles 

13h20 

Teff = 390°C 
 

Support 4 

(cooling) 

    
Teff-pyr = 429°C, Tmax-pyr = 687°C 

100 cycles 3h20 

Teff-pyr =378°C, Tmax-pyr = 468°C 

100 cycles 3h20 

Teff-pyr =378°C, Tmax-pyr = 525°C 

100 cycles 3h20 

Teff-pyr = 353°C, Tmax-TC = 425°C 

100 cycles 3h20 

1928ER01-12 
 

500-50 kW/m² 

60s/60s 

400 cycles 

13h20 

Teff = 516°C 
 

Support 1 

(no cooling) 

    
Teff-TC = 513°C, Tmax-TC = 734°C 

100 cycles 3h20 

Teff-pyr = 513°C, Tmax-pyr = 695°C 

100 cycles  

Teff-TC = 515°C, Tmax-TC = 739°C 

100 cycles 3h20 

Teff-pyr = 523°C, Tmax-pyr = 761°C 

100 cycles 3h20 
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Table 43. Effective irradiance and dose with cyclic solar irradiance of 300-50 kW/m², 400-50 kW/m² and 500-50 kW/m² 

Table 44. Temperature profiles obtained with thermal aging at 690°C and cyclic solar aging at 500-250 kW/m² 

Conditions Treatment 1 

1616DR01-08 

 

1 cycle 

12h 

T = 690°C 

 

ALTHAIA 

 
Conditions Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

1830AR01-07 
 

500-250 kW/m² 

200s/60s 

200 cycles 

14h28 

Teff = 708°C 
 

Support 1 

(no cooling) 

    
Teff-pyr = 684°C, Tmax-pyr= 775°C 

50 cycles 3h37 

Teff-TC/pyr = 703/731°C,  

Tmax-TC/pyr = 789/848°C, 50 cycles 3h37 

Teff-pyr = 657°C, Tmax-pyr = 726°C 

50 cycles 3h37 

Teff-pyr = 759°C, Tmax-pyr = 875°C 

50 cycles 3h37 

Sample 
Number 

of cycles 

Imax  

(kW/m²) 

Imin 

(kW/m²) 

I 

(kW/m²) 

Duration of 

Imax phase (s) 

Duration of 

Imin phase (s) 

Time at 

Imax (h) 

Time at 

Imin (h) 

Total  

duration (h) 

Ieff 

(kW/m²) 

Irradiance 

dose 

(kWh/m²) 

Teff 

(°C) 

Thermal 

dose 

(°C·h) 

1928ER01-14 400 300 50 250 60 60 6.67 6.67 13.33 175 2333 345 3738 

1928ER01-11 400 400 50 350 60 60 6.67 6.67 13.33 225 3000 390 5200 

1928ER01-12 400 500 50 450 60 60 6.67 6.67 13.33 275 3667 516 6880 



  
 

During the lowest irradiance aging test at 300-50 kW/m² (Ieff = 175 kW/m², Table 43), temperature was 

also the lowest, in the 200-470°C range, resulting in an effective temperature of 345°C. At 400-50 

kW/m² (Ieff = 225 kW/m²), temperature was in the 150-550°C range with effective temperature Teff = 

390°C and a maximum temperature of 687°C reached for a short time (support 1, no backside cooling). 

In this second case, temperature was better controlled due the use of backside cooling (support 4), so 

that the higher irradiance level did not increase the temperature level too much, compared to the 300-

50 kW/m². Contrarily, during the highest irradiance test at 500-50 kW/m² (Ieff = 225 kW/m²), 

temperature reached its highest level, in the 300-700°C range, with an effective temperature of 516°C 

and a maximum temperature of 761°C (support 1, no backside cooling).  

Therefore, the observed evolutions in microstructure and optical properties seem to be directly linked 

to the irradiance and temperature levels seen by the samples during the tests: the higher the irradiance 

level and amplitude, the higher the temperature, the higher the deterioration. There is a 

proportionality between irradiance and temperature levels, enhanced by the fact that temperature is 

not controlled independently with sample backside cooling in two of the three cases. Thus it is difficult 

to isolate the effects of high irradiance and high temperature, which may well work in synergy.  

Anyway, despite a notable difference in irradiance levels and amplitudes between 300-50 kW/m² and 

400-50 kW/m² aging tests, no major differences were observed between these two cases. Meanwhile, 

the corresponding temperature levels are similar (Teff = 345°C vs. 390°C) and remain below the known 

temperature of thermal stability for such coatings (see Chapter 4). It could thus be argued again that 

temperature is a critical, if not predominant, parameter in the solar aging behavior of solar selective 

absorber coatings. This question is further discussed in the following subsection. 

3.4. Influence of high temperature vs. high solar irradiance 

To better distinguish the effects of high temperature and high irradiance, this section compares the 

aging behavior of TiAlN absorbers under purely thermal aging at 690°C and 800°C (samples 1616DR01-

08 and 10, see Chapter 4 section 4 p.147) and under cyclic solar aging conditions reaching similar high 

temperature levels (Teff = 708°C, Tmax = 875°C, see Table 44 p.200), thus necessitating even higher 

irradiance levels of 500-250 kW/m² (200s/60s cycles). Table 45 shows the evolution in surface aspect 

for the solar-aged sample. Strong changes in color can be observed throughout the treatments. After 

the first 50 cycles, the irradiated area is yellow-white, then the center of the irradiated area darkens 

with further treatments. Unfortunately, no pictures were taken of the samples thermally aged at 690°C 

and 800°C, but no such clear changes in color were observed at similar durations. 

Table 45. Number of aging cycles and durations, and resulting macroscopic images of the sample surface 

Aging conditions Reference Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

Constant solar aging 

500-250 kW/m² 

 

SAAF 

Support 1 (no cooling) 

Sample 1830AR01-07 

Cured 

(24h 500°C air) 

 

After 50 cycles 

(3h37) 

 

After 100 cycles 

(+3h37 = 7h14) 

 

After 150 cycles 

(+3h37 = 10h51) 

 

After 200 cycles 

(+3h37 = 14h28) 

 

In the meantime, oscillations appear in the UV-Vis-NIR reflectance spectrum after 50 cycles (Figure 169 

bottom left), indicating that the coating optical nature changes from absorptive to semitransparent. 

These oscillations cause a strong solar absorptance drop (S = -0.11, Figure 170 left). After 100 cycles, 

both the surface color and reflectance spectrum tend to stabilize. The darker irradiated surface gives 
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rise to a red-shift in spectral reflectance, causing an increase in solar absorptance, though not to its 

initial level, as well as a large increase in thermal emittance after 200 cycles ( = +0.08, Figure 170).  

 

 
Figure 169. Evolution of spectral reflectance with thermal aging at 690°C (top) vs. cyclic solar aging at 500-250 kW/m² 

(Teff  = 708°C) (bottom) 

 
Figure 170. Relative evolutions of solar absorptance (left) and thermal emittance (right) under thermal aging at 690°C 

and 800°C, and under cyclic solar aging at 500-250 kW/m² (Teff  = 708°C) 

These evolutions can be correlated to the changes in the material composition observed by EDS (Figure 

171). The changes in color and optical properties are linked to a strong increase in the oxygen content, 

that also tends to stabilize after 100 cycles.  
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Figure 171. Variations in atomic content (in at.%, measured by EDS): after curing step (24h 500°C) + 24h thermal aging at 
690°C and 6h at 800°C, vs. as-deposited state (left); after different durations of cyclic solar aging at 500-250 kW/m² vs. 

cured state (right) 

This increase in oxygen content happens to the detriment of N initially present in the TiAlN absorber, 

which is no longer detected after 50 cycles. The decrease in elements from the substrate (Ni) indicates 

that the incorporation of oxygen causes an increase in the coating thickness. As previously observed, 

such solar aging causes the growth of an oxide, probably in the form of a titanium oxide again. Since 

the content in Ti does not decrease with the suspected increase in thickness, Ti is not buried under the 

new oxide but is probably part of it, contrarily to Al since its detected content tends to decrease. 

 

Meanwhile, for thermal aging at similar temperature levels of 690°C and 800°C, similar variations of 

the coating reflectance spectrum (Figure 169 top) and atomic composition (Figure 171) are observed, 

indicating that in this case also, the coating is oxidized. However, the consequences on the optical 

performance are different (Figure 170). Thermal emittance decreases, by down to 5 points at 690°C 

and 6 points at 800°C, while solar absorptance decreases more steadily, by up to 8 points.  

Moreover, if similar chemical phenomena seem to be involved in high temperature thermal aging and 

high irradiance/ temperature solar aging, the sample under solar aging presents stronger and quicker 

variations of its visual aspect and optical properties. At  similar temperatures, a lower duration under 

solar aging gives rise to a larger variation in solar absorptance than under thermal aging. Since no 

additional damaging effect of solar cycling was previously observed (see section 3.2 p.186) the 

observed changes should not just be due to the high irradiance/temperature amplitudes at 500-250 

kW/m². Therefore, these results tend to validate that there could indeed be an additional and 

aggravating effect of solar irradiation at high temperature, beyond the effect of high temperature 

itself. 

 

4. Discussion and conclusions on thermal and solar aging 

In this chapter, the impact of exposing solar selective absorber coatings to concentrated solar 

irradiance representative of CSP applications (C ≈ 50-500) is analyzed in view of observing the aging 

phenomena involved, compared to purely thermal aging studied in Chapter 4. The ulterior motive is 

to establish and give recommendations to SSACs developers on the pertinence of including solar 

aging in their coating failure analysis, which is usually only centered on thermal aging. 
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As a forewarning, it is worth noticing that the analysis provided in this chapter is preliminary, as 

unfavorable technical specificities are to be considered, so that complementary tests will be needed 

for further validation. For instance, it was found that some of the sample series used for the different 

tests were not all suitably equivalent in terms of their aging behavior, invalidating the comparison of 

some of the conditions tested and the decorrelation of some of the sources of degradation, so that 

these conditions would need to be tested again with more similar samples (see section 3.1 p.182). This 

highlights the importance of ensuring that large series of perfectly equivalent samples are used, for 

more comparable aging studies. 

Also, in the current SAAF configuration the shutter aperture is the regulated parameter, as a way to 

control the solar irradiance seen by the sample. This irradiance is only estimated (based on previous 

calibrations) from the DNI measured at the beginning of the test, although DNI may evolve during the 

test. Therefore, irradiance is not perfectly regulated, nor is it actually measured. This renders difficult 

the control of the sample temperature during aging tests, as seen in the irregular temperature profiles 

presented in this chapter. This is particularly true in this study, since in many cases no backside cooling 

could be applied due to the shape and size of the samples, that were not adapted to the sample holders 

available at the time. This is why a new sample holder easily adaptable to different shapes and sizes of 

samples was developed and will be used in further studies, providing the possibility of backside cooling 

in all cases, to help with temperature regulation. In parallel, a new SAAF configuration considering the 

sample temperature as the main regulated parameter was also designed and is under development. It 

would provide a better control of the temperature profiles imposed on the samples. The comparison 

of both configurations would help decorrelating the effect of irradiance and temperature. 

Moreover, due to incompatible size constraints imposed by the previous sample holders and by the IR 

spectrophotometer, the IR spectral reflectance in the irradiated area could not be measured in this 

study, and the evolution of thermal emittance during solar aging is not followed. Thus the conclusions 

provided here are based solely on the evolution of solar absorptance, which is the main optical 

parameter for absorber coatings but does not hold information about their selectivity. With the new 

sample support, smaller samples can be tested, so that this limitation will no longer apply. 

Finally, the measurement of sample temperature during solar aging also proved tricky. Indeed, SAAF 

temperature measurement relies on pyrometry, based on the detection of the irradiance emitted by 

the hot sample surface around 5 µm. Therefore, low temperatures below 250°C cannot be measured 

because the emission from the sample at this wavelength is too low, especially since by design solar 

selective absorber coatings have a low IR emittance. This gives rise to low signal-to-noise ratios that 

introduce high uncertainties on the measurement of surface temperature by pyrometry. Also, as 

mentioned the IR emittance could not be measured in the irradiated area after the aging tests, so the 

emittance implemented in the pyrometer after the first treatment is not the actual emittance of the 

sample. In addition, the sample emittance can evolve during the aging test itself, causing a drift in the 

value of temperature given by the pyrometer, compared to its actual value. This effect is clearly visible 

in Table 44 p.200 (treatment 2) where the maximum temperature read by the pyrometer increases 

while the one read by the backside thermocouple remains stable. To estimate the uncertainties 

brought on by these approximations, values of temperature directly given by the pyrometer using the 

initial emittance as input (e.g. 0(5 µm) = 0.219 for sample 1830AR01-07) were compared to corrected 

values (see correction method in Annex 2.1 p.235) considering the emittance measured on the sample 

cut after all treatments were applied (4(5 µm) = 0.288): an overestimation of more than 100°C was 

thus determined. Additional thermocouples were implemented but for obvious reasons they cannot 

measure the actual temperature of the surface in the irradiated area, so they only give access to an 

underestimated value of temperature. 
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Therefore, the temperature profiles provided in this chapter remain approximative. In the future, a 

solar-blind pyroreflectometry system developed in PROMES-CNRS will be implemented for a more 

accurate evaluation of surface temperature during SAAF solar aging tests, as it does not rely on the 

knowledge of the material emittance [334]. Preliminary adaptations of this technique to the SAAF 

facility have been developed during the SFERA-III EU project, including suitable optics and mechanical 

supports. 

 

Keeping in mind these practical limitations when analyzing the experimental results obtained in this 

chapter, some preliminary conclusions can be drawn from this first study. 

Under concentrated solar aging, high UV-Vis-NIR solar irradiance levels are reached, irradiating the 

materials with photons of much higher energy and flux than under IR thermal aging (see section 2.1.2 

p.174). Such high irradiance levels could thus give rise to rapid changes in the material microstructure 

due to photon-matter interactions, that are not accessible with thermal aging. For instance, based on 

bond dissociation energies in diatomic molecules (𝐴 − 𝐵 → 𝐴 + 𝐵) and lattice binding energies in 

crystals [335], energies higher than 3.1 eV (i.e., UV wavelengths below 0.4 µm) are necessary to cause 

most of these reactions at ambient temperature. In CSP technologies, concentrating optics tend to 

reduce the UV photon flux but the latter remains high (typically 0.5 to 5 kW/m², see Table 29 p.178), 

thus probably allowing for lattice rearrangements, especially since the absorber coatings are designed 

to absorb as much of the incident solar radiation as possible.  

Moreover, when absorbing such high solar flux densities, the materials necessarily heat up to reach 

high levels of temperature. In CSP technologies, part of this heat is extracted by the heat transfer fluid 

flowing below the absorber. In solar aging facilities, it can be partly extracted using backside cooling. 

Nevertheless, in both cases the actual temperature profile seen by the absorber coating remains hard 

to control and regulate, due to high level of incident energy flux provided by solar concentration, 

compared to the slower heat extraction by convective exchange with the HTF or cooling fluid. So in 

addition to high irradiance, absorbers are unavoidably subjected to high temperatures as well. 

Therefore, when applying concentrated solar aging, it can be difficult to decorrelate the effects of 

irradiance and temperature, but their combined effect can be assessed. 

 

Overall, compared to purely thermal aging at similar temperatures, the combination of high irradiance 

levels (i.e., high photon and energy fluxes) and high temperature seems to have a stronger and faster 

effect on the optical performance of the aged absorbers, especially when applying temperatures 

higher than the critical temperature of the materials. Similar aging phenomena were observed in both 

cases, such as oxygen incorporation and oxide growth, but there could be a synergistic effect between 

the two sources of degradation, facilitating atomic rearrangements in the material lattice and 

accelerating such aging phenomena. Indeed, combining the vibrational energy provided by high 

temperature with the energy conceded to the lattice via energetic photon-matter interactions, it 

becomes easier and faster to overcome the energy barriers related to such material evolutions, 

compared to the energy provided by slow thermal transfers in electrical furnaces. 

A simple illustration of this synergy hypothesis lies in the fact that, in some conditions under solar 

aging, visual changes to the coating surface were observed (strong discoloring in the irradiated area) 

after only a few hours of aging, when testing at similar temperatures for longer durations under 

thermal aging did not cause similar evolutions. 
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Another validation could also be found in the fact that constant solar aging seems to act faster and 

more strongly than cyclic solar aging with similar high irradiance level. Due to the additional lower 

irradiance phase, the effective (time-weighted) irradiance seen by the tested materials is higher under 

constant aging. Since this parameter (in kW/m²) is directly linked to the incident photon flux (in 

photons/m²/s) and energy flux (in J/m²/s, with 1 W ≡ 1 J/s), a higher incident photon flux modifies the 

coating surface more quickly during the first stages of aging, causing an overall acceleration of aging.  

 

In this light, it seems that concentrated solar aging representative of CSP applications provide 

additional photonic phenomena that may occur at a small physical and time scale (e.g. A°-nm, < s). 

Due to the energy fluxes involved, they may not be energetic enough to have a large-scale effect on 

their own. Combined to high temperature, these photonic phenomena mostly seem to promote and 

accelerate the thermally-induced aging phenomena obtained when applying purely thermal aging, 

without changing their nature and effects at a more “macroscopic” physical and time scale (e.g. µm-

mm, hour).  

Applying purely thermal aging tests could therefore be sufficient for coating developers in a first 

approach, provided they are applied at sufficient (representative or accelerated) temperature levels, 

pertinent working atmosphere and representative durations (several hundreds of hours). Indeed, such 

aging protocols easily allow investigating the effects of temperature, which is a driving parameter for 

aging, controlling thermally-induced aging phenomena typical for SSACs, such as oxidation and atomic 

diffusion.  

Despite its more complex implementation, solar aging remains nonetheless a recommendable step 

in the study of the durability of solar selective absorber coatings, as it provides more representative 

aging conditions, close to the aimed CSP applications, that provoke additional and possibly synergistic 

effects in combination with high temperature. For the analysis of their impact to be more pertinent 

and valuable, these solar conditions must be as controlled and repeatable as possible, and applied for 

as long durations as possible, which is more time and resource consuming than simple thermal aging. 
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 General conclusions 

As exposed in the first chapter of this thesis, to tackle climate change in a context of ever-expanding 

energy demand, concentrated solar power (CSP) technologies have been identified as a promising 

renewable source for heat and electricity generation. These technologies are based on the 

concentration of the incident solar radiation with mirrors on a solar absorber, inside which flows a heat 

transfer fluid. This solar absorber must have a high optical performance, achieved through spectral 

selectivity, i.e., high solar absorptance S and low infrared thermal emittance (T), to ensure high solar-

to-heat conversion efficiency. Selectivity is obtained with solar selective absorber coatings or SSACs 

(e.g. S = 0.95, (400°C) = 0.10) deposited on metallic receivers. To increase the global efficiency of CSP 

technologies and guarantee its deployment, high working temperatures (400-800°C) are desirable, 

ideally in air to further reduce costs.  

Thus as examined in the second chapter, SSACs are subjected to many interconnected sources of 

degradation (e.g. solar radiation with high flux including UV, high temperatures, thermal cycling, 

thermal shocks, oxidant/corrosive atmospheres) inducing complex aging phenomena (e.g. diffusion, 

oxidation, cracking, fatigue-creep) able to degrade their thermo-optical performance. Therefore, their 

aging behavior (thermal stability, durability) must be thoroughly investigated before they can be 

implemented in CSP applications. However, after analyzing the literature related to SSACs aging 

behavior, it was found that the majority of current aging procedures simply consisted in conservative 

laboratory tests, applying thermal aging in electrical furnaces at moderate temperatures in air or 

higher temperatures but in vacuum, for rather short durations and without thermal cycling, thus not 

representative of CSP applications. Also, to this day there is no standardized procedure to evaluate the 

aging behavior and durability of high temperature SSACs. 

After establishing these first assessments based on an extensive literature review, this thesis work 

developed an experimental study that, in an original manner compared to other studies: 

1. was not centered on the analysis of a single type of SSAC that would aim at estimating its reliability 

and durability. Instead, here three different types of new high temperature air-stable SSACs 

developed by collaborators (TiAlN and WAlSiN tandem absorber and W/SiC:H multilayer absorber 

coatings) were considered, with the objective of revealing more general trends regarding the aging 

behavior of SSACs, and thus draw conclusions on the pertinence of the applied aging procedures 

themselves, instead of on the suitability of the coatings; 

2. investigated the application of typical aging procedures found in the literature for the study of 

SSACs, using an electrical furnace, i.e., only based on purely thermal aging, in order to establish if 

these procedures are well-suited in a first approach to assess the aging behavior and durability of 

SSACs, and how to improve them, thus providing general recommendations to coating developers 

for their more pertinent application; 

3. additionally investigated alternative and original aging procedures for SSACs, more representative 

of their working conditions in CSP applications, i.e., solar aging tests under concentrated solar 

irradiation in a dedicated solar accelerated aging facility (SAAF) installed at the focal point of a solar 

furnace, with the objective of understanding the specific impact on SSACs of several solar aging 

parameters, e.g. linked incident solar irradiance and sample temperature profiles, or the additional 

application of rapid thermal cycling. 
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4. compared the impact of purely thermal aging vs. concentrated solar aging (solar + thermal), to 

give insight on the additional impact of the exposure to concentrated solar irradiance at medium-

high temperature, in order to give recommendations to coating developers about the necessity to 

include concentrated solar aging protocols in the durability assessment of their coatings; 

5. gathered in-depth knowledge on the separate impact and possible synergy between the main 

sources of degradation affecting SSACs, by decorrelating and/or confronting the observed effects 

of the different aging parameters accessible; 

6. had for ultimate view to propose valuable information to help in evaluating the possibility and 

potential establishment of a standardized global aging procedure for SSACs. 

The main conclusions that can be drawn from this original experimental study are the following, and 

can serve as recommendations for coating developers: 

1. As a mandatory first step to evaluate the aging behavior of a type of SSAC, large sets of equivalent 

samples should be considered, as far as the repeatability of the manufacturing process allows, in 

order to apply and compare the effects of several aging conditions on several samples for each 

condition, and obtain more reliable conclusions. A good equivalence between samples can typically 

be understood as architectures (in terms of nature and thickness of substrate and coating layers) 

that are identical or as close as possible, a variation in solar absorptance of 1 point or less (S ≤ 

0.01), and a variation in thermal emittance of 3 points or less ( ≤ 0.03, as the coatings solar-to-

heat conversion efficiency is less sensitive to thermal emittance); in any case, the variation in optical 

performance with aging should be considered relatively to the reference state of a given sample 

(e.g. S = S (aged) – S (as-deposited)). 

2. Also, adequate characterizations of the SSACs materials before and after aging must be carried 

out to observe and draw conclusions on the aging behavior, including at least: 

2.1. spectral optical properties, in particular hemispherical spectral reflectance, at least in the 

main UV-Vis-NIR solar range (0.28 – 2.5 µm) to estimate solar absorptance, preferably in the 

larger and more pertinent UV-MIR “solar selective range” (at least 0.28 – 25 µm), to also 

estimate thermal emittance and solar-to-heat conversion efficiency, which is the most 

significant criterion for optical performance. This allows following a potential degradation in 

performance that would have a direct impact on the global efficiency of the aimed CSP 

application. 

2.2. macroscopic pictures of the surface after each aging step, to keep track of their visual aspect 

and quickly link it to the other observed evolutions. For instance, a darkening visible to the 

naked eye can often easily be linked to an increase in solar absorptance. This is a useful and 

easily accessible information, helpful in the follow-up of the aging behavior. Ideally, these 

pictures should be taken in a specific photographic studio set-up to avoid parasite reflections 

on the partially reflective surface. 

2.3. material composition, at least to follow the global content in elements (e.g. EDS or WDS), 

ideally to follow their spatial distribution in the coating (e.g. RBS or XPS depth profiles), as 

well as material surface state, at least to observe major evolutions in microstructure such as 

cracks or delamination (e.g. optical microscopy, SEM), preferably also to observe evolutions 

in surface roughness (e.g. AFM, profilometry) which directly influences optical properties. This 

so as to unveil the aging phenomena at play and understand their consequences on the 

evolution of the SSACs optical performance. 
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3. As a mandatory second step, purely thermal aging protocols must be implemented: 

3.1. First, short duration thermal aging (typically up to 24h) can be applied at different 

temperatures around or above the aimed working temperature, and in the aimed atmosphere 

(air or vacuum), depending on the intended CSP technology. This type of test is often applied by 

coating developers as it is easy to implement and gives access to valuable information about the 

absorber aging behavior (e.g. its critical temperature). It often causes slight coating 

densification and/or oxidation, that can equally result in an improvement or a degradation of 

the coating optical performance, because spectral optical properties (optical indices and 

reflectance) are very sensitive to small variations in thickness and composition. For instance, 

the incorporation of oxygen may change the coating optical behavior from absorptive to 

semitransparent, causing reflectance minima and maxima to appear due to multiple reflections 

at the coating interfaces. These oscillations increase in frequency and amplitude as the coating 

thickness increases, so that there is a red-shift of the reflectance spectrum, strongly impacting 

both solar absorptance and thermal emittance values. If the optical performance improves with 

short duration aging (typically 24h), it can be considered as the final curing step of the 

fabrication process, instead of an indication of the coating aging behavior. In any case, short 

duration thermal aging does not provide sufficient information in itself and the performance 

evolution trend must be validated by longer duration thermal aging. 

3.2. As a mandatory next step, long duration thermal aging (typically above 100h and up to several 

thousands of hours) at or near the aimed working temperature should be applied to confirm 

the trends observed at short durations while giving enough time to the coating to stabilize its 

aging behavior. This should preferably be applied in short steps (12-24h) cumulatively on the 

same samples to better follow the evolution of the coating optical performance and generate 

slow thermal cycling closer to the CSP application, compared to constant thermal aging. If 

possible, long aging durations exceeding several hundreds of hours should be reached, as 

several stages of aging may appear with time, due to the different kinetics of the aging 

phenomena at play (e.g. the slow outward diffusion of metallic elements from the substrate and 

their subsequent surface oxidation may cause surface defects to appear late in the aging 

process). Optionally, the comparison of aging tests in different atmospheres can help 

decorrelate competing or synergistic phenomena (e.g. vacuum tests to prevent oxidation 

processes and better observe the effect of atomic diffusion on the optical performance of the 

coatings). In any case, this type of aging test gives a first idea of the long-term thermal stability 

of SSACs. 

3.3. As an optional but advised next step, to evaluate SSACs durability, long duration thermal aging 

at several accelerated temperatures above the aimed working temperature (max. 200-300°C 

higher) and close to one another may be applied. These tests can usually save time and 

resources by avoiding very long duration testing at the aimed working temperature, as they can 

accelerate thermally-induced aging phenomena without changing their nature. They may also 

give access to the activation energies of aging/degradation phenomena, that can sometimes be 

used to predict the lifetime of the coating at working temperature. However, when degradation 

is ruled by slow reactions, the attainable acceleration of aging is limited and very long durations 

at accelerated temperatures (e.g. > 1000h) must be applied anyway if one is to establish the 

SSACs lifetime and durability. Since accelerated aging protocols can be heavy to implement and 

cannot guarantee lifetime prediction, a cost/benefit analysis is to be considered in their 

implementation. 
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4. As an optional but highly recommended third step, concentrated solar aging can be attempted to 

test the SSACs behavior in conditions more representative of CSP applications (high photon and 

energy fluxes in the solar range, high heating and cooling rates, etc.), provided suitable facilities are 

accessible (e.g. solar furnace or high flux solar simulator). Very long durations are not reasonably 

attainable (due to solar intermittence in solar furnaces or high cost of solar-like lamps in 

simulators), still such tests provide valuable information on the SSACs aging behavior in more 

realistic conditions, for instance:  

4.1. In concentrated solar aging, high incident solar irradiance is indissociable from high surface 

temperature levels, even when heat is partly extracted on the absorber backside. It is thus not 

an adapted method to decorrelate the effects of these two sources of degradation, but instead 

it reveals their combined effect. The comparison of purely thermal aging and concentrated solar 

aging highlights that temperature remains a driving parameter for aging, as it controls 

thermally-induced aging phenomena, but concentrated solar irradiance gives rise to additional 

photonic phenomena promoting and accelerating thermally-induced aging phenomena, by 

facilitating atomic rearrangements in the material lattice. In a first approach, purely thermal 

aging at appropriate temperatures may thus be sufficient to assess SSACs global aging 

tendencies, but complementary concentrated solar aging tests are advisable, as they reveal the 

synergistic effects between high solar irradiance and high temperature, possibly accelerating 

SSACs aging in real CSP conditions. 

4.2. Comparing constant solar aging (typical of stable sunny weather) with short period cyclic solar 

aging consisting in alternating high and low irradiance phases (typical of cloudy spells), rapid 

solar/thermal cycling with the same high irradiance level does not provide additional 

deterioration as it in fact reduces the effective temperature/irradiance seen by the materials, 

so that they are exposed to lower photon and energy fluxes, hindering the abovementioned 

synergistic effects. 

 

5. In all cases, the distinction between aging and degradation must be kept in mind, since an 

evolution in surface aspect or chemical composition of the SSACs does not necessary lead to a 

deterioration of their optical performance. In fact, the relationship between physicochemical 

aging phenomena (e.g. oxidation, atomic diffusion, cracks) and their consequences on SSACs 

surface optical properties is quite complex and hard to predict. Indeed, the performance of solar 

selective absorber coatings (solar absorptance, thermal emittance, solar-to-heat conversion 

efficiency) intrinsically derives from spectral behaviors (optical indices, reflectance) which are 

highly sensitive to small changes in the coating chemical/optical nature (e.g. an absorptive nitride 

or carbide becoming semitransparent when oxidized) and thickness (e.g. an increase in thickness 

causes a reflectance red-shift increasing thermal emittance). Thus for instance, if it is relatively 

simple to determine separately the activation energy of an oxidation phenomenon, determining 

the activation energy leading to a drop in optical performance is not at all straightforward, 

especially since several aging phenomena are often at play, often with different kinetics, possibly 

with synergistic or competing effects. For this reason, a reliable lifetime prediction for SSACs is 

often hard to obtain. 
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6. Finally, if such general recommendations about desirable aging procedures can be established, due 

to the multiplicity of SSACs architectures and materials explored by coating developers, as well as 

the variety of CSP technologies, to this day it remains difficult to propose a unique aging scheme 

for SSACs with fixed temperature levels and aging durations. As a start, distinct schemes per type 

of CSP technology would be better suited, fixing in each case a typical working temperature, to 

determine temperature levels for purely thermal aging protocols (point 3), as well as a typical solar 

concentration ratio, to determine concentrated irradiance levels for solar aging protocols (point 4). 

 

Beyond these first recommendations, and in order to complete them, the following paths could be 

explored, among many possibilities: 

1. regarding purely thermal aging:  

1.1. since the adsorption of water molecules at the coating surface could enhance and accelerate 

oxidation/corrosion phenomena, the specific effect of humid air at high temperature could 

be studied, thanks to: i) the comparison of aging behaviors on equivalent samples under 

ambient air and air filtered from CO2 and H2O (tests are underway); ii) the implementation of 

the full configuration of ALTHAIA facility, which allows controlling the content in water vapor 

(absolute humidity) contained in the air flow introduced in the low pressure reactor (Figure 

91 p.106), so that in addition to the impact of the presence of humidity (compared to dry air 

tests), the specific impact of the humidity level (water vapor content) could be studied.  

1.2. additional sources of degradation could be applied in combination with high temperature, 

for instance air pollutants typically found in the atmosphere, with known corrosive effects 

(e.g. NOx compounds), as may be encountered in real CSP conditions.  

 

2. regarding concentrated solar aging, complementary aging tests in SAAF facility could be applied: 

2.1. including: i) a more reliable and accurate measurement of sample surface temperature in the 

irradiated area, not relying on the knowledge of its spectral emittance; ii) the direct and 

independent regulation of temperature for all tested samples, whatever their dimensions; ii) 

the follow-up of the thermal emittance of the aged samples in addition to their solar 

absorptance. All this thanks to the implementation of: i) an in-situ solar-blind 

pyroreflectometry set-up; ii) another SAAF configuration previously developed for solar 

curing;  iii) the new adaptable sample support developed during this thesis (support 4).  

2.2. in all cases, for longer durations than the typical 10 to 15h applied in this work, to better 

validate the aging tendencies observed, at least reaching 24h to compare with typical thermal 

aging. One must keep in mind that longer durations (e.g. 100h) would mobilize too much time 

and resources to be realistic, except if only one aging condition is pursued.  

2.3. to further isolate the specific effect of rapid solar/thermal cycling, that was here masked by 

the predominant influence of the effective irradiance and photon/energy fluxes, cyclic vs. 

constant solar aging tests with same effective irradiance could be applied on remaining TiAlN 

absorber samples (e.g. constant 250 kW/m² vs. cyclic 265-200 kW/m² with 200s/60s cycles).  
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Also, further theoretical and experimental studies would be needed to investigate the apparent 

coupling and synergy between thermal and photonic effects in CSP applications, compared with purely 

thermal effects. This is particularly relevant since most aging studies for solar absorbers are conducted 

in electrical furnaces without the presence of solar photons.  

 

3. regarding other types of aging, for instance: 

3.1. thermomechanical aging protocols at similar temperature levels than the ones used in purely 

thermal aging could be investigated, such as fatigue-creep tests with realistic or accelerated 

mechanical loads compared to the ones encountered in real CSP applications, for instance to 

account for the presence of a pressurized heat transfer fluid inside the solar receiver, for 

constraints induced by mismatched thermal expansion coefficients between the different 

materials of the receiver and coatings, etc. (see Chapter 2); 

3.2. depending on the CSP technology, the absorber coatings may not be protected from other 

mechanical degradation phenomena such as particle erosion in sandy implantation sites, 

thus their resistance to such sources of degradation could also be tested, using existing 

facilities usually dedicated to the weathering of concentrating mirrors. 

 

4. Last but not least, the conclusions drawn when applying all the abovementioned aging protocols 

would need to be confronted with the real aging behavior of materials that have actually been 

used in CSP plants for long durations, in order to validate or reorient them. However, this is 

rendered difficult by the fact that: i) most SSACs coatings are currently under development, aiming 

at higher temperature and stability in air, thus will not be used in real CSP installations unless they 

have first proven their suitability in laboratory aging test conditions;  ii) current commercial SSACs 

in operation could be considered instead, but their working conditions are less demanding 

(typically, they are operated under vacuum up at 400-580°C or in ambient air below 350°C) and in 

any case CSP plant operators do not usually share or even collect any information on their aging. 

 

Overall, out of this original thesis work a better understanding and larger view of the general aging 

behavior of solar selective absorber coatings for high temperature CSP have been gathered, to provide 

recommendations for more pertinent and global aging procedures, in view of including these 

recommendations in the potential establishment of a broadly applicable test standard for the 

investigation and prediction of the thermal stability and durability of these absorber coatings, thus 

guaranteeing their reliability in real CSP operation and helping in the deployment of CSP technologies 

for heat and electricity generation.  
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1. SAAF set-up: estimation of the homogenized solar flux received by 

the sample 

The incoming radiation in the SAAF is adjusted by the aperture of the shutters, which varies from 0 to 

100%. The shutter aperture is controlled by an external voltage V between -5 and 5 Volts. This voltage 

is converted to a range from 0 to 1 with Eq.(36), to obtain the aperture percentage AS. 

𝐴𝑆 = −0.1 · 𝑉 + 0.5 (36) 

To calculate the output homogenized flux at the exit of the kaleidoscope placed at the focal of the 

parabola, calorimetric measurements were carried out in 2017. They consisted in placing a calorimeter 

at the exit of the kaleidoscope to measure the output flux at different shutter apertures (Figure 172). 

 
Figure 172. Sample irradiation vs shutter opening for DNI = 1000 W/m² 

The results were interpolated to obtain a fitting function. This function is used to establish the aperture 

command needed to obtain the desired solar flux on the tested sample, placed at the output of the 

kaleidoscope. The output flux after the kaleidoscope is represented by Eq.(37) vs. the shutters aperture 

AS, corrected with the value of Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) during the experiment. The parameters 

obtained from Figure 172 are: a0 = -21.444, a1 = 270.60, a2 = 1102.57, a3 = -337.58. 

𝛷 (𝑘𝑊/𝑚2) = (
𝐷𝑁𝐼

1000
) · (𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝐴𝑆 + 𝑎2𝐴𝑆

2 + 𝑎3𝐴𝑆
3) (37) 

2. SAAF set-up: pyrometry measurements 

In SAAF experimental set-up, the temperature of the surface of the sample exposed to the 

homogenized concentrated solar flux is measured by a pyrometer. The chosen pyrometer is an Optris 

CTlaser G5H equipped with CF4 optics. It allows the measurement of temperature between 250°C and 

1650°C and has a spectral response in a reduced range between 4.8 and 5.2 µm (see Chapter 3 section 

3.2.2.1.5, p.112). It is thus considered as monochromatic at 5 µm. 

2.1. Temperature estimation 

The estimation of temperature is based on Planck’s law of blackbody (BB) radiation (Eq.(38)), which 

relates the spectral irradiance (radiant exitance) of a blackbody 𝑀𝜆
0(𝜆, 𝑇) to its temperature T. 

𝑀𝜆
0(𝜆, 𝑇)𝐵𝐵 =

2𝜋ℎ𝑐2

𝜆5 ∙ (𝑒
ℎ𝑐

𝜆𝑘𝐵𝑇 − 1)

=
𝐶1

𝜆5 ∙ (𝑒
𝐶2
𝜆𝑇 − 1)

 
(38) 

𝐶1 = 2πℎ𝑐2 = 3.742 ⋅ 10−16 𝑊 ∙ 𝑚−2 ;  𝐶2 =
ℎ𝑐

𝑘𝐵
= 1.44 ⋅ 10−2 𝑚 ∙ 𝐾  

https://www.optris.fr/telechargements-serie-hautes-performances?file=tl_files/downloads/Manuals/Englisch/High%20Performance%20Series/Manual%20optris%20CTlaser.pdf
https://www.optris.fr/telechargements-serie-hautes-performances?file=tl_files/downloads/Manuals/Englisch/High%20Performance%20Series/Manual%20optris%20CTlaser.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/blackbody-radiation
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The spectral emittance 𝜀𝜆(𝜆, 𝑇) of a sample at temperature T is defined as the ratio between the 

spectral irradiance 𝑀𝜆
0(𝜆, 𝑇)𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 emitted by the sample, and the spectral irradiance 𝑀𝜆

0(𝜆, 𝑇)𝐵𝐵 

emitted by a blackbody at the same temperature (Eq.(39)). 

𝜀(𝜆, 𝑇) ≡
𝑀𝜆

0(𝜆, 𝑇)𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝑀𝜆
0(𝜆, 𝑇)𝐵𝐵

 (39) 

The pyrometer detects 𝑀𝜆
0(𝜆, 𝑇)𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 at 5 µm. The knowledge of the sample spectral emittance 

𝜀𝜆(𝜆, 𝑇) at 5 µm gives direct access to the sample temperature T using Eq.(40) derived from combining 

Eq.(38) and Eq.(39), with  = 5 µm.  

𝑇 = −
𝐶2

𝜆
∙ 𝑙𝑛 (

𝐶1 ∙ 𝜀𝜆(𝜆, 𝑇)

λ5 ⋅ 𝑀𝜆
0(𝜆, 𝑇)𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

+ 1) (40) 

Thus, the pyrometer calculates the temperature of the sample surface knowing the emittance of said 

surface, and an emittance value must be input into the device before the measurements. The “real” 

spectral emittance of the sample at 5 µm can be deduced from its spectral reflectance (measured with 

SOC-100 reflectometer at room temperature before SAAF experiment), using Eq.(41). If this value is 

used as input, the pyrometer can directly estimate the sample temperature from Eq.(40). 

𝐸(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) = 1 − 𝑅(𝜆, 𝜃, 𝑇) (41) 

However this method can be inconvenient, as the emittance input value needs to be changed each 

time a new sample is tested. Also, the sample emittance may evolve during the experiment during 

aging, leading to inaccurate temperature estimation.  

It is therefore more convenient to use instead a constant approximative emittance value 𝜀𝜆
app(𝜆, 𝑇) as 

input for all samples of the same type (e.g. 0.3 for TiAlN absorbers), then later deduce the sample real 

temperature Treal by applying a correction to the temperature profile Tapp recorded by the pyrometer. 

This correction considers the real emittance 𝜀𝜆
real(𝜆, 𝑇) of the given sample measured before the aging 

test, or the emittance measured after the test if it is very different from its initial value.  

By design, the sample irradiance 𝑀𝜆
0(𝜆, 𝑇)𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 detected by the pyrometer is the same, whatever the 

input value of emittance. Therefore, from Eq.(38) and (39), Eq.(42) is deduced. 

𝑀𝜆
0(𝜆, 𝑇)𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 𝜀𝜆

app(𝜆, 𝑇) ∙
𝐶1

𝜆5 ∙ (𝑒
𝐶2

𝜆𝑇𝑎𝑝𝑝 − 1)

= 𝜀𝜆
real(𝜆, 𝑇) ∙

𝐶1

𝜆5 ∙ (𝑒
𝐶2

𝜆𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 − 1)

 
(42) 

A temperature correction can be deduced from Eq.(42), as given by Eq.(43). 

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 = [
𝜆

𝐶2
∙ 𝑙𝑛 (

𝜀𝜆
real(𝜆, 𝑇)

𝜀𝜆
app(𝜆, 𝑇)

) +
1

𝑇𝑎𝑝𝑝
]

−1

 (43) 

Such temperature correction is illustrated in Figure 173, where Treal of samples with real emittance 

𝜀𝜆
real(𝜆, 𝑇) between 0.10 and 0.20 is plotted for an approximative input emittance 𝜀𝜆

app(𝜆, 𝑇) = 0.15 

and Tapp detected in the range of 200 to 600°C. At low temperatures, the approximative temperature 

Tapp (x-axis) remains close to the real temperature Treal (y-axis), by 20 to 30°C. At high temperatures the 

correction is indispensable, with a difference higher than 100°C between the approximative and real 

temperature, for a difference of only 0.05 between approximative and real emittance. 
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Figure 173. Treal vs. Tapp at 𝜺𝝀

𝐚𝐩𝐩(𝝀, 𝑻) = 0.15 for different values of 𝜺𝝀
𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐥(𝝀, 𝑻) 

2.2. Pyrometer calibration 

The pyrometer was calibrated in temperature using a blackbody SR-2 from ECI systems (Figure 174) 

with  = 0.99 ± 0.01. The temperature of the blackbody was varied from 250 to 1150°C with a step of 

50°C. Table 46 shows the temperature read by the pyrometer with input emittance of 0.98. The 

pyrometer gives accurate measurements, with maximum relative errors of 2-3% below 700°C.  

 
Figure 174. Pyrometer calibration set-up 
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Table 46. Temperature read by the pyrometer with input emittance of 0.98 vs. real temperature of detected blackbody 

SR-2 blackbody 

T (°C) 

Pyrometer 

T (°C) 

Absolute error 

with pyrometer 

(°C) 

Relative error 

with pyrometer 

(%) ε = 0.99 ± 0.01 ε = 0.98 

250 256.3 +6.3 +2.5% 

300 294.8 -5.2 -1.7% 

350 342.6 -7.4 -2.1% 

400 389.4 -10.6 -2.7% 

450 439.0 -11 -2.4% 

500 487.9 -12.1 -2.4% 

550 537.2 -12.8 -2.3% 

600 586.3 -13.7 -2.3% 

650 637.0 -13 -2.0% 

700 686.8 -13.2 -1.9% 

750 737.0 -13 -1.7% 

800 787.5 -12.5 -1.6% 

850 838.9 -11.1 -1.3% 

900 889.7 -10.3 -1.1% 

950 940.5 -9.5 -1.0% 

1000 992.7 -7.3 -0.7% 

1050 1044.0 -6 -0.6% 

1100 1097.0 -3 -0.3% 

1150 1149.0 -1 -0.1% 

 

 



  
 

 Abstract 
Concentrated solar power (CSP) plants provide renewable energy thanks to the concentration of solar 

irradiation by mirrors upon a solar absorber, which converts it first into heat, enabling large-scale thermal 

storage to mitigate solar intermittence, then into electricity. The lifetime over which performance is expected 

to be maintained is typically 25 to 30 years for this technology. However, the latter operates under very 

demanding conditions for materials (highly concentrated solar irradiance/high temperature combined with 

oxidant/corrosive atmospheric conditions). The main component exposed to these harsh conditions is the 

solar absorber, susceptible to high deterioration resulting in high sun-to-heat conversion losses. The solar 

absorber is often covered with a selective absorber coating, to increase the absorption of solar radiation 

(high solar absorptance) while reducing radiative thermal losses (low emittance). This solution is optically 

efficient but requires complex multilayer coating architectures which may easily suffer degradations in CSP 

conditions of use. It is therefore crucial to prove the durability of new solar absorber coating architectures 

before they can be used in CSP installations. Aging tests must be applied to study their thermal stability, 

reliability and potential service life. However, no standardized aging procedures for solar absorber coatings 

exist today. This thesis work thus provides: i) a critical review of existing aging protocols and tools, and 

identified aging phenomena; ii) a critical analysis of classical (purely thermal) and original (thermal + 

concentrated solar) aging protocols based on their experimental application to three types of new selective 

absorber coatings, using two unique aging tools including a solar furnace. The influence of the main sources 

of degradation in real CSP operation (high temperature, high concentrated solar irradiation, slow/rapid 

thermal cycling) is investigated and partly decorrelated, by following the evolution with aging of their optical 

performance, surface state and chemical composition. This work analyses the pertinence of studied aging 

protocols and tools, and proposes broadly applicable strategies for solar absorber coating developers. 

 

 Résumé 
Les centrales solaires à concentration (CSP) fournissent une énergie renouvelable grâce à la concentration 

de l’irradiation solaire par des miroirs sur un absorbeur solaire, la convertissant en chaleur, stockable à 

grande échelle pour s’affranchir de l’intermittence solaire, puis en électricité. La durée de vie durant laquelle 

les performances doivent être maintenues est de 25 à 30 ans pour cette technologie. Cependant, cette 

dernière opère dans des conditions très exigeantes pour les matériaux (forte concentration solaire/haute 

température combinées à des atmosphères oxydantes/corrosives). Le composant principal exposé à ces 

conditions sévères est l’absorbeur solaire. Il peut se détériorer et générer de fortes pertes optiques et 

thermiques. Les absorbeurs solaires sont souvent recouverts d’un revêtement absorbeur sélectif augmentant 

l’absorption du rayonnement solaire (forte absorptance solaire) et réduisant les pertes thermiques radiatives 

(faible émittance). Cette solution très efficace optiquement nécessite des architectures multicouches 

complexes, qui peuvent se dégrader en conditions d’usage CSP. Il est donc crucial de démontrer la durabilité 

des nouveaux revêtements absorbeurs solaires sélectifs avant de les utiliser dans des installations CSP réelles. 

Des tests de vieillissement doivent être appliqués pour étudier leur stabilité thermique, leur fiabilité et leur 

durée de vie potentielle, mais il n’existe pas à ce jour de procédures de vieillissement standardisées pour les 

revêtements absorbeurs solaires. Ainsi ce travail de thèse fournit : i) une revue critique des protocoles et 

moyens de vieillissement existants, et des phénomènes de vieillissement identifiés ; ii) une analyse critique 

de protocoles de vieillissement classiques (thermiques) et originaux (thermique + solaire concentré), basée 

sur leur application expérimentale sur trois types de revêtements absorbeurs solaires sélectifs, grâce à deux 

bancs de vieillissement très originaux dont un four solaire. L’influence des sources de dégradation en 

conditions d’usage CSP (haute température, forte irradiation solaire concentrée, cyclage thermique lent et 

rapide) est investiguée et partiellement décorrélée, grâce au suivi des performances optiques, de l’état de 

surface et de la composition chimique des matériaux vieillis. Ce travail analyse la pertinence des protocoles 

et moyens de vieillissement étudiés, et tente de proposer une stratégie de vieillissement applicable pour les 

développeurs de revêtements absorbeurs solaires sélectifs. 

 


